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1. Introduction
The development of large multimedia applications reveals similar problems to those
of developing large software systems. This is not surprising, as multimedia appli-
cations are a special kind of software systems. Our experience within the Altenberg
Cathedral Project showed, however, that during developing multimedia applications
particular problems arise, which do not appear during traditional software develop-
ment. This is the starting point of the research reported in this thesis.
In this introduction, we start with a report on the Altenberg Cathedral Project
(sec. 1.1), resulting in a problem statement and a list of requirements for possible
solutions. After that we propose our solution named Vitruv (sec. 1.2 on page 11) and
explain how it works in general (sec. 1.3 on page 12). It is followed by a discussion
of key aspects of Vitruv and relations to other approaches (sec. 1.4 on page 14). The
introduction closes with a brief outline of the thesis.
1.1. The Altenberg Cathedral Project
In the Altenberg Cathedral Project, the Chair for Software Engineering and the Chair
for History of Architecture, both at the University of Dortmund, have worked to-
gether since 1996, aiming at a multimedia teaching system presenting an example for
Gothic architecture. As the building of interest we chose the Altenberg Cathedral, a
well-known Cistercian monastery in the Rhineland, containing all features needed
for the intended system.
In the next section we present the project and its scope in greater detail. This is
followed by a discussion of software engineering aspects.
1.1.1. Overview of the Project
Teaching the history of art is traditionally done without computers, especially with-
out multimedia technology. Despite its centuries-old traditions, one might consider
the history of art to be a promising candidate for a multimedia approach, since it
consists of a large body of objects needing visual presentation. But this point of view
neglects the discipline’s scholarly aspects which are quite similar to those of other
humanities. A multimedia system supporting teaching of the history of art has to
combine both, visual presentation and scholarly aspects, to offer a real benefit com-
pared to traditional text books or lectures.
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The approach taken in the Altenberg Cathedral Project is twofold, consisting of a
rich media environment and of scholarly discussions.
In the first part, we benefit from a multimedia environment, because we use many
more media objects, with smaller cost, than in a traditional setting. This additional set
of media objects makes it possible to visualize the topics discussed in greater detail,
making the didactical point clearer. The potential to use different kinds of media,
including video and audio, further enriches the learning environment. A particular
set of media objects deals with a virtual reality-like model of the building. The virtual
model of the cathedral allows users to explore the building freely and gives them
more insight into the forms and views of the building, as compared to those few
pictures usually presented in textbooks. Additionally, the virtuality of the building
allows the observer to visit areas and viewpoints usually not accessible in reality. This
makes it even possible to explore the building in its different stages of construction
during the previous centuries. The observer can compare modifications made to the
building throughout its development.
Figure 1.1.: Exploring the Altenberg Cathedral
In the second part of our approach, traditional scholarly discussions are presented
in addition to the extended use of media objects. Many references in these discussions
are linked directly to other ideas or media objects which further explain the topic. The
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transfer of knowledge is obviously the primary system task subordinating the use of
media: we have no interest in using media merely for the visual effect.
We have two ways of using the system: exploration and guidance. Our system
starts with the presentation of the virtual cathedral. Users can freely explore the
church from a set of different viewpoints familiarizing themselves with the build-
ing. “Exploring” means here that the user can turn around, choose between different
viewpoints, zoom in and out on different details. In fig. 1.1 on the facing page we
show the virtual cathedral. The user is positioned in the crossing1 and looks to the
west window, exploring the nave and the aisles. Some parts of the nave (and also of
other areas of the virtual church) are sensitive to mouse clicks and are anchors of links
leading to pages discussing the chosen topic in greater detail.
These pages complement the primary visual exploration of the church with schol-
arly discussions enhanced with media objects visualizing the discussed aspects. Ap-
proximately forty different topics are presented with support of a few thousand me-
dia objects ranging from simple pictures to video and audio clips, including also vir-
tual reality scenes. In fig. 1.2 on the next page we show a discussion part of the struc-
ture of nave wall, here, in particular, the clerestory of predecessors of the Gothic style.
In the picture on the left we see the interior of St. Appolinaris in Ravenna. Highlighted
is the mosaic band above the arcades, an early form of the triforium.
This first way of using the system, the exploration, is supplemented by a second,
arranging the topics and subtopics in a way independent of a specific part of the
church, giving broader and more abstract topics a chance. It is essentially a set of
guided tours through the material.
1.1.2. The Software Engineering Dimension
The Altenberg Cathedral Project is a large application developed and in use for teach-
ing history of architecture for years. As such, it badly needs software engineering
support during development and maintenance because of its size and complexity. In
the following, we show that the development situation is different from other more
ordinary software projects, and thus requires particular care.
1.1.2.1. Document-centric Multimedia Systems
Similar to ordinary text books, novels, movies, etc., multimedia applications aim at
teaching or entertaining the user. Because of this, multimedia applications need the
same careful construction as the classical media mentioned. Careful selection and ar-
rangement of arguments, examples, presentation styles, etc. are very important and
also very content-specific. From this perspective, multimedia applications have the
1For a good introduction to the architectural terms used we refer to the glossary on the web-site of
Stones (1997).
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Figure 1.2.: Altenberg Cathedral: Discussing the Clerestory.
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same requirements and characteristics as traditional documents. We call this per-
spective of multimedia applications document-centric. The physical manifestation of
the document-centric perspective are the media objects used, such as images, texts,
videos, etc., and their arrangement. We call this manifestation the document part of a
document partmultimedia application.
In addition to the document-centric perspective there also exists a strong program
perspective in multimedia applications from which one part realizes technology it-
self, i.e., driver programs etc., whereas the second more interesting part supports the
presentation logic. As such, the latter is tightly coupled with the document part and
is called the program part of the multimedia application. Normally, programs or rather
program part
algorithms abstract from the processed data instances, they work on classes of these
instances. Data instances in our context are the document parts mentioned previously.
As these are very specific and also unique, they are often the only instance of their
corresponding class. These singleton data sets couple the program part directly with
the one and only document instance, intertwining program structure with document
aspects. This makes it difficult to reuse one of both parts without the corresponding
other part of the multimedia systems.
In general it is not desirable to have such a tangle consisting of one program and
one document. Data-driven programs are one approach of generalizing such pro-
grams towards a greater class of possible data instances they can work on. Markup
languages like HTML or LATEX show the power of this approach for more ordinary
documents. But analyzed carefully, a dependency between these markup languages
and their application domain is observed. As an example, LATEX is excellent for writ-
ing scientific papers but it is poor for poster work. Another working example is the
visualization of database contents such as electronic product catalogs. The structure
of the database classifies the objects presented and their visualization. Whereas a cat-
alog is primarily a simple list of items, other presentations are more complex with a
corresponding complexity of their data structure. Ultimately, such presentation sys-
tems lead to data structures interpreted as algorithms and programs itself. This ap-
proach is a well-known technique in artificial intelligence and is usually found in
LISP programs (Norvig, 1992). A LISP function is a special kind of a list, the only (na-
tive) data structure in LISP. The interpreter approach of LISP allows the construction
of programs creating lists (i.e., data), which in turn can be interpreted as functions
by the apply-function. This construction shows prominently that data structures can
evolve to algorithms and programs.
Currently, we find a similar development in the WWW consisting of HTML files
enriched with JavaScript. These documents have to be interpreted and executed by
the browser to reveal their information. This situation leads the data-driven program
approach ad absurdum. The genericity of these programs is complemented by the com-
plexity of the used data which is specific to the presented document. It makes no
difference whether we have a specific presentation program for each document, or
a specific complex data-set for each document encoding presentation program parts.
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The situation becomes awkward when changes in the document part also demand
changes in the program and vice versa. The interconnection between both parts is
complex, it is hard to assess the amount of changes in one part required by changes
in the other part.
1.1.2.2. The New Developer Roles
As the two different parts of multimedia applications suggest, we have also two dif-
ferent groups of developers. On the one hand we have the usual technical developer for
technical
developer
program development, which is often an academic, well educated in computer sci-
ence, mathematics, engineering or natural sciences. On the other hand, we have the
non-technical developer working on the document part. The group of non-technical de-
non-technical
developer
velopers includes writers, composers and musicians, artists, illustrators, movie peo-
ple and others, often complementing the group of technical developers with respect
to their primary education. In general, the group of non-technical developers is di-
vided into the two subgroups of content and of media specialists.
In the Altenberg Cathedral Project we observed many misunderstandings between
the project partners during requirements elicitation based on different knowledge
and culture backgrounds. It was quite surprising to experience how substantial the
differences between computer science and humanities really are regarding knowl-
edge acquisition, intellectual tools, objects of research, etc. Therefore, we required a
mutual understanding of our working fields and a common language. It is clear that
the different backgrounds emphasize the need for such common languages – in a
more homogenous setting it is not that obvious.
During traditional software development, e.g. for information systems, technical
and non-technical people cooperate only at a few distinct time-points: during anal-
ysis and requirements elicitation, and during the final test stages. In our project, we
observed that technical and non-technical developers work together throughout the
entire development process. This was in part due to an iterative process with pro-
totyping where analyzing, developing and testing were repeated many times, hence
the aforementioned time-points occur repeatedly, too. But more important than that
was what happened during each iteration. The dualistic nature of multimedia appli-
cations with its document and programs parts couples both developer groups more
tightly. In multimedia applications similar to the Altenberg Cathedral Project the doc-
ument part is nearly completely fixed after the delivery, hence the document part is
created parallel to system development. The effect is that structural changes of pro-
gram parts often require also changes in the documents parts and vice versa. This
situation is quite contrary to ordinary information systems, where usually merely the
structure of the database is fixed during development and only users create docu-
ments after system installation.
Additionally, we also had some elements of participative design, where the non-
technical developers prototyped new user interaction mechanisms. Hence, computer
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science technologies needed to be applicable for non-technical developers, which was
only in part feasible. The lack of technical training of the arts scholars made it very
difficult for them to use programming environments including advanced HTML ed-
itors with scripting facilities. We also observed difficulties in discussing the require-
ments after prototyping: without a commonly understood language for describing
the dynamic behavior it is arduous to validate such requirements.
The added document part of multimedia applications makes the difference com-
pared to ordinary software products. The document production should be considered
explicitly in development processes. Thereby, the new non-technical roles become
more important and a smooth integration of their creative work into the process is
favored including the possibility to communicate easily between the heterogenous
developer groups.
1.1.2.3. The Technical Side
On the technical side, we observe very rapid technological changes in the field of
multimedia technology. The pace of hardware development influences directly the
software’s potential to manage more data in less amount of time and hardware con-
sumption. The commercially available development tools are eager to support these
new possibilities and do this by neglecting backward compatibility to some extent.
In this way the rapid appearance of technology generations results in an ongoing de-
velopment effort, reconstructing the entire application within in each new generation
of development tools. Apparently the loss of maintainability seems to be no problem
to the producers of such tools. The document character of multimedia applications
seems to justify their opinion, as documents are quite seldom modified after their fi-
nal production and publication. Traditionally, different editions of documents exist
only for textbooks and encyclopedias.
In the Altenberg Cathedral Project, we have just such a combination of textbook
and encyclopedia, together with a timeless topic, since the Gothic architecture will
also most likely be taught in the future. Thus, we need here to abstract as far as possi-
ble from both current technologies and development tools to achieve maintainability
and thus improve our investment in intellectual work.
1.1.3. Our Approach in the Altenberg Cathedral Project and its
Problems
As related above, the Altenberg Cathedral Project consists of a collection of scholarly
discussions. We were able to model the historian’s didactical concept in a static struc-
ture as one of our main results during the requirements engineering phase. This static
structure gave birth to ADML, the “Altenberger Dom Markup Language”, a specifi-
cation language and an instance of XML (Bray et al., 1998). By the way, the Altenberg
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Cathedral is the only church we know which has a specification language named after
it.
Our art historians, the authors, write their texts in ADML and specify the use of
media objects and the linkage between different parts of the document. Afterwards,
a compiler is used to generate code for a set of different multimedia platforms, thus
building the target multimedia system (Alfert et al., 1999). Currently, we support ver-
sions for Macromedia Director and HTML. All knowledge of the different technology
platforms is hidden within the compiler and is not visible to the authors. As only the
compiler has to be modified to support the technology changes mentioned above, the
authors are not required to revise their original work.
Our authors, the art historians, dislike ADML in its raw form because of its formal
syntax (and thus technical nature). This is the reason for us to search for better so-
lutions. A conceptually simple approach is to construct an editing environment for
ADML hiding the formal syntax. Another, more challenging problem with ADML
is its focus on static structure and on scholarly discussion enriched with media ob-
jects. This works for the current state of the project, but ADML fails, when it comes to
complex visualizations including user interaction. In this situation the smooth combi-
nation of document and program aspects becomes more and more important, as the
tight integration of media objects, rendering control and user interaction handling is
needed to get a working visualization.
The technical challenge of such multimedia presentations is the synchronization of
media in time (and space) with user interaction, since many media objects occupy time
and space (we come back to this issue in greater detail in chapter 2, Basic Terms).
Specifying the behavior of media objects in time and space introduces the area of
concurrent and real-time systems. It is well known that constructing concurrent and
real-time systems is tricky and error-prone, and usually avoided if possible. Fortu-
nately, in the multimedia domain hard real-time constraints are often not needed and
we are in a more relaxed situation: following Little (1994) it is not harmful e.g. if we
have to drop a few frames in a video. Nevertheless, the complexity of describing the
synchronization of media objects is reflected by the large amount of proposals in the
literature for specifying temporal behaviors (e.g. those discussed in chapter 3: Little
and Ghafoor (1990); Diaz and Sénac (1994); Hardman et al. (1994); Khalfallah and
Karmouch (1995); Vazirgiannis et al. (1996); Al-Salqan and Chang (1996); Zhou and
Murata (1998); Paulo et al. (1999)).
Thus, we need specifications and abstract descriptions for media objects, rendering
control and user interaction, i.e. these descriptions have to deal with the synchro-
nization of media objects. We require these specifications and abstract descriptions
in the case of such complex visualizations to gain both, well understood and com-
plete requirements. A pragmatic solution in the spirit of ADML would also demand
independence from current technology.
Let us consider as an example a presentation showing different French Gothic
cathedrals, e.g. only those of Chartres and Amiens for the sake of brevity. We can
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consider the following situation:
Example 1.1 (French Cathedrals)
The presentation starts with Chartres, followed by Amiens. During the
presentation of the cathedral of Chartres we hear an audio-clip explaining
the cathedral. An information button appears during this presentation, a
click on it links to another scene explaining the cathedral of Chartres in
greater detail.
The presentation of Amiens should be structured similar. The example exhibits a set
of implicit and explicit synchronization constraints such as the appearance and dis-
appearance of user interface elements depending on the progress of the video presen-
tation of both churches, i.e. depending on the content of this video. We also recognize
a non-sequential ordering as we may branch to the more detailed presentation. But
this branching is not always possible. As the use of not formalized natural language
increases the risk of ambiguity, it is clear that a non-ambiguous specification of this
example is highly desirable. But it is not clear how and in which formalism we can
express this presentation.
Thus, let us recall the situation discussed earlier. We identified new development
activities and developer roles for the development of multimedia presentations. The
new developers have an educational background different from the usual technical
developers, especially there might be a typical lack of technical and mathematical
knowledge. This differs from the usual development situation where such differently
educated people work together only at distinct phases of development, namely in the
requirements engineering and the final test stages. But now we have to cope with this
heterogenous blend of people throughout the entire development process. Common
understanding is required, but tools and languages used during development make
heavy use of technical and mathematical concepts. So, such language tools cannot
form the basis for such a common understanding between both developer groups.
1.1.4. Summary and Problem Statement
While analyzing the development of the Altenberg Cathedral Project we have ob-
served a new kind of developer, the non-technical developer, also appearing together
with new roles serving the planning and the production of multimedia material. Pro-
ducing this material is the document part of development, which is at least as impor-
tant as the software part. Additionally, we observed a tight coupling between both
parts influencing each other in different ways. Traditional software processes need
to be adapted to support this new situation. It is especially important to establish
a mutual understanding between technical and non-technical developers, because
this is the heart of development processes for multimedia. Furthermore, elaborated
9
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multimedia presentations have complex dynamic behaviors, requiring careful spec-
ification which has to be understandable to all involved developers and technically
precise enough to support system construction.
One could argue that experiences made in the Altenberg Cathedral Project are not
transferable to the development of other multimedia applications, since a project
team consisting of scholars and computer scientists is quite unusual. But as Bailey
et al. (2001b) report, similar problems arise in (commercial) multimedia agencies.
They present a study of multimedia designers and their practices, revealing that there
is a severe communication problem between (graphical) designers, programmers and
customers, in particular with respect to the dynamic behavior of multimedia presen-
tations.
Concluding, we can summarize our analysis and thoughts to the following problem
statement:
We require a specification language for multimedia presentations,
which is simultaneously commonly understood and technically pre-
cise, such that technical and non-technical developers can use the
language.
The approach we are looking for has to satisfy certain requirements discussed
above and found more or less implicitly in the problem statement. To make easier
references to the requirements, we list them here explicitly again. The first three are
important to get the approach to work as a whole. The fourth requirement defines a
weaker condition.
Requirement 1 (Understandability) We need a commonly understood language for
heterogeneous teams of developers. The language should not explicitly make use of
mathematical concepts.
Requirement 2 (Specification) We need a specification language that is technically
concise enough to allow system construction in an unambiguous way.
Requirement 3 (Synchronization) We need to describe the temporal behavior of me-
dia objects related to other media objects. This includes also user interaction insofar
it controls the behavior.
These three requirements are linked together such that the commonly understood
language is a specification language for multimedia presentations with means for
synchronization.
Efficiency during development is an important issue for larger systems. Efficiency
is mainly supported through tools. Such tools may vary widely, from simulation to
prototypes consisting of executable specifications, from theorem proving to model
checking, from (graphical) syntax-oriented editors to compilers. The wide range of
10
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possible tools makes it difficult to compare the tools and their corresponding ap-
proaches. Nevertheless we prefer approaches where tool support is possible and state
it as a weaker requirement, our fourth.
Requirement 4 (Tool Support) We prefer an approach with tool support to ease large
scale development.
1.2. Our Solution Proposal: Vitruv
To satisfy the aforementioned requirements we propose in this thesis the Vitruv ap- Vitruvproach. The central idea of Vitruv is to use natural language (NL) as common notation.
Apparently, NL is commonly understood even for heterogenous developer groups, as
demanded in req. 1 on the facing page. With NL, we can specify multimedia presen-
tations, as indicated in example 1.1 on page 9, where we described a situation inside
a multimedia presentation. In Vitruv, we focus on specifying temporal and behavioral
aspects of multimedia presentations, according to requirements 2 and 3.
NL is often used in requirements engineering as common base for communication
between developers and clients (Kotonya and Sommerville, 1998, p. 19), but usually
with the well-known unpleasant taste of imprecision, ambiguity, vagueness and in-
completeness, which are considered a remarkable risk. Therefore, we take particular
care of these risks in Vitruv. Additionally, this care is important for satisfying require-
ment 4, because tool support demands a well-defined semantics, and for satisfying
requirement 2, asking for unambiguous and concise information.
In this thesis, we provide the definition of Vitruv, such that development of tools can
start. Empirical studies, answering questions concerning pragmatics and usability for
complex projects, can be undertaken after the advent of appropriate tools and thus
are left to future research (see sec. 12 on page 255).
We named our approach after Vitruv, an antique author on Roman architecture.
He gained importance with his treatise De architectura in the Renaissance as source
towards the antique arts and architecture by giving artists such as Leon Battista Al-
berti or Piero della Francesca the ideal of the proportions of the human body as base
for their own art work (Fleming and Watkin, 1999). In this thesis, we pick up this
idea and try a similar movement from technical-based specifications towards more
human-centered specifications.
We should mention that at Carnegie-Mellon University, Mary Shaw, David Garlan
and others have participated in a project regarding software architecture also named
after Vitruv since at least 1995. They refer to Vitruv because of his influence in archi-
tecture and civil engineering in general, which is a different point of view towards
Vitruv’s work and its reception.
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1.3. How Vitruv works
For Vitruv, we decided to use NL as common base for the communication between the
heterogenous developer groups. We name this part of the Vitruv approach VitruvN.VitruvN To be more precise, we use only a restricted subset of NL for VitruvN. This has sev-
eral advantages as we explain in the next paragraphs. Nevertheless, we preserve core
features of NL, in particular good readability and understandability for both devel-
oper groups is important here. One could argue that we reinvent a language feature
as existing for forty years in COBOL, since COBOL is somewhat talkative (or noisy)
to support non-technical readers (Horowitz, 1984, p. 15). However, COBOL-like lan-
guages – and even more conventional languages such as Java – have a (grammatical)
structure, which is not similar to longer NL texts at all: these languages mimic only
simple sentences. In contrast to that, in VitruvN we focus on preserving the look and
feel of NL. Therefore, we stick to the notion of a NL-based language for VitruvN al-
though VitruvN uses only a subset of NL.
The decision to use NL as basis of a specification language demands that we deal
with the inherent problems of NL, namely with ambiguity, imprecision, vagueness
and incompleteness. In the following, we present how we tackle these problems.
Ambiguity is hard to resolve completely. This is due to its various sources in NL
such as multiple meaning of words or unclear references of pronouns. We diminish
ambiguity in VitruvN by providing a careful selected subset of NL, where both, gram-
mar and vocabulary are restricted. Of course, this reduces the generality, which NL
otherwise would provide, but since we focus on specifying multimedia presentations,
we do not consider the loss of generality as harmful. Difficulties in writing specifica-
tions in VitruvN, which arise from the lesser degree of freedom, are outweighed by the
better understandability due to reduced possibilities for ambiguities. Compared to an
unrestricted use of NL, these restrictions ease the construction of supporting tools, be-
cause for instance the restricted grammar allows to use standard parsing techniques
from compilers instead of general rewrite systems.
Detecting incompleteness of a NL specification is often tedious. It is more conve-
nient to check for incompleteness in a formal setting. There, we have the need to be
explicit and can not rely on implicit assumptions, and we gain the possibility to check
formally whether the specification is consistent or complete. Of course, it depends on
the formal calculus used how much a formal analysis can reveal.
To achieve a precise technical description we have to deal with the inherent impre-
ciseness and vagueness in NL. With fuzzy set theory, introduced by Zadeh (1965) as a
precise formal model of imprecision, we can adequately model imprecise and vague
statements in the specification. But as for the problem of incompleteness, we are in
need of a formal model. Nevertheless, of importance is that the imprecision is trans-
fered into the formal model without the need to give up the imprecision and thus
becoming overly (and easily arbitrarily) precise. Hence, the imprecision and vague-
ness in the NL specification is reflected also into the formal model.
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These considerations suggest to introduce a formal counterpart to VitruvN, which
shall make it possible to apply effectively fuzzy set theory and formal analysis to
VitruvN specifications of multimedia presentations, i.e. we are in need for a formal
semantics of VitruvN. Formal semantics are also required for tool support. But since
the step from natural language to formal semantics is quite large and hence the map-
ping between these two concepts is complicated, we take an intermediate step and
introduce the formal specification language VitruvL. We regard VitruvL as a media- VitruvLtor between VitruvN and its proper formal semantics. This is similar to the use of
the programming language C as an abstraction of machine language, found in some
compilers for high-level languages, where as first step the program in the high-level
language is compiled down to a C program. Examples for such compilers are the
PROSET compiler or the first compiler for C++ (Stroustrup, 1991, p. 6). To achieve
native executables, in a second step the C code has to be compiled by a standard C
compiler. Analogously, in our case, VitruvL connects specifications in VitruvN to their
formal semantics and we first map VitruvN to VitruvL and in a second step VitruvL to
its formal semantics. Because of the restricted subset of VitruvN and its anticipation
of fuzzy set theory, it is possible to translate systematically a VitruvN specification
to VitruvL; this is an important characteristic of VitruvL. Therefore, we are confident
that the corresponding VitruvL specification stays close to the meaning of the origi-
nal VitruvN specification. This is also needed for the way back transferring the formal
statements about VitruvL to the context VitruvN, such that formal results can be pre-
sented to the non-technical developers in an appropriate form.
Compared to VitruvN, we add to VitruvL more technically required ballast, due to
the need of being explicit as discussed above. This includes algorithmic details, the
provision of a standard library of media types with their capabilites and a rich type
structure with object-oriented concepts and statical typing. Of course, we make use
of fuzzy set theory in VitruvL as well. The definition of the temporal structure is based
on an extended version of the interval calculus of Allen (1983) (see sec. 3.1.2.2 on
page 30 for details on the interval calculus). The extended interval calculus incor-
porates quantitative statements and nondeterministic events2, for specifying interval
durations and for modeling user input, respectively. We do not assume that non-
technical developers work with VitruvL, but it is intended as a handy tool for technical
developers for technically precise specifications of multimedia presentations, without
loosing the ability to relate the formal specification to the NL specification.
The semantics of VitruvL is divided into three parts, following the “separation of
concerns” principle of software design (Ghezzi et al., 1991). We distinguish between
static semantics, and dynamic semantics for event-free and event-based behaviors.
These three parts are handled separately, but are themselves not unrelated. If the
static semantics or the dynamic semantics of the event-free behavior of a specification
2Nondeterministic means here that we have no control whether an event occurs or which value it
might have.
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is inconsistent, then also the dynamic semantics of the event-free or the event-based
behavior are inconsistent, respectively. We present now the three parts in greater de-
tail.
The static semantics of VitruvL is given as a deduction system in the tradition of
formal type systems (cf. Cardelli, 1997). With the static semantics we can check the
static typing of VitruvL, thereby preventing many specification errors in advance.
The dynamic semantics of the event-free behavior of VitruvL is concerned with the
dynamic parts of a VitruvL specification which do not depend on nondeterministic
events. To make VitruvL amenable to consistency checks of the event-free semantics,
we have to identify and extract the respective parts of the VitruvL specification. This is
the reason to introduce a simpler form of VitruvL, which lacks the rich type structure
and the event handling. This simpler form has a similar task as VitruvL has for VitruvN,
since it connects VitruvL and its semantics. Therefore, we regard this simpler form of
VitruvL as an intermediate language and call it VitruvI. On basis of the operationalVitruvI semantics of VitruvI, we can apply consistency checking algorithms.
Finally, the entire dynamic semantics including the event-based parts are addressed
by Vitruvian Nets, which are a Petri net variant. The use of Petri nets for modeling the
Vitruvian Nets dynamics of multimedia presentations has a long tradition. But more important is
that the interval calculus and the events of VitruvL translate properly to Petri nets. In
addition to that we enrich Petri nets with fuzzy set theory to model the imprecision
and vagueness of VitruvL specifications, which themselves reflect these properties of
the respective VitruvN specification. Thereby, we can model all important characteris-
tics of VitruvL with Petri nets.
In fig. 1.3 on the facing page we summarize the relationships between the parts of
Vitruv. On top, we have VitruvN, which is used by both, technical and non-technical
developers. The semantics of VitruvN are given by VitruvL, which may also be used
by technical developers for technical specifications. The three different parts of the
semantics of VitruvL are shown in the dashed rectangle, where we identify the static
semantics as formal type system, and the dynamic semantics based on VitruvI and
Vitruvian Nets for the event-free and event-based parts, respectively.
1.4. Discussion and Related Work
The central ideas of the Vitruv approach, namely using NL as common notation be-
tween technical and non-technical developers and thereby allowing both developer
groups to work jointly, touch aspects of requirements engineering approaches, since
in the requirements engineering process technical and non-technical people work to-
gether on eliciting and analyzing the customer’s requirements of the system to be
built.
In this section, we discuss how Vitruv is related in general to requirements engi-
neering approaches with respect to the use of NL (sec. 1.4.1 on the next page) and
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Figure 1.3.: The models of Vitruv
the incorporation of end users (i.e. non-technical people) in the development process
(sec. 1.4.2 on page 17). Finally, in sec. 1.4.3 on page 18 we are concerned with modeling
vague or imprecise requirements.
1.4.1. Using Natural Language
In Vitruv, we use NL as common base for understanding between heterogenous de-
veloper groups. This is similar to the well-established use of NL in requirements en-
gineering (Kotonya and Sommerville, 1998), where the heterogeneity exists between
developers and clients. In requirements engineering, NL is used for requirements
specification documents, development contracts and other documents, which have
to be understandable for both groups. Often, this use of NL appears also when using
a semi-formal language for documenting requirements specifications. A typical situ-
ation is found in the context of UML (OMG, 2001), which provides for the analysis
phase the diagram type for use cases. Methods applying UML (e.g. Fowler and Scott
(1999, sec. 3) or Booch et al. (1999, p. 224)) suggest to specify use cases primarily with
NL texts, which are annotated with UML’s use case diagrams, thereby underlining
the importance of NL for the early phases of software engineering. Summarizing, we
consider the use of NL as a suitable and well-established practice.
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However, the difference between Vitruv and other approaches is how we proceed
with the NL specifications. Traditionally, it is the task of the requirements engineer
to transform the NL requirements specification by hand into more formal calculi,
including semi-formal approaches such as UML. The aforementioned disadvantages
of NL (imprecision, ambiguity, vagueness and incompleteness) are remarkable risks
concerning the translation process and make it difficult to ensure that the formalized
specification meets the clients’ expectations. Since clients in general have not enough
knowledge about the calculus used, they cannot validate the formal model. Therefore,
validation has to wait until the product is constructed and product tests begin. In
Vitruv, things are different from that.
For Vitruv, we propose a systematic translation process from the NL specification
in VitruvN to the formal specification in VitruvL. The systematic translation is possible
because of the features of Vitruv. VitruvN uses only a restricted set of NL, where both,
grammar and vocabulary are fixed. This eases the translation process and reduces
the risk of ambiguity in VitruvN specifications compared to the free use of NL. On
the formal side of Vitruv, we handle vagueness and imprecision with fuzzy set theory.
Thereby, we translate vague or imprecise statements found in VitruvN immediately to
VitruvL (and its semantics as well). No additional representations for the formaliza-
tion nor inadequate ad-hoc defuzzyfications (cf. sec. 1.4.3) are needed. The immediate
mapping of NL features into the formal world of Vitruv ensures that we stay close to
the intended meaning of the NL specification.
In Vitruv, we focus on the systematic translation of NL specifications into formal
specifications, but we require that the translation is done automatically. There are,
however, other approaches, which try to derive automatically formal models from a
NL specification. Some approaches (e.g. Gervasi and Nuseibeh, 2002) are lightweight
formal methods, which often perform only a partial analysis of the entire specifi-
cation. They elicit only few but important information from the specification and
build a respective formal model. Whether the aforementioned risks occur depends
on the specification documents used. Gervasi and Nuseibeh (2002) operate on techni-
cal specification documents from NASA and are interested in detailed specification of
a system bus. Therefore, risks of ambiguity, vagueness and imprecision are reduced
by the domain’s very nature. Nevertheless, such approaches have the inherent dis-
advantage that it remains unclear whether they can elicit automatically all important
and required information from their partial view at the NL specification. On the other
side of the spectrum of approaches dealing automatically with NL specifications, are
those which try to understand the entire specification by applying NL understanding
technologies. As an example, the approach of Rolland and Proix (1992) derives ER
models from NL specifications by identifying entities and their relationships in the
NL text. As validation of their ER model, they generate a NL text from the ER model,
which is to be checked by the customer. It remains open how these approaches deal
with imprecision and vagueness of NL specifications, except that model and NL spec-
ification do not match in the validation. In sec. 1.4.3 on page 18 we come back to the
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aspect of imprecision and vagueness but in a more general setting.
1.4.2. Prototyping and Participative Design
Beside the use of NL discussed above, prototyping and participative design (PD) offer
other ways for incorporating non-technicians into to the development process.
Prototyping (Budde et al., 1992; Doberkat and Fox, 1989) aims at short development
times between system generations, such that user feedback can easily be integrated
in the next system generation. Evolutionary prototyping and in particular mock-up
prototypes of user interfaces are well suited for studying and presenting the behav-
ior and the look-and-feel of applications, such that non-technicians can validate the
prototype with respect to their (sometimes implicit) requirements. The strong point
of prototyping is that the technical development is parallel to requirements elicitation
and stabilization, which is done jointly by technical and non-technical developers.
Prototyping is, however, very costly and thus seldom used in the commercial mul-
timedia domain, as Bailey et al. (2001b) report. They argue that storyboards are more
appropriate artefacts in early steps of the development process. Storyboards allow
layout and content sketches, and outlines of the story line. They have the disadvan-
tage that they are static, which makes it difficult to communicate behavior properly.
Thus, designers often enhance storyboards with textual annotations describing the
(temporal) behavior. Of course, these annotations use natural language and no for-
mal notation, since designers are not comfortable with formal methods for similar
reasons as the scholars in the Altenberg Cathedral Project. To solve this problem, Bai-
ley et al. (2001a) propose a storyboard tool which allows animated behavior sketches
by a visual language.
Participative design (PD; see e.g. the special issue of CACM, introduced by Kahn
and Muller, 1993) is related to prototyping and aims at incorporating users of soft-
ware products into the design process. Of course, technical aspects and details are
not of concern, but of importance are overall functionality and user-interfaces. Often,
PD is used as part of usability studies and for validating that the system to be built
fits properly into the working place of the users participating in the design. Therefore,
PD uses its own non-technical abstractions for a constructive design.
Both, prototyping and PD, show that detailed cooperation between technical de-
velopers and non-technicians provides benefits for system development with respect
to user satisfaction. However, the situation in the application domain of Vitruv is dif-
ferent from these two approaches, such that we cannot simply adopt their techniques.
This is due to the clear separation between developers and end-users, separating also
the techniques used by these two groups: technical development on the one hand
and evaluation, requirements statements etc. on the other hand. In the domain of
multimedia applications, the separation between the tasks of technicians and non-
technicians is much more blurred and cannot always be separated, resulting in the
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distinction between technical and non-technical developers instead of developers and
end-users in traditional settings. Therefore, we are in need for appropriate commu-
nication means, languages and tools for these two developer groups, which neither
prototyping nor PD approaches provide.
1.4.3. Modeling Vague or Imprecise Requirements
Vague or imprecise specifications occur not only in NL specifications or in multime-
dia, but also in traditional specifications for software systems. In this section we take a
look at approaches from the literature and relate them to the approach of using fuzzy
set theory for modeling vague or imprecise requirements proposed here. We focus
on timing considerations, since they are conceptually close to the important aspect of
synchronization in multimedia applications.
Timing considerations are important properties of systems and applications, and
have to be identified during the requirements elicitation phase. Usually, timing con-
siderations are regarded as non-functional requirements (Sommerville, 1990; Ghezzi
et al., 1991; Partsch, 1998; Kotonya and Sommerville, 1998). Whereas functional re-
quirements are mostly subject to tests in the final product, non-functional require-
ments have the drawback that they are mostly not testable. In this situation, non-
functional requirements degrade to wishes and guidelines similar to user interface
guidelines providing opportunities for different interpretations.
Sommerville (1990) argues that sometimes it is possible to reformulate such not
testable requirements by explicitly quantifying them: The specification “the system’s
response should be fast” can be changed to “the system’s response should be in 2 sec-
onds”. Clearly, this is testable and we can build appropriate test scenarios e.g. for the
system under various load levels. While this seems as if the aforementioned problems
are solved, this is not really the case. The quantified requirement is still expressed in
natural language, usually to achieve a better understanding of the requirements by
the customers (Partsch, 1998, p. 21). However, this makes it dangerous to interpret
this as quantification in a strictly mathematical sense. For instance, it is questionable
whether a test case in which the system requires 2.01 seconds to response does not
fulfill the requirement while another one needing only 1.99 seconds does. Often, we
need to coarsen the precise value of 2.0 to some kind of a broader interval, since a
quantification of “fast” resulting in the value of “≤ 2 seconds” does not mean pre-
cisely 2. One classical approach to deal with this uncertainty is to allow some statisti-
cal error, such as to state that “in 95% of all situations, the system’s response should
be in 2 seconds”. This approach has the advantage that its formal underpinning is
well known by probability theory. It is, however, uncertain whether the introduction
of such statistical errors was the intention of stating the system’s response should be
“fast”.
A different approach to deal with vagueness and imprecision is possibility theory
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(Dubois and Prade, 1999; Biewer, 1997) based on fuzzy set theory, which is only rarely
used in requirements engineering, and particularly in modeling, with the notable ex-
ception of the work of Liu and Yen (1996), discussed later in sec. 3.3.1 on page 39. With
possibility theory, we can model the quantification of “fast” as a set of possible values
together with a grade of the possibility of the values. In some way, possibility theory
is a generalized variant of probability theory (cf. sec. B.1.6 on page 287), since a pos-
sible value is not required to be very probable, however, every probable value has to
be possible. The concept of linguistic variables in fuzzy set theory allows introducing
a type “speed” with predefined imprecise and vague values such as “fast” or “slow”,
which are realized as fuzzy sets. Expressions with linguistic variables are formulated
with these predefined values, hence the vagueness and impreciseness remains and
it is not absorbed by some reduction to a single precise value. In fuzzy control the-
ory (Yager and Filev, 1994) these concepts are applied successfully to model complex
control processes even for which no classical analytical models exist. A particular
interesting point is that expressions with linguistic variables are quite easy to under-
stand independent of their complex non-linear formalization. This is a clear benefit
for maintenance of such systems.
1.4.4. Conclusion
In Vitruv, we emphasize the systematic transformation of the natural language (NL)
specification into a formal one, which takes particular care of imprecision and vague-
ness already existing in the NL specification. Other approaches deriving models from
NL do not focus on that topic specifically. Alternative approaches for getting non-
technicians involved into the development, we discussed participative design and
prototyping, provide no appropriate means for technical precise specifications.
The formal model used in Vitruv uses fuzzy set theory for modeling vagueness and
imprecision. The discussion on modeling vague and imprecise requirements above
suggests that an approach guided by fuzzy set theory allows formal models which
are close to the meaning of the original imprecise and vague requirements of the NL
specification. This is exactly what we are looking for.
1.5. Overview
This thesis is divided into four parts, followed by appendices: In Part I, Setting, we
discuss the setting of this thesis. We start with a definition of basic terms (sec. 2),
followed by an analysis of related work with respect to the requirements of Vitruv
(sec. 3).
In Part II, Defining Vitruv, we present our approach in detail. We start with a short
outline of the entire approach in sec. 4. We define VitruvL informally in sec. 5, followed
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by the static semantics in sec. 6. In sec. 7 we present the semantics for the event-
free behavior. We linearize VitruvL by defining VitruvI, an intermediate language for
VitruvL. The definition of Vitruvian Nets follows in sec. 8. We close this part with
presenting VitruvN in sec. 9.
Part III, Applying Vitruv, presents a larger example, showing how the various parts
of Vitruv interact and how they are related (sec. 10). Part IV, Summary and Future
Work, closes the main part of the thesis. In sec. 11 we give a summary, followed by a
discussion of future research directions (sec. 12).
The final Part V, Appendices, collects two appendices. The concrete syntax, the
standard modifiers and the prelude of VitruvL are given in app. A. Finally, we present
basic definitions and results of fuzzy set theory and Petri nets (app. B). The thesis
closes with a bibliography and an index.
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2. Basic Terms
Before going on, we are in need for definitions of the rather vague terms concerning
multimedia, multimedia presentations and applications, and hypermedia. They are
given in detail in this section. We close the section with a discussion of the differences
of multimedia and software engineering documents.
Multimedia Systems
Multimedia as a general term is used in public discussions as a synonym for any mod-
ern computer technology with direct end-user impact. Examples of these are personal
computers, the Internet, sometimes even telecommunication products such as cellu-
lar phones, personal digital assistants (PDA), and of course digital media types such
as digital video, MP3, DVDs, etc. In Germany, multimedia was the word of the year
19951, underlining the importance and broadness of this term in every-day life.
In a technical setting, multimedia is understood as a combination of different me-
dia types. In contrast to ordinary systems, especially graphical systems, in multimedia
multimedia
systems
systems at least one of these different media types has to be time-dependent, such as
audio, video or animations (Koegel Buford, 1994b, p. 2). Sometimes, systems handling
only one time-dependent media type are also called multimedia systems. Examples
for the latter are video-on-demand servers. The definition suggested here is more fo-
cused than those in public discussions, but its scope is also very broad: it ranges from
network technology for transporting media to databases storing and querying media,
from device drivers to multimedia presentation software. This interpretation of mul-
timedia is usually applied in technical journals such as ACM Multimedia Systems
or IEEE Transactions on Multimedia focusing on implementing rather than applying
multimedia technology.
It should be mentioned that time-dependency in multimedia systems is different
from those found in, e.g., information systems with temporal data. In such systems
datasets have a time tag indicating the temporal validity of the dataset, e.g. day and
time for share prices in stock tickers or the date of entries in accounting systems.
In contrast to that, time-dependency in multimedia systems means that each time-
dependent atomic information unit has a time dimension and consequently an exten-
sion into time, as found, for instance, in digital video clips. Here, the temporal data is
1Each year selected by the Gesellschaft für deutsche Sprache, the list is available online at http://www.
gfds.de/woerter.html.
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no additional attribute but is rather one of the main characteristics of the information
units.
Multimedia Applications
In the context of the present work, we do not concentrate on technical problems of
implementing multimedia technology but rather on applying multimedia technology.
Thus, our definition of multimedia focuses stronger on human perception, following
the definition given by Newcomb et al. (1991) in their article on HyTime: multimedia
multimedia is
“a parcel of information intended for human perception that uses one or more
media in addition to written words and graphics. The presentation of the added
media may occupy time, space, or both”.
The important difference of this definition with respect to the aforementioned defini-
tion of multimedia systems is the explicit focus on human perception. It implies that
e.g., the transportation of a combined set of different media objects including time de-
pendent media by a broadband carrier is not considered as multimedia. Far more, it
is important to prepare carefully the media objects to transmit the intended message,
focusing on human communication. That is why we indicated in the description of
the Altenberg Cathedral Project that multimedia comes with a strong document as-
pect. The preparation of multimedia data together with information about how to
render this data is called a multimedia document.
multimedia
document
A multimedia presentation is a piece of software presenting a multimedia document
multimedia
presentation
to the user. Similar to the well-known WWW browsers such as Netscape or Microsoft
Internet Explorer, they allow primarily read-only access to the information and offer
little possibilities to modify the appearance of the presented data or to change the
data itself. Thus, multimedia presentations maintain the document character of mul-
timedia, because the human perception is their main task. Presentation programs can
be divided into two separate groups: generic and individual ones with respect to the
presented material. WWW browsers are apparently generic programs as they are not
specific to a document and can present nearly everything on the WWW. In contrast,
the presentation program in the Altenberg Cathedral Project realizes the requirements
specific to this very application and the documents created in the project.
Currently, we observe substantial additional scripting in HTML documents for
achieving individual user interfaces and user interaction. This emphasizes the combi-
nation of document and program aspects in multimedia documents and blurs the sep-
aration of the two different groups of presentation programs. We focus in the context
of this thesis on these multimedia presentations, that are tightly coupled to the cor-
responding multimedia documents supporting an individual presentation style for
each data instance. This model encompasses also systems presenting large databases
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(popular examples are web banking applications, digital libraries, or e-commerce por-
tals), albeit these systems only work on classes of data and do not use individual
presentation schemes on data instances.
Beside multimedia presentations there is a broader kind of multimedia systems
called multimedia applications. These applications differ from multimedia presenta-
multimedia
applications
tions because they do not require that their multimedia material remains constant
and in general users of these applications can modify the multimedia material. Obvi-
ously, development tools such as Macromedia Director (Epstein, 1999) belong to this
category. In this thesis, we do not deal with such applications but concentrate rather
on multimedia presentations.
Hypertext and Hypermedia
Conceptually close to multimedia are the terms hypertext and hypermedia. Some
authors use them as synonyms, such that both, hypertext and hypermedia may mean
the same but also that hypermedia and multimedia are essentially the same. In this
thesis, we differentiate between all three terms, the difference, however, is subtle.
With hypertext we characterize a text enriched with associative references within
hypertextthe text, where the references link portions of the text. These relationships form a
graph structure and usually provide an easy access to related parts of the text. Usu-
ally, the graph structure is not a simple list or tree-like, but is expected to be more
complex. Since hypertext usually is supported by a computer system, the definitions
for multimedia documents, applications and systems apply analogously for hyper-
text documents, applications and systems.
For the difference between hypermedia and hypertext it is important that for hy-
pertext we only consider pure text together with linking information. If we add media
elements to a hypertext, e.g. images or videos, we talk about hypermedia, i.e. hyperme-
hypermediadia extends hypertext by additional media elements. Since these media elements may
in particular occupy time and space, hypermedia may also be called multimedia, and,
indeed, many problems in hypermedia and multimedia are the same. However, we
differentiate between hypermedia and multimedia such that in hypermedia the fo-
cus lies on the linkage structure whereas in multimedia the media arrangement is of
primary concern. This difference is subtle and a unique assignment can only be done
for some extreme examples: multimedia presentations with a strict sequential order
are usually not regarded as hypermedia, since there is no appropriate link structure;
hypertexts with images are not regarded as multimedia, since media elements with
temporal aspects are missing.
Therefore, the assignment of a specific document or presentation to either hyper-
media or multimedia is rather arbitrary. It is possible to consider the same document
or presentation as hypermedia or as multimedia, however, the viewpoint changes: in
the first case, we accentuate the link structure between the various information pieces
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presented, in the second case we emphasize the media arrangement presented to the
user.
Multimedia vs. Software Engineering Documents
To complete the picture we should now differentiate between multimedia documents
and classical software engineering documents. At first glance, it seems that the docu-
ment part of a multimedia application is not different from other documents created
during the development process of ordinary software systems, documents such as
requirements and design documents or user documentation.
This observation is true up to a certain point. Obviously, multimedia documents
have to be handled in a similar way as other documents, i.e. configuration man-
agement should be applied to them, reviews are required, etc. For short, all usual
practices of project management should also be applied to the development of mul-
timedia documents. Nevertheless there are important differences. First, multimedia
documents contain always time-dependent media, which are rarely used in current
software engineering documents. The production process of these media artefacts is
different from traditional documentation. Second, multimedia documents are a cen-
tral part of the final product, often they are the main part per se. In contrast to that,
software engineering documents have the flavor of add-on products, the main prod-
uct is the software developed, the documents are needed primarily for efficient (and
effective) development and users’ training. Third, the interconnection between mul-
timedia documents and their software product is more complex than between a soft-
ware product and its software engineering documents, because software engineering
documents describe (or prescribe) facts about the software product, whereas multi-
media documents contain parts of the software product, in particular the aforemen-
tioned rendering information. Finally we should notice that multimedia documents
are primarily created by non-technical developers, while software engineering docu-
ments are primarily created by technical developers.
In summary, we conclude that multimedia documents and their creation process
are significantly different from ordinary software engineering documents.
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For selecting techniques for in particular the formal models of Vitruv, we discuss now
related work found in the literature. Much work has be done in the area of multime-
dia in general, but there is only little attention on specializing software engineering
approaches to the multimedia domain. If we do not focus on the software engineering
aspect only, we find several approaches addressing the development of multimedia
applications which will we discuss in the following sections. The focus of these ap-
proaches lies mostly on formal models of the application’s temporal behavior. Only a
minor group of publications regards problems of the development process itself such
as new process models, specific approaches for requirements engineering, specifica-
tion or design languages and others.
We structure the presentation of related work such that each section focuses on of
the first three requirements defined in sec. 1.1.4 on page 9. However, we reverse the
order of the requirements in this presentation for didactical reasons, since we prefer
to discuss foundations before their application. We start in sec. 3.1 with approaches
dealing with synchronization aspects only, i.e. with requirement 3. After that, specifi-
cation languages (requirement 2) are discussed in sec. 3.2 on page 35. These languages
consider synchronization aspects, hence they also satisfy requirement 3. Finally, in
sec. 3.3 on page 38 our discussion is concerned with aspects of understandability (re-
quirement 1), presenting development models supporting the entire range of system
development. Finally, we close the discussion with a conclusion (sec. 3.4 on page 44),
where we evaluate the mentioned approaches and argue why we need a new and
different approach for developing multimedia applications.
3.1. Formal Models
We mentioned earlier that multimedia applications require media delivery of time-
dependent material. In short, this results in two new activities, media production and
temporal media composition. It is clear that the media production process is not for-
malizable and thus not of interest here. But the temporal composition of media is
formalizable similar to the composition of concurrent processes. Therefore, the foun-
dation of temporal media composition is essentially the same as for concurrent pro-
cesses.
We begin this section with an introduction of conceptual models of time. These
models form the basis of formalization carried out in the models presented later. The
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first set of these formal models consists of an adoption of formal specification meth-
ods for concurrent systems. The second set of models owes more to multimedia ap-
plications. These models are designed in a more pragmatic way. Finally, we present
fuzzy temporal models.
3.1.1. Conceptual Models
Time is a phenomenon not directly perceptible for humans by sense. Thus, the notion
of time is always bound to some indirect measures which are of course interpretable.
Historically, from the antiquity to the middle-age, measurement of time was based
on events such as high noon or sun rise. The time between such events was divided
into a set of intervals (“hours”) of which the absolute length depended on the current
day-length: in summer, hours were longer than in winter. In the advent of the modern
age, the development of mechanical clocks led to the independence of the length of
hours from the current day-length.
But modern clocks do not change the two fundamental concepts or manifestations
of time. Firstly, we have point-like structures imposed by the mentioned events. In par-
ticular the rather artificial event of a certain time of the day, e.g., three o’clock, is seen
as a time-point without any extension. This point of view leads to the mathematical
model using the real numbers for representing time as used in physics and engineer-
ing. Secondly, we have temporal intervals as every observable event has an extension.
In natural language it is complicated to deal with time-points directly. Often, a kind
of threshold is used to reduce a very short interval to a time-point. This situation
indicates that time points are an abstract concept not directly observable.
Reasoning about time always deals with these two concepts. In physics and en-
gineering, time is usually a one dimensional variable of real numbers. The use of
calculus allows, e.g., to model the current speed v as the partial derivative of length
x of a trajectory by time t:
v(t) =
∂x
∂t
= x˙ ⇐⇒ x =
∫ t
0
v(τ) dτ
These models were introduced 1687 in Isaac Newton’s Principia Mathematica and have
been successfully applied since them. The success of this model is founded at least on
its decoupling from human every day reasoning and the elegance of its mathematical
formalism. On the other hand, in physical experiments the interval concept is always
visible as part of the measurement exactness of time: there is also a transition from
temporal intervals to time-points without reaching the mathematical definition of a
point without extension.
The interval approach is more appealing in a setting suitable for every day rea-
soning, a domain of Artificial Intelligence often based on logical theories. Reasoning
about time is important for the areas of planning, natural language understanding
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and others (Habel et al., 1993). Hajnicz (1996) distinguishes two fundamental con-
cepts: facts and events. A fact is a logical statement describing the state of the modeled
world. A fact is static and cannot be changed by other facts, but its value can change
over time. In contrast to facts, an event models the dynamic view of the world: an
event happens and changes by this the value of (some) facts. Both concepts together
suggest to reason about temporal intervals while certain facts remain immutable. An
example could be:
Peter went by train from Dortmund to Düsseldorf. After that, he took the
plane to Paris. He read a book during the flight.
The different kinds of travel are the facts which remain constant during their respec-
tive intervals. Other temporal intervals can be related to them, in our example it is
the interval in which Peter is reading the book. In another way, the flight can be seen
as an event changing the fact, that Peter travels with the train. This event clearly has
an extension and is an interval, too. This model allows the division of one event into
several sub-events occurring during its interval giving events an internal structure.
In contrast to the real numbers model of time, the interval model suggests to reason
in a qualitative and not always quantitative way, as we did not mention the amount
of time needed for traveling.
Both models are important and form the basis of different formalizations and ap-
plications. Often they are used jointly since we have knowledge about quantitative
properties of intervals and additionally some qualitative relations between intervals.
3.1.2. Logical Models
In the following we present logical models for time. First, we discuss temporal and
modal logics, then we focus Allen’s interval logic and finally we consider a fuzzy
approach.
3.1.2.1. Temporal and Modal Logics
Modal logic (Hajnicz, 1996; Emerson, 1990) is a branch of non-classic logic and uses
a set of possible worlds in which the formulas hold. The simplest modal system, K,
is an extension of propositional logic consisting of a non-empty countable set P of
propositions, a set of standard logical connectives (¬,→), an unary modal operator
called necessary and another modal operator ♦ = ¬¬ called possibly. The semantics
for modal logic is based on the possible worlds semantics of Kripke (Emerson, 1990,
p. 1064). A model M = (W, R, m) is a triple consisting of a set W of possible worlds,
an access relation R ⊆ W ×W and an interpretation m assigning to each proposition
p ∈ P the set of worlds in which p is satisfied. The logical connectives are interpreted
in the usual way. The modal operator  is interpreted as follows: ϕ is satisfied in a
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world w ∈ W if ϕ is satisfied in every world w′ such that wRw′. The main axiom of
modal logic is
(A → B) → (A → B).
Together with the inference rule
A
A
it constitutes the modal system K. More complex modal systems define axioms induc-
ing properties of the access relation R such as reflexivity, transitivity or symmetry.
The main difference between classical and modal logic is the introduction of a set
of possible worlds W and the relation R between them. This pair K = (W, R) is called
a Kripke-frame. A very usual interpretation of Kripke-frames is that each world de-
scribes a state in a computation. The relationship between the worlds defines a path
through this states. This interpretation allows to specify the behavior of programs.
Historically, Pnueli (1977) was the first to use modal logic for specifying programs.
The temporal logic of action (TLA) of Lamport (1994) is another well-known ap-
proach.
A different interpretation of Kripke-frames considers the sequence of worlds in
the access relation R as sequence of time points, i.e., we interprete the access re-
lation as time precedence relation (Hajnicz, 1996). The model consists of the triple
M = (T,<, v) with T as a non-empty set of time-points, the transitive asymmetric
precedence relation < between time-points, and v as valuation function assigning to
each proposition p the set of time points in T where p is satisfied. The value of for-
mula ϕ at moment t is written as ϕ[t]. The semantics are based on time structures
T = (T,<) requiring transitivity and irreflexivity of the precedence relation <. It is
important to notice that such time structures do enforce that the order of T is either
discrete or continuous. Therefore, it is possible to define time structures isomorphic
to Z, Q and R (Hajnicz, 1996).
Whereas modal and temporal logic are suitable mathematic models for formal rea-
soning about time, they are usually not applied in the multimedia domain. One im-
portant reason might be their abstractness which does certainly not appeal to non-
mathematicians. Tool support is limited to quite simple logics, a prominent example
is CTL (Computational Tree Logic, cf. Emerson (1990)), for which model checkers ex-
ist (Clarke et al., 1999). Without such tools, it is tedious and error-prone to use modal
logics for constructive purposes because all necessary proofs need to be carried out
by hand.
3.1.2.2. Interval Logic
Allen’s seminal work on temporal interval logic (Allen, 1983) uses first-order pred-
icate logic to model intervals and their relations. Allen defines thirteen qualitative
relations between two intervals describing all possible positions. They are shown in
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fig. 3.1. Allen’s interval logic considers only intervals; points do not exist. Events and
facts are related to intervals. His relations originate from every day reasoning and
have an intuitive semantics even without formal definitions. For practical use, Allen
presents a constraint solving algorithm with time complexity O(n3) where n is the
number of interval variables. The algorithm checks if a given set of intervals and re-
lations between them is consistent, and calculates relations not explicitly given. This
algorithm is an adoption of the Waltz algorithm for constraint solving (Norvig, 1992).
A
B A meets B
A
B A before B
A
B A starts B
A
B A finishes B
A
B A overlaps B
A
B A during B
A
B
A equals B
B metBy A
B after A
B startedBy A
B finishedBy A
B overlappedBy A
B contains A
Figure 3.1.: The seven interval relations of Allen (1983).
A common notation is
A {meets, before} B
B {during} C
meaning
((A meets B) ∨ (A before B))
∧ (B during C)
The constraint solver calculates all missing relations. In our example, no relation is
mentioned between A and C, which means that we have no information and each of
the thirteen relations may hold. The constraint solver narrows this to
A {during, before, meets, overlaps, starts} C.
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If the constraint solver calculates that no relation holds between two intervals, we
have an inconsistency: the specification cannot be satisfied. However, Allen’s algo-
rithm considers consistency of three intervals only, for complete consistency between
all n intervals we have a complexity with an exponential blow-up to O(nn) (Vilain
and Kautz, 1986).
As we can see, the constraint solver does not determine a unique solution but the
set of possible relations. While this might be a useful situation for the planning do-
main (Allen’s original working area), this is very often a problem for creating a sched-
ule, which we also need in the multimedia domain (cf. sec. 2). A unique solution is
usually required for a schedule.
Allen’s work is not only widely recognized in artificial intelligence (Habel et al.,
1993; Hajnicz, 1996), but also in the multimedia field starting with the work of Little
and Ghafoor (1990) on Object Composition Petri Nets (OCPN). It is a good starting
point for qualitative specifications, but as Goetze (1995) points out, the only relations
that are exact in a way that they can prescribe precisely the temporal order, are the
meets and equals relations. The knowledge of, e.g., A before B does not reveal anything
about the interval between A and B except that its length is strictly positive. The lack
of quantitative knowledge about intervals even decreases the possibility of specifying
the temporal order.
Nevertheless, the work of Allen is important because of possible tool support and
easily comprehensible relations. The problem of integrating quantitative knowledge
is tackled by Dechter et al. (1991), and extended later by Jonsson and Bäckström
(1998). Their work relaxes Goetze’s criticism somewhat.
3.1.2.3. Fuzzy Temporal Models
Fuzzy temporal models deal with the representation of vague or incomplete knowl-
edge about time. In contrast to classical approaches, where truth values are crisp, i.e.
either 0 or 1, here any proposition concerning time may have a graded truth value.
The approach of Dubois and Prade (1989), embedding the former approach of
Dutta (1988), is based on a continuous linear scale T, modeling time. The knowledge
about time-points (or dates) is represented by possibility distributions mapping from
T to [0, 1], restricting the more or less possible values for certain time-point. Let a be
some time-point and πa be the possibility distribution of a, then ∀t ∈ T : πa(t) de-
notes the possibility that a is exactly t. The possibility distribution πa is identified
with a fuzzy set A with membership function µA of the more or less possible values
of a, i.e. the possibility degree of πa(t) is exactly µA(t). As usual, a possibility degree
for t of 0 means that t is not a possible value at all, a degree of 1 means that t is abso-
lutely possible. If πa(t1) > πa(t2), then we prefer t1 to t2, because the possibility of t1
is of a higher degree than the possibility of t2.
Dubois and Prade call a an ill-known time-point, because we have (usually) no cer-
tain knowledge about a. Their model of fuzzy time-points assumes that a time-point
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a has only one value. Therefore, all possible values, i.e. the members of the support
of A (supp(A) = {t ∈ T | µA(t) > 0}), are mutually exclusive candidates for a. They
call the (fuzzy) set A of possible values for a a disjunctive set. Additionally, Dubois
and Prade require that the fuzzy set A for a is convex, all possible values for a are
clustered. If A is also normalized (i.e. its core is not empty), then A denotes a fuzzy
number or interval and we can apply fuzzy arithmetic operations, eg. for calculating
the distance between two fuzzy time-points. In particular, it is possible to define fuzzy
intervals between fuzzy time-points a and b as the intersection of the corresponding
semi-intervals (cf. (B.42)–(B.45)). With fuzzy intervals, we can model fuzzy variants
of Allen’s interval logic, together with modified relations such as A slightly before B,
imposing a length constraint on the interval between A and B.
Yager (1997) applied the approach of Dubois and Prade to multimedia information
systems investigating fuzzy temporal queries on annotation-based video databases.
The queries are of the form “who was the woman appearing on the horse about fifteen
minutes into the video”, where the fuzzy temporal expression of interest is “about
fifteen minutes”. However, there is no specific relation to multimedia at all, video
information systems are only used to serve as an application domain, where temporal
queries are useful. Nevertheless, Yager shows that fuzzy temporal models can be used
in real world systems.
3.1.2.4. Summary
We presented logic based approaches for temporal behaviors. They all can be used
to define the formal semantics of the temporal behavior, but their reception in the
multimedia literature differs. We find virtually no reference for using temporal or
modal logics. In contrast to that, Allen’s interval logic is a standard model and has
widely influenced multimedia research. An important reason for that is the temporal
extension of time-occupying media for which intervals are an intuitive model. The
fuzzy temporal approach has not reached a deeper impact yet.
3.1.3. Operational and other Models
Besides logical models we find as formal models also operational models, derived
from the formalization of concurrent systems, and formal document models. These
are presented now.
3.1.3.1. Formalization of Concurrent Systems
Research in the area of concurrent systems is focused on synchronization problems
between processes running in parallel. The usual programming concepts for synchro-
nizing parallel programs, such as semaphores, monitors, and message passing, are se-
mantically equivalent (Tanenbaum, 1992). Formal models often reduce this situation
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to programs with states and actions modifying the states, and the program’s possibil-
ity to communicate with each other via channels. Prominent examples of such mod-
els, also called process algebras (Baeten and Verhoef, 1995), are CSP (Hoare, 1985)
and Milner’s CCS. There is a direct link between the sequence of states in these mod-
els and the relation of worlds in modal and temporal logics. Lamport (1994) defines
the semantics of TLA via the sequence of states. Broy (1991) presents the sequence of
states as the main elements of the formal model. Winskel and Nielson (1995) present
various approaches in a unifying category theoretical model, including Milner’s CCS,
Hoare’s CSP and even Petri Nets.
Few authors apply process algebras to model their multimedia systems seman-
tically. Khalfallah and Karmouch (1995) designed a multimedia database and for-
malized the concurrent activities during rendering the multimedia information with
CSP. In Goetze’s Ph.D. thesis (1995), a multimedia system using the ET++ Multimedia
Framework on the Unix operating system was developed. Goetze uses CSP for defin-
ing the semantics for rendering in his approach. Vazirgiannis established a similar
system based on the Windows platform. He uses an algebraic approach to define the
temporal behavior (Vazirgiannis, 1999; Vazirgiannis et al., 1996). A different approach
is taken by Santos et al. (1999) using RT-LOTOS for specifying the temporal integrity
of multimedia documents.
3.1.3.2. Document Models
Formal approaches devoted explicitly to multimedia usually regard the coding of
multimedia data. This applies in particular to the development of media coding stan-
dards such as MPEG, JPEG, Quicktime or Video on Demand (eg. Steinmetz, 2000;
Gibbs and Tsichritzis, 1995). Most of the time, aspects of application development
with such media is not discussed.
This seems to be a bit different for hypermedia systems. Following the seminal
Dexter reference model for hypertext (Halasz and Schwartz, 1994) formalized in Z
(Spivey, 1992), some extension exist which deal with time based media. A direct suc-
cessor of the Dexter model is the Amsterdam model (Hardman et al., 1994), a different
approach is proposed by Tochtermann (1994). The task of these models is to formalize
the common understanding of hypertext or hypermedia systems. This includes time
based media for hypermedia systems, but the primary focus always lies on the link
structure between certain information nodes. For instance, in the Amsterdam model
information nodes can be composed of different parallel streams each modeling a
temporal media object. These streams can then be used as link anchors. Despite their
identification of components, abstractions and interfaces, the intention of all these
models is not to define an architecture for the implementation of hypermedia sys-
tems. They deal with a model of hypermedia systems as a foundation of ongoing
discussion: now it should be exactly clear what they are talking about discussing cer-
tain aspects of hypermedia systems.
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A more constructive way is given by certain well-defined media standards. To men-
tion are HyTime (Newcomb et al., 1991) and SMIL (Hoschka, 1998). HyTime is a
SGML language and allows to define hypertext within a set of user-defined temporal
coordinate systems. The newer SMIL language is based on XML (Bray et al., 1998)
and is intended for streaming media in the WWW. SMIL consists of both, screen lay-
out, using the well-known frame approach of HTML, and the specification of the
temporal behavior of the different media rendered in those frames. The ZYX model
(Boll and Klas, 2001) is another XML based multimedia document model incorpo-
rating features from HyTime and SMIL. In contrast to aforementioned approaches,
ZYX has a strong focus on presentation reuse and adaption allowing for easy identi-
fying, replacing and modifying of presentation parts. All three languages are useful
and intended for implementing systems using explicit and precise temporal mea-
sures (milliseconds, SMPTE frames, etc.). However, this makes it difficult to use these
languages during the early stages of system development where exact measures of
media are usually not known.
3.1.3.3. Summary
The aforementioned formal operational and document models in the multimedia do-
main are either used for specifying the implementation semantics or for defining ref-
erence models, used as the basis of scientific discussions. In both cases, the appli-
cation of formal models is similar to the use of semantical models for (sequential)
programming languages. The primary use of, for instance, denotational or axiomatic
semantics (Mosses, 1991; Winskel, 1993) is to define the precise meaning and interac-
tion of language constructs. This allows to reason about the correctness of language
constructs and programs, and serves as a formal specification for the implementation.
All these properties hold also for the formal models for multimedia.
3.2. Specification Techniques
In real-time systems problems similar to the synchronization in multimedia appli-
cations have been investigated for several years resulting in a set of formal models
and techniques, some of them already discussed in sec. 3.1.3 on page 33. Some of
the developed techniques are also useful in other domains and so became part of the
standard body of software engineering techniques. Of particular note are Petri nets
and state transition diagrams which also are incorporated in simplified form in UML,
the current lingua franca for object-oriented analysis and design (Fowler and Scott,
1999).
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3.2.1. Petri Nets
All different kinds of Petri nets share their common structure as a bipartite directed
graph consisting of transitions and places as different sets of nodes (a more formal
introduction is given in appendix B.2 on page 288). Input and output places are those
places connected with an edge from the place to the transition or from the transition
to the place, respectively. Often places are interpreted as data storage and transitions
as operations reading data from input places and writing to output places. This data
is modeled as tokens, flowing through the net while consumed and produced by
transitions. This is the dynamic behavior of a Petri net. The syntactic structure of the
net defines all possible traces of tokens through the net. The behavior is then refined
by defining the firing behavior of the net which states how and when a transition
fires, i.e., how and when a transition consumes tokens and produces new ones.
Petri nets are organized hierarchically in classes (cf. Baumgarten, 1996; Reisig and
Rozenberg, 1998). In elementary nets (also called event-condition nets), each token
represents a boolean value stating that a certain condition is either fulfilled or not.
Place-Transition nets (P/T-nets) enhance places to contain a set of tokens. Predicate-
Transition nets (Pr/T-nets) allow to depend the firing of transitions on logical pred-
icates. Colored Petri nets (CP-nets) introduce typing of tokens and places, and func-
tions defining values of produced tokens (Jensen, 1997). The concept of hierarchical
nets is applied to P/T- and CP-nets which allows modularization of specifications.
Some variants of Petri nets consider time explicitly. They extend tokens with a times-
tamp. This timestamp effects the firing behavior because not only the sheer existence
of tokens but also their timestamps decide whether a transition fires.
Usage of Petri nets for multimedia originates from Little and Ghafoor’s work on
their Object Composition Petri Nets (OCPN) in the early nineties (Little and Ghafoor,
1990, 1993). They based OCPN on Allen’s interval calculus and strongly restricted
OCPN’s topology. The lack of both, cycles and non-determinism, in OCPN allows
only simple pre-orchestrated multimedia applications where the presentation of the
application is completely predetermined, and thus no user interaction is possible.
Other approaches, e.g. Time Stream Petri Nets (TSPN) from Diaz and Sénac (1994) do
not have this disadvantage. They use timed Petri nets to model complex firing behav-
iors including the ability to model user interaction. A quite different area is tackled
by Al-Salqan and Chang (1996), using timed Petri nets for specifying the behavior of
distributed multimedia systems. The consideration of additional jitter during media
transport in networks is a major problem. But this is a technical problem of multime-
dia systems and multimedia applications as it concerns the enabling of multimedia
technology in distributed environments.
Looney (1988) introduces a combination of Petri nets with fuzzy set theory as a
generalization of elementary nets, where Boolean valued tokens are replaced by to-
kens representing fuzzy values. These Petri nets are called Fuzzy Petri nets and are
used for maintaining knowledge in knowledge based systems. Several variants ex-
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ists focusing on different aspects of Petri nets, Cardoso et al. (1996) give an overview.
A rather different approach is presented by Murata (1996), where fuzziness is intro-
duces in timed Petri nets. In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, the fuzziness
appears only in the time-dependent parts of the Petri nets, i.e. tokens have a fuzzy
timestamp, transitions fire with a fuzzy delay and the enabling and occurrence time
of transitions is fuzzy. The marking itself – except for the timestamp – is independent
of fuzzy values, in particular Murata uses a colored high-level net. This is, however,
not relevant for the approach a fuzzy timed Petri nets. As an application in multime-
dia, Zhou and Murata (1998) discuss the use of fuzzy timed Petri nets for modeling
distributed multimedia systems with respect to network delays and jitter, similar to
the aforementioned work of Al-Salqan and Chang (1996).
3.2.2. Statecharts
Statecharts (Harel, 1987) are an extension of simple state-based automata such as
Mealy- or Moore-automata. Statecharts allow the modeling of complex specifications
by hierarchies. The states can be refined into a set of further states in which exactly
one state always has to be active if the surrounding state is reached (XOR-state). The
surrounding state is an abstraction of the refinement states. Additionally we have a
decomposition of a state, in which all inner states have to be active in parallel (AND-
state) modeling concurrent behavior. Both kinds of decomposition can be recursively
applied. Transition between states are called events and can be annotated with con-
ditions and actions which must hold or are executed, resp., while moving from one
state to another.
Statecharts can be compiled into programs, their formal semantics are defined by
Harel and Naamad (1996). Also usual analysis techniques such as reachability, dead-
locks detection etc., are applicable to statecharts.
Paulo et al. (1999) present an extended variant of statecharts, called hypercharts,
for modeling hypermedia applications. Their extension covers more complex syn-
chronization behaviors designed after TSPN (cf. the last section) introducing timed
transitions. Similar to high-level Petri nets, the formal semantics of hypercharts are
expressed via ordinary statecharts.
3.2.3. UML
UML (OMG, 2001; Booch et al., 1999; Fowler and Scott, 1999) is currently the lingua
franca for object-oriented analysis and design. It combines a set of static and dynamic
diagram languages linked through a common meta-model (Rumbaugh et al., 1999).
In fact, only the meta-model is standardized by the OMG, everything else is derived
from that. A major problem of UML is the lack of a sound formal basis, as only the
syntax of its meta-model if formally defined. While this gives enough freedom to use
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UML as a communication vehicle during development and a suitable language for
brainstorming, it is nearly impossible to apply formal analysis or code generation
based on a common understanding. Certainly, UML tools exist especially for code
generation but these tools apply their own semantics usually only implicitly defined
in the code generators program code. Currently, UML is enriched with OCL, the Ob-
ject Constraint Language, to annotate the diagrams with formally notated constraints
(Warmer and Kleppe, 1999). It is unclear whether this movement leads towards a
formally defined and widely accepted semantics of UML.
The dynamical models for concurrency are statecharts and activity diagrams. Stat-
echarts are used for modeling different states and transition in one object or class,
where activity diagrams model different concurrent threads of control outside of a
class boundary. Activity diagrams are a variant of control flow diagrams with sup-
port for concurrent threads. They resemble Petri nets because of being a bipartite
graph, where one set of nodes models activities and the other set synchronization
points. Both models depend on UML’s class diagrams and therefore do not have a
proper formal semantics. Additionally, both models require a substantial training as
discussed above in the section about statecharts.
The OMMMA approach (Sauer and Engels, 1999) is an extension of UML for mod-
eling multimedia applications. OMMMA adds to UML a new diagram type address-
ing layout considerations and extend several other diagram types, e.g. sequence dia-
grams for concurrent activation of several media objects and state diagrams to react
on spatial events. OMMMA addresses some missing properties of UML for the devel-
opment of multimedia applications. Its technical point of view reveals that OMMMA
focuses on the design phase and less on the analysis phase.
3.3. Software Engineering Approaches for Development
of Multimedia Applications
Software engineering deals with all aspects of developing software with a strong fo-
cus on large systems. Several sub-disciplines have been developed focusing on e.g.
database applications, real-time applications, parallel and distributed systems.
In order to avoid misunderstandings, we have to be very careful when talking
about software engineering for multimedia. Let us distinguish again between mul-
timedia systems in general and multimedia applications (cf. section 2). The latter
deals with applying multimedia technology whereas the former provides multime-
dia technology. Software engineering support for providing multimedia technology
(Mülhäuser and Effelsberg, 1996) is quite established and well understood, especially
as the development environment is a purely technical one. We focus here on software
engineering support for multimedia applications.
From the broad range of general software engineering methods and techniques,
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we turn our attention towards two areas: requirements engineering (sec. 3.3.1), and
hypermedia and multimedia design methods (sec. 3.3.2). We select these two areas
since both are concerned with central aspects in this thesis, other areas of software
engineering are not of our concern. While requirements engineering is not special-
ized towards multimedia, it focuses on building suitable technical models from non-
technical descriptions and requirements, thereby dealing in particular with our Re-
quirements 1 (Understandability) and 2 (Specification) in a more general setting. Hy-
permedia and multimedia design methods are devoted explicitly to the multimedia
domain, thus, by their very definition, they should address our requirements.
3.3.1. Requirements Engineering
Requirements engineering, a sub-discipline of software engineering, is concerned
with requirements elicitation, their negotiation between different stakeholders (e.g.
managers, users or system administrators), their documentation and specification,
and finally their verification and validation (cf. Pohl, 1996). All these activities in-
volve cooperation between customers, users and requirements engineers. That is why
understandability, our Requirement 1 (p. 10), is an important issue for requirements
engineering: we need mutual understandability between all participants throughout
the requirements engineering process, because otherwise customers, users and devel-
opers cannot agree on the same requirements.
Modern requirements engineering approaches apply a set of different models for
the various groups of stakeholders, aiming at achieving a complete set of require-
ments from different viewpoints (Finkelstein et al., 1992; Pohl, 1996). Since these
viewpoints usually reveal only a partial view of the entire system, it is crucial to
unify them to achieve a more complete system description. The range of models used
for specifying and documenting requirements is broad, from natural language docu-
ments via semi-formal languages such as UML to formal specification languages such
as Z (Spivey, 1992); Partsch (1998) gives a good overview. This broad range makes it
less easy to unify the models since they address different areas of interest with a dif-
ferent level of detail and a different vocabulary, resulting easily in a set of inconsistent
specifications. Addressing these inconsistencies is an open research question, vari-
ous approaches are proposed, e.g. using quasi-classical logics (Hunter and Nuseibeh,
1998). However, modeling the users’ requirements into a logical formalism is a dif-
ficult task. For development of information systems, Rolland and Proix (1992) have
done some research on automatically transforming natural language specifications
into conceptual data models by means of linguistic analysis of the sentence structure.
For error checking of the synthesized model they provide a translation back to natural
language, which can be rechecked by domain experts. An alternative to this approach
is to use light-weight formal methods, which do not attempt to formalize the entire
specification but merely check the specification partially. Gervasi and Nuseibeh (2002)
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present such a light-weight method, constructing the model from a natural language
specification with domain-based parsing techniques (Gervasi, 2000). In contrast to the
free use of natural language, Fantechi et al. (1994) present an approach for automatic
translation of a restricted subset of natural language to action-based temporal logic
(ACTL).
Requirement statements are often imprecise. A typical reason is that stakeholders
stating the requirement simply do not know any better, but sometimes requirements
cannot be stated precisely due to their very nature, e.g. statements about efficiency.
Classical approaches to the formalization of requirements do not adequately tackle
this imprecision, i.e. even with a formal language such as first-order predicate logic
the imprecision often remains (Pohl, 1996, p. 24). A notable exception is the approach
of Liu and Yen (1996) using fuzzy set theory for modeling vague requirements. Their
approach is also useful for requirements negotiation between different stakeholders,
since requirements have graded levels of satisfaction instead of being either satisfied
or not. This allows to model more accurately competitive requirements.
Participatory Design (PD) is a user-centered technique (cf. the special issue on Par-
ticipatory Design of the CACM (Kahn and Muller, 1993)), interested in an early user
involvement in the development process. In contrast to requirements engineering,
the origins of PD are aspects of social responsibility and studies of consequences of
technology introduction to work places. The central idea is to involve the users in the
development process to ensure that their requirements – which may be competitive
to those of the management – are respected. Of course, ordinary users usually can-
not specify nor implement systems, but they can, for instance, work with mock-up
prototypes of user interfaces and assess them (Madsen and Aiken, 1993). The afore-
mentioned viewpoint approach (Finkelstein et al., 1992) can be used as a framework
to embed PD into a requirements engineering process. Contextual design (Holtzblatt
and Beyer, 1993) is alternative approach, embedding users into the design process.
Prototyping (Budde et al., 1992; Doberkat and Fox, 1989) is another well-known ap-
proach for early feedback of users in the development process which has some com-
mon roots with PD (Budde et al., 1992, p. 3).
The aforementioned approaches and models used in requirements engineering are
in no way specifically tailored for multimedia applications. Some formal methods,
however, are based on the same formal models as discussed in sec. 3.1.2.1 on page 29,
e.g. the use of linear temporal logic by Paˇun and Chechik (1999). Also the use of
prototypes and early user involvement deal with similar problems we discussed for
multimedia applications. Methods and models explicitly devoted to hypermedia and
multimedia are the topic of the next section.
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3.3.2. Software Engineering based Hypermedia and Multimedia
Design Methods
In the early 1990s some approaches for the methodical development of hyperme-
dia or multimedia applications were published. The first group extends database
approaches to hypermedia systems. The second deals with multimedia in a rather
different way but interestingly in a similar field as our Altenberg Cathedral project.
3.3.2.1. Hypermedia Design Methods
Garzotto et al. (1993) present the hypertext design method HDM. Their approach
is based on the idea of authoring-in-the-large reminiscent the programming-in-the-
large concept of software engineering. HDM is an adoption of design approaches for
database applications. Its core is a schema modeling all data used by the application.
As the domain of hypertext requires, HDM focuses on different link types and on
views called perspectives organizing the amount of data to be presented. Links are
divided into perspective links, structural links and application link types. The former
two link types connect either different perspectives of an information unit or struc-
ture components of an information unit, resulting e.g. in a hierarchy of components.
The latter are defined by developers to meet the requirements of connecting differ-
ent pieces of information depending on the content of the application domain. The
link types easily allow for differentiation and relationship classification of informa-
tion units. It is possible to derive even more links by applying graph operations such
as closures. This can be done by an interpreter of the HDM schema.
The important contribution of HDM is to base the development of a hypertext ap-
plication on a model, ensuring a more consistent system and resulting in a more struc-
tured and predictable development. As a hypertext method (and not hypermedia!), it
is obvious that HDM does not take multimedia in account. Although it is (certainly)
possible to incorporate still media such as images into HDM, all aspects of timed
media and their specific needs for synchronization are not addressed.
RMM (Isakowitz et al., 1995), the Relationsip Management Methodology, is a hy-
permedia development model and method based on HDM. RMM uses an ER model
similar to those of HDM including navigational aspects. RMM focuses on the method-
ology for developing applications. A four-step process is presented:
1. ER design: representing the application domain.
2. Slice design: defining information packages presented to and accessed by users.
3. Navigational design: designing paths through the information.
4. User-interface design: screen layout and appearance of objects from the data-
model.
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Mentioned, but not discussed further, are requirements analysis, conversion of data-
model elements into platform-dependent objects, runtime behavior design, construc-
tion and testing.
As the authors remark, RMM is well suited in application domains which are highly
structured and deal with volatile data. In contrast, in areas such as the Altenberg
Cathedral Project, which is more oriented towards humanities work and thus less
structured, RMM is not useful as the authors argue (see also Lowe and Hall, 1999,
p. 478). Interestingly, although RMM is designed for hypermedia applications, media
aspects are only mentioned but not discussed (Isakowitz et al., 1995, introduction sec-
tion): “multimedia aspects . . . raise numerous difficulties”. Isakowitz et al. (1995) do
not address these aspects in the section about future work, so it seems as if in RMM
any such difficulties are simply ignored.
OOHDM (Schwabe and Rossi, 1995; Schwabe et al., 1995), the Object Oriented Hy-
permedia Design Method, extends the concepts of HDM in various directions. Obvi-
ously, the schema is object-oriented based on OMT and is not merely an ER model.
This is a minor change as HDM uses at least an extended ER model. More important
is the developing process of OOHDM. Schwabe and Rossi present a four-step process:
1. Domain analysis: modeling the semantics of the application domain in a con-
ceptual class model.
2. Navigation design: mapping between conceptual and navigational objects, tak-
ing user profiles and tasks into account.
3. Abstract interface design: modeling the user interface.
4. Implementation: constructing the executable application.
OOHDM emphasizes the whole initial development process (maintenance is not con-
sidered) where HDM focuses on the central data model. In particular, the abstract in-
terface design allows the modeling of how different media object are used, and how
the interaction with the user works. This is specified with abstract data views (Cow-
and and Lucena, 1995), which model user interfaces as compositions of primitive
objects, such as buttons, and of media objects. The behavior is defined as the reaction
to user and system events, and as the interaction between interface and navigational
objects.
OOHDM is superior to HDM and RMM, with respect to the more expressive object-
oriented data model and the support of different models for different aspects. For
complex systems, this separation of concerns is important, because otherwise the re-
sulting models are too complex for easy comprehension. But OOHDM also neglects
problems of different media types. The abstract interface design allows the consid-
eration of the media types and their representation more explicitly than the other
approaches, but this involves only the aspects of the reaction to events. More general
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considerations about media aspects are not available, especially as far as the temporal
arrangement of media objects is concerned.
3.3.2.2. Communication and Multimedia Development
Morris and Finkelstein (1996, 1999) presented an unusual approach for software en-
gineering support for multimedia applications (which is, by the way, independent
of the viewpoint approach). The basic idea of their work is to study the use of me-
dia elements as communication vehicles from the author to the user in multimedia
applications. In contrast to other approaches, the communication task of multimedia
applications is explicitly considered and part of their model.
Morris and Finkelstein model a multimedia application as a combination of a doc-
ument and a software system. Whereas the software always deals with physical me-
dia, during development the document itself also consists of abstract media, later to
be coded in some physical media. These abstract media elements are parts of a sign
system, theoretically described with formal linguistics and semiotics (analyzing doc-
uments with respect to their syntax, semantics and pragmatics, the latter dealing with
structures larger than mere sentences). Thus, the content and structure of a document
is analyzed on the basis of pragmatics. Typical structures in traditional documents
are e.g. rhetorical figures such as the classic thesis-antithesis-synthesis. The discourse
structure of a document is described in a similar way.
As traditional document types do not deal with different media types (e.g. books)
or free positioning in the document by the user (e.g. movies), Morris and Finkel-
stein introduce a new type of discourse structures called navigable discourse structure
(NDS). They define a NDS as an order relationship between abstract media elements
together with a mechanism for the end-user to move between these media elements.
This recalls classical hypertext models such as the Dexter model, but the focus of
NDS is different. While hypertext models analyze existing documents with physical
elements from a technical point of view, a NDS models the content of a document
with its structure and media usage.
The NDS model is accompanied by a process model which is inspired by the cyclic
nature of the well-known spiral model of Boehm (1988) but without applying risk
analysis. The model consists of four stages or components:
1. Discourse structure (classical)
2. Abstract media elements
3. Presentation spreads and operations
4. Navigable discourse structure
In an iterated process, these artefacts are refined by transformation and reconstruc-
tion. The presentation spread is a large table relating characteristic media elements,
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operations on these elements, and discourse components. It is similar to story boards
(Harada et al., 1996). The operations are defined with a formal syntax but without
intuitive or formal semantics (Morris and Finkelstein, 1996, sec. 8).
The main contribution of Morris and Finkelstein is their fresh view of document as-
pects during multimedia application development. They do not consider multimedia
applications only as technically complex systems but also focus on the communica-
tion task, the content, of multimedia applications. The intended aid during produc-
tion of multimedia applications is significantly hindered by the operations: their for-
mal and sometimes cryptic syntax does not encourage their use by authors and the
missing formal semantics hinders tool construction which could hide notation and
their problems. The process mentioned is intended “to provide practical guidance for
production”, but remains quite abstract. No technical problems are addressed, ad-
ditional work has to be done there. Related to our situation, this approach has the
disadvantage that it ignores the temporal composition of media artifacts violating
Requirement 3. Therefore, this approach is not suitable for our intention, although
the focus on the discourse structure is very appealing in general.
3.3.2.3. Summary
The hypertext and hypermedia design methods discussed in the literature are well
suited in domains which are highly structured and allow to build a domain model
from which the other models are deduced. Because of their semi-formal notations
they require technical know-how to deal with them.
The NDS approach is a direct counterpart to HDM and successors because NDS fo-
cuses on non-technical aspects by concentrating on the discourse structure of the mul-
timedia document. It makes evident that there exists different kinds of multimedia
applications which have very different requirements: document centric applications
deal more explicitly with communication aspects and are less structured, whereas
database centric applications are highly structured and restrain the communication
aspects of each individual artifact by applying classification.
Interestingly both kinds of approaches neglect the multimedia aspect of synchro-
nizing different media and are therefore not applicable in our context.
3.4. Assessment and Conclusion
In this section we asses the aforementioned approaches of the literature on the basis
of our experience during the Altenberg Cathedral Project and the set of requirements
we stated in sec. 1.1.4 on page 9. After that, we draw our conclusions in sec. 3.4.4 on
page 47.
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3.4.1. Formal Models
The formal models presented in sec. 3.1 address temporal behavior. All of them re-
quire sound mathematical knowledge and thereby adequately educated and trained
users. However, formal models cannot be used as a common language for devel-
opment, since they violate Requirement 1 (Understandability). They can, however,
be the semantic basis for more user-oriented approaches. The systems from Goetze
(1995) and Vazirgiannis (1999) are prominent examples of this. Both are in fact au-
thoring environments and as such intended for implementing a multimedia system.
In contrast to commercial authoring environments, they have a sound formal basis,
specified with CSP and an algebraic approach, respectively. The underlying formal
models are not visible to users. However, both system focus on implementing multi-
media applications, and consequently they address technical oriented users and are
not well suited for solving our problem of understandability among heterogeneous
developer groups.
The formal document models have similar problems, when the requirement of un-
derstandability is addressed. Approaches such as the Dexter model are not intended
for specification and address computer science researchers. HyTime and SMIL are
well defined implementation languages, but our experience with ADML has shown
that even XML based languages, i.e. languages with formal grammars, are not well
suited for non-technical developers (Alfert et al., 1999).
From the logic-based approaches only Allen’s interval logic is applied to multime-
dia. A reason for this might be that the temporal extension of media artefacts is imme-
diately reflected by Allen’s notion of intervals as primitive elements in his calculus.
In contrast to this, in temporal or modal logics it is rather complicated to model such
intervals (but not impossible as Hajnicz (1996) shows). Additionally, the relations be-
tween intervals in Allen’s calculus are understandable even without a formal logical
background. The constraint solving algorithm allows tool support, and extensions
enable the incorporation of quantitative knowledge. Nevertheless, Allen’s approach
has some shortcomings. First, intervals are described on an instance level only, i.e. if
some action is repeated twice, we have to describe this with two (independent) inter-
vals. This makes it impossible to specify loops within Allen’s calculus. Second, Allen
does not deal with vague information, except for the duration of intervals, which he
assumes to be unknown. Here, fuzzy temporal models are useful for modeling vague
concepts, which we found in natural language settings and everyday reasoning.
Dubois et al. (2001, p. 391) suggested the use of fuzzy sets for giving preferences
to the qualitative interval relations of Allen as a tool for temporal specification of
multimedia applications. This is similar to our proposal (Alfert and Heiduck, 2002)
developed independently.
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3.4.2. Specification Techniques
Graphical formalisms (UML, Petri nets, statecharts) have gained some popularity be-
cause of their illustrative yet formal nature. This combination seems to satisfy two of
the requirements mentioned earlier, common understandability (Req. 1) and (possi-
ble) tool support (Req. 4). While this is a clear advantage compared to, e.g., temporal
logic, users require also a thorough training in these graphical languages.
Petri nets are currently often used as formal models of multimedia systems and
seldom for specifying multimedia applications. For the latter, we have the familiar
problem discussed also for the formal models: Petri nets require much training and
despite their graphical nature they are not always as intuitive as one would wish.
This especially conflicts with Requirement 1. This also holds for fuzzy timed Petri
nets, since the only change with respect to more ordinary Petri nets is that the timing
annotation is based on fuzzy set theory. Clearly, this helps modeling vague timing
considerations, but the inherent complexity of Petri nets remains.
Statecharts and hypercharts have problems similar to Petri nets. The graphical rep-
resentations give an intuitive feeling of understanding but nevertheless for their ac-
tive use substantial training is required. In spite of the ability to decompose a model
into a hierarchy of sub-models, it is hard to understand a complex model. Especially
hypercharts, with their timing annotations of events, are not easy to read and may
confuse the faint-hearted reader.
Similar problems arise with UML. While the formal underpinning of UML is not
as strong as for Petri nets, its models for temporal behavior rely on statecharts and
Petri net-like notations, and inherit their complexity. The OMMMA approach as an
adaption and extension of UML is of no help here, since UML’s temporal models
comprehension is not improved, although the OMMMA’s enhanced variants allow a
better modeling of multimedia applications. This is not surprising, since OMMMA
focuses on the traditional design phase of software development and thereby is inter-
ested in technical precision.
3.4.3. Software Engineering based Approaches
The approaches in requirements engineering and also in participative design are not
specific for multimedia. They give, however, useful hints and insights. First, they sup-
port our opinion that including non-technical developers in the development pro-
cess is required, useful and indeed feasible. Second, we should not aim at one single
model, but allow for different models for different developers, as proposed by the
viewpoint approach of Finkelstein et al. (1992), such that each developer can work
with the best suited models. It is necessary, however, that the different models can be
related to each other. Otherwise, (systematic) consistency checks between them are
not possible and we have no real benefits compared to an uncoordinated develop-
ment process.
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The hypermedia development methods inspired by software engineering have ma-
jor drawbacks in two areas. First, these methods neglect multimedia issues. Although
supporting more media types than only text as in pure hypertext system, these meth-
ods particularly lack the means for specifying the temporal arrangement of media
objects. Second, except for NDS, these methods require a conceptual domain data
model. While this is a clear benefit for the development of all hypermedia applica-
tions based on information systems, it restricts the application of the methods in less
structured domains. For instance, in the Altenberg Cathedral Project we do not have
a domain model, hence the aforementioned methods are not applicable here.
3.4.4. Conclusion
Our review of approaches in the literature shows that no approach satisfies all four
requirements. A particular problem is the requirement for understandability, which
debases the formal methods and models. Additionally, this requirement seems to con-
tradict the specification requirement, which most formal models satisfy. The require-
ment of understandability often triggers the introduction of vague concepts, which
are poorly supported by most approaches, in particular those coming from software
engineering.
To resolve the situation it is in our opinion useful to follow the advice of the view-
points approach (Finkelstein et al., 1992) and to create different yet related models. In
this situation we have found some useful “bits and pieces” in the literature, which,
however, require some adaptation. In our approach, we divide the models in a di-
chotomy, one group with a sound formal basis and the other group without a sound
formal basis. For the latter group we use natural language (NL), which is supported
for the multimedia domain by Bailey et al. (2001b). But we have to be careful when
dealing with the disadvantages of NL when formalizing NL specifications, as dis-
cussed earlier in sec. 1.3 on page 12. For the former group, two approaches provide
first solutions:
• Allen’s interval logic offers tool support, an adequate model for the temporal
extension of media objects, and is easily comprehensible. We require additional
support for loops to use the calculus for specification purposes. Adding fuzzy
set theory helps to deal with the imprecision introduced by natural language.
• Petri nets model synchronization aspects very well and can be used for speci-
fication. Tool support is also available. The imprecision of natural language is
reflected by Mutara’s fuzzy timed Petri nets, which is another benefit.
The two formal approaches are related, since it is possible to model Allen’s calculus
with Petri nets. This merits investigation of whether Murata’s fuzzy timing approach
models back into the interval calculus. In the next chapter we develop our approach
based on these considerations in more detail.
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Defining Vitruv
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4. An Introduction to the Vitruv
Approach
In this part, we define the languages of the Vitruv approach and develop their seman-
tics. This chapter gives a brief introduction to the Vitruv approach and presents more
details of the basic ideas already presented in sec. 1.2 and in sec. 1.3 on page 12.
In the first section (sec. 4.1), we recall the main ideas of the Vitruv approach. In
sec. 4.2 on the next page we discuss some more details of VitruvL, after which we
focus on the semantics of VitruvL (sec. 4.3 on page 53). The section is followed by a
discussion of VitruvN in sec. 4.4 on page 55.
The sequence of sections in this chapter is the same as the respective sequence of
chapters in the current part. We have chosen this order, since we prefer to provide
the foundations before we move to VitruvN. For the same reason, we do not show
any example of VitruvL or its semantics in this chapter, since any explanation of these
examples would require an inadequate anticipation of many details, which are intro-
duced later in this part. However, in sec. 4.4.2 on page 56 we present a simple example
of a VitruvN specification, the formal counterparts of which are shown in the follow-
ing chapters. We discuss a more complex example featuring Vitruv in its entirety in
chapter 10, after presenting all technical details of Vitruv in the preceding chapters.
4.1. Basic Concepts of Vitruv
With Vitruv, we develop an approach for the specification of multimedia presenta-
tions, suitable for both technical and non-technical developers. In section 1.3, we
presented a first glimpse on the structure of Vitruv, which we briefly recall here. To
make the application of Vitruv feasible for non-technical developers, we use natu-
ral language (NL) as common base for communication. The subset of NL used is
named VitruvN. To tackle the inherent problems of NL, namely ambiguity, impreci-
sion, vagueness and incompleteness, we decided to provide a formal counterpart to
VitruvN. However, giving a NL-based specification language a formal semantics is a
difficult task and thus we decided to introduce a formal specification language named
VitruvL as mediator between VitruvN and the formal semantics. Additionally, VitruvL
serves as a specification language of its own for technical developers. The semantics
of VitruvL are partitioned into three separate parts, 1) the static semantics, and the
dynamic semantics for 2) event-free and 3) event-based behavior, respectively.
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For the formalization of VitruvN we have several alternatives, as discussed in chap-
ter 3, where we conclude that Petri nets and Allen’s interval logic offer best support
(sec. 3.4.4 on page 47). To ease the transition between these two languages we are
interested in using similar abstractions in both. Allen’s approach, originating from
text understanding and everyday reasoning (cf. Allen and Hayes, 1985), is concep-
tually much closer to natural language than Petri nets, therefore we favor a formal
specification language based on interval calculus. Hence, the key concepts of the for-
malization of VitruvN are temporal intervals and their relations (Allen, 1983) for rep-
resenting synchronization issues of multimedia presentations. Additionally, we use
fuzzy set theory for dealing formally with the inherent vagueness and imprecision of
NL, needed in particular for durations of intervals.
4.2. VitruvL
VitruvL is the manifestation of the VitruvN formalization. We discuss its features fol-
lowed by some remarks on conceptual modeling within VitruvL.
4.2.1. Language Features
VitruvL is a specification language of its own and thus has additional important fea-
tures compared to VitruvN. We apply an object-oriented approach, such that all inter-
vals are defined as instances of classes with logic clauses defining the (partial) order
of intervals. Inheritance is interpreted as adding clauses, similar to the DoDL ap-
proach by Doberkat (1996) which in turn was inspired by the inner-construct of BETA
(Madsen et al., 1993). As usual, classes may aggregate other classes, such that the com-
position of classes is based on both inheritance and aggregation. The class structure
makes it possible to modularize and reuse VitruvL specifications.
With the interval calculus, we can only describe event-free behavior. For extending
the behavior we introduce events, modeling user interaction. Reactions to events are
considered by special rule sets, which control either loops or alternative branches. The
latter are similar to case-statements in traditional programming languages. Loops and
branchings are in turn regarded as intervals and thus can be ordered in the same way
as ordinary actions. Event values are used for deciding whether loops are terminated
or which branch is selected. The values are instances of fuzzy types. Fuzzy types are
linguistic variables, defining a universe and a set of reference values and modifiers. In
addition to event values, fuzzy types are used in particular for specifying the duration
of intervals.
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4.2.2. Conceptual Modeling and its Realization
The concept of linguistic variables allows the transformation of quantitative into qual-
itative data and th construction of conceptual models, since the specific realization (or
valuation, as logicians would say) of such linguistic variables, i.e. their correspond-
ing fuzzy sets, is of no immediate concern for the conceptual model. In fuzzy control
theory (Yager and Filev, 1994), the realization of linguistic variables has to be adapted
and fine-tuned for each new application, but leaves the conceptual model, consisting
of linguistic variables, unchanged. We adopt this principle here. The conceptual mod-
els deal with qualitative data and are represented by linguistic variables. They remain
stable during refinement of the specification by fine-tuning each fuzzy set, needed for
developing the final application. This fine-tuning works on the realization (or valu-
ation) level and binds each qualitative data to its realization as a fuzzy set. It also
allows the binding of different realizations to the same conceptual model, which be-
comes a class of realizations in the same way as a type represents its possible values.
This separation of conceptual models and their realizations implies that we gain more
stable models since the conceptual models need no changes while applying different
realizations.
The connection between the conceptual model and its realization is handled in the
binding of VitruvL. In the binding we assign fuzzy sets and modifier functions to the
reference values and modifiers of fuzzy types, respectively. Only in the binding, we
instantiate classes, thereby creating objects. To realize aggregation, we use polymor-
phic assignments of objects.
4.3. The Semantics of VitruvL
The semantics of VitruvL (and thereby also indirectly those of VitruvN) are split into
three separate yet related areas. While moving from the static semantics to the two
dynamic semantics (for event-free and event-based behavior), we add in each step a
further amount of information and rely at the same time on the consistency provided
by the semantics of the previous steps.
4.3.1. Static Semantics
The static semantics of VitruvL defines formally the type structure and the scoping
rules of VitruvL. We use a deduction system where the type and scoping rules are no-
tated as the deduction system’s inference rules. The application of the static seman-
tics to a specific VitruvL specification results in finding a formal proof deriving that
the specification is well-typed. The type system of VitruvL provides static and strong
typing, i.e. each entity is required to have a type and all type errors can be found by
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analyzing the specification. As usual for the object-oriented setting, we allow inheri-
tance induced polymorphism for variables with class types.
The benefit of a static and strong type system for VitruvL is that we can prevent
many errors in advance in the specification by type checking. In particular, this is
helpful for large specifications, and for specifications consisting of separated and
independent parts. The latter occurs frequently in VitruvL, because classes are used
for modularization of VitruvL specifications. Additionally, the distinction between the
conceptual specification and the binding, which is also separated in the specification
text, is a potential source of errors, which can be detected easily by type checking.
From a pragmatic point of view, the binding in its current form is only feasible be-
cause of the advantage of having a static and strong type system.
4.3.2. Dynamic Semantics for Event-Free Behavior
The first dynamic semantics is concerned with the event-free behavior specified in
VitruvL. The event-free behavior is the part of the dynamic behavior of VitruvL, but in-
dependent of events, selectors and loops. The interesting fact of the event-free behav-
ior is that we can check its consistency with a variety of algorithms, beginning with
Allen’s original constraint solver. The consistency checkers and constraint solvers
give us the ability to infer unspecified or refine specified durations and interval rela-
tions, and to check for contradictions in the specification.
However, these algorithms require a flat set of intervals, relations and duration
constraints. Therefore, it is not possible to use directly the definitions of VitruvL, but
we need a linearized version of them. To ease the process of providing a linearized
version of a VitruvL specification, we define an intermediate language called VitruvI,
which handles only intervals, durations and interval relationships, i.e. the vocabulary
for the event-free behavior. The linearization process depends on the statics seman-
tics, since we need not only a well-typed specification but also information derived
during type checking. The linearization of a VitruvL specification results in a VitruvI
program, which has to be executed as final step of the linearization. After execution,
the flat set of intervals, their duration constraints and interval relations are provided.
The execution of the VitruvI program is formally defined by an operational seman-
tics. The semantic domain used for the state of the operational semantics contains
the set of intervals, their duration constraints and the interval relations of the VitruvI
program, and can be used as input for consistency checking algorithms.
4.3.3. Dynamic Semantics for Event-Based Behavior
The second dynamic semantics handles not only the event-free but also the event-
based behavior specified in VitruvL. Hence, we support events, loops and selectors,
not available in the semantics for the event-free behavior.
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We define the dynamic semantics by a variant of timed colored Petri nets which
we call Vitruvian Nets. In Vitruvian Nets we combine several Petri net types, all of
which are well-suited for particular aspects of the behavior of VitruvL. Timed Petri
nets are suitable for modeling Allen’s interval relations (Little and Ghafoor, 1990),
and with Fuzzy Timed Petri Nets (Murata, 1996) we support fuzzy durations of inter-
vals. Events, which model user input in VitruvL, are realized by transitions, which fire
tokens with random values. The tokens are fed into decision processes used in selec-
tors and loops. These processes are modeled by Fuzzy Petri nets, where tokens take
fuzzy values (Looney, 1988). The repetition and branching nature of loops and selec-
tors, resp., are supported by the net topology of Petri nets in general. Constructing
the net topology requires the linearization developed for the semantics of the event-
free behavior. This is the connection between the two dynamic semantics and thereby
indirectly also the connection to the static semantics.
Defining the semantics of the event-based behavior of VitruvL with Petri nets allows
the use of analysis techniques for Petri nets to analyze the VitruvL specification, e.g. for
determining properties such as liveness, deadlock situations or reachability. By sim-
ulating the net we can analyze additional properties, which depend on the random
firing of transitions modeling events, e.g. average durations of intervals or paths. The
simulation capability can also be used for tools providing an early and user-friendly
feedback to technical and non-technical developers: it is important that the formal
notation of the Petri net is translated back to abstractions which are familiar to the
developers. The details are left to an implementation.
4.4. VitruvN
The part of Vitruv for specifying multimedia presentations usable by technical and
non-technical developers is VitruvN, a specification language based on natural lan-
guage (NL). We discuss the features of VitruvN and give an example.
4.4.1. Language Features
The structure of VitruvN follows those of storyboards, such that in each VitruvN doc-
ument an entire presentation is specified. Each presentation features scenes as the
highest structural element. Inside each scene, a set of media objects is used. Media
objects are required to have a certain media type, e.g. video, audio, image etc. The
main part of a scene description specifies the temporal arrangement of the scene’s
media objects. Some media objects may have an internal temporal structure, e.g. var-
ious shots inside a video clip. In such cases, we can use also use the internal media
structure in the same way for the definition of the temporal arrangement.
The specification of the temporal arrangement of media objects is given primarily
by stating how media objects are mutually related. This is quite similar to Allen’s
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interval calculus, making the translation to VitruvL easy, yet providing an adequate
and not too artificial description in NL. Compared to VitruvL, the features in VitruvN
for handling events are somewhat simpler. We decided on this option, since we did
not want to bother non-technical developers with the many technical details needed
for more complex control structures.
For VitruvN, we decided to use a rather restricted subset of NL, restricting both
vocabulary and grammar. As a result, we gain a (general) context-free grammar for
VitruvN. The restriction has its benefits, reducing the risk of ambiguity inherent in NL
and easing the construction of tools for VitruvN. As a disadvantage one may argue that
a restricted vocabulary and grammar makes it difficult and error-prone to write spec-
ifications. But since specification documents are much often read than written, we
favor an approach focusing on readability. To ease writing documents, however, with
the particular vocabulary and accompanying grammar rules of VitruvN, we can sup-
port the editing process with user-friendly tools, such as syntax-oriented editors. The
context-free grammar used allows to build parsers as the first step towards machine-
readability and general tool support.
The semantics of VitruvN are given implicitly by the semantics of VitruvL. Thus, we
are required to provide a mapping from VitruvN to VitruvL. Due to the regular struc-
ture of VitruvN, its restricted grammar and vocabulary, and its proximity to behavioral
aspects of VitruvL, we can define a systematic translation from VitruvN to VitruvL.
4.4.2. Example
In the following example 4.1 on the facing page we present a simple scene, consisting
of three media objects and their relations. As a reading hint, we should note that iden-
tifiers in VitruvN are delimited by quotes to allow several words long identifers, in the
text we additionally use angle brackets as delimiters to distinguish VitruvN code from
VitruvL or VitruvI code. The scene starts with rendering of video 〈“house”〉 and finishes
with video 〈“house2”〉. Both videos are overlapped by the audio-clip 〈“transition”〉,
which shall accompany the move from the first video to the second.
The example shows only a small fraction of the possibilities of VitruvN. But this
is the reason why we use it also as introductory example for VitruvL (spec. 5.2 on
page 65) and for Vitruvian Nets (fig. 8.4 on page 162) in the respective chapters.
4.5. Sketching a Process Model for Vitruv
For applying Vitruv we propose a process model sketch, which is strongly related to
the distinction between conceptual model and its realization, as it is made explicit in
VitruvL. The process model consists of the following steps:
1. Specification of the presentation with VitruvN
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Specification 4.1 A simple example scene
Description of scene “Example”.
In this scene, these media are used:
• A video, identified by “house1”.
• A video, in the following named “house2”.
• An audio-clip identified by “transition”.
End of media definition.
The media composition:
The scene starts with video “house1”. Video “house1” and audio-clip “transi-
tion” overlap slightly. Video “house2” and audio-clip “transition” overlap slightly.
The scene finishes with video “house2”.
End of the media composition.
End of the scene description.
2. Translation to VitruvL
3. Consistency checking and net generation
4. Net simulation
5. If the behavior of the net is not satisfactory: fitting of the binding and go to step 3
6. Finish.
It should be remarked that this sequence of steps is an ideal similar to the waterfall
model. In practice, backward links to all steps might become necessary. Additionally,
tool support is appreciated.
The first step establishes the initial specification in VitruvN, understandable for all
developers, technical and non-technical. Thus, this specification is the communica-
tion vehicle for the entire development process. In the next step this specification
is translated to VitruvL. The VitruvL specification is not intended to be used by non-
technical developers, we focus here on technical developers only.
Steps 3 to 5 are repeated until all developers are satisfied with the specification. In
step 3, we check the consistency of the VitruvL specification and transform the specifi-
cation to a Vitruvian Net. As next step, we simulate this net. The purpose of the sim-
ulation is to check whether the behavior of the system meets the expectations of all
developers. If this is not the case, then the specification has to be changed. Our model-
ing approach assumes that the qualitative part of the specification remains stable and
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only the quantitative part requires changes, demanding probably a new requirements
elicitation. Technically, it should be sufficient to modify bindings for media durations,
but alternatively we can modify media durations in the VitruvN specification as well.
After modifying the durations, we go back to step 3 (or to step 2, if we modified the
VitruvN specification), and repeat the remaining steps.
We finish with step 6 after the simulation results are satisfactory. We consider now
the specification as stable. The design and implementation of the presentation can
begin.
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5.1. Overview
In VitruvL we want to capture central aspects of Vitruv in formal way. In particular, we
are interested in
• the ordering of activities, i.e., temporal relationships between activities,
• the duration of activities,
• events, their temporal interval in which they may occur, and their relationships
to other activities and events, and finally
• reactions to events.
Activities are time-consuming actions. Intuitively, we can model them in a very ab-
stract way as closed temporal intervals. The relationships evolve naturally in interval
relationships as presented by Allen (1983) (sec. 5.2.1 on the next page).
However, Allen’s calculus is only a set of formulas constraining a set of intervals.
It is a flat system requiring a structuring mechanism, if we aim at maintainability
and feasibility of large specifications. In sec. 5.3 on page 62 we apply object-oriented
concepts for structuring the specification.
Since the Vitruv approach is based on natural language, we have to deal with impre-
cise descriptions such as rather vague measures of durations, e.g. short or long. As
discussed earlier, requirements, stating that certain actions have a long duration with
a common-sense semantics – needed for the natural language basis of Vitruv– , do not
mean that these actions have exactly the same duration but durations which are more
or less compatible to a distinguished reference value. Hence, the compatibility does
not define an equality or a classical equivalence relation rather consists of graded
truth values stating whether a specific duration fits to the reference value. Fuzzy set
theory is the well-established theoretical underpinning of such vague concepts. Ap-
plied to our interval-based approach we introduce fuzzy intervals, which have fuzzy
durations, and fuzzy relationships extending Allen’s calculus. In sec. 5.4 on page 67
we present user-defined fuzzy types such as durations.
With Allen’s calculus we can only have a pre-determined temporal behavior with-
out any user interaction. However, in interactive multimedia presentations users con-
trol the behavior of by following links, choosing between menu items, starting or
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stopping of media renderings such as videos, and so on. These interaction can be
modeled by events and reactions to events. In sec. 5.5 on page 70 we present events
in VitruvL. The system’s reaction to events are considered by special rule-sets allow-
ing if-then-like clauses and loops. Additionally, user interactions such as following
links or using menus require the possibility for branching to different parts of the
presentation. This is discussed in sec. 5.6 on page 78, where we concentrate on the
presentation’s structure in the large. A library of standard definitions is presented in
sec. 5.7 on page 79.
In fuzzy control theory (Yager and Filev, 1994) it is important to distinguish be-
tween the conceptual expressions (such as long or short) and their values (the respec-
tive fuzzy sets). One of the appealing characteristics of fuzzy control theory is that
usually only the values need a fitting for a particular application whereas the con-
ceptual expressions remain constant. In order to transfer this characteristic to VitruvL,
we separate classes, relations and other constraints from their realizations (sec. 5.8 on
page 81). In particular, this is useful because fuzzy durations such as short or long are
context-dependent and hence their values might differ considerably.
Finally, we should mention that we discuss some possible extensions of VitruvL in
sec. 12.2 on page 256. They are not part of the language definition because they do
not address the language core, they provide however valuable concepts for a more
pragmatic language use.
5.2. Intervals and their Relationships
The most basic materials in VitruvL are intervals and their relationships. They are
discussed in this section.
5.2.1. Intervals
Temporal intervals are the base abstractions of VitruvL and are based on the real lineintervals as time scale. Each interval is characterized by its definitive starting and finishing
point, alpha and omega, resp. The distance between these two points is the interval’s
alpha
omega
duration, its length. These three characteristics are attributes of each interval in VitruvL
length
and can be accessed by the usual dot-notation: let x be an interval, then the length of
x is notated as x.length, its starting and finishing point as x.alpha and x.omega, resp.
These attributes are an augmentation of Allen’s approach which considers intervals
only qualitatively. But we want to quantify intervals and later also the interval rela-
tionships, thus we need these attributes.
Let us now relate intervals and activities. Each interval i in VitruvL corresponds to
an activity a. Whenever the activity a is executed, we say its corresponding inter-
val i is an activated interval and vice versa. Similarly, the behavioral characteristic of
activated
interval
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an interval is related to the behavior of its corresponding activity. For intervals repre-
senting (time-dependent) media objects the corresponding activity is the rendering of
the media object and the intervals’ length is accordingly the rendering time. The or-
der of activities (and hence the order of intervals) is defined by interval relationships,
explained next.
5.2.2. Interval Relationships
Interval relationships specify the partial order of intervals, thereby controlling the ac-
tivation of intervals and thus (an important part of) the behavior of the presentation.
Interval relationships are either primitive or modified relations. A primitive relation
primitive
relationis fuzzy version of one of Allen’s thirteen interval relations (cf. fig. 3.1 on page 31),
i.e., they are binary fuzzy relations of interval positions. Modified relations are based
on a primitive relation to which one or more modifiers are applied. We call such a
relation a compound relation.
compound
relationThe intended semantics of modifiers in compound relations requires the introduc-
tion of additional anonymous intervals, additional constraints and relations between
these new intervals and those being arguments of the compound relation. The addi-
tional intervals are anonymous, because they are not visible and accessible outside
the compound relation. As an example consider A shortly after B which introduces a
new interval C met by A and meeting B together with a length constraint C is short.
Thus, we consider compound relations as a kind of macro which expands to a set
of constraints including primitive interval relations. The set of possible compound
relations is not fixed but can extended by the user. This implies that we have to define
compound relations explicitly. Specification 5.1 shows the definition of shortly after.
The intervals A and B are formal parameters, C is a new anonymous interval. We
omit any typing of A, B and C, because local variables and formal parameters in a
compound relation have always type Interval. C gets the length constraint that C is
short. We defer details about the length constraint short to sec. 5.4 on page 67, where
we discuss fuzzy types and values.
Specification 5.1 Definition of the compound relation shortly after.
define in te rva l re la t ion A s h o r t l y a f t e r B =
l e t C in rules
B meets C;
C meets A ;
C i s shor t ;
end ;
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5.3. Classes Structuring the Specification
Until now we have presented rather unstructured specifications. Intervals as a kind
of runtime concepts are not well suited as structuring mechanisms for specifications.
Nevertheless, intervals themselves have structure and also enjoy relationships to other
intervals, which reminds of objects in object-oriented languages: objects are runtime
concepts, have structure and relationships. Because of that we now apply object-
oriented concepts: classes and inheritance for describing the structure of intervals,
objects as runtime concepts represent intervals.
5.3.1. Classes
We are interested in an explicit modeling device structuring the otherwise flat set
of intervals and their relationships. This device should fulfill the following general
requirements regarding modularity:
• information hiding
• compositionality
• explicit interfaces
These features are main properties of abstract data types (ADT). One specific real-
ization of ADTs are object-oriented classes which have been proven to satisfy these
requirements. However, since it is well-known that inheritance breaks encapsulation
it is required to balance object-oriented and ADT features. Nevertheless, the concep-
tual proximity of classes to typical implementation languages in the multimedia do-
main is another benefit. Therefore, we will use here object-oriented concepts. Firstly,
we discuss important general properties of classes, followed by details of syntax and
some selected concepts.
In VitruvL, a class defines a set of objects with identical structure and internal behav-class ior. We say that an object is an instance of a class. Each object represents semantically
instance an interval and may have a complex internal structure. A class consists of two parts.
The first part structures the class by defining elements of which the class consists.
These elements are either objects or instances of other types, i.e. of fuzzy types (see
elements sec. 5.4 on page 67) or event types (see sec. 5.5.1 on page 70). This part shows compo-
sition of classes from other classes, extended by inheritance later. The class’s second
part defines the internal behavior. It consists of a set of rules subsuming interval re-
rules lationships, duration constraints and event reactions applied to the elements of the
class.
Syntactically, these two parts are divided into four sections:
local
declarations 1. local declarations defining the elements constituting a class. They are introduced
by the keyword let.let
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2. an export clause declaring elements visible to the outside the class. The clause
export clausestarts with keyword exports.
exports
3. an inheritance declaration – we postpone its discussion to section 5.3.2 on page 65.
4. a body defining the rules of the class and thus the behavior of the class. The body
bodyis enclosed by keywords body and end.
body
In contrast to general imperative or functional object-oriented languages, we do
not provide methods, any behavior is defined within the set of rules. Because each
object represents a temporal interval, the aggregation structure of objects is a tempo-
ral hierarchical structure of objects, implying that an interval, representing an outer
object, contains all intervals representing the inner objects. The (static) activation of an
object is consequently determined by interval relationships as explained on page 61.
In addition to that, events, loops and selectors deal with dynamic and event-based
activation of objects. Hence, there is no need for defining methods explicitly, and a
finer grain of control over the behavior can be achieved by accessing (and thus acti-
vating) elements of a class by referring to them in the rules. As the body of class has a
procedural character, classes in VitruvL are more similar to patterns of BETA (Madsen
et al., 1993, p. 42) than traditional classes, because patterns as unification of classes,
procedures and variables can also have a procedural character.
Whether access to elements from outside the class is allowed, depends on the ac-
cessibility status of each element. Generally, any access to elements of classes is for-
bidden for other classes, except to those which are explicitly exported by their declar-
ing class. All exported elements of a class define the interface of this class. If the ex-
interfaceport clause is omitted in a class, only inherited exported attributes are exported (see
sec. 5.3.2 on page 65 for the discussion of inheritance in VitruvL). Additionally, no
rule is accessible in any way outside the class, hiding information about internals of
classes.
If elements of a class, declared in the local declarations, are instances of classes,
then we call them attributes. To achieve safer specifications in VitruvL, we apply typing attributesand declare explicitly the class for each attributes. If no new elements are declared in
the local declarations, then the rules in the class body can only operate on inherited
elements.
As usual in object-oriented languages it is possible to define recursive classes, i.e.
the class can be used as type of its own elements. But in contrast to usual object-
oriented approaches, we have only value semantics and no references (with the ex-
ception of references to scenes, cf. sec. 5.6 on page 78). Thereby, in contrast to recursive
classes, we do not have recursive objects. The finiteness of the binding ensures that
we do not get infinite objects, independent of any recursive class structure. This is
similar to the definition of recursive data structures in SML without using references
(Reade, 1989, p. 155 and following). The special attribute this is used to denote the
this
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current object of a class, similar to this in Java (Gosling and Arnold, 1996) or current
in Eiffel (Meyer, 1992).
The body of a class declares the rules, i.e. all relationships between elements, du-
ration constraints and event reactions. All rules in the body of a class are implicitly
connected by conjunctions. The semicolon at the end of each rule can be regarded as
a logical-and with lowest priority of all operands: a set of rules R1; R2; R3; is then
semantically equivalent to (R1) and (R2) and (R3). Each element e of a class C is only
active while the actual object of class C is active. We require implicitly that between e
and the actual object this of class C the relationship
e (during or starts or finishes) this
holds. This implies that the duration of each element is not greater than the duration
of this.
The rules in the body of classes make use of the recursive structure of classes, which
leads to the question, how these rules are applied to objects which are finite in contrast
to the possible infiniteness induced by the class definition. We denote objects, that are
not instantiated but mentioned in rules, as nil objects. The evaluation of rules with nil
nil objects objects depends on the kind of rule:
1. Interval relations defining the arrangement of two intervals make only sense
if both intervals exist; arrangements with non-existing objects are meaningless.
Therefore, any interval relations where at least one nil object is used, are ig-
nored.
2. In constraints, where the target of the constraint (the left-hand-side) does not
exist, are ignored, because constraints for non-existing objects are meaningless.
3. In constraints, where the constraint expression (the right-hand-side) contains
nil objects, the constraint value cannot be calculated, the value is undetermined
and thus unknown. In our possibility theory setting, such a value means that
all values are possible, because we cannot establish any restrictions. This is ex-
pressed by the constant 1-fuzzy set µ(x) = 1 ∀x, stating formally that each x is
equally and fully possible.
Specification 5.2 on the next page presents a simple example class specifying that
two videos are rendered sequentially with an audio transition between both videos.
We use the predefined attributes alpha and omega for beginning and end, respectively.
The three attributes house1, house2 and transition are instances of the classes video and
sound, resp., defined elsewhere. Only attributes house1 and house2 are exported and
therefore accessible outside class Example. We use again the usual dot-notation to
access elements of a class. The body defines the behavior: the sequence of the videos
house1 and house2 with a sound transition guiding from the first video to the second.
The sound is rendered parallel to the end of video house1 and to the beginning of
video house2.
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Specification 5.2 A simple class.
class Example
exports house1 , house2 ;
l e t
house1 : v ideo ;
house2 : v ideo ;
t r a n s i t i o n : sound ;
body
alpha s t a r t s house1 ;
house1 over laps s l i g h t l y t r a n s i t i o n ;
t r a n s i t i o n over laps s l i g h t l y house2 ;
house2 meets omega ;
end ;
end ;
5.3.2. Inheritance
Inheritance is the object-oriented concept for building and using a classification hier-
archy of classes. In contrast to the division of classes into smaller parts that we have
seen in the last section, inheritance works in the opposite direction, synthesizing new
classes by inheriting features from other classes and adding new features. The intro-
duction of inheritance in VitruvL demands to deal with the topics polymorphism, type
rules, visibility of class elements, and late binding. We discuss these topics now.
5.3.2.1. Defining Inheritance
Following Cardelli and Wegner (1985), inheritance defines a subset-relationship be-
tween sub- and super-classes, regarding classes as sets of values and thus as types.
Because each sub-class instance is also an element of the super-class, the subset-
relationship suggests that instances of a sub-class can be applied in all situations
where an instance of the super-class is expected. This is called substitutability and is
the basis of polymorphism. To ensure this, certain conditions have to be established.
In our situation, we do not have functions with complex type-rules, therefore the sit-
uation is much easier. We have only to ensure that (1) interfaces of sub-classes are
an extension of their super-classes’ interfaces and that (2) sub-classes do not weaken
inherited rules. The first condition applies to the sub-typing rules by Cardelli and
Wegner (1985), because the set of exported elements of a class defines essentially the
type of this class. The second condition refers to the design-by-contract rules of Meyer
(1997) for logical specification of classes’ semantics, in particular those for class invari-
ants.
Therefore, we require that the following two conditions hold:
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1. all exported elements of a class are also exported unchanged by its sub-classes,
guaranteeing that the interface of a class is always completely part of the inter-
face of its sub-classes.
2. the set of rules defined in the body of a sub-class are combined by a logical
conjunction with the rules of its respective super-classes. Therefore, a sub-class
has to fulfill all laws defined by its ancestors.
These two conditions ensure that substitutability is always possible in VitruvL and be-
cause of that inheritance is properly defined according to Cardelli and Wegner (1985).
Let us now explain inheritance in VitruvL in greater detail. The effect of inheritance
is that the new class contains all structures (i.e., declarations and rules) defined in the
inherited class. Additionally, the new class can define its own set of local declarations
and rules between new and old elements. The new elements need fresh names to
avoid naming conflicts. The inherited exported definitions are also always exported
by the new class. We allow only single inheritance avoiding harmful conflicts such as
name clashes by combining independent hierarchies. We additionally gain a simple
and strict specialization hierarchy between classes instead of a directed acyclic graph.
5.3.2.2. Class Interval: Root of the Inheritance Hierarchy
All classes inherit at least implicitly or indirectly from Interval, the root of the spe-Interval cialization hierarchy. Obviously, Interval does not inherit itself, as hierarchies are not
reflexive! The definition of the class Interval (see spec. 5.3 on the facing page) serves
similar aims as the class Object of Java (Gosling and Arnold, 1996): stating some gen-
eral features which are present in every other class. Additionally, class Interval ensures
that intervals are indeed the base abstraction of VitruvL and that intervals are realized
by objects. The specification of class Interval is straightforward as it only states that it
consists of alpha and omega, and provides the special attribute length, which is a fuzzy
variable of the standard fuzzy type DURATION (sec. 5.4.2 on page 69), maintaining a
constraint on the fuzzy difference of alpha and omega.
However, both attributes alpha and omega are special, because they are considered
atomic, i.e. they do not contain any other intervals. This is indicated in the speci-
fication of class Interval by stating that alpha and omega have length zero, but we
explicitly forbid any other interval occurring in alpha and omega.
5.3.2.3. Late Binding
Semantically, inheritance works in VitruvL as a macro expansion mechanism because
we can simply collect for each class all structures defined by its super-classes through-
out the entire hierarchy. This results in flattened classes consisting of all structures
induced by inheritance. The definitions of these flattened classes are independent
with respect to the inheritance relationship. Other relationships to other classes may
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Specification 5.3 The definition of the class Interval.
class I n t e r v a l
exports alpha , omega , l eng th ;
l e t
alpha : I n t e r v a l ;
omega : I n t e r v a l ;
l eng th : DURATION;
body
alpha s t a r t s th is ;
omega f i n i s h e s th is ;
alpha ( meets or before ) omega ;
alpha . l eng th i s DURATION. zero ;
omega . l eng th i s DURATION. zero ;
end ;
end
exist only if a class declares a local element of another class. Assignments to such
elements are possible in a polymorphic way because of substitutability, this is done
in the binding which is discussed later (see sec. 5.8 on page 81). This leads to a last
point, which we need to discuss: late binding. Traditionally, it deals with determining
the right implementation of a method of an object at runtime depending on polymor-
phic assignments of an object to an variable. In VitruvL we do not have functions or
methods as mentioned earlier, but the rules serve a similar purpose, because they re-
fer to elements. The temporal order of interval activations inside an element of a class
depends on the element’s actual value. That means, we may rely on the exported ele-
ments of such a class, but we can not rely on the temporal order of activation of such
exported elements, because this depends on the actual polymorphic assignment of
this element.
5.4. Fuzzy Types
In the section concerning interval relationships we used linguistic variables implicitly
in the rules. In VitruvL such linguistic variables are called fuzzy types. In this section fuzzy typeswe describe their structure and properties, and present two standard types.
5.4.1. Structure and Properties of Fuzzy Types
In VitruvL we use fuzzy types together with classes for the static structure. Similar to
types in usual programming or specification languages, a fuzzy type defines a set of
values. A value of a fuzzy type is a fuzzy set on a universe which is the basis of the
universe
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type. A reason to introduce fuzzy types in VitruvL is to have a possibility to define du-
rations within VitruvL and to have a means for data definition different from defining
intervals. However, the simple structure of our fuzzy types limits the expressiveness
of the data definition. Additionally, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to
simple universes, because they are sufficient for our focus of temporal specifications.
Thus, the universes are either (closed) intervals of R or Z, or a set of enumerated
identifiers. The last alternative is useful for choices in menus of user interfaces. It
may be irritating that we use fuzzy types for such discrete values, but singleton sets
with a non-empty core encode discrete values. Thus, we do not need an additional
non-fuzzy construction. In sec. 12.2.1 on page 256 we discuss more elaborated con-
structions for universes of fuzzy types.
In addition to the universe, a fuzzy type consists of a set of reference values (i.e.
fuzzy sets on the universe) and a set of modifiers. The reference values are called
terms in VitruvL and are the literals of the fuzzy type. A modifier is a unary functionterms
modifier
which takes a fuzzy set as an argument and returns a new fuzzy set. Since a suitable
definition of modifiers is generally situation and application domain dependent, it is
important that each fuzzy type defines the set of applicable modifiers to its values.
The negation of a fuzzy set is also a modifier, because it is an unary function.
Expressions of a certain fuzzy type consists of terms, modifiers applied to an ex-
pression, and the union and intersection of expressions. The latter are expressed by
union and intersect, resp., and also by or and and, because these operator names are
conventionally used in the literature. These set theoretic operations can be applied
because each value of fuzzy type is always a fuzzy set as mentioned above. Expres-
sions can be used for at least two purposes: firstly, they denote a fuzzy, an imprecise
value and secondly, they constrain a variable of the same universe by denoting the
(graded) set of possible values.
As an example for applying fuzzy types for something other than temporal con-
straints – these are shown in the next section –, we define a fuzzy type Brightness
in specification 5.4 on the facing page. This type may be used to describe the bright-
ness of visual elements. Its universe is the integer interval [0, 255] in accordance to the
usual rgb color systems in video displays. The terms, the reference values, are black,
dark, muddy, shining, bright and white, the allowed modifiers are very, more_or_less and
not. Note that we only define names and omit any assignments of (explicit) fuzzy sets
or function definitions to these names. The assignment of such values is done in the
binding (sec. 5.8.6 on page 84), where the realization of the fuzzy type is defined. The
only exception is the universe definition, which is given explicitly and fixed, whereas
all other values referred to in a type definition are left to the interpretation in the
binding.
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Specification 5.4 The fuzzy type Brightness.
define type Br ightness
universe [ 0 . . 2 5 5 ] ;
define term black , dark , muddy , sh in ing , b r i gh t , wh i te ;
define modifier very , more_or_less , not ;
end ;
5.4.2. The Standard Type DURATION
In specification 5.1 on page 61 we used the term short as a value assigned to the length
of interval C. Term short was only implicitly defined, but in spec. 5.3 on page 67 we
defined that the length of an interval has type DURATION, hence short has to be a
term of this type. Now we define the standard fuzzy type DURATION, which is used
DURATIONfor all calculations and constraints concerning the duration of intervals (spec. 5.5).
DURATION’s universe is the subset of non-negative real numbers (R+0 ), each value is
a fuzzy number or interval, i.e., a normalized convex fuzzy set (def. B.21 on page 286).
We provide the terms zero, short and long as generic durations. The modifiers allowed
for durations are not, very, extremely, more_or_less and slightly.
Union and intersection of fuzzy sets do not guarantee convexity (for intersection
only if one of the arguments is not convex). Therefore, we have to be careful if we
apply these standard operations to values of the fuzzy type DURATION, because we
may achieve results which are not proper values of type DURATION.
In general, terms such as short have a context dependent meaning: a part of a movie
may be seen as short compared to the full-length movie, but may be large compared
to a single scene of the movie. In a programming language setting, a classical so-
lution for the context sensitivity of fuzzy type terms would be to realize terms as
functions, where the argument is the fuzzy set defining the context. In VitruvL we do
not have this possibility, however, we introduce a notion of context in the binding
(see sec. 5.8.4 on page 83), such that a term may have different realizations depend-
ing on the current context. A standard binding is provided in the prelude (sec. A.3 on
page 273), where as context an entire scene is assumed.
Specification 5.5 The fuzzy type DURATION.
define type DURATION
universe [ 0 . 0 . . i n f ] ;
define term zero , shor t , long ;
define modifier not , very , extremely , more_or_less , s l i g h t l y ;
end ;
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5.5. Events, Loops and Branching
Till now, we can only specify pre-orchestrated presentations, i.e. its behavior is com-
pletely fixed and no user interaction can occur, at least not altering the behavior in any
way. This is certainly not realistic, and thus we now introduce events and reaction to
events, resulting in loops and branchings.
5.5.1. Events
In VitruvL events model user interaction. Each event consists of three parts:events
• an enabling interval, in which the event may occur,
• an occurrence interval, in which the event occurs and which is a subinterval of
the enabling interval, and
• a value of a given (fuzzy) type.
Events have to be declared as elements of a class, because their enabling interval
can be positioned according to other elements in the class, requiring a suitable type
for events. The structure of events is always the same. The only possible difference
is the value’s type, because enabling and occurrence intervals are simple intervals.
Hence, events are generic type definitions such as arrays in Pascal or generic classes in
Eiffel (Meyer, 1997, chapter 10). We follow the convention of these languages and use
square brackets for denoting the value’s type. This is shown in spec. 5.6 on the facing
page, where we specify fuzzy type ButtonState and class Button. The latter declares
the event pressed with value type ButtonState.
The enabling interval of an event usually has a length greater than 0 and is de-
termined by the relation to other intervals. In contrast, the length of the occurrence
interval is always 0, because events are characterized as time-points without tempo-
ral extension. The event occurs during the enabling interval including start and end
points of enabling interval. Thus, between occurrence and enabling interval the rela-
tion starts or finishes or during holds implicitly.
Occurrence time and values of events are nondeterministic by nature. Hence, any
relationships between ordinary intervals and occurrence intervals would transfer this
non-determinism to the activation of these ordinary intervals. While this seems be a
possibility to model if-then-clauses, it is very problematic. Consider the following
situation:
a finishedby b; e meets b; b meets c; a meets c;
where e is an event’s occurrence interval and a, b and c are ordinary intervals. b can
only occur if e occurs, and this is propagated to c. This seems to be no problem, be-
cause b and c are immediately and explicitly connected by the meets-relation. But this
connection exists for other intervals as well because we can infer further relations
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Specification 5.6 Declaration of event pressed in class Button.
define type But tonState
universe { up , down } ;
define term isPressed ;
end ;
class Button
exports pressed , . . . ;
l e t
pressed : Event [ But tonSta te ] ;
. . .
body
th is . alpha s t a r t pressed ; / / on ly the enabl ing i n te rva l !
. . .
end ;
end ;
with Allen’s algorithm. This situation is shown in fig. 5.1 on the next page, including
the following extension of our example by
d after a;
implying
d after b;
However, this means that there exists an interval i with
b meets i; i meets d;
and this makes d again dependent on e, which neither seems to match any intuitive
semantics nor seems to be useful at all, because with the existence of e any intervals
occurring after it would also depend on e. Additionally, the dependency even works
backward. Any intervals in relationship with e can occur only if e occurs. In our ex-
ample a depends via b on e, requiring that a can occur only, if e happens. But this
breaks causality, because now the future determines the past. This must not happen.
Therefore, we have to restrict the relations permitted to events. All ordinary inter-
vals may only refer to the enabling interval of an event. The enabling interval is not
automatically finished if the occurrence interval is activated, thereby the enabling in-
terval is an interval with a deterministic length and thus behaves like ordinary inter-
vals. The occurrence interval and the value depend on each other. If the event occurs,
then the occurrence interval is activated and the event’s value is set. If the user in-
teraction does not happen, we define that then the occurrence interval finishes the
enabling interval. For this case, we introduce the distinguishable TimeOut-value as
TimeOut
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b
a
e
c
i d
time
Figure 5.1.: The temporal arrangement of a, b, c, d, e and i.
the event’s value, which is not allowed to appear as an ordinary value in all fuzzy
types. We call such an event a time-out event. It ensures that the occurrence interval
time-out event always exists and the event’s value has always a proper value. Relations with occur-
rence intervals are only allowed to loops (sec. 5.5.2) and selectors (sec. 5.5.3 on the
next page), both of which also have access to the value of events. The value can be
accessed by the usual dot notation, its identifier is value. More details are explained
value in the respective sections (sec. 5.5.2 and sec. 5.5.3 on the next page). The distinction
whether a relationship exists between the enabling or the occurrence interval is done
implicitly: only loop and selector bodies use the occurrence interval, all other inter-
vals use the enabling interval only.
5.5.2. Loops
In VitruvL we have one kind of loop. It is controlled by the evaluation of an event’s
value. We use a head-controlled, negated loop, i.e., we loop until the controlling con-
dition is true, and check the condition before the loop body is activated for the first
time.
Loops have to be declared as elements of classes, their type is Loop. We need theLoop declaration to allow relationships between the loop and other intervals. Each loop
depends on an event. To ensure that the loop have access to the event’s value, the
loop body is started parallel to the event’s enabling interval. More precisely, the im-
plicit relation between the loop and the enabling interval is the disjunction of starts,
startedby and equals. This implicit relation is required for consistency checking and
the semantics of the event-based behavior. It is handled in sec. 7.4.5 on page 146. The
loop body is executed until the condition is true or the time-out event occurs. The
latter prevents infinite loops, because the loop is at least aborted, if both its body and
the enabling interval of its events are finished. But if enabling intervals are infinite, of
course infinite loops are also possible.
The body of a loop has a scope of its own. All elements used inside the loop have
to be declared in the loop’s body, and no relationships to elements outside the loop’s
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body are allowed. Default elements are alpha and omega, representing beginning and
end points of each iteration of the loop’s body. As the elements in the loop body may
be activated more than once, relationships to elements outside the loop would re-
sult in multiple activation of these elements as well, as explained earlier. This means
that looping would not be restricted to the loop’s body, but is spread out through the
entire specification. However, at best this is confusing, hence we do not allow any
relationships from outside to the inside of loops. But nevertheless, the entire loop is
considered as an interval, the length of which may vary dramatically, and relation-
ships to this interval are possible. This is why loops are declared as elements.
In spec. 5.7 we present an example of a loop, using the button and event declara-
tions of spec. 5.6 on page 71. We have loop l, button b and interval x. At the beginning,
button b is activated, which also activates the enabling interval of event pressed. Loop
L is repeated until button b is pressed, as denoted by the event b.pressed and its value
isPressed. In the body of L, the audio a is declared and started immediately, because a
meets alpha, where alpha is the beginning of the loop body. After L finishes, interval x
is activated. Implicitly, we have also the relation b.pressed starts or startedBy or equals
L between button event and the loop.
Specification 5.7 Loop until the button is pressed.
l e t
L : Loop ;
b : But ton ;
x : I n t e r v a l ;
body
alpha meets b ;
L loops u n t i l ( b . pressed . value i s isPressed ) do
l e t
a : Audio ;
body
alpha meets a . p lay ;
end ;
end ;
L meets x ;
end ;
5.5.3. Branching
Branching as a reaction to events means choosing between several alternative paths of
paths of
control
control depending on the event’s value. In contrast to loops, more than one path may
exist, but the selected one is not repeated.
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Branching is realized – similar to loops – in a special interval type called Selector.Selector Loops and selectors share a set of features. A selector has to be declared as an element
and can be used as other elements in the rules. Similar to bodies of loops, the alterna-
tive paths are completely encapsulated inside the selector and no relationships exists
between them and the outside world. There is also no relationship between the al-
ternative paths. The reason is the same as for loops and events’ occurrence intervals:
the activation of a certain path is based on an event and any external relationship to
its elements would result in an undesirable transfer of the event’s nondeterminism
characteristic to ordinary intervals. Thus, similar to loop bodies, the alternative paths
declare their own set of elements and their behavior is controlled by their own set of
rules for each path.
The selector is activated immediately after the occurrence interval of the event, the
selector is met by the occurrence interval. The decision process of selecting a path
is similar to those used in fuzzy control theory (Yager and Filev, 1994, chapter 4).
We have a conditional expression for each path, all of them are evaluated in parallel
resulting in fuzzy truth values, which are called the degree of firing (dof) of each con-
degree of firing dition (Yager and Filev, 1994, pp. 118-120). After that the expression with the highest
dof is selected and the corresponding path is activated. In fuzzy control these rules
are usually denoted as IF-THEN-ALSO rules, but we use the form on <Condition>
do <Action> to emphasize the aspect of event reaction. If there is more than one path
with the same highest dof, a nondeterministic choice is made between them. If the
highest dof is 0, i.e. no expression matched, then – as an exception of the before-
mentioned rule – nothing happens at all. Essentially, this evaluation is a defuzzifi-
cation process, determining a crisp output of a fuzzy input (Yager and Filev, 1994,
p. 121).
Similar to loops, the relations between the event, the entire selector and the selector
bodies are only given implicitly in the specification. The entire selector, i.e. the entity
declared of type Selector, has the relations starts, startedby or equals to the event en-
abling. The selector bodies, i.e. the different paths of control, are started immediately
after the event occurrence interval and thus have the relation meets to the event oc-
currence interval. These implicit relations are required for consistency checking and
the semantics of the event-based behavior. They are handled in sec. 7.4.5 on page 146.
In spec. 5.8 on the facing page we present a selector working on a button event as
defined in spec. 5.6 on page 71. We start with playing video v1. During this, button b
is enabled and selector s is activated if the button’s occurrence interval is activated. s
has two alternatives: if b is pressed, then video v3 is activated, if b is not pressed and
thus the TimeOut-value appears, then audio a is played. After the selector finishes,
video v2 is activated. Implicitly, we have the relation b.pressed starts or startedBy or
equals s.
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Specification 5.8 Select between additional video and audio depending on button
event.
l e t
s : Se lec to r ;
b : But ton ;
v1 : Video ;
v2 : Video ;
body
alpha meets v1 ;
b dur ing v1 ;
s selects ( b . pressed ) with rules
on ( isPressed ) do
l e t v3 : Video ;
body
alpha s t a r t s v3 ;
end ;
on ( TimeOut ) do
l e t a : Audio ;
body
alpha s t a r t s a ;
end ;
end ;
s meets v2 ;
end ;
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5.5.4. Multiple Events and Multiple Reactions
In this section we discuss two complex topics concerning events and their use in loops
and selectors: multiple events and multiple reactions.
While explaining loops, it was discernible that during an event’s enabling interval
the event might occur more than once. If we have at most one event occurring during
the enabling interval, loops can only run until this event occurs, if it fulfills the termi-
nation condition, or until the following time-out event occurs. This is not sufficient,
because we have only two time-points in which the termination condition of the loop
is checked. Therefore, we offer a more expressive construct, permitting that during an
enabling interval more than one event might occur. These events are called multiple
multiple
events
events.
However, applying multiple events to selectors is not very useful: consider that
two events with same values occur during an enabling interval. The selector would
choose for both events the same path due to the same value. This means that the
same set of intervals would activated, in particular it is possible that both overlap
in rendering a certain media, e.g. a video or an audio. But multiple rendering of the
same media results in severe problems: do we render them on the same screen, result-
ing e.g. in an overlay or mix of videos, or do we have (nondeterministically!) many
screens – but what about positioning these screens? Is there the any possibility that
the resulting rendering is somehow comprehensible by the user? We think this sit-
uation is not satisfying at all, therefore we serialize multiple events: their respective
values are held in a queue ordered according to their incoming time.
Loops and selectors work differently on this queue. The termination condition of
loops is that either an event with the required value or the time-out event occurs.
Thus, whenever the condition is checked, the queue is searched for the respective
events. If one is found, the loop terminates. All other events in this queue are ignored
and also their ordering. Selectors, however, react only on the first event in the queue,
because otherwise the selector’s reaction might be unsatisfying as discussed above.
Hence, selectors react only on the first event in the queue, all events afterwards are ig-
nored. This ensures that multiple events do not start several selector paths in parallel,
which would again make control flow unpredictable.
Events, selectors and loops are declared as elements and are positioned by interval
relations. It is possible that one event meets several selectors and loops. In this case,
we have multiple reactions on an event. The aforementioned queues are duplicated
multiple
reactions
for each selector and for each loop, ensuring that they do not interfere with each
other. While it might not be very useful to define multiple reactions to an event in
its declaring class, it becomes handy if the event is exported by its declaring class.
This gains access to the event from the outside of its declaring classes. In this case
particularly, it is possible that different classes define selectors and loops operating
on the same event. It is useful for classes defining user interface elements declaring
events, react on them locally, but also export them to client classes.
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We have seen in the spec. 5.6 on page 71 class Button declaring and exporting event
pressed. We have also seen independent event reactions to this event in spec. 5.7 on
page 73 and spec. 5.8 on page 75, however, it is not evident that these examples work
on the same event or only use different instances of the same class Button resulting in
different events. Nevertheless, with a slight modification of the source code it would
be possible that both specifications work on the same event as shown in spec. 5.9.
Here, class LoopAudio inherits from class SelVideo and declares loop l on the same
event b.pressed as the inherited selector s.
Specification 5.9 Multiple reactions to the button event.
class SelVideo
exports b ;
l e t
s : Se lec to r ;
b : But ton ;
v1 , v2 : Video ;
body
alpha meets v1 ;
b dur ing v1 ;
s selects ( b . pressed ) with rules
. . . / / see spec . 5.8
end ;
s meets v2 ;
end ;
end ;
class LoopAudio extends SelVideo
l e t
l : Loop ;
x : I n t e r v a l ;
body
alpha meets b ;
l loops u n t i l ( b . pressed . value i s isPressed ) do
. . . / / see spec . 5.7
end ;
l meets x ;
end ;
end ;
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5.6. Presentations and Scenes
The expressiveness of VitruvL presented so far concentrates on specifying multimedia
presentations in the small, i.e. how media elements (in VitruvL characterized by in-
tervals) relate to each other. But multimedia presentations are also structured in the
large. We call the larger structures scenes. They have the characteristic that no me-scenes
dia element overlaps two scenes and scenes cannot be nested. To make scenes the
top-level elements their third characteristic is that no media element is allowed out-
side scenes. This means that all media elements are parts of scenes and scenes are
independent, because they do not share elements. Apparently, scenes are a means for
modularization of multimedia presentations in the large, as opposed to classes which
structure multimedia presentations in the small.
Syntactically, scenes are realized by inheriting from class Scene, which itself inher-
its from class Interval. Class Scene is only a marker class, similar to marker interfaces
and classes in Java such as Serializable or Error (Gosling and Arnold, 1996), and does
not declare additional elements. Nevertheless, each class inheriting from Scene is in-
terpreted as a scene and is marked as a scene, which explains the wording “marker
class”.
Scenes are similar to nodes in hypermedia systems (e.g. the Dexter model, see Ha-
lasz and Schwartz, 1994), elements and their relations in a scene correspond to the
within layer of the Dexter model. We connect scenes to each other with links. We stick
links here to the simple concept of unidirectional links, more elaborated connections are
discussed briefly in sec. 12.2.2 on page 257. Following links in hypertext or hyper-
media applications means leaving the origin node completely and moving to a target
node. In VitruvL, this means to abort all activated intervals in the origin scene and
to activate the target scene right from the start. Reactivation of a scene does not re-
store the former state of the scene, i.e. we have neither procedural- nor coroutine-like
semantics, but are very close to goto-like jumps. While this is not appealing from a
programming language point of view, it is sufficient for coarse grained connection of
scenes, more complex behaviors are done inside the scenes.
Following links means activating an interval representing a scene. However, since
activation of a scene requires leaving the current scene, it is not sufficient to use the
scene object as an ordinary interval, because only one relation (meets) makes sense
as relation with the scene objects, but all other relations might be used by applying
Allen’s calculus. Therefore, we introduce the term leave for, which takes a scene object
leave for as argument. Every time a scene object s is used somewhere in the body, it must be
in the form leave for (s) to underline explicitly that we leave the current scene and go
to the new scene. If we activate a scene s , all intervals positioned after scene s in the
current scene are not activated. Thus, it is often useful to activate a scene only as a
last action or inside a branch of a selector. We should also remark, that it is legal to
define relationships between several scenes, but this does not mean that all of them
are activated at all.
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In spec. 5.10 on the next page we have two scenes, FrenchCathedrals and Chartres-
Details. In the former, we declare element cd with type of the latter scene. Because
scenes are not allowed to embed each other, this declaration means only a reference
to an object defined elsewhere, in contrast to other element declarations. The value
of cd is defined – as usual in VitruvL– in the binding and the references are resolved
there, too (sec. 5.8.9 on page 93). In the body of FrenchCathedrals, we follow the link
to cd and leave behind all currently activated intervals including, in particular, class
FrenchCathedrals. Both scenes show a typical pattern. Class FrenchCathedrals defines
a menu from which the user can select between different alternatives. One of them is
realized in scene ChartresDetails. Hence, element cd is declared locally in the selector.
In class ChartresDetails we present some information and finally jump back to menu,
i.e. to scene FrenchCathedrals, with leave for (fc).
Please note that in spec. 5.10 on the next page we have a tight connection between
the scenes objects even at class level, because the elements are declared as of type
FrenchCathedrals and ChartresDetails, respectively. Without loosing functionality it is
sufficient to declare the respective elements of type Scene and leave the selection of
proper scene instances to the binding, applying late binding. While this is more flexi-
ble and decouples both scenes, it might hinder comprehension of the specification.
5.7. The Prelude
We have seen a set of implicitly defined elements of VitruvL such as the class Inter-
val, some fuzzy types and others. They all are part of VitruvL, and are defined in the
prelude. The prelude defines a set of standard definitions always available in VitruvL. preludeIt can be extended by local definitions if needed. Usually, we can omit such a self-
written prelude and use the standard prelude. That is always the case if we omit the
prelude in the specification. The name prelude is a reminder of SML (Reade, 1989).
Most important in the prelude are the definitions of standard fuzzy types and their
operators. The prelude covers at least the two basic types for truth values and du-
rations, and a set of compound interval relations. The complete standard prelude is
defined in appendix A.3.
The fuzzy type for durations was presented in sec. 5.4.2 on page 69. Now we will
discuss the truth values. The fuzzy type TRUTH represents fuzzy truth values, e.g.
results from comparison of fuzzy sets. The universe is the unit interval [0.0, 1.0]. The
terms are those of four-valued logic: true, false, unknown and undefined. Additionally
we define the standard modifiers very, more_or_less and not. The definition of this
type is shown in spec. 5.11 on the next page.
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Specification 5.10 Scenes and moving between them.
class FrenchCathedrals extends Scene
l e t
menu : Se lec to r ;
. . . / / some more elements
body
. . .
menu selects . . .
on . . do
l e t
cd : Char t resDeta i l s ;
body
alpha meets leave for ( cd ) ; / / now move to scene cd
end ;
. . .
end ;
end ;
end ;
class Char t resDeta i l s extends Scene
l e t
f c : FrenchCathedrals ;
. . .
body
. . .
omega isMetBy leave for ( f c ) ; / / . . . and back to the menu
end ;
end ;
Specification 5.11 A small part of the standard prelude.
prelude
define type TRUTH
universe [ 0 . 0 . . 1 . 0 ]
define term t rue , fa l se , undefined , unknown ;
define modifier very , more_or_less , not ;
end ;
/ / f u r t h e r d e f i n i t i o n s omi t ted
end ;
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5.8. The Binding
Our modeling concept presented in sec. 4.2.2 on page 53 requires the distinction be-
tween concepts and realizations. Declaring classes with intervals and their relation-
ships define the conceptual model. We will now present the binding, the realization of
bindingthe conceptual model.
In contrast to stating constraints, as done in the previously explained parts of VitruvL,
in the binding we explicitly assign values to fuzzy sets, and functions to modifiers,
respectively. The definition of values and functions forms the first part of this sec-
tion. Afterwards we discuss how the binding occurs in the syntactical structures of
VitruvL. We introduce contexts as the general mechanism to bind and re-bind values
and functions in structures, and apply contexts in the binding of fuzzy types, com-
pound relations, classes and the prelude in this order. Finally, we discuss scenes and
the main entry point of our specification defining the start point of our dynamic sys-
tem specified in VitruvL.
5.8.1. L-Values
Assignments of values to identifers are possible in the binding. L-Values are those
L-Valuesidentifiers to which assignments are allowed. It is important to distinguish carefully
between identifiers, being l-values, and other identifiers or expressions being values
to be assigned. VitruvL differs here from most other languages because assignments
are not allowed to all accessible variables.
The assignment structure of VitruvL is leveled and hierarchic. We follow the nesting
of objects, fuzzy types and compound relationships and each nesting level assign-
ments are only allowed to attributes defined in this very level. However, all visible
elements at each level may be used in the expressions assigned. This strategy ensures
that each variable is assigned at most one time and we have only one binding at any
time and thus are stateless. This approach is very similar to the binding of DoDL
(Doberkat, 1996).
5.8.2. Defining Fuzzy Sets
Each fuzzy set is defined by its membership function. We have two different situ-
ations: firstly, for enumerated sets we simply state explicitely for each element its
membership value. Secondly, for numeric universes we define the membership func-
tion by a (in general piecewise assembled) function from the set’s universe to the
unit interval. The assembled function consists of a set of linear functions and is in-
troduced by the keyword linear, followed by the ordered set of points consisting of linearordered pairs (x, µ(x)). This fuzzy set constructor allows definition of fuzzy sets with
an arbitrary linear approximated function without discontinuities. For the sake of eas-
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ier computation we restrict VitruvL here and do not allow arbitrary functions without
linear approximations.
In addition to this general membership function definition, we provide various
fuzzy set constructors guaranteeing convexity (def. B.5 on page 280). The most popu-
lar convex constructions are the singleton set and the trapezoid, triangle and rectan-
gle shapes (def. B.6 on page 281). Additionally we provide s-, z-, sz- and π-functions
which represent the left and the right flank of a bell-shape and their combinations
(see def. B.7 on page 281).
All these convex sets are always normalized, i.e. their core is not empty. We do not
have to provide the membership values as they are clear from the context (either zero
or one). The arguments of the constructors are the required parameters of the function
definitions which are at most four numbers for both, the sz- and trapezoid-function.
Examples of the application of the fuzzy set constructors can be seen in the various
code examples in this section.
5.8.3. Defining Modifiers
Modifiers are unary functions taking a fuzzy set as an argument and returning a new
fuzzy set. A suitable definition of modifiers depends on the context and application
domain. We can apply various definitions of the same modifiers in different contexts,
e.g., different definitions of very in different fuzzy types. Therefore, we distinguish
the definition of the unary modifier functions from their application context.
VitruvL provides a set of predefined non-domain-specific general modifier defini-
tions shown in table A.2 on page 274. However, we need to distinguish the modifier
symbol in the specification from the aforementioned modifier definition. Therefore,
we collect all available modifier definitions in an entity called Modifier which is syn-
Modifier tactically similar to classes and provides an entity for each definition. Access to these
definitions is provided by the usual dot-notation, e.g. referring to the definition of not
is done by Modifier.not. It implies that the definitions need globally unique names.
For the sake of simplicity, domain-specific and more complex modifier definitions
can not be added. But in sec. 12.2.1 on page 257, we discuss briefly more elaborated
and user definable modifiers as a possible extension to VitruvL.
We have not discussed the mapping between modifier symbols from the specifica-
tion to modifier definitions in the binding. Usually, the modifier symbol maps to the
definition with the same name, expressing the intuitive matching of symbol and def-
inition: the modifier symbol very is bound to the definition Modifier.very. But it is pos-
sible to bind a different definition to the modifier symbol, e.g. very := Modifier.above.
The next sections discuss where and how such assignments can be done.
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5.8.4. Contexts
We have discussed application-domain and situation dependency of fuzzy sets and
modifiers: the fuzzy set describing the concept of a hot temperature or a long duration
is always context dependent. In VitruvL, the concepts are mostly related to a temporal
background (e.g. shortly after). This poses the additional problem that, dependent on
the current scale, a concept like “short” might mean 2 seconds regarding the complete
presentation or 2 milliseconds regarding lip-synchronization of an audio and a video
stream. Therefore, we do not only need to bind values and functions to specification
symbols, we also need to re-bind new values or functions to these symbols to achieve
context-sensitivity.
In the following, we use the word value also for functions while discussing the
binding in general for the sake of simplicity. If the difference between values and
functions is important, we state this explicitly.
In VitruvL, we have a block structure consisting of classes, fuzzy types and the pre-
lude. In the binding, we assign values to symbols following the block structure of the
specification but leaving the class level and moving towards objects: the binding is an
equivalent to the run-time environment of programming languages. But in contrast to
usual models of run-time environments, such as the contour-model (Waite and Goos,
1984, p. 36), we have to deal with re-binding of values in an inner block to symbols
defined in an outer block, but without side-effects. The discussion above concerning
the concept of “short” makes it evident that re-bindings need to occur, but are not the
same as assignment to global variables in programming languages. We need a con-
trolled area in a symbol’s scope in which we can re-bind its value, but outside this
area its value remains unchanged. We call such a controlled area a context1. A context context
is always a range in which new symbols can be bound. These symbols come from the
elements of the context’s respective syntactical unit in the specification, e.g. the local
declarations in a class definition. According to the syntactical structure, contexts may
be nested. An inner context inherits all bindings of its outer context, unless they are
hidden by new definitions of symbols inside the context. Additionally, an inherited
binding may be re-bound to a new value. The extent of this re-binding is only the
current context itself: the binding in the outer context remains unchanged.
A more operational view on contexts relies on call-by-values semantics of proce-
dure calls. The effect of using contexts is comparable to a procedure, to which all
definitions from outer blocks are passed as parameters with call-by-value. All such
definitions are then local copies, which can be modified within the current context,
but without effecting the outer contexts. This approach is also known as closure of
procedures (Waite and Goos, 1984, p. 73), as used in PROSET (Doberkat et al., 1994).
In the following sections we present the binding of fuzzy types, classes and the
prelude. Common to all these elements is that their binding establishes contexts.
1Our contexts have nothing to do with the contexts in semantics needed for operational equivalence
(Mitchel, 1996, p. 77).
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5.8.5. Compound Interval Relations
Compound relations are abstractions similar to procedures or functions in ordinary
imperative and functional languages, respectively. Once defined, they can be used
throughout the entire specification in various usually very different situations. An
important issue of such different situations is that the relative time scale may differ
dramatically, as discussed above in the example of concept “short” in the section
on contexts (p. 83). Nevertheless we want to apply the same compound relation in
such different situations but without defining all possible durations required for the
definition of the compound relation. In particular this would demand that each time
we apply a compound relation we also need to know how the relation is defined. This
would lead the idea of compound relations as abstractions ad absurdum!
Therefore, we omit a specific binding of compound relations. Their evaluation relies
only on the current bindings of fuzzy type DURATION, because this type is used to
denote the duration constraints which are imposed in the definition of compound
relations.
5.8.6. Fuzzy Types
The binding of a fuzzy type is an application of the bindings of fuzzy sets and mod-
ifiers defined previously. We have to state the type name and assign to each symbol
(fuzzy set or modifier) an explicit value.
In specification 5.12 we present the binding of fuzzy type Brightness which was
first defined in spec. 5.4 on page 69. The terms are bound to fuzzy sets defined by
fuzzy set constructors mentioned above, black and white as trapezoidal fuzzy sets,
the other four dark, muddy, shining and bright as triangle fuzzy sets. The graphs of
the membership functions are shown in fig. 5.2 on the next page. All modifiers are
inherited from the context outside the type, only Modifier.extremely is assigned to the
modifier symbol very.
Specification 5.12 Binding of fuzzy type Brightness.
i n type Br ightness
l e t b lack : = t rapezo id ( 0 , 0 , 1 0 , 2 0 ) ;
l e t dark : = t r i a n g l e ( 1 0 , 2 5 , 4 0 ) ;
l e t muddy : = t r i a n g l e ( 2 5 , 4 0 , 1 2 0 ) ;
l e t sh in ing : = t r i a n g l e (100 , 170 , 190 ) ;
l e t b r i g h t : = t r i a n g l e (170 , 190 , 240 ) ;
l e t wh i te : = t rapezo id (230 , 240 , 255 , 255 ) ;
l e t very : = Mod i f i e r . extremely ;
end ;
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Figure 5.2.: The terms of fuzzy type Brightness (spec. 5.12)
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5.8.7. Binding of Classes
The binding of classes is a misleading term, because in the binding we construct and
bind only objects and not classes. Nevertheless, the binding is structured by the class
of the object which is bound. Therefore, we keep this term.
An object has a object hierarchy (possibly empty), which follows the object’s class
definition. In the binding, we describe each object as a hierarchy of object bindings.
Objects are semantically equivalent to intervals, thus the possible values which are
bound to an object are fuzzy sets determining the interval’s length or duration. These
values can either be given explicitly in the binding or implicitly deduced from the
rules in the specification and their respective binding.
For each object, its structure is determined by its class, and each of its sub-objects
is individually given. The dominant role of inheritance, structuring the specification
of classes, is not repeated in the binding because we focus on objects, and thus the
structuring facility of inheritance – the incremental and classified definition – is not
useful. Certainly inheritance is essential for polymorphic assignments of an instance
of a subclass to a variable with type of the superclass. Therefore, we have to notate
both, the object variable and its class which may be a subclass of the variable’s speci-
fied class.
We can omit the binding for an attribute of a class. As result we gain a nil object.
This is particularly important for recursive classes, because it finishes effectively the
recursion and therefore ensures finiteness. The special attributes alpha and omega are
not allowed as l-values in the binding, according to the discussion in sec. 5.3.2.2 on
page 66.
In the following we discuss the binding of objects in various steps and use the four
classes A, B, C and D from spec. 5.13 on the next page as examples. We will explain the
binding of a simple object, of a simple hierarchy of objects, of inheritance and explain
the effect of redefining an outer binding in an inner context.
5.8.7.1. Binding a simple Object
Class A is simple because it does not refer to other classes than class Interval. If we
want to bind an object a1 of class A, we have only to consider the element a and its
duration constraint. In the simplest case, we refer to the corresponding term of fuzzy
type DURATION. This is shown in spec. 5.14 on page 88.
Alternatively, we can assign an explicitly defined fuzzy set as shown in spec. 5.15,
here we use the fuzzy set expression triangle (10, 20, 30) which we assign to element
a of object a2. In such a situation, it is possible to achieve inconsistent specifications if
the bound fuzzy set expression does not correspond to the specification stating that a
is large. Therefore, we introduce a local consistency rule for duration constraints.
Type Rule 1 (Consistent Assignment) Let a be a fuzzy duration with a specified con-
straint expression c. The value of expression e assigned to a in the binding has to be a
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Specification 5.13 The demo classes A, B, C and D.
class A exports a
l e t
a : I n t e r v a l ;
body
a i s l a rge ;
end ;
end ;
class B exports d
l e t
ba : A ; / / ba i s a p r i v a t e element o f B
d : I n t e r v a l ;
body
ba meets d ;
d i s shor t ;
end ;
end ;
class C extends B
l e t
e : I n t e r v a l ;
body
e before d ;
e i s somewhat ( d . leng th ) ;
end ;
end ;
class D
l e t
b : B ;
body
b i s shor t ;
end ;
end ;
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Specification 5.14 Assigning the value of large from DURATION.
object a1 : A
object a : A
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
Specification 5.15 Assigning an explicite fuzzy set expression.
object a2 : A
object a : A
l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 1 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 ) ;
end ;
end ;
non-fuzzy subset of the value of constraint expression c.
The value of the constraint in this rule is determined by the current binding of
type DURATION to which the constraint expression corresponds. In our example the
constraint is a is large, therefore the expression triangle (10, 20, 30) has to be a subset
of DURATION.large. The rationale of this rule is that such duration constraints form
the set of possible values for the duration, and thus each proper value has to be a
member of the set of possible values. If we do not assign a crisp duration, we have
at least to assign a fuzzy set which is contained in the set of possible values. This
requires a subset relationship, which also includes crisp values: they are represented
by the singleton set with membership value 1 at the crisp value and zero otherwise.
More problematic than crisp values, the empty fuzzy set is always a proper subset
of any other fuzzy set, but is certainly no sensible value in our calculus, because it
means that no duration is possible at all. We exclude this situation explicitly in the
next rule.
Type Rule 2 (Non-empty Assignment) The value assigned to a duration needs a non-
empty support.
The binding of an object creates a new context. Therefore, we can change inherited
values of the outer context. In our case, we could redefine the terms and modifiers
of fuzzy type DURATION. In spec. 5.16 on the next page we re-bind the term large of
DURATION and afterwards we use the new value to assign it to element a of object a3.
The general scheme is firstly to re-bind inherited values and then to bind new values.
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Specification 5.16 Re-binding DURATION.
object a3 : A
in type DURATION
l e t l a rge : = p i f u n c t i o n ( 0 . 3 , 0 . 1 ) ;
end ;
object a : A
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
5.8.7.2. Binding of a Hierarchy
Let us now consider an object b1 of class B which consists of an object ba of class A.
The nesting of the objects is repeated in the binding: we start with the outer object b1
of class B, in which we bind the inner object ba needing an assignment to the duration
of its element a. After binding ba, we bind the duration of element d of object b1. This
is shown in spec. 5.17.
Specification 5.17 Binding a hierarchy of objects
object b1 : B
object ba : A
object a : A
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
object d : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. shor t ;
end ;
end ;
For simplicity reasons, we assigned only terms of fuzzy type DURATION, but other,
more complex expression are also possible. In particular, it is possible to re-bind terms
and modifiers of type DURATION in both contexts of b1 and ba independently in the
same way, as shown in spec. 5.16.
Object hierarchies have to satisfy the requirement that the duration of objects lower
in the hierarchy is not greater than the respective durations of objects higher in the hi-
erarchy. Otherwise, the embedding of objects by a hierarchy is not possible. Certainly,
references to scene objects, as needed for jumps, are not considered here.
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5.8.7.3. Binding and Inheritance
The binding of an object, which has a class that inherits from other classes, has to
reflect the inherited features. Inheritance is a mechanism allowing incremental exten-
sions of a base class and therefore a subclass of such base class has all features of
its base class. The binding of object c1 of class C in spec. 5.18 has to consider both
the features from class C and B, i.e. e and also d and ba. We cannot simply flatten
the classes, because we have private elements in inherited classes which are not visi-
ble outside. The inheriting class can introduce new elements with the same name as
the inherited private elements. Therefore, we distinguish between exported elements
and their private counterparts. The former are addressed as seen above, the latter
(but only for inherited ones) are defined recursively with a super-notation, similar tosuper
various programming languages. Each super-block consists of assignments to private
elements and an additional super-block for the parent class. In spec. 5.18 we have
only one super-block for addressing element ba of parent class B. If B inherited from
another class, say X, with additional local elements, then we would have a nested
super-block for reaching the local elements of the grandfather X of class C.
Specification 5.18 Binding of an object with inheritance
object c1 : C
object d : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. shor t ;
end ;
object e : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. shor t ;
end ;
in super
object ba : A
object a : A
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
A different situation arises if the specification contains a variable the class of which
has descendents. In spec. 5.13 on page 87 we have such a situation in class D, where
we have the variable b of class B. We mentioned earlier that polymorphic assignments
are possible in the binding and thus we can assign an instance of class C to this vari-
able B. This is shown in spec. 5.19 on the facing page. The variable b of class D is
assigned to an object of class C. Syntactically this is expressed by b : C, which does
not refer to the specified class B but to class C which inherits from class B.
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Specification 5.19 Polymorphic Binding of an Object
object d1 : D
object b : C
object d : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. shor t ;
end ;
object e : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = DURATION. shor t ;
end ;
l e t l eng th : = p i f u n c t i o n ( 1 0 , 2 0 ) ;
in super
object ba : A
l e t a . leng th : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
5.8.7.4. Loops and Selectors
The binding of loops and selectors is similar to those of classes, because both consists
of local declarations and rules. The main difference is that we have several paths in
selectors, each of which have their own local declarations and rules. To distinguish
between these paths, we use on . . . end groups, in which the assignments to locally
declared elements of each path can be made. The order of the on . . . end groups has to
match the order of the path declarations, similar to actual and formal parameters in
procedure calls.
In spec. 5.20 on the next page we bind an object of class LoopAudio as specified in
spec. 5.9 based upon spec. 5.8 and spec. 5.7. Object a locally declared in the body of
loop L is defined below L. The private inherited selector s is handled in the super-
block of object la. Each path of s is encapsulated by on and end defining the locally
declared elements such as v3 and a.
5.8.8. Binding of the Prelude
The prelude collects definitions of fuzzy types, modifiers and class definitions consti-
tuting the basic features of VitruvL. If omitted in the specification, the standard pre-
lude is used, otherwise a new prelude can be defined. The binding of the prelude
reflects this situation: if it is omitted, then the standard binding will be used, other-
wise the new valuations are applied.
The binding of the prelude is separated from other parts of the binding by the key-
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Specification 5.20 Binding of Loops and Selectors
object l a : LoopAudio
in L : Loop
object a : Audio
. . .
end
end ;
object b : But ton . . . end ;
object x : . . . end ;
in super
object v1 : Video . . . end ;
object v2 : Video . . . end ;
in s : Se lec to r
on
object v3 : Video . . . end ;
end ;
on
object a : Audio . . . end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
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words in prelude . . . end. Clearly the prelude opens a new context, but different from
ordinary contexts, the valuations given here are also the default values of all others
contexts outside of the prelude. The canonical solution would be that the prelude’s
binding is the outermost binding and all other occur inside the prelude’s binding.
This matches the informal semantics. But syntactically, this is not appealing.
The binding of the prelude is only seldom given by the specifier, otherwise it would
not fulfill its intended task. Therefore, we want to separate the prelude’s binding from
the binding of the remainder specification, similar to separate compilation units in
programming languages. Because of that we define both bindings as siblings at the
same level in the syntax tree. However, this mismatch of syntactical and semantical
embedding should be no source of confusion.
The binding of the prelude provides default values for the proper binding of the
specification itself. But for classes we have the problem that we need defaults on
a class and not on an instance level, normally used in the binding. Therefore, we
introduce a specific binding which looks similar to those of objects but which starts
with class Ident instead of the usual object Ident : Ident . Inside the class binding,
anything is exactly as for objects, since conceptually this approach can be seen as
creating an anonymous instance of the class under consideration. Of course, we allow
at most one binding for a particular class.
5.8.9. Scenes
Elements of type Scene and its sub-types cannot be nested as objects in the object
hierarchy as explained in sec. 5.6 on page 78, but their values are only references to
scene objects. Consequently, scenes are named objects declared on the top-level of the
binding which can be referenced by their name. Each scene is an object hierarchy of
its own, i.e. we have a forest of trees together with references in these trees to their
roots. We use the operator ref to denote a reference to a scene, the argument of ref is
refthe name of the scene. The scope of ref’s arguments is restricted to scenes defined at
the top level of the binding to avoid name clashes with elements defined somewhere
in the classes.
In spec. 5.21 on the next page we present the binding of scenes FrenchCathedrals
and ChartresDetails, declared in spec. 5.10 on page 80. The scene objects are defined
at the top level of the binding, and are named fcScene and cdScene. These identi-
fiers are used in the binding of elements cd and fc in classes FrenchCathedrals and
ChartresDetails, respectively.
5.8.10. The Main Entry Point
Until now, we have discussed the binding of fuzzy sets, fuzzy types, modifiers, classes,
scenes and the prelude. Still missing is the main entry point, defining the initial state
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of the system specified. Following Meyer (1992, p. 35), all objects existing in a system
have to be accessible transitively from the first object created. Translated into VitruvL
this means, all objects in a system are contained (or referenced transitively) in a con-
text which is opened by only one object. In this situation the definition of the main
entry point becomes apparent: it has to be the first object which is bound immediately
after the binding of the prelude. It also has to have type Scene or one its subtypes.
The name of the object is not of real interest, nevertheless a sensible name makes
the specification more readable. In spec. 5.21 we show the binding of a specification
including the prelude and the main entry point init of class Presentation.
Specification 5.21 Binding with main entry point and scenes.
bindings
in prelude
. . . / / bindings in the prelude
end ;
object i n i t : Scene / / the main en t ry po in t . . .
. . . / / . . . and i t s values
end ;
object fcScene : FrenchCathedrals / / one wel l−known scene
. . .
l e t cd : = re f ( cdScene )
end ;
object cdScene : Char t resDeta i l s / / another wel l−known scene
. .
l e t f c : = re f ( fcScene ) ;
end ;
end ;
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Of course, the concrete grammar given in sec. A.1 on page 265 is not enough to define
meaningful VitruvL specifications. A specification is only sound if it obeys the syntax,
the type rules including scope and visibility rules. We will now establish the static
semantics of VitruvL, which allows static typing. This includes all informal, implicitly
and explicitly given type and scope rules in the language design (sec. 5 on page 59).
We follow the style presented by Cardelli (1997).
In the following, we develop the grammar and the respective type rules. We start
with some preliminary definitions and then go to declarations of classes, fuzzy types
and compound intervals. Next we present the body of classes, and finally we discuss
the binding. In each section we refine grammar and type rules. We conclude with
some remarks on the approach for the static semantics.
6.1. Introduction
We define the static semantics using a type system which is itself a logical deduction
system according to Cardelli (1997), Schmidt (1994) and others. The purpose of the
deduction system is to derive whether or not a specification is well-typed, i.e. well-
formed regarding the type rules.
The inference rules use judgments of the form Γ  I, where I is an assertion and
its free variables are declared in environment Γ. Operator  is called entails and states that I can deduced from Γ. Environment Γ is a set of variables, xi, and their types,
θi, written as xi : θi, and encloses the free variables of I. Most important for us is the
typing judgment which asserts that term M has type θ with respect to environment Γ
in which all free variables of M are declared. It has the form:
Γ  M : θ
where the colon, :, is a binary predicate. M : θ can be read as M has type θ, the entire :
judgment as M has type θ in environment Γ.
In complicated judgments we will use parentheses to distinguish between terms to
be typed and their type attributes. These parentheses are not part of the language of
terms, but should not be confusing for the reader. The above judgment can be written
as:
Γ  (M) : (θ)
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Such terms, M, are elements of syntactic domains which correspond to the abstract
syntax and are not restricted to nonterminal symbols of the grammar. Because terms
of type attributes are also elements of syntactic domains, we can define most terms
by a context free grammar.
A particular form of judgments is
Γ  M
where M is again a term. In contrast to Γ  M : θ, where we state the term M has type
θ, we state here that M is well-formed (i.e. well-typed) with respect to environment Γ.
Such judgments are typical for terms not being expression-like and thus not having
natural type themselves. However, the term’s constituents need to be correctly typed
with respect to environment Γ.
A type rule asserts the validity of judgments on the basis of other judgments known
to be valid. The syntax of type rules is always such that a single conclusion, Γ  I, can
be drawn from a set of premises, Γk  Ik. A premise can also be a predicate. We notate
rules such that premises are written above a line and the conclusion below the line.
Additionally a rule may be named. In the following example it is named “sample
rule”:
[sample rule]
Γ1  I1 . . . Γn  In
Γ  I
If all premises are satisfied, the conclusion must hold. The set of premises may be
empty. Similar to natural deduction a derivation in the type system is valid if we can
build a proof tree with the judgment of interest as its root. After introducing some
rules in the next sections we will present in sec. 6.5 on page 105 an example for a type
derivation.
As mentioned above, the terms are defined by a context-free abstract grammar
which is in turn defines meta-variables of various syntactical domains. These meta-
variables are usually introduced as name of a production. In such cases we do not
define the corresponding syntactic domain explicitly, but follow the convention that
each domain has the same name as its meta-variable, but written in bold letters. As
an example we have the variable IdList which takes values from the set IdList, i.e.,
we have the meta-meta-rule that for each meta-variable v holds:
v ∈ v.
The meta-variables can be decorated by super- and subscripts and primes distin-
guishing various variables from the same domain but generally with different val-
ues. If a variable with the same decorations occurs twice in one rule, it always has the
same value. Consequently, with different decorations, values need not to be equal.
Literals occurring in terms of the type rules are notated in two different ways: if
they are part of the abstract syntax of VitruvL, we use the sans-serif font together with
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single quotes (e.g. ‘class’); if they are part of the typing attributes, we use a slightly
different sans-serif font without quotes (e.g. class).
To ease the incremental definition of the grammar, we allow multiple definitions of
the same production p. The complete definition of production p is the disjunction of
all definitions as alternatives. As an example consider the following two definitions
of p :
 ::= s1 | s2
 ::= s3
The entire definition of p is then their combination
 ::= s1 | s2 | s3
and the values of p are taken from the set p.
6.2. Preliminaries
Throughout the following sections we rely on some basic definitions. We collect them
here.
6.2.1. Identifiers and Numerals
Identifiers are elements of the (infinite) set Id, x is an element of Id. Identifiers follow
the production Ident of the concrete grammar in sec. A.1.1.2 on page 265 but with the
additional characters ‘#’, used for identifiers of compound relationships, and ‘α’, ‘σ’,
and ‘λ’, used in the binding.
Numeric constants are elements of R∪{∞,−∞}, following the productions Real-
Number and IntegerNumber (again defined in sec. A.1.1.2 on page 265), n and m are
such numeric constants.
6.2.2. Type Attributes
The set of type attributes, Ψ, has ψ as meta-variable. Type attributes are terms of
the type system, that is why they are defined by production rules. In most cases,
we reason about well-formed types, but sometimes we have to defer decisions about
typing. Thus we introduce two further type attributes partitioning the values of ψ:
ψ ::= θ | ϕ
where θ and ϕ denote well-formed and deferred types, respectively.
In our inference rules we often need a typing context or static environment Γ . It is
environment
Γ
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defined as a set of typed identifiers:
Γ := {j : θj|j ∈ J} J ⊂ Id (6.1)
with the additional constraint
(x : θ1) ∈ Γ ∧ (x : θ2) ∈ Γ⇒ θ1 = θ2
As shorthand notation we use environments sometimes as partial functions:
Γ(x) :=
{
θ if (x : θ) ∈ Γ
undefined else
(6.2)
The functions dom and ran take an environment Γ as argument and calculate its do-
dom
ran main and range, respectively:
dom(Γ) := {j | (j : θj) ∈ Γ}. (6.3)
ran(Γ) := {θj | (j : θj) ∈ Γ}. (6.4)
Other predicates and functions are defined whenever they are used for the first time.
θ ::= τ | Γδ |  |  | F → F
τ ::= num | u | f | selector | loop
 ::=  → f
 ::= Γ | [ n, m ]
δ ::= | dec | class | rel | ftype | event | Class | Rel | Ftype
| Event | val | ref | Sel | Loop
Figure 6.1.: Syntax of type attributes
In fig. 6.1 we present the grammar of well-formed type attributes, using Γ as de-
fined in equation (6.1). Their informal meaning is the following: in type τ are sim-
ple types, i.e. types of numeric values (num), of elements of enumerated universes of
fuzzy types (u), and finally the interval [0.0, 1.0] used for terms and modifiers of fuzzy
types (f). Also selector and loop are simple types, they model only declared selectors
and loops, which lack any structure. In U we will capture the structure of an universe.
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It is either a numeric interval or a type environment, the latter containing the identi-
fiers of the enumerated elements together with their type u. A fuzzy set is a function
from an universe U to the interval [0.0, 1.0], thus we introduce function types of the
form θ1 → θ2, denoting the set of all functions from θ1 to θ2. We need only a very lim-
ited subset of such generic types: fuzzy sets and modifiers. The type F of fuzzy sets is
denoted by U → f. Modifiers are functions between fuzzy sets of the same universe,
hence their type is F → F which is a second-order function.
A type attribute of form Γδ denotes the various forms of type environments, dis-
criminated by the value of δ. Declaration of fuzzy types, compound relationships,
single classes and events have type attribute ΓFtype (sec. 6.4), ΓRel (sec. 6.6), ΓClass
(sec. 6.7) and ΓEvent (sec. 6.7.4), respectively. The lowercase variants (Γftype, Γrel,
Γclass, Γevent) denote the respective instance, i.e. an identifier x1 with type attribute
ΓClass defines a class, an identifier x2 with type attribute Γclass is an object of class x1.
A set of declarations, including singleton sets of classes, of fuzzy types, of compound
relationships or of elements in a class, result in a type attribute of the form Γdec. With
ΓSel and Γloop we denote the complex definition of selectors and loops, resp., as they
are defined in the class bodies (sec. 6.7.5.4). In the binding (sec. 6.8), we use Γval and
Γref to denote assignments of values and references, respectively. For intermediate
type environments we have the form Γ, where δ is empty. A usual idiom is that dur-
ing construction of e.g. a fuzzy type we use the empty δ for intermediate results. The
final declaration of the fuzzy type with identifier x is {x : ΓFtype}dec, i.e. a declaration
type environment containing the pair of x and the ΓFtype type attribute as shown in
rule 6.32 on page 105.
Additionally, we have some expressions calculating type attributes based on usual
set-theoretic operations, e.g. to take the union of type environments. Such expressions
are needed for constructing type environments and for use in predicates.
6.2.3. General Building Blocks
6.2.3.1. Well-Formed Environments
An important general judgment assert that an environment is well-formed, which we
denote by  , and that a type θ is well-formed in environment Γ: 
Γ   (6.5)
Γ  θ (6.6)
They come together with the general rule (6.7) that the empty environment ∅ is well-
formed. This rule has no premises and thus is an axiom. In every well-formed en-
vironment, the basic types τ are well-formed (6.8). If an identifier x together with
its type attribute θ is an element of the type environment, we can derive this type
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relationship with rule (6.9).
[empty environment]
∅  
(6.7)
[primitive types]
Γ  
Γ  τ
(6.8)
[entail identifier]
Γ   (x : θ) ∈ Γ
Γ  (x : θ)
(6.9)
The union of well-formed environments Γ1 and Γ2 is well-formed, if the domains
of both environments are disjoint.
[union of environments]
Γ1   Γ2   dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ1 ∪ Γ2  
(6.10)
6.2.3.2. Numerals
In each well-formed environment, numerals have the type num (remember that n and
m are the meta-variables for numerals):
[numerals]
Γ  
Γ  n : num
(6.11)
6.2.3.3. Deferred Types
Sometimes, we have to defer the decision about the type of an identifier. Therefore
we introduce a dummy basic type ident, which may be assigned to an identifier. This
is formalized in the following grammar and type rule:
ϕ ::= ident
[ident intro]
Γ   x /∈ dom(Γ)
Γ  x : ident
(6.12)
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6.2.3.4. Identifier Lists
A general construct used in several situations is the IdList-production, which is a non-
empty comma-separated list of distinct identifiers:
	 ::= x | 	 ‘,’ x
Its type attribute is an intermediate type environment Γ collecting the list’s identifiers
and their types requiring that these type are well-formed because they are elements
of θ.
The following rule shows how to construct the type attributes for an identifier list.
An initial list with two identifiers is shown in rule (6.13). The identifiers x1 and x2
have types θ1 and θ2, resp., in the current environment Γ. The type attribute is the
set containing both identifiers with their types. In rule (6.14) an existing identifier
list IdList is extended by identifier x, which have type θ and which must not already
occur in IdList.
[IdList with two identifiers]
Γ  x1 : θ1 Γ  x2 : θ2 x1 = x2
Γ  (x1 ‘,’ x2) : {x1 : θ1, x2 : θ2}
(6.13)
[append IdList]
Γ  x : θ Γ  IdList : Γ1 x /∈ dom(Γ1)
Γ  (IdList ‘,’ x) : Γ1 ∪{x : θ}
(6.14)
These rules work well if we have a list of at least two elements. For the singleton
case, we need always an extra rule when we use an IdList in another production.
As an example we present these two rules for the export list of a class (compare the
rules (6.48) and (6.49)). The first one deals with the singleton case, the second one
with at least two elements in the list.
Γ  x : θ
Γ  ‘exports’ x ‘;’ : {x : θ}dec
Γ  IdList : Γ1
Γ  ‘exports’ IdList ‘;’ : Γ1dec
A more obvious rule would convert a single identifier x with type θ into an IdList with
type {x : θ}. But this would result in an endless recursion by choosing the wrong
path at the nondeterministic decision whether a single identifier is an IdList or not, as
shown in the following derivation:
Γ  x : θ
Γ  x : {x : θ}
Γ  x : {x : {x : θ}}
...
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6.2.3.5. Dot-Notation
The dot-notation (I) requires a recursive descendent through nested type assign-
ments.
 ::= x |  ‘.’ x
We have to distinguish between the different kinds of environments. If in an expres-
sion of the form I.x the type attribute of I is a type environment Γ, but not for a class,
then we require that x is in the domain of Γ. If I results in a class, we only allow access
to exported elements of this class, which we extract via Γ1(‘exports’) (cf. sec. 6.7.1 on
page 110).
[ident expr]
Γ  I : Γ1δ δ = class Γ1  x : θ
Γ  I ‘.’ x : θ
(6.15)
[ident expr class]
Γ  I : Γ1class Γ1(‘exports’)  x : θ
Γ  I ‘.’ x : θ
(6.16)
6.3. The Entire Specification
The entire specification, S, consists of the prelude, P, the declaration, D, and the bind-
ing B. The prelude and the declaration build an environment in which the binding
must be well-formed. We have the following meta-variables:
S specification
B binding
P prelude
D declaration
C class definition
FType fuzzy type definition
IntDef interval relationship definition
and the abstract grammar is defined as follows:

 ::=   
 ::= |  |  | 	 | 1 2
 ::= | ‘prelude’  ‘end’ ‘;’
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The specification and the binding do not have types, but need to be well-formed.
Thus we introduce new judgments stating the specification and the binding are well-
typed with respect to a type environment Γ:
Γ  B (6.17)
Γ  S (6.18)
The type rules for the declarations are straight-forward, because the main work is
done in the constituents, defined in the following sections. We demand that declara-
tions do not declare the same identifier twice, thus the intersection of the two type
environments’ domain has to be empty. The declarations in the first declaration, Γ1,
may be used in the second one, thus we take the union of Γ1 with environment Γ
obtaining the environment for typing the second declaration. The prelude consists of
a declaration, hence its type attribute is the declaration’s type environment.
[combine declarations]
Γ  D1 : Γ1dec Γ∪ Γ1  D2 : Γ2dec dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  D1 D2 : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)dec
(6.19)
[the prelude]
Γ  D : Γ1dec
Γ  ‘prelude’ D ‘end’ ‘;’ : Γ1dec
(6.20)
Specifications are well-formed if, starting from an empty environment, the declara-
tion builds an environment in which the binding is well-formed.
[specification]
∅  P : Γdec Γ  D : Γ1dec Γ1  B
∅  P D B
(6.21)
In the following we discuss the different forms of declarations, fuzzy types (sec. 6.4),
compound relations (sec. 6.6 on page 107), and classes (sec. 6.7 on page 109). Finally
we discuss the binding (sec. 6.8 on page 119).
6.4. Fuzzy Types
A fuzzy type introduces a universe, and several terms and modifiers. Elements in
a class can be instances of fuzzy types. Fuzzy values, consisting of an expression of
terms and modifiers, can be assigned to such elements. The grammar of a fuzzy type
definition is as follows:
 ::= ‘define’ ‘type’ x    ‘end’ ‘;’
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 ::= ‘universe’  ‘;’
 ::= ‘[’ n ‘..’ m ‘]’ ‘;’ | ‘{’ 	 ‘}’ ‘;’
 ::= ‘define’ ‘term’ 	 ‘;’
 ::= | ‘define’ ‘modifier’ 	 ‘;’
The type attribute describing a fuzzy type is an environment ΓFtype, containing
all terms and modifiers with their types and the universe definition. The universe is
encoded as a special element of the environment where the identifier is the reserved
word ‘universe’.
We start with the type rules for an enumerated universe, i.e. for the list of identi-
fiers. We modify the type of an identifier from ident to u and collect all listed identi-
fiers in an environment Γ1.
[Ident universe intro]
Γ  x : ident
Γ  x : u
(6.22)
[singleton universe]
Γ  x : u
Γ  (‘universe’ ‘{’ x ‘}’ ‘;’) : {‘universe’ : {x : u}}
(6.23)
[enumerated universe]
Γ  IdList : Γ1 ran(Γ1) = {u}
Γ  (‘universe’ ‘{’ IdList ‘}’ ‘;’, ) : {‘universe’ : Γ1}
(6.24)
The rule for the closed interval universe of a fuzzy type follows:
[interval universe]
Γ  n : num Γ  m : num n ≤ m
Γ  (‘universe’ n ‘..’ m ‘;’) : {‘universe’ : [n,m]}
(6.25)
Terms and modifiers are very similar, only the type attribute differs. We use F to
denote a fuzzy set, and F → F to denote a unary function between two fuzzy sets.
We start again with IdList for the typing rules but this time we convert ident to F and
F → F, resp. In rule (6.28) and in rule (6.31) we require that the elements of Γ1 are
only terms and modifiers, resp.:
[Ident fuzzy set intro]
Γ  x : ident Γ  ‘universe’ : U
Γ  x : U → f
(6.26)
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[define singleton term]
Γ  x : F
Γ  (‘define’ ‘term’ x ‘;’) : {x : F}
(6.27)
[define terms]
Γ  IdList : Γ1 ran(Γ1) = {F}
Γ  (‘define’ ‘term’ IdList ‘;’) : Γ1
(6.28)
The rules for modifiers are symmetric:
[Ident modifier intro]
Γ  x : ident Γ  ‘universe’ : U
Γ  x : (U → f) → (U → f)
(6.29)
[define singleton modifier]
Γ  x : F → F
Γ  (‘define’ ‘modifier’ x ‘;’) : {x : F → F}
(6.30)
[define modifiers]
Γ  IdList : Γ1 ran(Γ1) = {F → F}
Γ  (‘define’ ‘modifier’ IdList ‘;’) : Γ1
(6.31)
The definition of fuzzy type x results in a type environment of identifier x the type
attribute of which is the union of three fuzzy type environments. Terms and modifiers
rely on the universe, and all modifiers are not allowed to be already used as a term. As
mentioned above, the pseudo identifier ‘universe’, used for the universe, is a reserved
word and thus cannot be an element of the terms or modifiers. To obtain easier rules
later on, we assign to the universe a fuzzy set (F = U → f) in Γ4 (6.33). This is the rule
for defining a fuzzy type:
[define fuzzy type]
∅  FU : Γ1 Γ1  FT : Γ2 Γ1 ∪ Γ2  FM : Γ3
Γ  (‘define’ ‘type’ x FU FT FM ‘end’‘;’) : ({x : (Γ4 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3)Ftype}dec)
(6.32)
where
Γ4 = {‘universe’ : Γ1(‘universe’) → f} (6.33)
6.5. Example of a Type Derivation
After presenting the type rules for fuzzy types in the last section, we can now show
an example of a type derivation, i.e. a proof tree. Our examples is the definition of a
fuzzy type Temp:
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de f ine type Temp
universe [ 0 . 0 , 1 0 0 . 0 ] ; / / = FU
def ine term cold , hot ; / / = FT
de f ine mod i f i e r very , not ; / / = FM
end ;
We want to prove what is stated in rule (6.32). Because our input is too long, we break
up the proof tree into four parts, the typing hypothesis and the three sub-terms of the
hypothesis.
Let us start with the hypothesis, the root of our proof tree:
∅  FU : Γ1 Γ1  FT : Γ2 Γ1 ∪ Γ2  FM : Γ3
Γ  ‘define type Temp’ FU FT FM ‘end’‘;’ : ({‘Temp’ : (Γ4 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3)Ftype}dec)
where
Γ4 = {‘universe’ : Γ1(‘universe’) → f}
Now we have to prove that the expanded productions FU, FT and FM are well-typed
and we will show how their type attributes Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 are constructed. A new
fuzzy type defines a new and fresh scope for its constituents, thus the environment
for the production is empty (∅).
The proof-tree for FU follows rule (6.25)
∅  0.0 : num ∅  100.0 : num 0.0 ≤ 100.0
∅  ‘0.0 .. 100.0’ : [0.0, 100.0]
∅  ‘universe 0.0 .. 100.0;’ : {‘universe’ : [0.0, 100.0]}
and we get as result the type attribute Γ1 = {‘universe’ : [0.0, 100.0]}.
For FT we follow rule (6.28):
Γ1   ‘cold’ /∈ dom(Γ1)
Γ1  ‘cold’ : ident
Γ1  ‘cold’ : U → f
Γ1   ‘hot’ /∈ dom(Γ1)
Γ1  ‘hot’ : ident
Γ1  ‘hot’ : U → f
Γ1  (‘cold, hot’) : {‘cold’ : U → f} ∪{‘hot’ : U → f}
Γ1  (‘define term cold, hot;’) : {‘cold’ : U → f, ‘hot’ : U → f}
and we get type attribute Γ2 = {‘cold’ : U → f, ‘hot’ : U → f}.
Finally for FM we follow rule (6.31), which is symmetric to the tree above for FT.
For simplicity we use Γ4 = Γ1 ∪ Γ2.
Γ4   ‘very’ /∈ dom(Γ4)
Γ4  ‘very’ : ident
Γ4  ‘very’ : (U → f) → (U → f)
Γ4   ‘not’ /∈ dom(Γ4)
Γ4  ‘not’ : ident
Γ4  ‘not’ : (U → f) → (U → f)
Γ4  (‘very, not’) : {‘very’ : (U → f) → (U → f)} ∪{‘not’ : (U → f) → (U → f)}
Γ4  (‘define modifier very, not;’) : {‘very’ : (U → f) → (U → f), ‘not’ : (U → f) → (U → f)}
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These three derivations construct the four needed type environments:
Γ1 = {‘universe’ : [0.0, 100.0]}
Γ2 = {‘cold’ : U → f, ‘hot’ : U → f}
Γ3 = {‘very’ : (U → f) → (U → f), ‘not’ : (U → f) → (U → f)}
Γ4 = {‘universe’ : U → f}
where
U = Γ1(‘universe’) = [0.0, 100.0]
which were used in the root of our complete proof tree. We have shown how to apply
the rules to prove that the declaration of Temp is well typed. During this proof we
constructed the type attribute of the fuzzy type declaration which is needed if we
want to prove other parts of the specification using Temp.
6.6. Compound Interval Relationships
The definition of compound interval relationships is similar to class definitions be-
cause in both situations we have a set of local class instances and a set of rules defin-
ing constraints on these instances. Therefore, we defer the detailed discussion of the
rules to the discussion of the class bodies.
	 ::= 	 ‘=’ 		  ‘;’
	 ::= ‘define’ ‘interval’ ‘relation’ x1 
 x2

 ::= x | 
1 
2
		 ::= ‘let’ 	 ‘in’
 ::= ‘rules’  ‘end’
 ::= 	 | 		 | 1 2
The type attribute of a compound interval relation is a type environment, ΓRel,
containing the two arguments of the relations (see rule (6.42). In this respect a com-
pound relation resembles binary functions or better a procedure with two arguments.
As usual in such situations, the argument declaration is considered as a declaration
block of its own (Schmidt, 1994, p. 94), accounting for the type attribute used here.
The identifier sequence takes the rather longish name of compound interval rela-
tions. The type of an identifier sequence is ident. The whitespace between parts of
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identifier sequences is not suitable to be used in domains of type environments, be-
cause we need there ordinary identifiers. Thus, in rule (6.34) we use the symbol ‘#’,
not occurring in production Ident of the concrete grammar, to concatenate the non-
whitespace parts of the identifier sequence. This results in ordinary identifiers in the
type systems, because ‘#’ occurs in the symbol set of Ident, as defined in sec. 6.2 on
page 97. This procedure should not irritate the reader, it is only needed for technical
reasons.
[ident sequence]
Γ  IdSeq1 : ident Γ  IdSeq2 : ident (IdSeq1‘#’IdSeq2) /∈ dom(Γ)
Γ  (IdSeq1‘#’IdSeq2) : ident
(6.34)
Each identifier in the LetInt refers implicitly to the standard class ‘Interval’, which
needs to be defined in the current environment Γ, i.e. we need (‘Interval’ : Γ1Class) ∈ Γ
as produced by rule (6.67).
[Ident interval intro]
Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ1Class Γ  x : ident
Γ  x : Γ1
(6.35)
We explicitly state in the following rules that all identifiers in the LetInt-production
have the type of class ‘Interval’ and are not used in environment Γ.
[singleton let interval]
Γ  x : Γ1 Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ1Class x /∈ dom(Γ)
Γ  (‘let’ x ‘in’) : {x : Γ1}dec
(6.36)
[let IdList intervals]
Γ  IdList : Γ1 Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ2Class ran(Γ1) = {Γ2} dom(Γ)∩ dom(Γ1) = ∅
Γ  (‘let’ IdList ‘in’) : Γ1dec
(6.37)
The head of the interval declaration combines the two formal arguments with the
identifier of the relation. The formal arguments get the type of class ‘Interval’, inde-
pendent of whether or not they have a different type attribute in Γ, and need to be
distinct. The identifier of the relation needs to be fresh, hence the requirement that its
type attribute is ident.
[interval head]
Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ1Class x1 = x2 Γ  IdSeq : ident
Γ  (x1 IdSeq x2) : {IdSeq : {x1 : Γ1, x2 : Γ1}}dec
(6.38)
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The rules in a compound interval relationship do not create any values, thus an
expression-like type attribute is not appropriate. We introduce a new judgment as-
serting that a rule Rule is well-formed in a type environment Γ:
Γ  Rule (6.39)
With this judgment we can give the typing rule for a sequence of rules.
[combine rules]
Γ  Rule1 Γ  Rule2
Γ  Rule1Rule2
(6.40)
As stated above, the typing rules for constraints and interval rules are given in later
section when discussing the body of classes.
The typing environment for the rules of compound interval relationships consists
of the local interval declarations unified with the relationship’s formal arguments.
The scoping rules of VitruvL allow that local declarations override definitions from
the outside. Thus, we need the asymmetric union operator unionsq: unionsq
Γ1 unionsq Γ2 := Γ2 ∪(Γ1 \ {(x : θ1)|(x : θ1) ∈ Γ1 ∧ ∃θ2 : (x : θ2) ∈ Γ2}) (6.41)
Now we can build the complete definition of the compound interval relation. The
LetInt production declares variables in the local scope of the interval relation, thus its
type environment contains only the definition of class ‘Interval’ and the formal argu-
ments of the relation. The rules may refer to definitions outside the interval relation,
but local definitions override outer ones, hence we use environment Γunionsq(Γ1 ∪ Γ3).
[compound interval definition]
Γ  IntHead : {x : Γ1}dec Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ2Class
{‘Interval’ : Γ2Class} ∪ Γ1  LetInt : Γ3dec Γunionsq(Γ1 ∪ Γ3)  Rule
Γ  (IntHead ‘=’ LetInt ‘rules’Rule ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x : Γ1Rel}dec
(6.42)
6.7. Classes
A class declares a set of elements, either variables of a fuzzy type, instances of classes,
events, loops and selectors. These elements may be exported, i.e. they are made vis-
ible outside the class. All elements can be used in the body, where we state rules on
the elements. Additionally, a class A can inherit definitions from another class B, i.e.
all exported elements of this class B are available in A.
 ::= ‘class’ x 	 	 		  ‘end’ ‘;’
	 ::= | ‘extends’ 
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	 ::= | ‘exports’ 	 ‘;’
		 ::= ‘let’ 	
	 ::= | x1 ‘:’ x2 ‘;’ | 	 | 
	 |  		 | 	1 	2
	 ::= x ‘:’ ‘Loop’ ‘;’

	 ::= x ‘:’ ‘Selector ‘;’
 		 ::= x1 ‘:’ ‘Event’ ‘[’ x2 ‘]’ ‘;’
 ::= ‘body’  ‘end’ ‘;’
Later, we will continue the grammar definition for the body of classes.
6.7.1. Representing of a Class
A class is a complex structured entity. In various situations we need different parts of
its type structure notably for defining the export, for sub-classing and in the binding.
The distinction between local and exported elements has to be reflected in the typing:
exported elements can be used outside the defining class, i.e. in other classes, thus
they are part of the interface of a class. In contrast to that the local elements are only
usable inside the class, but we need them again in the binding of the class, hence we
need information about local elements also in the type structure. Therefore, we use a
structured type environment for classes which consists of three elements:
1. identifier ‘extends’ is typed with the super class.
2. identifier ‘exports’ is typed with a type environment for the exported elements
of the class including the inherited ones.
3. identifier ‘let’ is typed with a type environment for the private elements of the
class. In this type environment we embed the inherited private elements again
with identifier ‘let’: Consider class C1 and C2 where C1 inherits from C2 with
private elements Γ1 and Γ2, resp. Then the private elements of C2 are embedded
in Γ1:
(‘let’ : Γ2) ∈ Γ1.
The three identifiers from above are reserved words of the concrete grammar, and
thus there cannot be any clashes with user-defined identifiers of elements in classes.
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6.7.2. Sub-Classing and Inheritance
Classes enjoy a sub-class relation defined by inheritance. All classes inherit directly
or indirectly from class ‘Interval’, except ‘Interval’ itself. In the type system, we use
a transitive and reflexive variant of the sub-classing relationship, denoted by <:, to
<:
obtain easier rules than with an irreflexive relationship. We capture sub-classing with
a new judgment
Γ  Γ2Class <: Γ1Class (6.43)
which asserts that class x2 is a sub-class of x1 if x1 : Γ1Class and x2 : Γ2Class. The
transitivity of sub-classing is given in the next rule, followed by reflexivity.
[transitivity of sub-classing]
Γ  Γ1Class <: Γ2Class Γ  Γ2Class <: Γ3Class
Γ  Γ1Class <: Γ3Class
(6.44)
[reflexivity of sub-classing]
Γ  x : Γ1Class
Γ  Γ1Class <: Γ1Class
(6.45)
The inheritance relation is defined via keyword ‘extends’ (6.46). If it is omitted, then
the class inherits implicitly from class ‘Interval’. This is covered in rule (6.62).
[inherit explicit]
Γ  I : Γ1Class
Γ  (‘extends’ I) : Γ1Class
(6.46)
We can deduce sub-classing from the type structure of class, as defined in detail in
sec. 6.7.5 on page 113.
[deduce sub-classing]
Γ  x1 : Γ1Class Γ  x2 : Γ2Class Γ1(‘extends’) = Γ2Class
Γ  Γ1Class <: Γ2Class
(6.47)
6.7.3. Exports
The export clause lists all elements which are exported. So we have simply to collect
them. If the export clause is empty, i.e. Exports is the empty word , then its type
attribute is the empty set, i.e. ∅dec.
[exports IdList]
Γ  IdList : Γ1
Γ  (‘exports’ IdList ‘;’) : Γ1dec
(6.48)
[exports singleton]
Γ  x : θ
Γ  (‘exports’ x ‘;’) : {x : θ}dec
(6.49)
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6.7.4. Local Declarations
The let-part of a class declares local elements. The typing rules are straightforward. If
we declare an element x1 of class or fuzzy type x2, then the type attribute of x1 will
be same as for x2, but we change the corresponding uppercase discriminator to its
lowercase counterpart (e.g. Class to class in rule (6.50)) to distinguish types from their
instances. Event declarations define the type of the value-field, which has to be a fuzzy
type. That is why the event’s type attribute, defined in rule (6.52), is an environment
containing the pair of identifier value and its type attribute, constructed according
to (6.51). Selectors and loops are basic types, hence they require only a well-formed
environment Γ. Their structure is revealed in the rules of the body and we update the
type attributes of selectors and loops after type checking the rules.
[declare class instance element]
Γ  x2 : Γ1Class
Γ  (x1‘:’x2‘;’) : {x1 : Γ1class}
(6.50)
[declare fuzzy type element]
Γ  x2 : Γ1Ftype
Γ  (x1‘:’x2‘;’) : {x1 : (Γ1ftype}
(6.51)
[declare event element]
Γ  x2 : Γ1Ftype
Γ  (x1‘:’ ‘Event’ ‘[’x2‘]’ ‘;’) : {x1 : ({‘value’ : Γ1ftype}Event)}
(6.52)
[declare selector element]
Γ  
Γ  (x‘:’ ‘Selector’ ‘;’) : {x : selector}
(6.53)
[declare loop element]
Γ  
Γ  (x‘:’ ‘Loop’ ‘;’) : {x : loop}
(6.54)
We use the asymmetric union of type environments Γ and Γ1 to prove the typing
of DLet 2 in rule (6.55). Finally, in rule (6.56) we have completed the definition of
local elements. Here, we require that the locally declared elements do not redefine an
global identifier defined elsewhere. We need this to ensure that in particular inherited
elements are not redefined, but it also makes no sense to redefine identifers of classes,
fuzzy types or compound relationships. If productionDLet is the empty word , then
its type attribute is the empty set, i.e. ∅dec.
[add local elements]
Γ  DLet1 : Γ1 Γunionsq Γ1  DLet2 : Γ2 dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  (DLet1DLet2) : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)
(6.55)
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[letpart]
Γ  DLet : Γ1 dom(Γ)∩ dom(Γ1) = ∅
Γ  (‘let’DLet) : Γ1dec
(6.56)
6.7.5. The Class Definition
The type rules for the class definition has to consider three cases:
1. classes inheriting explicitly from a class, rule (6.57)
2. classes inheriting implicitly class from Interval, rule (6.62)
3. the special class Interval, rule (6.67)
The difference between these three variants is the handling of inherited elements, but
the remaining parts of the rules for class definitions are the same. Therefore, we use
the same identifiers in all three rules to highlight differences and similarities.
The identifier of the class to type check is x. The type attribute of the inherited class
is Γ1Class. We need to determine all elements accessible in the body of our class x and
we have to divide these elements into private and exported ones. The set of all ele-
ments (Γ5) is the union of inherited (Γ1(‘exports’)) and locally declared elements (Γ3)
together with the current class itself and the pseudo-variable ‘this’. Exported elements
are those we inherit and the local elements listed in the export-clause, the remaining
elements are private. The private elements contain the private elements of the inher-
ited class (Γ1(‘let’)), we need them in the binding section. The body has attribute Γ7
containing the structures of selectors and loops which have to be propagated into
Γ3 and Γ4. Now we have all elements of the type environment Γ6 of our class x: the
three elements for the inheritance relation, for the exported and for the local elements,
respectively.
This is the first rule for classes which inherit explicitly from other classes.
[general class definition]
Γ  Inherits : Γ1Class Γ2  Letpart : Γ3dec Γ3  Exports : Γ4dec
Γ5  Body : Γ7 x /∈ dom(Γ) x = ‘Interval’
Γ  (‘class’ x Inherits Exports Letpart Body ‘;’) : {x : Γ6Class}dec
(6.57)
where
Γ2 = Γunionsq Γ1(‘exports’)unionsq{x : Γ6Class, ‘this’ : Γ6} (6.58)
Γ5 = Γ2 unionsq Γ3 (6.59)
Γ6 = {‘extends’ : Γ1Class, ‘exports’ : (Γ1(‘exports’)∪ Γ8),
‘let’ : (((Γ3 unionsq Γ7) \ Γ8)∪{‘this’ : Γ6, ‘let’ : Γ1(‘let’)})dec} (6.60)
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Γ8 = {x : θ|x ∈ dom(Γ4) ∧ (x : θ) ∈ (Γ3 unionsq Γ7)} (6.61)
Classes without explicit inheritance seem to be roots of the inheritance relation, but
they inherit implicitly from ‘Interval’. We have only two changes to the rule above:
The Inherits is omitted and the type attribute Γ1Class is that of class ‘Interval’.
[root class definition]
Γ  ‘Interval’ : Γ1Class Γ2  Letpart : Γ3dec Γ3  Exports : Γ4dec
Γ5  Body : Γ7 x /∈ dom(Γ) x = ‘Interval’
Γ  (‘class’ x Exports Letpart Body ‘;’) : {x : Γ6Class}dec
(6.62)
where
Γ2 = Γunionsq Γ1(‘exports’)unionsq{x : Γ6Class, ‘this’ : Γ6} (6.63)
Γ5 = Γ2 unionsq Γ3 (6.64)
Γ6 = {‘extends’ : Γ1Class, ‘exports’ : (Γ1(‘exports’)∪ Γ8),
‘let’ : (((Γ3 unionsq Γ7) \ Γ8)∪{‘this’ : Γ6, ‘let’ : Γ1(‘let’)})dec} (6.65)
Γ8 = {x : θ|x ∈ dom(Γ4) ∧ (x : θ) ∈ (Γ3 unionsq Γ7)} (6.66)
Finally, we have the class definition of ‘Interval’ which is somewhat easier, because
we can drop all references to the super-class, i.e. Γ1 = ∅.
[class Interval definition]
Γ2  Letpart : Γ3dec Γ3  Exports : Γ4dec
Γ5  Body : Γ7 x /∈ dom(Γ) x = ‘Interval’
Γ  (‘class’ x Exports Letpart Body ‘;’) : {x : Γ6Class}dec
(6.67)
where
Γ2 = Γunionsq{x : Γ6Class, ‘this’ : Γ6} (6.68)
Γ5 = Γ2 unionsq Γ3 (6.69)
Γ6 = {‘extends’ : ∅Class, ‘exports’ : Γ8, ‘let’ : (((Γ3 unionsq Γ7) \ Γ8)∪{‘this’ : Γ6})dec} (6.70)
Γ8 = {x : θ|x ∈ dom(Γ4) ∧ (x : θ) ∈ (Γ3 unionsq Γ7)} (6.71)
6.7.5.1. The Body of a Class
The final step is the application of fuzzy types and elements of that type in expres-
sions which we find in the body of a class. We discuss interval constraints, interval
relationships and event reaction in this order. The grammar for the body is the fol-
lowing, where the binop-production refers to the binary operators ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘intersect’
and ‘union’:
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 ::= |  | 	 |  | 
!	 | R1 R2
 ::= 		 ‘;’
		 ::=  ‘is’ 
 ::=  |  1 "  2 | I ‘(’  ‘)’
	 ::= 	1  	2 ‘;’
	 ::=  | ‘leave’ ‘for’ ‘(’  ‘)’
 ::= 
 | 1 ‘or’ 2
 ::=  ‘loops’ ‘until’ ‘(’  ‘)’ ‘do’ 		  ‘end’ ‘;’
 ::=  ‘is’ 
 ::=  ‘.’ ‘value’

!	 ::=  ‘selects’ ’(’  ‘)’ ‘with’ ‘rules’ 
 ‘end’ ‘;’

 ::= 
#	 
 ‘;’ | 
 


#	 ::= ‘on’ 

 ::= ‘do’ 		 
Loops and selectors can only be defined once, hence we have to do some book-
keeping. While rules in the body are not expression which have a particular type, we
misuse a type environment for the bookkeeping. Every rule results in a type environ-
ment Γ, but only loops and selectors fill some values into Γ, all other rules result in an
empty type environment Γ = ∅. This is explained in detail in sec. 6.7.5.4 on page 117.
All other rules result in empty environments. Combining rules unifies the respective
type environments, but as usual their domains have to be disjoint. The entire body
propagates the type environment of its rules (6.73). If there are no rules in the body
(i.e. production R reduces to the empty word), the type environment of the body is
empty.
[combine rules in body]
Γ  R1 : Γ1 Γ  R2 : Γ2 dom(Γ1)∩ dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  R1R2 : Γ1 ∪ Γ2
(6.72)
[body]
Γ  R : Γ1
Γ  ‘begin’ R ‘end’ ‘;’ : Γ1
(6.73)
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6.7.5.2. Interval Constraints
Interval constraints assign fuzzy sets to elements of classes. These fuzzy sets are re-
sults of expressions. If the target of an interval constraint or an expression is not a
fuzzy type but a class instance, we use as default the element ‘length’, defined in class
‘Interval’ and thus always available.
[apply modifier]
Γ  E : F Γ  I : F → F
Γ  I ‘(’ E ‘)’ : F
(6.74)
[apply binop]
Γ  E1 : F Γ  E2 : F
Γ  (E1binop E2) : F binop ∈ {‘and’, ‘or’, ‘intersect’, ‘union’}
(6.75)
[default element length]
Γ  E : Γ1class Γ1  ‘exports’ : Γ2dec Γ2  ‘length’ : F
Γ  E : F
(6.76)
[Constraint]
Γ  I : Γ1ftype Γ1  ‘universe’ : F Γ1  E : F
Γ  I ‘is’ E : F
(6.77)
[Constraint with default element]
Γ  I : Γ1class Γ1(‘exports’)  ‘length’ : Γ3ftype Γ3  ‘universe’ : F Γ3  E : F
Γ  I ‘is’ E : F
(6.78)
[Constraint rule]
Γ  Constraint : F
Γ  Constraint ‘;’ : ∅
(6.79)
6.7.5.3. Interval Relationships
Interval relationships are binary predicates the arguments of which are instances of
class ‘Interval’. Therefore, we require that the type of the formal arguments is that of
class ‘Interval’ (6.80) and that the actual arguments conform to this type (6.82), i.e.
Γ1 <: Γ4 and Γ2 <: Γ4.
[IdSeq intro]
Γ  IdSeq : Γ1Rel {Γ(‘Interval’)} = ran(Γ1)
Γ  IdSeq : Γ1
(6.80)
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[add Rel]
Γ  Rel1 : Γ1 Γ  Rel2 : Γ2 ran(Γ1) = ran(Γ2)
Γ  (Rel1 ‘or’ Rel2) : Γ1 ∪ Γ2
(6.81)
[IntRel]
Γ  Rel : Γ3 Γ  Int1 : Γ1class Γ  Int2 : Γ2class
ran(Γ3) = {Γ4} Γ1 <: Γ4 Γ2 <: Γ4
Γ  Int1 Rel Int2 ‘;’ : ∅
(6.82)
The intervals used arguments for interval relationships can either be ordinary in-
tervals, i.e. instances of classes, or leave for-expressions. The latter require arguments
conforming to class Scene.
[leave for]
Γ  ‘Scene’ : Γ1Class Γ  I : Γ2class Γ2 <: Γ1
Γ  ‘leave’ ‘for’ ‘(’ I ‘)’ : Γ2class
(6.83)
6.7.5.4. Loops and Selectors
Loops and selectors are similar to classes, because they have their own let-parts and
bodies. All elements used in the bodies have to be declared in the respective let-part
and are in particular not allowed to be elements of the loops’ or selectors’ surrounding
classes. Hence, we need to reduce the type environment Γ used for typing any rule in
the body of a class. We need to filter out all type instances of Γ, i.e. we get only type
definitions. This filter is called filterTypes and is defined in (6.84).
filterTypes
filterTypes(Γ) := {x : Γ1δ|(x : Γ1δ) ∈ Γ ∧ δ ∈ {Class, Ftype}} (6.84)
The type attributes for loops and selectors is a nested type environment, where each
new declaration block (only one for loops and possibly several for selectors) is en-
coded as a separate type environment (see (6.87) and (6.95)). Each of these environ-
ments are attributes of identifier on, which cannot be used as an ordinary identifier
because it is a reserved word. The structure propagation applies to selectors and loops
as well, therefore we use the asymmetric union for the definition of Γ4 in rules (6.89)
and (6.92). The order of such blocks in selectors is preserved by the nesting of the type
environments. This is similar to the nesting of private variables in the type environ-
ment for classes.
To guarantee that a loop refers only to an event and not to arbitrary fuzzy con-
straints as termination condition, we use event constraints (6.86), whose type envi-
ronment is extended for the TimeOut-value.
[Event Interval]
Γ  I : Γ1event Γ1  ‘value’ : Γ2ftype
Γ  I ‘.’ ‘value’ : Γ2ftype
(6.85)
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[Event Constraint]
Γ  EI : Γ1ftype Γ1(‘universe’) = F Γ1 ∪{‘TimeOut’ : F}  E : F
Γ  EI ‘is’ E : F
(6.86)
[loop]
Γ  x : loop Γ  EC : F Γ1  DLet : Γ2 Γ1 unionsq Γ2  Body : Γ3
Γ  x ‘loops’ ‘until’ ‘(’EC ‘)’ ‘do’ ‘let’ DLet Body ‘;’ ‘end’ ‘;’ : {x : Γ4Loop}
(6.87)
with
Γ1 = filterTypes(Γ) (6.88)
Γ4 = {‘on’ : Γ2 unionsq Γ3} (6.89)
All expressions in the antedecents of selectors have to conform to the event value’s
fuzzy type F extended by the TimeOut value (6.90). We encode the type of pseudo-
identifier on (6.95) as the value’s fuzzy type F. The consequent consists of a declara-
tion block and a set of rules, similar to loop bodies. Again, we have to filter out all
type instances in Γ to ensure that no references to elements declared outside the selec-
tor are made (6.91). Selector rules and the combination is straightforward (see. (6.93)
and (6.94)).
[selector antedecent]
Γ  ‘on’ : Γ1ftype Γ1  ‘universe’ : F Γ1 ∪{‘TimeOut’ : F}  E : F
Γ  ‘on’ E : F
(6.90)
[selector consequent]
Γ  DLet : Γ1 Γ2 = filterTypes(Γ) Γ2 unionsq Γ1  Body : Γ3
Γ  ‘do’ ‘let’ DLet Body ‘;’ : Γ4
(6.91)
where Γ4 = Γ1 unionsq Γ3 (6.92)
[selector rule]
Γ  SelAnte : F Γ  SelCons : Γ1
Γ  SelAnte SelCons ‘;’ : Γ1
(6.93)
[combine selector rules]
Γ  SelRule1 : Γ1 Γ  SelRule2 : Γ2
Γ  SelRule1SelRule2 : {Γ1 ∪{‘on’ : Γ2}}
(6.94)
[selector]
Γ  x : selector Γ  I : Γ1event
Γ1  ‘value’ : Γ2ftype Γ∪{‘on’ : Γ2ftype}  SelRule : Γ3
Γ  x ‘selects’ ‘(’I ‘)’ ‘with’ ‘rules’ SelRule ‘end’ ‘;’ : {x : {‘on’ : Γ3}Sel}
(6.95)
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6.8. The Binding Section
In the binding section we assign values from and to structures defined in the decla-
ration part of the specification. Our focus lies on checking whether or not the values
assigned fit the declared structures. The effect of the bindings is captured in the eval-
uation semantics of VitruvL, presented later in sec. 7 on page 131.
We start with the grammar of the binding section:
 ::= ‘bindings’  
! ‘end’ ‘;’
 ::= | ‘in’ ‘prelude’ 	 ‘end’ ‘;’
	 ::=  |  | 	1 	2

! ::=  $"%!	 | 
! 
!
 $"%!	 ::= $"%!	
6.8.1. Representing the Binding
The type attributes of the binding reflects the bookkeeping needed to check the va-
lidity of creation and assignments to objects and fuzzy types. Notably we have to
deal with assigned values, references to top-level objects, l-values and the main entry
point of the specification.
6.8.1.1. Value Assignments
While we have mostly structured assignments in the binding, traditionally not re-
sulting in type attributes, we supply each of them with a type environment, Γval,
collecting all identifiers with assigned values. We require this for bookkeeping rea-
sons, because we do not allow more than one assignment to each variable. Alterna-
tively, as the semantics of multiple assignments is not clear, we would need some
kind of resolution strategy such as the last assignment wins, or there is an order of
assignments with side-effects as in imperative languages. But these alternatives are
not satisfactory at all and thus we forbid multiple assignments.
6.8.1.2. References to Scenes
Bookkeeping is also needed for references, because they refer to objects defined as
top-level objects. This is realized as part of the value type environments as an ad-
ditional environment Γref , containing name and type of the reference (6.133). While
checking the entire binding, we have to check that all these references only refer to
the top level objects. All top level objects and their types are collected in an type envi-
ronment of pseudo identifier σ (6.112). We need this special identifier, because the top
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level objects’ identifiers have a Γval type attribute, but we need a ΓClass attribute for
checking the references, hence this indirection. For a convenient dealing with the type
environment of top level objects, we define two operators ∪σ (6.96) and ∩σ (6.99):∪σ
∩σ
Γ1 ∩σ Γ2 := Γ3 ∩ Γ4 (6.96)
where
Γ3 := Γ1 \ Γ1(‘σ’) (6.97)
Γ4 := Γ2 \ Γ2(‘σ’) (6.98)
and
Γ1 ∪σ Γ2 := Γ3 ∪ Γ4 (6.99)
where
Γ3 := (Γ1 \ Γ1(‘σ’))∪(Γ2 \ Γ2(‘σ’)) (6.100)
Γ4 := {‘σ’ : (Γ1(‘σ’)∪ Γ2(‘σ’))} (6.101)
Intersection ∩σ considers everything except the environments for top level objects.
Union ∪σ handles both parts independently: Γ3, unifying everything except the en-
vironments for top level objects, and Γ4. The latter is a type environment containing
identifier σ and its type attribute, which is the unification of the top level objects’ type
attributes found in Γ1 and Γ2.
Checking the integrity of references and top level objects requires identifying all top
level objects and all references in a value type environment. References are leaves in
the type environment, i.e. we do a recursive descend through the value environment,
the top level objects are collected as type environment for special identifier σ. We
define predicate cr (6.102) checking the references by splitting its argument into top
level objects and values, and applying predicate checkrefs (6.103). These predicates
requires that for each identifier’s value type environment the references are valid,
which is checked by applying checkref (6.104), using checkrefs again for the recursive
descend. If we find a reference {x : Γ2}ref , then type Γ2 must conform to that of top
level object x, which is Γ1(x).
cr(Γ) := checkrefs(Γ(‘σ’), Γ \ Γ(‘σ’)) (6.102)
checkrefs(Γ1, Γ2) :=
∧
x∈dom(Γ2)
checkref (Γ1, Γ2(x)) (6.103)
checkref (Γ1, θ) :=

checkrefs(Γ1, Γ) if θ = Γval
Γ2Class <: Γ1(x) if θ = {x : Γ2}ref
true else
(6.104)
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6.8.1.3. L-Values
L-values are identifiers to which assignments are possible. As stated in sec. 5.8.1 on
page 81, we need to distinguish between identifiers, being l-values, and other identi-
fiers or expressions being values to be assigned, because the scoping rules for assign-
ments differ from rules for visibility. In general, assignments are only possible for
elements in the innermost environment but not for those elements defined in outer
environments. The details are carried out in the type rules of terms VAssign, inType,
inObject and inSuper. We introduce a special element, λ, in our type environments
λcollecting all l-values and their type attributes.
6.8.1.4. The main Entry Point
We denote the main entry point in the specification in the type environment of pro-
duction BindSpec with α. Each top level object’s type environment is duplicated with α
α as additional identifier (6.108).
6.8.2. The Entire Binding
Now we can establish the rules for the entire binding applying the aforementioned
encodings.
The rules for prelude’s binding ((6.106) and (6.107)) are straightforward applying
the rules for objects and types, forbidding multiple assignments. Top level objects are
possible candidates for the main object, hence we introduce α in rule (6.108). In (6.109)
we propagate only the left α of each pair, guaranteeing that the first top level object
becomes the main entry object of the specification.
Finally, in rule (6.105) we present the entire binding occurring here in its long form
in the conclusion as judgment according to rule (6.17). We add the type environment
Γλ = {‘λ’ : ∅} to ensure that in all other dependent type environments the extraction
of Γ(‘λ’) is successful. We require that all references to top level objects are valid by
checking Γ2 with predicate cr. Requirement dom(Γ1)∩σ dom(Γ2) = ∅ in rule (6.109)
implies that Γ1(‘σ′) and Γ2(‘σ′) are disjoint according to rule (6.112), therefore the
application of ∪σ in the conclusion of rule (6.109) is valid.
[bindings]
Γ∪{‘λ’ : ∅}  inPrelude : Γ1val Γ∪{‘λ’ : ∅}  BindSpec : Γ2val cr(Γ2)
Γ  (‘bindings’ inPrelude BindSpec ‘end’ ‘;’)
(6.105)
[prelude]
Γ  PList : Γ1val
Γ  (‘in’ ‘prelude’ PList ‘end’ ‘;’) : Γ1val
(6.106)
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[combine PList]
Γ  PList1 : Γ1val Γ  PList2 : Γ2val dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  PList1PList2 : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)val
(6.107)
[top level object]
Γ  inObject : Γ1val
Γ  TopLevelObject : (Γ1 ∪{‘α’ : ran(Γ1)})val
(6.108)
[combine BindSpec]
Γ  BindSpec1 : Γ1val Γ  BindSpec2 : Γ2val dom(Γ1)∩σ dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  BindSpec1BindSpec2 : (Γ1 ∪σ Γ3)val
(6.109)
with
Γ3 = Γ2 \ {‘α’ : Γ2(‘α’)} (6.110)
6.8.3. Objects, Classes and Types
The binding of objects and types, the main structures in the binding, consists primar-
ily of assignments defined by the VAssign production explained later in sec. 6.8.4 and
secondarily of structures defining the target of the assignments. These structures re-
call the class definitions and are ordered in a hierarchy. The binding of classes, only
allowed in the binding of the prelude, is similar to those of objects, but the object
identifier is missing. The binding is based on following grammar:
 ::= ‘in’ ‘type’ x &#' ‘end’ ‘;’
 ::= ‘class’ x $#' ‘end’ ‘;’
$"%!	 ::= ‘object’ x1 ‘:’ x2 $#' ‘end’ ‘;’

!	 ::= ‘in’ x ‘:’ ‘Selector’ 	 ‘end’ ‘;’
 ::= ‘in’ x ‘:’ ‘Loop’ $#' ‘end’ ‘;’
	 ::= 	1 	2 | ‘on’ $#' ‘end’ ‘;’
$#' ::= " $"%!	 &#' 

&#' ::= | &#'
" ::= |  "
$"%!	 ::= | $"%!	1 $"%!	2 | $"%!	 |  | 
!	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
 ::= | ‘in’ ‘super’ &#' 
 ‘end’
The typing of assignments of fuzzy type elements requires that the type is defined
in the current environment. The l-values are the type’s terms and modifiers. Note that
the reserved word ‘universe’ and its type attribute remain in the l-value set. This it is
not harmful: ‘universe’ cannot be used as an ordinary identifier in the specification,
hence no clashes with other identifiers can occur.
[in type]
Γ  x : Γ1Ftype Γunionsq(‘λ’ : Γ1)  VAssign : Γ2val
Γ  (‘in’ ‘type’ x VAssign ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x : Γ2val}val
(6.111)
The assignment of modifiers and terms in handled later from rule (6.130) onwards
together with assignments in classes.
The inObject-production is handled in rules (6.112) and (6.115). L-values of classes
are all exported and private elements; inherited private elements are considered later
in rule (6.129). Rule (6.112) handles assignments of top level objects and requires only
that they conform to class Scene. For assignments inside the current object the rule
introduces the proper l-values in (6.113), where alpha and omega are not allowed as
l-values.
[in object initial]
Γ  x2 : Γ1Class x1 /∈ dom(Γ) Γ  λ : ∅
Γunionsq Γ2  OAssign : Γ3val Γ1Class <: Γ(‘Scene’)
Γ  (‘object’ x1 ‘:’ x2 OAssign ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x1 : Γ3val, ‘σ’ : {x1 : Γ1Class}}val
(6.112)
where
Γ2 = {x1 : Γ1class} unionsq Γ1 unionsq{‘λ’ : (Γ1(‘exports’)∪ Γ1(‘let’)) \ Γ4} (6.113)
Γ4 = {‘alpha’ : Γ2(exports)(‘alpha’), ‘omega’ : Γ2(exports)(‘omega’)} (6.114)
Rule (6.115) is used for all other objects in the hierarchy of objects and is only ap-
plicable if the current object x1 is proper l-value, i.e. it is a member of Γ(λ). However,
as assignments to alpha and omega are not allowed, we check explicitly that x1 is un-
equal to these identifiers. It is required that the type of x2 is a proper subtype of the
type of x1 to fulfill the laws of substitutability (cf. sec. 5.3.2.1 on page 65). Again we
remove alpha and omega from the set of l-values.
[in object]
Γ(‘λ’)  x1 : Γ1class x1 /∈ {‘alpha’, ‘omega’} Γ  x2 : Γ2Class
Γ2Class <: Γ1Class Γunionsq Γ3  OAssign : Γ3val
Γ  (‘object’ x1 ‘:’ x2 OAssign ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x1 : Γ3val}val
(6.115)
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where
Γ3 = Γ2 unionsq{‘λ’ : (Γ1(‘exports’)∪ Γ1(‘let’)) \ Γ4} (6.116)
Γ4 = {‘alpha’ : Γ2(exports)(‘alpha’), ‘omega’ : Γ2(exports)(‘omega’)} (6.117)
The rule for classes (6.118) mimics exactly those for objects (6.112), since class bind-
ings occur also on the top-level. However, we omit the requirement that the bound
class inherits from Scene and we use the name of the class also as the identifier of the
value binding. This allows simple checking that no class is bound twice in the pre-
lude’s binding, by requiring that the class identifier does not occur in the domain of Γ.
In contrast to the object bindings above, we do not exclude alpha and omega from the
l-value set, if the class bound is class Interval: we need to set alpha and omega once.
[in class]
Γ  x : Γ1Class x /∈ dom(Γ) Γunionsq Γ2  OAssign : Γ3val
Γ  (‘class’ x OAssign‘end’ ‘;’) : {x : Γ2val}
(6.118)
where
Γ2 = {x : Γ1class} unionsq Γ1 unionsq{‘λ’ : (Γ1(‘exports’)∪ Γ1(‘let’))} \ Γ4 (6.119)
Γ4 =
{
∅ x = ‘Interval’
{‘alpha’ : Γ2(exports)(‘alpha’), ‘omega’ : Γ2(exports)(‘omega’)} otherwise
(6.120)
Loops (6.121) and selectors (6.124) share a similar value structure, because each
local declaration and rule block (i.e. the loop body and the alternative paths) has its
own type environment using identifier on to indicate that we do not have an ordinary
object. For selectors each path has to be assigned in the same order as the paths are
declared (6.123).
[in loop]
Γ(‘λ’)  x : Γ1Loop Γunionsq Γ1(‘on’)  OAssign : Γ3val
Γ  (‘in’ x ‘:’ ‘Loop’ OAssign ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x : {‘on’ : Γ3val}val}val
(6.121)
[Path]
Γ  OAssign : Γ1val
Γ  ‘on’ OAssign ‘end’‘;’ : Γ1val
(6.122)
[Combine Paths]
Γ  Path1 : Γ1val Γunionsq Γ1(‘on’)  Path2 : Γ3val
Γ  Path1 Path2 : (Γ1 ∪{‘on’ : Γ3val}val
(6.123)
[in selector]
Γ(‘λ’)  x : Γ1Sel Γunionsq Γ1(‘on’)  Path : Γ3val
Γ  (‘in’ x ‘:’ ‘Selector’ Path ‘end’ ‘;’) : {x : {‘on’ : Γ3val}val}val
(6.124)
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The binding of single objects is handled in rule (6.125) also dealing with contexts
which re-bind existing type definitions. Its type attribute Γ5 is the union of its sub-
terms attributes, but omitting re-bound fuzzy types (6.126). Assignments to private
inherited elements are handled as in rule (6.129).
[object assignment]
Γ  RebindTypes : Γ1val Γ  BindObjects : Γ2val
Γ  VAssign : Γ3val Γ  inSuper : Γ4val
Γ  (RebindTypes BindObjects VAssign inSuper) : Γ5val
(6.125)
where
Γ5 = (Γ2 ∪ Γ3 ∪{‘let’ : Γ4val})val (6.126)
Rule (6.125) applies recursively rules (6.111) and (6.115) in productions RebindTypes
and BindObjects, resp., with corresponding type rules (6.127) and (6.128). Private in-
herited elements are encoded in the type attribute of the special element ‘let’. In
rule (6.129) we deal with assignments to private elements and thus replace the cur-
rent l-values with these elements. We do this again recursively for the next nested
‘let’-block while walking up the inheritance relation with the inSuper production.
[re-bind type]
Γ  inType : Γ1val Γ  RebindTypes : Γ2val dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  (inType RebindTypes) : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)val
(6.127)
[bind objects]
Γ  BindObjects1 : Γ1val Γ  BindObjects2 : Γ2val dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  (BindObjects1 BindObjects2) : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)val
(6.128)
[super]
Γunionsq(‘λ’ : Γ(‘λ’)(‘let’))  VAssign : Γ1val Γunionsq(‘λ’ : Γ(‘λ’)(‘let’))  inSuper : Γ2val
Γ  (‘in’ ‘super’ VAssign inSuper ‘end’‘;’) : (Γ1 ∪{‘let’ : Γ2val})val
(6.129)
6.8.4. Assignment of Values
Assignment of values to identifiers demands that the identifiers are l-values. We as-
sign three kinds of values: modifiers, fuzzy sets and references. Note that objects are
handled by the inObject production and thus objects are not considered as values for
assignments. Fuzzy set values may be either constants defined by the various fuzzy
set construction mechanism or they refer to terms of fuzzy types. The grammar of
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assignments differentiates between identifers, fuzzy set expressions and references to
top level objects by ref. We discuss these kinds of assignments in this section.
&#' ::= ‘let’ x ‘:=’  ‘;’ | &#' &#'
 ::=  | 
 | ‘ref’ ‘(’  ‘)’
All assignments and their combination have as type attribute a value environment.
The rules (6.130), (6.131) and (6.132) require that the declared type of x and the type
of the expression are compatible. The universe U of the declared type of x is added to
the type environment for checking if the expression matches the type of x. The latter
two rules (6.131) and (6.132) handle terms and modifiers in fuzzy types. The former
rule (6.130) handles assignments of fuzzy sets to attributes of objects. Because of type
F for Expr, assignments to x with values of other attributes are impossible, because
these values would have type Γftype. Hence only assignments to x with constants or
terms of fuzzy types are possible. In (6.133) references are assigned. We check that the
declared type of x1 conforms to class Scene. The type attribute of this assignment is a
references environment {x2 : Γ1}ref embedded in a value environment for x1. Finally
in (6.134) we check that no multiple assignments to variables are possible.
[assign fuzzy set]
Γ(‘λ’)  x : Γ1ftype Γ1  ‘universe’ : F Γ  Expr : F
Γ  (‘let’ x ‘:=’ Expr ‘;’) : {x : Γ1}val
(6.130)
[assign term]
Γ(‘λ’)  x : F Γ(‘λ’)  ‘universe’ : F Γ  Expr : F
Γ  (‘let’ x ‘:=’ Expr ‘;’) : {x : Γ1}val
(6.131)
[assign modifier]
Γ(‘λ’)  x : F → F Γ(‘λ’)  ‘universe’ : F Γ  Expr : F → F
Γ  (‘let’ x ‘:=’ Expr ‘;’) : {x : F → F}val
(6.132)
[assign ref]
Γ(‘λ’)  x1 : Γ1class Γ  ‘Scene’ : Γ2Class Γ1Class <: Γ2Class
Γ  (‘let’ x1 ‘:=’ ‘ref’ ‘(’ x2 ‘)’) : {x1 : {x2 : Γ1}ref}val
(6.133)
[Combine value assignments]
Γ  VAssign1 : Γ1val Γ  VAssign2 : Γ2val dom(Γ1)∩dom(Γ2) = ∅
Γ  VAssign1VAssign2 : (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)val
(6.134)
Fuzzy set constants can either be enumerated sets, built with the convex or the
generic constructor. The convex production denotes the convex constructors as de-
fined in production ConvexConstruction in sec. A.1.7.4 on page 272.

 ::= 
( | 
  | 
)!
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
( ::= ‘{’ &	 ‘}’
&	 ::= ‘(’ x ‘,’ n ‘)’ | &	1 ‘,’ &	2

  ::= !  ‘(’ #	 ‘)’
#	 ::= n | #	1 ‘,’ #	2

)! ::= ‘linear’ ‘(’ 	 ‘)’
	 ::= ‘(’ n ‘,’ m ‘)’ | 	1 ‘,’ 	2
Enumerated fuzzy sets are a list of pairs consisting of identifiers and membership
values. The universe of enumerated fuzzy sets is a type environment containing the
set of identifiers with their type attribute u. In rule (6.135) we assign the type attribute
Γ → f to each pair of identifiers and membership values, where Γ here is the environ-
ment Γ1 used in rule (6.137) to type check VList. The type attribute is propagated to
rule (6.136) and results in the final type of the fuzzy set expression in rule (6.137).
[vlist]
Γ  x : u n : num 0.0 ≤ n ≤ 1.0
Γ  ‘(’ x ‘,’ n ‘)’ : (Γ → f)
(6.135)
[combine vlist]
Γ  VList1 : F Γ  VList2 : F
Γ  (VList1 ‘,’ VList2) : F
(6.136)
[enumerated fuzzy set]
Γ  ‘universe’ : Γ1 → f Γ1  VList : F
Γ  (‘{’ VList ‘}’) : F
(6.137)
Fuzzy sets created by a convex fuzzy constructor require that the universe is nu-
meric and that arguments of the constructor are also numeric. We use the type num
also for the list of parameters. We do not check the bounds of the arguments because
they depend on the parameterization of constructors.
[combine argument list]
Γ  AList1 : num Γ  AList2 : num
Γ  (AList1 ‘,’ AList2) : num
(6.138)
[convex fuzzy set]
Γ  ‘universe’ : [n, m] → f Γ  AList : num
Γ  (convex ‘(’ AList ‘)’ ) : ([n, m] → f)
(6.139)
The linear constructor requires as arguments pairs of numeric elements and their
membership values, similar to enumerated fuzzy sets. Thus, we mimic somewhat the
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rules mentioned above. In rule (6.140) each element needs to be an element of the uni-
verse, i.e. inside the bounds of the universe. The type of each pair is that of a fuzzy
type with a singleton universe. In rule (6.141) we concatenate two member lists. The
order of the member lists is relevant, because the arguments (more precisely: the first
element of each pair) of the linear constructor are required to be strictly ascending,
which checked by n2 < n3. As result we get as universe the smallest interval contain-
ing both member lists’ universes. Finally, in rule (6.142), we require that the expres-
sion’s universe ([n, m]) contains the universe of the arguments of ‘linear’ ([n1, m1]).
[member list element]
Γ  ‘universe’ : [n, m] → f Γ  n1 : num n ≤ n1 ≤ m
Γ  n2 : num 0.0 ≤ n2 ≤ 1.0
Γ  ( ‘(’ n1 ‘,’ n2 ‘)’ ) : ([n1, n1] → f)
(6.140)
[combine member list]
Γ  MList1 : ([n1, n2] → f) Γ  MList2 : ([n3, n4] → f) n2 < n3
Γ  (MList1 ‘,’ MList2) : ([n1, n4] → f)
(6.141)
[generic fuzzy set]
Γ  ‘universe’ : [n, m] → f Γ  MList : [n1, m1] → f n ≤ n1 m1 ≤ m
Γ  (‘linear’ ‘(’ MList ‘)’ ) : ([n, m] → f)
(6.142)
6.9. Remarks
We finish this chapter with some remarks concerning our approach of defining the
static semantics of VitruvL.
Often the static semantics is heavily intertwined with the evaluation semantics. We
separate both because of the complexity we would gain by discussing them together.
This is the reason for not considering semantics of types, because this influenced im-
mediately by the evaluation semantics.
We do not prove soundness and completeness of our type system, because more
than one hundred axioms and inference rules are to much to be proven by hand, an
automatic theorem prover would be required to do the structural induction on the
term construction. In the (research) literature we often find approaches introducing
new primitives into existing caluculi, such as introducing sub-typing to the typed
lambda calculus: in this case we need certainly a thorough analysis. In contrast to this
situation, we do not introduce any new type system primitives to the known systems
in the literature, but merely apply well known techniques. Therefore, we think it is
regretful to omit the proofs in our case.
Following Cardelli’s approach, we would model classes as recursive types consist-
ing of a union of the unit type (denoting nil-values) and a record-like structure. We
do not follow this path of explicit recursive types but apply the approach of Schmidt
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(1994). Nevertheless, it is important to notice that our definitions introduce implicitly
a recursive type in the type attribution of classes. In the binding we have the corre-
sponding unfolding, where we use the in-expression to look in the next unfolding of
the class definition. Also in the binding, we notate in the value type environments,
Γval all elements with values, i.e. all those variables x : θ ∈ ΓClass, which are not in
the corresponding Γval, have no value. This finishes recursion and correlates to the
one and only value of the unit type as used by Cardelli in his example for lists. In this
respect, our approach uses the same concepts and our approach should be sound,
too.
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for VitruvL
In chapter 6 we discussed the static semantics of VitruvL as a formal type system.
Now we move to the dynamic semantics or the behavior of VitruvL. We differentiate
between event-free and event-based behaviors of presentations specified with VitruvL.
In this chapter we focus on event-free behaviors, in chapter 8 on page 149 we consider
also event-based behaviors.
In this chapter we start with characterizing the event-free behavior and discussing
why we need the language VitruvI. This is followed by the language description of
VitruvI and the presentation of its operational semantics. After that we show how to
transform a VitruvL specification into VitruvI.
7.1. Event-Free Behavior
The event-free behavior of VitruvL contains all interval activations without events and
event reactions, i.e. without events, loops and selectors. Following the discussion con-
cerning loop and selector bodies in sec. 5.5.1 on page 70, selector and loop bodies are
independent of their surroundings. Therefore, we can partition the event-free behav-
ior of VitruvL such that loop and selector bodies are separated from each other and
from class bodies. We call these partitions blocks. In sec. 7.4.5 on page 146 we present
the details of how blocks are determined from a VitruvL specification.
The most interesting characteristic of event-free behavior is that its features can be
checked statically, i.e. without executing or simulating the specified (part of the) pre-
sentation. The most important question is whether the specified behavior is consis-
tent, i.e. whether it can really happen. The constraint solving algorithm by Allen deals
with this question. This algorithm, however, requires as input the set of all intervals
and their specified relations of a block as a flat structure. Therefore, we cannot use
a VitruvL specification immediately, but we have to linearize VitruvL specifications,
i.e. we have to resolve inheritance structures, compound relationships, constraints,
interval instantiation and nested assignments in the binding.
To ease the linearization process, we introduce VitruvI, a simple imperative lan-
guage, which is the target language of the linearization. Within VitruvI we have a flat
name-space with intervals and relations, blocks, and fuzzy values with constraints
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and assignments. The execution of a VitruvI program results in a state structure con-
sisting of blocks, intervals, relations and durations. We use this structure as input
for consistency checking algorithms such as Allen’s constraint solver or the more ad-
vanced algorithm by Christoph Begall (2002).
The results of executing VitruvI programs is also needed for modeling the behavior
of VitruvL specifications with Vitruvian Nets (sec. 8 on page 149). An important ob-
servation is that if we properly glue models for the blocks together with models for
the respective events and event reactions, we can reconstruct the entire behavior of
VitruvL specifications. This is the main idea for deriving Vitruvian Nets from VitruvL
specifications. As for the constraint solving, we require again the flat structure of the
event-free behavior for constructing FTVNs (sec. 8.2 on page 153), which are major
building blocks for the construction of Vitruvian Nets. The detailed composition of
event-free and event-based behaviors is presented in sec. 8.6 on page 183.
7.2. Language Description
The objective of the intermediate language VitruvI is to define a complete VitruvL spec-
ification in terms of objects excluding events and event reactions. VitruvI is an imper-
ative language the statements of which modify the complex state of the system. The
state is a set of finite sets, functions and relations, capturing the deterministic struc-
ture of VitruvL. That means that we track elements of objects, in particular the length-
element, and scenes, loop and selector bodies, which we subsume as block in VitruvI.block The state of VitruvI is the basis for consistency checking of a VitruvL specification, as
mentioned above.
name meaning
interval (x) declare x as an interval
fuzzyvalue (x) declare x as a fuzzy value
modifier (x) declare x as a modifier
block (x) declare x as a block
element (x,y) x is an element of interval (class) y
inBlock (x,y) interval x is in block y
constraint (x,f) fuzzy value x has to fulfill constraint f
length (x,y) y is the length element of x
value (x) yields the fuzzy value of x
update (x, f) updates the fuzzy value of x by f
holds (x, y, r1, . . . , rn) one of relations r1, . . . , rn holds between x and y
Table 7.1.: Statements in VitruvI
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In table 7.1 on the preceding page we present the statements of VitruvI, where iden-
tifiers are denoted with x and y. Fuzzy set expressions are denoted with f and they
are constructed following productions ConvexConstruction and GenericConstruction as
defined for the binding of VitruvL (sec. A.1.7.4 on page 272). We use inf and -inf to de-
note ∞ and −∞, resp., used as parameters for the construction of unbounded fuzzy
sets. Interval relations, used as arguments of the holds statement, are encoded ver-
sions of Allen’s thirteen relations using the first letter except for = (equals), mi (metby),
fi (finishedby), si (startedby) and oi (overlappedby).
The four statements interval, fuzzyvalue, modifier and block declare new intervals,
fuzzy values, modifiers and blocks, respectively. In VitruvI, we apply declaration be-
fore use. Fuzzy values and modifiers can be updated by update and additionally a
constraint for fuzzy values can be defined by constraint. Values and constraints have
to match: it is only allowed to update a fuzzy value if the new value satisfies the con-
straint. This can be checked statically. The dependency between value and constraint
is independent of their order of assignment: the value has always to be a subset of the
constraint, the lack of a constraint means every value is allowed, hence every value
will match. For uniform treatment, all fuzzy sets are elements of F(R), i.e. we encode
integer based and enumerated sets into universe R.
Elements of classes, which are instances of fuzzy types, and in particular element
length, are defined for each interval by element and length. It is required that the el-
ements are already declared as fuzzy values. Similarly, the relationship between in-
tervals and their block is defined by inBlock, the interval and the block have to be
declared. It is sufficient to define this relationship only for those intervals that are
explicitly declared in the block, i.e. only those declared in the let-part of a loop or a
conditional body, or as elements of a scene. The entire set of intervals inside a block
can easily calculated by interval relations.
Finally, we have the holds statement in VitruvI defining interval relationships. Each
holds statement defines a disjunction of possible relations between its two intervals. If
two or more holds statements for the same two intervals are used, then the resulting
interval relation is the intersection of all these relation sets, because – as usual in
Allen’s calculus – we have conjunctions of disjunctive relations.
In spec. 7.1 on the next page we show a simple example of a VitruvI specification. It is
an excerpt of the binding of class Interval, where we introduce fuzzy value zero (from
fuzzy type DURATION) and setting its value to singleton(0.0). It is followed by defining
intervals alpha, omega and this and their length elements. After that we establish the
relations between this, alpha and omega, finishing with the length constraints that
alpha and omega have length zero and that length may have an arbitrary (positive)
duration.
Later, in sec. 7.4 on page 142, we present more examples while showing how to
transform VitruvL specifications into VitruvI specifications.
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Specification 7.1 A simple VitruvI example
fuzzyvalue ( zero ) .
update ( zero , s i ng l e t on ( 0 . 0 ) ) .
i n te rva l ( alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( omega ) .
i n te rva l ( t h i s ) .
fuzzyvalue ( length ) .
fuzzyvalue ( a lpha length ) .
fuzzyvalue ( omegalength ) .
element ( length , t h i s ) .
length ( length , t h i s ) .
element ( a lpha length , alpha ) .
length ( a lpha length , alpha ) .
element ( omegalength , alpha ) .
length ( omegalength , alpha ) .
holds ( alpha , t h i s , { s } ) .
holds ( omega , t h i s , { f } ) .
holds ( alpha , omega , { b , m} ) .
constraint ( a lpha length , value ( zero ) ) .
constraint ( omegalength , value ( zero ) ) .
update ( length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
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7.3. Semantics of VitruvI
The semantics of VitruvI define how a set of terms is executed and transformed into
an internal representation, which is the basis of any further analysis, in particular for
checking the consistency of the specification.
7.3.1. Abstract Syntax of VitruvI
The abstract syntax of VitruvI uses again identifiers from an infinite set Id with i rang-
ing through Id, f is a fuzzy set literal. In contrast to the concrete grammar used in
examples of VitruvI, we omit parentheses around predicate arguments in terms and
parentheses for structuring expressions because of simplicity reasons.
		(	 ::= 	( ‘.’ | 		(	 		(	
	( ::= ‘interval’  | ‘element’  ‘,’ 
| ‘fuzzyvalue’  | ‘modifier’  | ‘block’  | ‘inBlock’  ‘,’ 
| ‘constraint’  ‘,’  | ‘length’  ‘,’ 
| ‘holds’  ‘,’  ‘,’ 
| ‘update’  ‘,’ 
 ::=  | ‘value’  | ‘apply’   | ( |  " 
( ::= ‘not’ | ‘norm’ | ‘very’ | ‘mol’ | ‘somewhat’
| ‘plus’ | ‘extremely’ | ‘intensify’ | ‘slightly’ | ‘above’ | ‘below’
" ::= ‘or’ | ‘and’
 ::= ‘{’  ‘}’
 ::=  ‘,’  | 
 ::= ‘=’ | ‘m’ | ‘mi’ | ‘f’ | ‘fi’ | ‘s’ | ‘si’ | ‘a’ | ‘b’ | ‘d’ | ‘c’ | ‘o’ | ‘oi’
7.3.2. Semantical Objects
The semantical structure of VitruvI consists of various maps between references and
values, and between references themselves denoting the interval structures.
We use the following notation for finite functions g, g1 and g2:
Dom(g) domain of g (7.1)
Ran(g) range of g (7.2)
{} = ∅ the empty function (7.3)
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g(x1) = x2 ⇔ (x1 → x2) ∈ g (7.4)
g1 ⊕ g2 functional override with: (7.5)
(g1 ⊕ g2)(x1) =
{
g2(x1) if x1 ∈ Dom(g2)
g1(x1) otherwise
Basic semantical objects are a set of assigned references, X ⊂ Ref , a set of fuzzy sets,
F ⊂ F(R), the set M of the eleven modifiers, and Allen’s 13 interval relations, R. We
use x, f , m, r and p to range through X, F, M, R and P(R), respectively. We assume
that Ref is disjoint to R, M and F.
Additionally we have the (finite) sets and functions denoting the global state of
VitruvI shown in tab. 7.2, their meaning is similar to the statements of VitruvI. Sets
interval, fuzzyvalue, modifier and block have as elements those references denoting in-
tervals, fuzzy values, modifiers and blocks, respectively. The following functions map
references: element maps fuzzy values to their respective intervals, inBlock maps in-
tervals to their block, and length maps intervals to their length element. The next
two functions map references to fuzzy values and modifiers to their fuzzy set and
modifier values: constraint maps fuzzy values to their constraint fuzzy sets, and value
maps fuzzy values and modifiers to their fuzzy set and modifier values, respectively.
Finally, function holds maps references, (x1, x2), of a pair of intervals to the set of in-
terval relations between x1 and x2.
Name Signature
interval ⊂ X
fuzzyvalue ⊂ X
modifier ⊂ X
block ⊂ X
element ∈ fuzzyvalue → interval
inBlock ∈ interval → block
constraint ∈ fuzzyvalue → F
length ∈ interval → fuzzyvalue
value ∈ fuzzyvalue∪modifier → F ∪ M
holds ∈ interval× interval → P(R)
Table 7.2.: Sets and functions for the global state of VitruvI.
A particular state, S, of VitruvI is a labeled 11-tuple of base set X and those ten
named sets and functions defined in the tab. 7.2. We access each component of S by
its name:
S = (X, interval, fuzzyvalue, modifier, block, element, (7.6)
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inBlock, constraint, length, value, holds)
Semantical objects M and R are omitted, because they are constant. The set of used
fuzzy sets, F, is omitted for simplicity of the notation: the particular set of fuzzy sets is
not of interest and as reservoir of values we simply use F(R), which is again constant
and thus is omitted.
Updates of only one component of state S is denoted for simplicity as a form of a
functional override. In (7.7), S′ is equal to S except that component interval has the
additional element x (assuming x /∈ S), in (7.8), S′′ differs from S only in component
element.
S′ = S⊕ (S.interval∪{x}) (7.7)
= (S.X, S.interval∪{x}, S.fuzzyvalue, . . . , S.holds)
S′′ = S⊕ (S.element⊕ {x1 → x2}) (7.8)
= (S.X, S.interval, . . . , S.block, S.element⊕ {x1 → x2}, S.inBlock, . . . , S.holds)
7.3.3. Operational Semantics
Before defining the operational semantics of VitruvI, we need some additional struc-
tures and functions.
For bookkeeping reasons we use an environment E mapping identifers to refer-
ences:
E : Id → X (7.9)
Function allocate allocates a fresh reference x ∈ Ref and extends the set of allocated
references X. Function new introduces a new identifier, i, and updates accordingly
state, S, and environment, E:
allocate(X) := (x, X ∪{x}) where x /∈ X (7.10)
new(i, E, S) := (E′, S′) with (7.11)
(x, X′) = allocate(S.X)
E′ = E⊕ {(i → x)}
S′ = S⊕ X′
We define the semantics of VitruvI as a structural operational semantics (Winskel,
1993; Mitchel, 1996). It is a deduction system similar to the static semantics, consisting
of axioms and rules. The judgments used have the form
E, S  t |= 〈E′, S′, v〉
meaning that the evaluation of (compound) term t in state S and with environment E
results in a new state S′, a new environment E′ and a value v ∈ F ∪M ∪P(R)∪{ok}.
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If we have expressions, then v will hold the respective values and the value for ok
is discarded, if we have commands, then v is ok if the execution of the command
succeeds. In these rules, i, f , m and r range through Id, F, M, and R, respectively.
If it is not possible to derive a proof tree, then the entire VitruvI specification is
invalid. We can distinguish three different cases here:
1. Access to not properly declared items, such as not defined values (7.14) or dou-
ble declarations (e.g. in (7.20)).
2. Updates to fuzzy values (7.29) or constraints (7.28), which do not fit.
3. Updates to the holds-relation resulting in an empty set of interval relation (7.31).
In a proper translation process from VitruvL to VitruvI, the first error case should not
appear, because it can be avoided by syntactical analysis. The other two cases are re-
lated to the semantics of the specification and occur, if the origin VitruvL specification
is also invalid. Further invalidity checks are discussed in sec. 12.1 on page 255.
7.3.3.1. Non-modifying Semantics
Non-modifying semantics are used for literals and read access to values. The rules for
literals (7.12, 7.13) are axioms in VitruvI, because they do not depend on the current
state or environment. Reading access to values of identifiers (7.14) does not modify
the current state, but, in contrast to literals, the values depend on the current state. In
rule (7.15), the expression f = m( f1) means, that modifier m is applied to fuzzy set f1
yielding fuzzy set f .
[fuzzy literal]
E, S  f |= 〈E, S, f 〉
(7.12)
[modifier literal]
E, S  m |= 〈E, S, m〉
m ∈ {‘not’, ‘norm’, ‘very’, ‘mol’, ‘somewhat’, ‘plus’,
‘extremely’, ‘intensify’, ‘slightly’, ‘above’, ‘below’}
(7.13)
[get value]
E(i) ∈ S.fuzzyvalue E(i) ∈ Dom(S.value) f = S.value(E(i))
E, S  ‘value’ i |= 〈E, S, f 〉
(7.14)
[apply modifier]
E, S  e |= 〈E, S, f1〉 E(i) ∈ Dom(S.modifier) m = S.value(i) f = m( f1)
E, S  ‘apply’ i e |= 〈E, S, f 〉
(7.15)
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[binary expression]
E, S  e1 |= 〈E, S, f1〉 E, S  e2 |= 〈E, S, f2〉 f =
{
f1 ∪ f2 binop = ‘or’
f1 ∩ f2 binop = ‘and’
E, S  e1 binop e2 |= 〈E, S, f 〉
(7.16)
Relation literals are evaluated to a singleton set containing only the literal. This is
needed to construct the set of relations used in the holds-relation. In rule (7.19) we
define that the value of term rel is the same as of its constituting term rs.
[relation literal]
E, S  r |= 〈E, S, {r}〉 r ∈ {‘=’, ‘m’, ‘mi’, ‘f’, ‘fi’, ‘s’, ‘si’, ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘c’, ‘o’ , ‘oi’}
(7.17)
[intermediate relation set]
E, S  rs1 |= 〈E, S, p1〉 E, S  rs2 |= 〈E, S, p2〉
E, S  rs1 ‘,’ rs2 |= 〈E, S, p1 ∪ p2〉
(7.18)
[relation set]
E, S  rs |= 〈E, S, p〉
E, S  ‘{’ rs ‘}’ |= 〈E, S, p〉
(7.19)
7.3.3.2. Declarations
Declarations share a common structure, requiring that identifier i is currently un-
bound. A new references for i is allocated with new, followed by an update of the
appropriate components in S, either interval, fuzzyvalue or block.
[declare interval]
i /∈ Dom(E) (E′, S′′) = new(i, E, S) S′ = S′′ ⊕ (S′′.interval∪{E′(i))}
E, S  ‘interval’ i |= 〈E′, S′, ok〉
(7.20)
[declare fuzzy value]
i /∈ Dom(E) (E′, S′′) = new(i, E, S) S′ = S′′ ⊕ (S′′.fuzzyvalue∪{E′(i))}
E, S  ‘fuzzyvalue’ i |= 〈E′, S′, ok〉
(7.21)
[declare modifier]
i /∈ Dom(E) (E′, S′′) = new(i, E, S) S′ = S′′ ⊕ (S′′.modifier∪{E′(i))}
E, S  ‘modifier’ i |= 〈E′, S′, ok〉
(7.22)
[declare block]
i /∈ Dom(E) (E′, S′′) = new(i, E, S) S′ = S′′ ⊕ (S′′.block∪{E′(i))}
E, S  ‘block’ i |= 〈E′, S′, ok〉
(7.23)
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7.3.3.3. Extended Declarations
Extended declarations define functions between intervals, elements, blocks, etc. The
rules are similar, as an example we discuss rule (7.26). A declaration inBlock i1, i2
states that interval i1 is in block i2 (cf. tables 7.1 on page 132 and 7.2 on page 136). We
need a proper environment E and state S, where identifiers i1 and i2 are declared in E
and their respective references E(i1) and E(i2) belong to their proper sets in S, i.e. i1
is an interval and i2 is a block. To prevent double declarations we demand that each
interval is only mapped once to a block, hence E(i1) is not allowed in the domain of
S.inBlock. If these precondition are satisfied, we update the inBlock component of S by
adding the pair E(i1) → E(i2) resulting in a new state S′. Environment E is not mod-
ified, hence we have 〈E, S′, ok〉 is the result of declaration inBlock i1, i2. Analogously,
in rule (7.24) we check that i1 is already declared as fuzzy value and that i1 is not yet
declared as an element, before updating S.element. In rule (7.25), we require that i1 is
declared as an element of i2, before updating S.length.
[element]
E(i1) ∈ S.fuzzyvalue E(i2) ∈ S.interval
E(i1) /∈ Dom(S.element) S′ = S⊕ (S.element⊕ {E(i1) → E(i2)})
E, S  ‘element’ i1‘,’ i2 |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.24)
[length]
S.element(E(i1) = E(i2) E(i2) /∈ Dom(S.length)
S′ = S⊕ (S.length⊕ {E(i2) → E(i1)})
E, S  ‘length’ i1‘,’ i2 |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.25)
[in block]
E(i1) ∈ S.interval E(i2) ∈ S.block
E(i1) /∈ Dom(S.inBlock) S′ = S⊕ (S.inBlock⊕ {E(i1) → E(i2)})
E, S  ‘inBlock’ i1‘,’ i2 |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.26)
7.3.3.4. Value Updates and Constraint Definitions
Value updates and constraint definitions apply to fuzzy values and modifiers. We
need to check that constraints and current assignments fit. This check is performed
by predicate checkConstraint, requiring that value and constraint fit if both are defined:
checkConstraint(E, S, i) =

false if i /∈ Dom(E)
true if i ∈ Dom(E) ∧ (E(i) /∈ Dom(S.constraint))
true if i ∈ Dom(E) ∧ (E(i) /∈ Dom(S.value))
f1 ⊆ f2 otherwise
(7.27)
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where
f1 = S.value(E(i))
f2 = S.constraint(E(i))
With predicate checkConstraint we can define the rules for constraint and value up-
dates of fuzzy values. For modifiers we do not need any additional predicates.
[constraint]
E, S  e |= 〈E, S, f 〉 E(i) ∈ Dom(S.fuzzyvalue)
S′ = S⊕ (S.constraint⊕ {E(i) → f }) checkConstraint(E, S′, i)
E, S  ‘constraint’ i ‘,’ e |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.28)
[update fuzzy value]
E, S  e |= 〈E, S, f 〉 E(i) ∈ Dom(S.fuzzyvalue)
S′ = S⊕ (S.value⊕ {E(i) → f }) checkConstraint(E, S′, i)
E, S  ‘update’ i ‘,’ e |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.29)
[update modifier]
E, S  e |= 〈E, S, m〉 E(i) ∈ Dom(S.modifier)
S′ = S⊕ (S.value⊕ {E(i) → m})
E, S  ‘update’ i ‘,’ e |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.30)
7.3.3.5. The Holds Relation
The holds relation is the centerpiece of VitruvI. Each holds-statement defines a set, p1,
of relations which shall hold between two intervals (see rule (7.19)). This set of re-
lations is regarded as a set of mutually exclusive relations, i.e. one of these relations
shall hold, but we do not know which one. If we have already defined another set,
p2, of relations holding between these two intervals, then we have to calculate the in-
tersection p3 of p1 and p2, because the combination of independent hold-statements
is always a conjunction of the relations. The resulting p3 is not allowed to be empty,
because this would be an inconsistent specification. In this way, the holds-statement
is not a simple assignment overriding previous values, but depends on values previ-
ously assigned.
[holds]
E(i1) ∈ Dom(S.interval) E(i2) ∈ Dom(S.interval) E, S  rel |= 〈E, S, p1〉
p3 = ∅ S′ = S⊕ (S.holds ⊕ {(E(i1), E(i2)) → p3})
E, S  ‘holds’ i1 ‘,’ i2 ‘,’ rel |= 〈E, S′, ok〉
(7.31)
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with
p3 =
{
p1 if (E(i1), E(i2)) /∈ Dom(S.holds)
p1 ∩ p2 otherwise and additionally p2 = S.holds(E(i1), E(i2))
7.3.3.6. Statements
Statements are combined in the usual way. The abstract syntax is ambiguous, be-
cause a sequence of statements can have different syntax trees. But this ambiguity is
resolved in the semantics, because we enforce here a strict left-to-right evaluation.
[statement]
E, S  term |= 〈E′, S′, v〉
E, S  term ‘.’ |= 〈E′, S′, v〉
(7.32)
[sequence]
E, S  statement1 |= 〈E′, S′, v′〉 E′, S′  statement2 |= 〈E′′, S′′, v′′〉
E, S  statement1 statement2 |= 〈E′′, S′′, v′′〉
(7.33)
7.4. Linearizing VitruvL
The linearizing of a VitruvL specification means translation of VitruvL to VitruvI. We can
separate the translation process in an allocation and an application phase, occurring
intertwined but clearly distinguishable. The translation process is a syntax-driven
translation (Aho et al., 1987, chap. 5), based on attributed syntax trees as derived by
the static semantics (cf. sec. 6 starting on p. 95).
The core mechanism of the linearization is as follows. Each first entity occurrence
in the binding results in an allocation. After an entity is allocated, an application of
rules, constraints and value updates using the entity may follow. Allocation means
introducing new identifiers for entities resolving the nested name-space into a flat
one, which is similar to the allocation of storage cells when explaining the seman-
tics of programming languages. For objects consisting of other objects this process is
applied recursively, resulting in a pre- and post-order traversal through the nesting
hierarchy. Similar to the static semantics of VitruvL and the operational semantics of
VitruvI we need a dynamic environment mapping VitruvL identifiers to their VitruvI
counterparts. In particular, this is important for resolving nested scopes and the re-
binding of values in a context.
We will discuss now details of the linearization, starting with fuzzy types, followed
by compound relations and finishing with classes.
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7.4.1. Fuzzy Types
Fuzzy types define modifiers and named fuzzy values. The binding of a fuzzy type
requires allocation of new fuzzy values and modifiers, followed by value updates.
In spec. 7.2 we show the translation of the binding of fuzzy type Brightness (see
spec. 5.12 on page 84). At first we translate the type declaration in a series of decla-
ration statements together with the initial values of the modifiers. It is followed by
the assignments of terms and modifiers made in the binding. We prefix the identifiers
of terms and modifiers here with br_ for the sake of easier identification. In an auto-
matic translation process we would simply use numbered identifiers to ensure that
no naming conflicts can arise.
Specification 7.2 Fuzzy Type Brightness in VitruvI
fuzzyvalue ( br_b lack ) .
fuzzyvalue ( br_dark ) .
fuzzyvalue ( br_muddy ) .
fuzzyvalue ( b r_sh in ing ) .
fuzzyvalue ( b r _ b r i g h t ) .
fuzzyvalue ( br_whi te ) .
modifier ( br_very ) .
modifier ( br_not ) .
modifier ( br_more_or_less ) .
update ( br_very , very ) .
update ( br_not , not ) .
update ( br_more_or_less , mol ) .
update ( br_black , t rapezo id ( 0 , 0 , 1 0 , 2 0 ) ) .
update ( br_dark , t r i a n g l e ( 1 0 , 2 5 , 4 0 ) ) .
update ( br_muddy , t r i a n g l e ( 2 5 , 4 0 , 1 2 0 ) ) .
update ( br_sh in ing , t r i a n g l e ( 1 0 0 , 1 7 0 , 1 9 0 ) ) .
update ( b r_b r igh t , t r i a n g l e ( 1 7 0 , 1 9 0 , 2 4 0 ) ) .
update ( br_whi te , t rapezo id (230 , 240 , 255 , 255 ) ) .
update ( br_very , extremely ) .
Re-binding of Brightness’s terms and modifiers in some context requires fresh val-
ues without destroying the old values. Hence, we introduce new declarations and
value updates of for re-bound fuzzy values and modifiers. Additionally we have to
modify the dynamic environment mapping the re-bound identifiers in VitruvL to the
new allocated identifiers in VitruvI. As an example consider a re-binding of term black
to value zfunction (0, 20). In spec. 7.3 on the next page we use identifier br_black1 to
denote the re-bound term black.
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Specification 7.3 Re-binding term black in VitruvI
fuzzyvalue ( br_black1 ) .
update ( br_black1 , z f unc t i on ( 0 , 2 0 ) ) .
7.4.2. Compound Relations
Compound Relations are not mentioned in the binding, however, they are used in the
body of classes. Their translation is a classical macro expansion mechanism, relying
on the current binding of fuzzy type DURATION, as discussed in sec. 5.8.5 on page 84.
We will discus the translation of the body together with the body of classes, because
all rules within a compound relation are also allowed in class bodies.
Locally declared elements in compound relations are instances of class Interval.
Hence their translation into VitruvI follows exactly those of elements declared within
a class. We have only to be careful that for each application of a compound relation
all of its local elements are again declared as fresh class instances in VitruvI.
7.4.3. Classes
A class in VitruvL consists of two parts: the class definition, defining structure and
behavior, and the binding, giving each instance its individual values. Consequently,
we have to consider both parts in the translation process: each class instance is a set
of intervals and a set of fuzzy values, all of them following the structure of the class
definition. We do not consider events as a special kind of elements here, but use only
the event’s enabling interval, because in VitruvI we consider only the static structure.
Dynamic aspects introduced by events are handled in sec. 8 on page 149. Similarly,
loops and selectors are only considered as unstructured intervals.
We show as examples how to translate some of the specifications presented in
sec. 5.8.7, starting at page 86. The classes used are specified in spec. 5.13 on page 87.
For each example translation the respective binding specifications already presented
in sec. 5.8.7 are repeated here, for the reader’s convenience.
The linearization process for classes is driven by the binding. For each object x, in-
stantiated by object x : X . . . end we apply an allocation phase for x and all its fuzzy
values, followed by the recursive linearization of the elements of x. After the allo-
cation phase the application phase follows, handling the body of x, i.e. defining the
constraints and relations of x and its elements.
The allocation phase of object x results in VitruvI statements identifying x as an in-
terval (interval(x)). Each fuzzy value y of x is identified as fuzzy value by fuzzyvalue (y)
and as an element of x by element (y, x). The length element L is additionally identified
by length (x, L). If and only if the attributes of x occur in the binding, their lineariza-
tion will be triggered. For each attribute a of x, with a occurring in the binding, we
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have the relation that x contains, or is started or is finished by a, denoted by holds
(x, a, { c, si, fi }). For private and inherited elements we apply the same scheme. The
special attributes alpha and omega never occurring in the binding are handled in the
application phase.
In spec. 7.4 we show the allocation phase for the binding of a1 and a, respectively.
For easier identification we prefix the elements of a1 and a with a1_ and a_, respec-
tively. Their class A consists only of an interval a, used in the binding of a1. The
allocation of a1 states interval a1 and the inherited elements a1_length, a1_alpha and
a1_omega from class Interval. In a1 we bind also object a, allocating again the same
structure as for a1. The binding recurses not into object a, therefore we do not enter
element a_a and do not allocate further elements.
Specification 7.4 Allocation phase for assigning large to the length of a.
object a1 : A
object a : A
l e t length : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
i n te rva l ( a1 ) . / / now en te r ing a1 , dec l a r i ng a l l elements
fuzzyvalue ( a1_length ) .
element ( a1_length , a1 ) .
length ( a1 , a1_length ) .
i n te rva l ( a1_alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( a1_omega ) .
i n te rva l ( a ) . / / now en te r ing a , dec l a r i ng a l l elements
fuzzyvalue ( a_length ) .
element ( a_length , a ) .
length ( a , a_length ) .
i n te rva l ( a_alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( a_omega ) .
holds ( a1 , a , { c , s i , f i } ) . / / a i s an a t t r i b u t e o f a1
/ / . . . but we do not enter a_a !
The application phase considers the body of classes and assignments in the bind-
ing. Each constraint a is c and each interval relationship a r b in the body results in
the corresponding VitruvI statements constraint (a, c) and holds (a, b, { r }). For com-
pound relations we additionally have to introduce for each local element e a new
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fresh interval by interval (e) each time the relation is applied.
While these translations are straightforward, we have also to deal with some pe-
culiarities: nil objects and class Interval. For nil objects we apply the rules given on
p. 64:
1. we consider only relations where both parameters are not nil,
2. constraints with a not existing l-value are ignored,
3. in constraint expressions, not existing values are set to function with constant
value 1, i.e. their value is linear( (-inf, 1.0), (inf, 1.0) ).
Class Interval consists of atomic intervals alpha and omega, they are available in
each class. Because they are allowed to appear in the binding, we do include them
explicitly as intervals in the linearization process, as already seen in spec. 7.4 on the
preceding page. Their specific rules, in particular that they are not activated during
the current interval but rather start and finish their embedding interval, are stated in
the application phase of the class linearization.
In spec. 7.5 on the next page, we show the application phase, the second half of
the linearization, for our example started in spec. 7.4 on the preceding page. We have
three different parts there: the rules and constraints for alpha and omega of objects a
and a1, resp.; the constraint for a; and finally the binding of a updating the value of
fuzzy value a.length. The constraint declared in class A is ignored for object a, because
the constraint refers its attribute a, which is not instantiated in the binding.
7.4.4. The Prelude
The prelude and its binding provide a standard set of definitions, which can be used
in VitruvL specifications without the need to mention them explicitly. The binding of
the prelude provides default values for the elements defined in the prelude.
Concerning the linearization of VitruvL the prelude and its binding poses no diffi-
culties, we have only to use the definitions from the prelude including its binding,
if in the VitruvL specification references are made to the prelude definitions. Typical
applications of the prelude are (implicit) references to class Interval or to type DURA-
TION. In the examples in this sections these references are already resolved , e.g. in
spec. 7.5 on the next page, where among other instance a_alpha of class Interval is
linearized.
7.4.5. Blocks: Dealing with Loops, Selectors and Scenes
The examples presented so far are rather simple, neither scenes nor selectors and
loops occurred. We now deal with them.
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Specification 7.5 Application phase for assigning large to the length of a.
object a1 : A
object a : A
l e t length : = DURATION. la rge ;
end ;
end ;
holds ( a , a_alpha , { s i } ) . / / rules declared for a , which are
holds ( a , a_omega , { f i } ) . / / i n h e r i t e d from I n t e r v a l
constraint ( a_alpha , value ( DU_zero ) ) .
constraint ( a_omega , value ( DU_zero ) ) .
constraint ( a_length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) .
/ / no constraint for a_a , because i t does not e x i s t
update ( a_length , value ( DU_large ) ) . / / b ind ing o f a
holds ( a1 , a1_alpha , { s i } ) . / / rules declared in a1 , which are
holds ( a1 , a1_omega , { f i } ) . / / i n h e r i t e d from I n t e r v a l
constraint ( a1_alpha , value ( DU_zero ) ) .
constraint ( a1_omega , value ( DU_zero ) ) .
constraint ( a1_length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) .
constraint ( a_length , value ( DU_large ) ) . / / r u l e in a1 concerning a
/ / no f u r t h e r b ind ing o f a1
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Scenes, selectors and loops differ from other intervals, because they introduce a
block, i.e. a set of intervals which has to be consistent, but with no relations to inter-
vals outside the block. It is sufficient to declare only the root interval r of the block b
by inBlock (r, b), because all other intervals inside block b can be deduced by a reach-
ability analysis following the declared interval relations.
We have two patterns for declaring blocks in VitruvI if we translate an VitruvL spec-
ification, the first for scenes and the second for loops and selectors. For scenes, we
have already an allocation because scenes are classes resulting in an interval for the
scene. This interval is the root of the new block, therefore we have only to declare a
new block and state that the interval for the scene is a member of the block.
The pattern for loops and selectors is slightly different. They result in an interval i,
which is used in the declaring block and thus is not the root of the block introduced by
loops and selectors. The interval relations between interval i and the respective event
are only implicitly declared in VitruvL and are now made explicit, i.e. we declare the
relations s or si or = hold between the enabling interval of the event and interval i
for each loop or selector. For each loop body and for each selector path, we have
to allocate a new interval, which becomes the root of the new block. After that, we
follow the pattern for scenes, declaring a new block and stating that the root of the
block is a member of the block. Since occurrence intervals of events are not used in
VitruvI, we have no relations between the event and the intervals for loop bodies and
selector paths.
In spec. 7.6 we show an example for both patterns, first scene the_scene, then loop
the_loop, which depends on event the_event. Both patterns start with the allocation
of the interval for the declared element in VitruvL, i.e. interval (the_scene) and inter-
val (the_loop). For the loop, we declare the relations between the event and interval
the_loop, after that we allocate an interval for the loop body (interval (the_loop_body)),
which becomes the root of the new block for the loop. It is followed by an alloca-
tion of new blocks (the_scene_block and the_loop_body_block). Blocks and their root
intervals are then connected by statements inBlock (the_scene, the_scene_block) and
inBlock (the_loop_body, the_loop_body_block).
Specification 7.6 Declaring blocks in VitruvI
i n te rva l ( the_scene ) .
block ( the_scene_block ) .
inBlock ( the_scene , the_scene_block ) .
i n te rva l ( the_loop ) .
holds ( the_event , the_loop , { s , s i , = } ) .
i n te rva l ( the_loop_body ) .
block ( the_loop_body_block ) .
inBlock ( the_loop_body , the_loop_body_block ) .
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After defining the static semantics and the semantics for the event-free behavior of
VitruvL in the preceding two chapters, we now move to the full dynamic semantics of
VitruvL including in particular the event-based behavior. We do this with a Petri net
variant we call Vitruvian Nets, abbreviated by VN. The dynamic semantics of VitruvL Vitruvian Netshas to address different aspects:
• the static structure of temporal relationships between intervals,
• the dynamic flow of control originating by events applied in loops and selectors,
and finally
• the combination of static structure and dynamic behavior.
Realizing a divide-and-conquer approach, we model these three aspects indepen-
dently (as far as possible) as different Petri net variants, thereby reducing the com-
plexity of each variant. We start with a common base called abstract Vitruvian Nets,
defining the common structure and behavior of the forthcoming Petri net variants
(sec. 8.1). It is followed by a discussion of temporal relationships in sec. 8.2 on page 153,
introducing Petri nets with fuzzy timing, and the control flow definition in sec. 8.3 on
page 163, applying Petri nets with fuzzy markings. In sec. 8.4 on page 168 we com-
bine this net type to Basic Vitruvian Nets dealing with events, loops, and selectors.
For scenes we extend Basic Vitruvian Nets to general Vitruvian Nets (VN), defined
in sec. 8.5 on page 178. The hierarchy of these different kinds of Vitruvian Nets is
shown in fig. 8.1 on the following page. Finally, in sec. 8.6 on page 183, we discuss
how to compose a various scenes together resulting in a translation process for VitruvL
specification into Vitruvian Nets.
General definitions and notations for Petri nets and multi sets can be found in
sec. B.2 on page 288.
8.1. Prelimaries: Abstract Vitruvian Nets
Abstract Vitruvian Nets are the basis definition of Vitruvian Nets (VN). They define
the common structure and behavior, however, most of the definitions need to be re-
fined in derived nets. Vitruvian Nets are colored high-level Petri nets (Jensen, 1997;
Smith, 1998), accordingly each place has a color set or type, and tokens are individu-
als.
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VN
Basic VN
Fuzzy Timed VN Fuzzy VN
Abstract VN
Figure 8.1.: The Hierarchy of Vitruvian Nets
Definition 8.1 (Abstract VN) An abstract Vitruvian Net is a triple (N,Σ, C) defined as:
abstract
Vitruvian Net 1. N = (T, P, A) is a Petri net.
2. Σ is a finite set of types or, equivalently, a finite set of color sets.
3. C : P → Σ is a color function, assigning to each place a type.
The set of all abstract Vitruvian Nets is denoted with A.A
Remarks:
Types (or color sets) here may represent types we also have in VitruvL, thus we
realize each type as a set of values. Hence Σ is a set of sets and color function C
maps each place p ∈ P to an element of Σ, i.e. a set of values.
The marking of an abstract VN is a multi-set of places and tokens, thereby guaran-
teeing that multiple tokens with the same value can exist at a place. In the literature
(e.g. Baumgarten (1996)) such tokens are called individual tokens. We need this prop-
erty to model places holding all event values of an enabled event. Certainly, these
event values might be equal and we want to differentiate between them. Hence, a
simple set of token values is not appropriate, and thus we use a multi-set as also
found in the literature (Jensen, 1997; Smith, 1998). Each token of place p is an element
of the type C(p) ∈ Σ.
Definition 8.2 (Marking) The set of all possible tokens, W, of an abstract VN (N,Σ, C)
is defined as
W = {(p, v) | p ∈ P, v ∈ C(p)}, (8.1)
the marking, M, is a multi-set over W:
marking
M ∈ M(W). (8.2)
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The marking of a specific place, p, is notated as map evaluation, M(p), yielding a
multi-set of token values. This construction is similar to relation images, but here the
result is a multi-set and not a regular set.
Definition 8.3 (Marking of a place) Let M be a marking and p be a place of an abstract
VN. The marking of place p is defined as the multi-set
M(p) = {(v, n) | ((p, v), n) ∈ M}. (8.3)
The firing behavior defines when and how tokens are removed from and added
to places. In contrast to the approach of Jensen (1997), we do not consider arc in-
scriptions explicitly, but use a rather abstract definition. The firing behavior of each
transition, t, can be seen as a function mapping possible markings in the pre-set, •t,
of t to their corresponding markings in the post-set, t•, of t. The firing behavior of the
entire net is then the union of the firing behavior of each transition, defined as a map
from transitions to functions between markings.
Definition 8.4 (Firing Function) If transition t ∈ T in a VN fires, the token movement
F(t) for t is a partial function, where the firing function F is a second order function:
firing function
F : T → (M(W)→ M(W)), (8.4)
where A→ B denotes the partial functions from A to B.
In the following, we present some general properties of F. However, for abstract VN
the definition of F remains abstract. The derived net variants in the following sections
define specific instances of F.
The usual firing behavior in Petri nets depend on pre- and post-sets of transitions:
if transition t fires, only tokens from •t are removed and added to t•. Situations are
triplets of transition t and markings wi and wo, describing possible firings. Thus, a
firing function F collects of all possible situations.
Definition 8.5 (Situation) Let (T, P, A) be an abstract VN, and wi, wo ∈ M(W). A
situation is a triple (t, wi, wo) representing a possible firing of transition t relative to situationa firing function F with F(t)(wi) = wo. For each situation s = (t, wi, wo) markings wi
and wo can only denote places and tokens from the pre- and post-set of t, resp., i.e.
we require that
wi ⊆ms {(p, v) | (p, v) ∈ W ∧ p ∈ •t}ms (8.5)
wo ⊆ms {(p, v) | (p, v) ∈ W ∧ p ∈ t•}ms (8.6)
The set of all situations S is defined as
S
S = {(t, wi, wo) | t ∈ dom(F), wi ∈ dom(F(t)), wo ∈ ran(F(t)), wo = F(t)(wi)}. (8.7)
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Definition 8.6 (Abstract Firing Behavior) Let M1, M2, wi, wo ∈ M(W) be markings,
t ∈ T, and F(t)(wi) = wo, i.e. (t, wi, wo) is a situation. If transition t fires in situation
(t, wi, wo) and marking M1 with wi ⊆ms M1, the new marking M2 is defined as the
formal sum
M2 = (M1 −wi) + wo. (8.8)
Remarks:
1. Multi-sets wi and wo are essentially the arc expressions for the pre- and post-
set of transition t, resp., because wi and wo denote the multi-sets of tokens
removed from the pre-set and added to the post-set.
2. Often F(t) maps only one value wi to one value wo, thereby yielding a unique
behavior of t. In particular, this is the case in nets with anonymous tokens, as
shown in the next example.
Example 8.1 Consider the abstract VN in fig. 8.2 on the next page. It models as P/T-
net with arc weights 2 for arc (p1, t1), 3 for arc (p2, t1), and 1 for arc (t1, p3). As a P/T-
net we have only one color set with exactly one value: . Thus, the formal definition
of this net is
1. T = {t1},
2. P = {p1, p2, p3},
3. A = {(p1, t1), (p2, t1), (t1, p3)},
4. Σ = {{}},
5. C = {(p1, {}), (p2, {}), (p3, {})}.
Firing function F is defined according to the arc weights as
F = {(t, {{((p1,), 2), ((p2,), 3)} → {((p3,), 1)}})}.
For the sake of completeness, we can collect an abstract VN together with its firing
function and initial marking to define a an abstract Vitruvian system. However, such
systems are not intended to be used directly, but serve as the basis for derived systems
defined in the following sections.
Definition 8.7 (Abstract VN System) An abstract Vitruvian Net system is a five-tuple
abstract
Vitruvian Net
system
(N,Σ, C, F, M0) consisting of an abstract VN (N,Σ, C), firing function F and an initial
marking M0.
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p1
t1
p2
p3
<2>
<3>
Figure 8.2.: Simple P/T-net with arc-weights as abstract VN.
The definitions of abstract VN and abstract VN systems do not deal with all ele-
ments we usually find in (high-level) Petri nets. We list the differences here and take
care of many of them in the next sections defining derived Vitruvian Nets.
• We do not define the enabling conditions of transitions preventing the direct use
of abstract VN systems, because we define only what happens when a transition
occurs, but do not define which conditions have to be satisfied to enable the
transition for firing. Such enabling conditions are left to derived VN. Also guard
conditions, as used in other high-level nets such as Colored Petri Nets (Jensen,
1997) or Pr/T-nets (Smith, 1998), are not mentioned. However, generally, they
are part of the enabling conditions.
• Capacity restrictions, i.e. the number of tokens that are allowed in a place, are
not enforced. They might appear in derived nets, otherwise the capacity is un-
limited.
• There are no net structure constraints, such as acyclic nets. Such constraints can
be imposed in derived nets.
8.2. Vitruvian Nets with Fuzzy Timing
Petri nets with fuzzy timings are suitable to model the intervals and their relations we
found in VitruvL. Fuzzy timing Petri nets were presented first by Murata (1996), the
definition matured in publications by Murata et al. (1999) and by Zhou and Murata
(1999). We adopt the latter model for the use within Vitruvian Nets.
8.2.1. Formal Definition
Fuzzy Timing Vitruvian Nets (FTVN) introduce a timed behavior based on possibility
distributions of time-points. These possibility distributions are disjunctive (Dubois
and Prade, 1989), i.e. only one time-point of their support will actually happen, but
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which one is not known. Dubois and Prade call this time-pont to be ill-known. The
possibility distribution denotes the possibility of this ill-known time-point.
Definition 8.8 Let T be our time scale, i.e. T = R+0 , and τ ∈ T be an element of theT time scale. The set of all fuzzy sets on the time scale is denoted with D, D = F(T).
D Each d ∈ D is characterized by its membership function µd(τ).
We often need two specific durations, one denoting duration 0, the other denoting
that no duration exists at all.
Definition 8.9 The empty duration d⊥∈ D denotes that no duration is possible, thed⊥ zero duration d0∈ D denotes the exact length of zero. Both are defined by their mem-
d0 bership functions µd⊥ and µd0 :
d⊥ : µd⊥(τ) = 0 for all t ∈ T (8.9)
d0 : µd0(τ) =
{
1 if τ = 0
0 otherwise
(8.10)
Structurally, FTVN extend abstract VN by assigning fuzzy delays to arcs from tran-
sitions to places. Each token carries a timestamp, which is updated with each firing
by the respective delays. We do not need any data except the timestamps as tokens,
because we only want to model the activity of an interval (details in sec. 8.2.2 on
page 159). Therefore, it is sufficient to restrict the set of types to the Cartesian product
of the set with the only value  and the set of durations, D.
Definition 8.10 A FTVN is a four-tuple (N,Σ, C, delay) where (N,Σ, C) is an abstract
FTVN VN. Additionally we have
1. delay : (T × P)→ D is the delay for each outgoing arc of t ∈ T, i.e. dom(delay) =
{(t, p) | t ∈ T, p ∈ t•}.
2. Σ = {{} ×D}, i.e. all tokens are pairs of the anonymous value, , and a fuzzy
time value, d.
The set of all FTVN is denoted with T .T
For the semantics of a FTVN (N,Σ, C, delay) we need the usual markings, M ∈
M(W). For defining the enabling conditions of a transition we need an untimed mark-
ing, which is the projection of M to the token value to without last component, the
fuzzy timestamp d. We have to preserve the multiplicity, hence we have to sum up
the number of all tokens in each place to calculate the new multiplicity of the untimed
marking.
Definition 8.11 (Untimed Marking) Let M ∈M(W) be a timed marking. The untimed
marking Mu of M is defined as the formal sum of all untimed elements of M:
Mu
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Mu = ∑
m∈M
{prFTVN(m)} (8.11)
where prFTVN is the projection of a timed element of M to an untimed element prFTVN
prFTVN : ((P× ({} ×D))×N) → ((P× {})×N) (8.12)
((p, (, d), n) → ((p,), n) for some p ∈ P, d ∈ D, n ∈ N (8.13)
Remarks:
1. We need the formal sum to get the number of all tokens in each place p, inde-
pendent of the fuzzy timestamps of the tokens.
2. Let m = ((p,, d), n) ∈ M, then the expression {prFTVN(m)} is a multi-set
with element (p,) occurring n times.
We give now details of the functions defined by F. Thus, we will define when a
transition is enabled and occurs, and also define how timestamps, the tokens’ value,
are calculated. This is worked out in the next definitions.
Transition t or situation s is quasi-enabled, if there are enough tokens available in
•t, independent of their timestamps.
Definition 8.12 (quasi-enabled) A situation s = (t, wi, wo) ∈ S is quasi-enabled at a quasi-enabledparticular marking M if
wui ⊆ms Mu. (8.14)
In FTVN, we establish a “first come, possibly first serve” fire policy, such that earlier
enabled situations are preferred. The enabling time depends on the latest arrival of
the token that quasi-enables the situation: this is the earliest time, at which the situ-
ation is enabled. For the occurrence time, we determine the earliest enabling time of
all quasi-enabling situations of a transition. The intersection of the earliest enabling
time of all quasi-enabled situations and the enabling time of a particular situation s
becomes then the occurrence time of s.
Firstly, we define operator latest determines latest-arrival/lowest-possibility distri-
bution, similar to extended maximum (B.39) of intervals, but the height is restricted
to the minimal height of all fuzzy sets.
Definition 8.13 (latest) Let d1, d2 ∈ D be fuzzy durations, h the minimum of the
height of d1 and d2, i.e. h = min(height(d1), height(d2)). Let m be the extended max-
imum of d1 and d2 (see eq. (B.39)) with membership function µm(τ). Operator latest latestapplied to d1 and d2 is defined by its membership function µlatest(τ) as:
µlatest(τ) =
{
h µm(τ) > h
µm(τ) otherwise
(8.15)
For more than two arguments, latest can applied recursively:
latest(d1, d2, . . . , dn) = latest(d1, latest(d2, . . . latest(dn−1, dn))) (8.16)
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Remarks:
Murata and Zhou do not present a formal definition of latest. An algorithm for latest
is presented by Zhou and Murata (1999), however, the algorithm is not usable for
general fuzzy sets, but requiring all involved fuzzy sets having a trapezoidal shape
only.
With the definition of operator latest we can now define how to calculate the fuzzy
enabling time of a situation.
Definition 8.14 (Fuzzy Enabling Time) The fuzzy enabling time es(τ) of a situation,fuzzy enabling
time
s = (t, wi, wo) ∈ S, is the possibility distribution of the latest arrival time among the
arrival time of all tokens in wi. If wi has n tokens with timestamps di(τ), i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
we have
es = latest(d1, . . . , dn) (8.17)
Remarks:
The enabling time is defined for each quasi-enabled situation s. If there are several
quasi-enabled situations for the same transition t, these situations have in general
different enabling times.
The firing of a transition selects one enabled situation s and calculates its occurrence
time. If we have several enabled situations, we prefer the earliest arrival time with
highest possibility. Therefore, we determine the intersection between the enabling
time of s and the earliest enabling time of all enabled situations including s.
Definition 8.15 (Fuzzy Occurrence Time) The fuzzy occurrence time os(τ) of a situa-fuzzy
occurrence
time
tion, s = (t, wi, wo) ∈ S, is the possibility distribution of the time at which the situa-
tion s occurs (i.e. fires). Let there be m quasi-enabled situations of t (including s) with
fuzzy enabling times ek(τ), k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let ks (1 ≤ ks ≤ m) be the index of s in
{1, . . . , m} . Then the fuzzy occurrence time of situation s = (t, wi, wo) with enabling
time es(τ) is defined by
os(τ) = min{es(τ), earliestk∈{1,...,m}{ek(τ)}} (8.18)
Remarks:
1. Operator earliest determines the earliest-arrival/highest-possibility distribu-
tion and is the extended minimum (B.38) on intervals. Murata seems not to be
sure about that, in his earlier publications (Murata, 1996; Murata et al., 1999)
he defined earliest as the extended minimum, in a later publication (Zhou and
Murata, 1999) earliest is described to be only similar to the extended minimum
but without giving reasons for not being the extended minimum. As for oper-
ator latest, no formal definition is presented for earliest, except for an algorithm
in the last publication. However, this algorithm is not usable for general fuzzy
sets, but requiring all involved fuzzy sets having a trapezoidal shape.
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2. The intersection of es and the earliest enabling time results in applying the
min-operator.
3. If the earliest enabling time and the enabling time of situation s have a disjoint
support, then s cannot occur, because its occurrence time is os = d⊥, i.e. the
support of os is empty. Otherwise, s is enabled and the support of os is not
empty. However, if height(os) < 1, then their is no occurrence time for s, which
is possible.
Before calculating the new fuzzy timestamp of the occurring situation, we need the
relative fuzzy delay of the outgoing arc.
Definition 8.16 (Fuzzy Delay) The fuzzy delay delay(t, p) is the fuzzy time function
fuzzy delayassociated with an arc (t, p) ∈ A, defining how long the token needs to arrive in p
after firing from t.
Now all elements needed for calculating the timestamp are available. If situation s
occurs, we add to its occurrence time the fuzzy delay of the corresponding arcs.
Definition 8.17 (Fuzzy Timestamp) The fuzzy timestamp πtp(τ) of a token produced fuzzy
timestamp
in situation st = (t, wi, wo) is the possibility distribution of the time at which the token
arrives in place p ∈ t• and is given by
πtp(τ) = ot(τ)⊕ delay(t, p)(τ)
=
{
supτ=τ1+τ2 min{ot(τ1), delay(t, p)(τ2)} if ∃τ1, τ2 : τ = τ1 + τ2
0 otherwise
(8.19)
Remarks:
Eq. (8.19) is the unfolded version of the fuzzy addition (see (B.34)).
The firing in a FTVN removes and add tokens as usual, however, we do not define
here, what to do if conflicts of enabled situations arise.
Definition 8.18 (Firing) If a situation s1 = (t1, wi, wo) occurs at marking M1, the re-
sulting marking M2 is
M2 = (M1 −wi) + wo (8.20)
Finally, we can present a FTVN system, i.e. a FTVN net together with its dynamic
semantics.
Definition 8.19 A FTVN system is a six-tuple (N,Σ, C, delay, F, M0) where FTVN system
1. (N,Σ, C, delay) is a FTVN,
2. F is the firing function as defined above,
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3. M0 is the initial marking.
If we have conflicts between quasi-enabled transitions, the timing information might
resolve such conflicts if the enabling times are totally ordered. If the times are only
partially ordered, i.e. the fuzzy times are overlapping, then the timing information
does not resolve the conflict. In the literature, we found different approaches to deal
with this situation:
1. Murata (1996) and Murata et al. (1999) consider all possible(!) firing sequences
to determine the resulting timestamp at the final place. If there is a conflict, at
least two subsequences exists, in which the timestamps (may) have different
possibilities. The timestamps of each token in each place in all sequences are
joined (i.e. ∪ is applied to them) resulting in the overall possibility distribution
for the token’s arrival time. In particular, this means that fuzzy timed Petri nets
are not timed Petri nets in the usual sense, because the timing information is not
used for resolving conflicts by priorities introduced by timing. To cite Murata
(1996): “fuzzy timing makes partial orders not totally ordered, but adds some
information on degrees of possibilities of event occurrence times”.
2. Zhou and Murata (1999) define a new fuzzy measure, Ψ, as alternative to the
well-known measures Π and N (see sec. B.1.6 on page 287), to define the order
of firings for fuzzy timed occurrence times. Fuzzy measure Ψ makes partial
orders totally ordered by applying a defuzzification method to the possibility
distributions. But this reduces the set of possible time points to exactly one,
which is not an appropriate interpretation of possibility distributions modeling
vague concepts, such as a “short delay”, which are used widely in Vitruv.
3. In a recent approach, Zhou et al. (2000) select a random realization of possibility
distributions. This is used to simulate the timing behavior of the fuzzy-timing
net.
The first approach is only feasible for small nets, in particular those where the occur-
rence graph is finite. The second approach is interesting, however, the reduction of
a possibility distribution to a single value results in a deterministic timing, neglect-
ing other possible occurrence sequences. Independent from the third approach, Marc
Störzel and the present author (Störzel and Alfert, 2002) developed a simulation in-
terpreting possibility distributions as scaled probability distributions (see sec. 12.1 on
page 255), extending the simulation engine developed in Marc Stözel’s diploma the-
sis (Störzel, 2001). Both approaches, from Zhou et al. (2000) and our, use possibility
distributions as source for random variates and include explicitly possible timings in
simulation runs.
In the following, we apply the simulation point of view, i.e. possibility distributions
describe possible realizations of values, which can be analyzed by simulation runs.
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8.2.2. Translating Interval Relationships of VitruvL to FTVN
With FTVN we can model static temporal relationships between intervals of VitruvL.
In this section, we discuss the translation of the respective parts of VitruvL specifi-
cations to FTVNs. As in VitruvI, we do not model events, selectors and loops, their
dynamic behavior is discussed later in sec. 8.4 on page 168. The composition of both,
static and dynamic behavior is presented in sec. 8.6 on page 183. Therefore, it is suffi-
cient to focus here on static temporal relationships only.
Since the structural facilities of VitruvL are not supported by FTVN and we do not
model the event-based features of VitruvL, we can use the linearized specifications
found in VitruvI. These linearized specifications have several advantages for the trans-
lation of interval relationships into a FTVN:
• the set of effective interval relations for each object is defined during the lin-
earization of the VitruvL specification, we do not have to deal with the rules for
nil-objects again (cf sec. 5.3.1 on page 64).
• if we need additional relations between intervals not explicitly given in the
VitruvL specification, they can be inferred by the constraint solving algorithm
on the basis of VitruvI.
• blocks define the maximal set of connected intervals without dynamic elements
and thereby define the set of intervals in each FTVN.
The translation is driven by the block and scene structure, as defined for VitruvI. For
each block exists a separate net. These nets are constructed independently, because no
interval relations exists between intervals inside different blocks. However, any block
in a scene can only be active, if the scene is active. Because of that, relationships exist
between blocks inside a scene, they are discussed later in sec. 8.5.2 on page 181.
We identify for each interval, i, a transition, ti, and a place, pi, where pi ∈ ti•. The
delay, delay(ti, pi), of the arc between ti and pi corresponds to duration of interval i.
Consequently, activation of interval i is related to firing of transition ti and producing
a new token in pi.
Interval relations between two intervals can be modeled as FTVN as shown in
fig. 8.3 on the next page. In this figure, we show all 13 of Allen’s interval relations,
compare fig. 3.1 on page 31. We denote the delay of an arc as arc inscription @Da,
where a corresponds to an interval (with transition ta and place pa), and Da is the
interval’s duration, i.e. Da = delay(ta, pa). The notation is adopted from Jensen (1997).
To obtain a connected net, it is sometimes necessary to introduce filler intervals be-
tween intervals a and b, e.g. if a before b, then there exists by definition a non-empty
interval i, meeting b and met by a (this is possible because we work in T = R+0 ). These
filler intervals are denoted with i and j and have durations Di and Dj, respectively.
For easier comprehension, transitions, only needed for synchronization purposes be-
tween intervals, are drawn as black rectangles. Arcs starting at these transitions do
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a equals b
a before b
a starts b
a finishes b
a during b
a overlaps b
a meets b
a b
@Da @Db
a
b
@Da
@Db
a i b
@Da @Db@Di
a
b
Da < Db
@Da
@Db
a
b
@Da
@Db
Da < Db
i
b
@Di
@Db
j @Dja @Da Db = Di + Da + Dj
j
b
@Dj
@Db
a
i
@Da
@Di
Di + Db = Da + Dj
Da > Di
b metBy a 
b after a
b startedBy a
b finishedBy a
b contains a
b overlappedBy a
Figure 8.3.: Allen’s Relations as Fuzzy Timing Vitruvian Nets. The black transitions
fire without any time delay, all others have a fuzzy time delay.
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not have delay inscriptions, because their delays have always a zero length: synchro-
nization transitions fire without consuming time.
In fig. 8.4 on the next page we present the FTVN for class Example (first shown in
spec. 5.2 on page 65), applying the FTVN representations of interval relations shown
before in fig. 8.3 on the preceding page. We have four parallel paths in the net, ac-
cording to the specification:
1. path alpha to omega of class Example,
2. path house1 to omega,
3. path transition to omega and
4. path house2 to omega,
The last three paths are overlapping each other, thus we need to introduce additional
anonymous intervals for the path synchronization. The intervals are called i, j, k, l, m,
and n, and are introduced by compound relations and some of the basic relations. We
omit the fuzzy delays for reasons of simplicity, because it is clear that they occur on
the post-set arcs of each transition representing an interval.
Additionally, we omit the sub-intervals alpha and omega, which by definition exist
for each interval. However, for demonstration purposes, we show them for interval
house2, they appear together with house2 in the dashed box. If no explicit relations
between alpha, omega and the remaining intervals exist, – which is the case here ex-
cept for alpha and omega of class Example – then sub-intervals alpha and omega can
be omitted, because they do not change the overall behavior of the net.
Remarks:
We should note that we observe the same important properties of FTVN as Little
and Ghafoor (1990) did for their OCPN nets, provided the net topology follows
Allen’s interval relations:
1. Apparently, the net is acyclic, because Allen’s relations do not allow cyclic
dependencies.
2. The net is also k-safe, which means that each marking has a at most k tokens
at each place (Baumgarten, 1996, p. 131). This is because no place p has a pre-
set of more than one transition, i.e. ∀p ∈ P : | • p| ≤ 1 and only one token is
moved for each arc. Hence at most one transition puts a token into a place. For
an initial marking with at most one token in each place, the net is 1-safe.
3. Because no cycle exists, after each initial marking M0 exists a marking M ∈
[M0〉, such that all transitions are dead, i.e. they cannot fire again. This mark-
ing M has only one token in the leaf place (cf. def B.34 on page 291). However,
there is no deadlock: if we introduce a cycle from the leaf place to the root
place which exactly one transition, the net is life: the final marking M1 enables
t, resulting in a token in the root place.
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class Example
exports house1 , house2 ;
l e t
house1 : v ideo ;
house2 : v ideo ;
t r a n s i t i o n : sound ;
body
alpha s t a r t s house1 ;
house1 over laps s l i g h t l y t r a n s i t i o n ;
t r a n s i t i o n over laps s l i g h t l y house2 ;
house2 meets omega ;
end ;
end ;
j
alpha
house1
i transition
k
l
omega
house2
m
alpha n omega
Figure 8.4.: The body of class Example as FTVN
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8.3. Vitruvian Nets with Fuzzy Markings
Intervals and their relations are one important part of VitruvL. Another one deals with
events and reactions to them. Event values are fuzzy sets, in selectors and loops we
have expressions with these values selecting between different paths. Evaluation of
fuzzy logic expressions is subject to Petri nets with fuzzy markings (also called fuzzy
Petri nets), which we use to model the evaluation of event values in selectors and
loops.
Fuzzy Petri nets have their origin in the works of Looney (1988) and are used for
knowledge modeling and processing. They are generalized variants of elementary
nets, in particular condition/events-nets, where Boolean valued tokens are replaced
by tokens representing fuzzy values (Fay and Schnieder, 1999). The cited approaches
use only fuzzy truth values and apply the net dynamics to maintain continuously
truth values in rule based knowledge management systems.
In contrast to the literature, we use fuzzy Petri nets to non-continuously evaluate
fuzzy logic expressions in a fuzzy rule based system, i.e. we evaluate these expres-
sions only at particular, discrete time-points. First, we present an example how to
model a selector, after that we give the formal definition.
8.3.1. Translating Selections in VitruvL to Fuzzy Vitruvian Nets
We use Fuzzy Vitruvian Nets (FVN) to model the selection process in selectors and
loops. After an event occurs, we have to decide which path in selectors and loops
control will take depending on the event’s value. This decision process can easily be
modeled with a FVN.
In fig. 8.5 on the next page we show an example for a selection between two alter-
natives. The corresponding code fragment above the net shows a selector, s, with two
branches. The first is chosen, if the event value is compatible to f1, the second branch
if the event value is compatible to f2.
The FVN represents the selection process, therefore neither the event nor the bodies
of the branches are of interest here. The event value is realized as token in place root;
the token value is the value of the event. The comparison between event value and
the two constants f1 and f2 is done in the two compat-transitions, therefore we copy
the token in place root to the pre-set of both compat-transitions. The gen-transitions
produce new tokens with fuzzy set values f1 and f2, resp., required for the tests of
compatibility. The gen-transitions have no pre-set, therefore they can fire until the
maximum capacity of their post-set is reached. We restrict all places in the FVN to a
capacity of 1 to ensure a sequential and stepwise firing process.
The tests for compatibility of event value v and constant value f in the compat-
transitions result in fuzzy truth values denoting the degree of compatibility, which
is computed by function simil (defined in eq. (B.49)). Constant f is the pattern value
to be matched by event value v, i.e. we apply simil(v, f). To encode which the tests
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s selects ( . . ) with rules
on f 1 do . . . end ;
on f 2 do . . . end ;
end ;
root
f1
p2
t2
gen
t4
(1,x1)
p6
p1
p8
leave
p4
t1
compat
f2
p3
t3
gen
(2,x2)
compat
copy
p5
p7
t5
switch t6
Figure 8.5.: Comparison of a value with two alternatives.
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yields which result value, we enumerate the tests. The token produced by the compat-
transitions is pair of the ordinal number of the test and the comparison result: (1, x1)
and (2, x2), for the comparison with f1 and f2, resp., where x1 and x2 hold the respec-
tive degrees of compatibility.
The decision of the highest compatibility is carried out by transition switch, result-
ing in a token with a natural number value in place leave. In this example, the possible
value in leave is either 1, 2 or 0, depending whether the value of the initial token in
root, i.e. the event value, is compatible to f1, f2 or neither.
The construction used in fig. 8.5 on the facing page can easily be extended to more
than two alternatives, because we have only to add further tests of compatibility to-
gether with their generators of the test values, additional copies of the token in place
root, and connections between the result of the tests and transition switch.
The construction can also be reduced to check the termination condition of a loop.
We have only to remove one of the two tests, together with its test value generator
and its copy transition of the token in place root. We have then only one path from
root to leave and hence only one condition to be checked.
8.3.2. Formal Definition
Fuzzy Vitruvian Nets (FVN), constructed as shown in fig. 8.5 on the preceding page,
extend abstract Vitruvian Nets by constraining Σ and introducing new components.
Each FVN models the decision procedure of one event, therefore all fuzzy sets in a
FVN have the same universe X of the event value. Transitions can be partitioned into
four groups: copying tokens; generating new tokens used as constant values in the
comparison; test for compatibility; and finally selecting which of the tests was most
successful. We can assign a symbol to each transition, denoting the partition to which
it belongs. Additionally, we need the constant values generated by gen-transitions
and a mapping between transition and value.
Definition 8.20 (FVN) A FVN is a seven-tuple (N,Σ, C, X, Sym, f , g) where
FVN
1. (N,Σ, C) is an abstract VN,
2. X is a universe for fuzzy sets,
3. Σ = {F(X), [0, 1],N,N× [0, 1]}
4. Sym is a set of function symbols, Sym = {copy, gen, compat, switch},
5. f = T → S assigns a function symbol to each transition,
6. g : T′ → F(X), where T′ = {t | t ∈ T ∧ f (t) = gen}, assigns a constant fuzzy set
to transitions with function symbol gen,
7. the arc relation A of N is acyclic,
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8. the capacity of each place p ∈ P is 1.
The coloring of places depends on the assigned function symbols of the associated
transitions, as shown in table 8.1. Function symbol gen denotes generator transitions,
which have no pre-set.
f (t) C(p), p ∈ •t C(p), p ∈ t•
copy F(X) F(X)
gen F(X)
compat F(X) N× [0, 1]
switch N× [0, 1] N
Table 8.1.: Token colors and transition function symbols
The set of all FVN is denoted with F .F
Remarks:
1. Fuzzy Vitruvian Nets are rather restricted, because we need them only for
modeling the path selection in selectors and the termination condition for
loops. In particular, it is impossible to evaluate general fuzzy logic expres-
sions, however it is simple to extend the FVN definition for modifiers, union
and intersection, etc., together with a suitable firing function.
2. X is a generic parameter resulting in F(X) ∈ Σ, all other elements of Σ are
independent of the type of event value.
3. g is the mapping between generator transitions and their respective fuzzy set,
produced by the transitions.
4. In fig. 8.5 on page 164 we have seen, that the net is acyclic, we enforce it here
in the definition.
Now we define the dynamic semantics of FVN, i.e. the interpretation of the function
symbols, the firing function F, and the enabling of transitions.
In switch transitions, we decide which of the compatibility tests has the highest
degree of compatibility. For this decision, we define function m. If all parameters have
a compatibility degree of 0, m returns 0. If we have only one parameter, we apply a
threshold value as minimal required degree of compatibility.
Definition 8.21 Partial function m : (N+× [0, 1])n → N, n ≥ 1, is defined as follows for
n > 1:
m((l1, x1), . . . , (ln, xn)) =
{
0 if 0 = max{x1, . . . , xn}
lk if xk = max{x1, . . . , xn}, 1 < k < n
(8.21)
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If several maxima exist, a nondeterministic choice is made between them. If we have
only one parameter (l, x), we apply threshold t = 0.5 as a measure of a required
minimal compatibility:
m(l, x) =
{
0 if x < t
l otherwise
(8.22)
For parameters (lk, xk), we demand that all lk are positive and pairwise not equal.
A situation, s = (t, wi, wo) ∈ S, is enabled if enough tokens in the pre-set of t are
available and the capacity constraint for the post-set of t is satisfied: transition t is
only allowed to fire if its post-set, t•, is empty.
Definition 8.22 (Enabling) Let (N,Σ, C, X, Sym, f , g) be a FVN. Transition t ∈ T is
enabled in situation (t, wi, wo) ∈ S and marking M if enabled
wi ⊆ms M (8.23)
∀p ∈ t• : |M(p)| = 0. (8.24)
The firing behavior of a transition in a FVN depends on its assigned function sym-
bol: either copying tokens, generating tokens, comparing tokens or switching. There-
fore, we can define explicitly the firing function for transitions as function expres-
sions, depending on the function symbol, i.e. we can define how to calculate wo for
transition t and for wi such that F(t)(wi) = wo.
Definition 8.23 (Firing Function) The firing function, F, of FVN (N,Σ, C, X, Sym, f , g)
for transition t depends on the function symbol f (t). Let {pi1, . . . , pik} = •t and
{po1, . . . , pol} = t• be ordered in some arbitrary, but fixed way. Let v, vi ∈ C(p) where
p ∈ nb(t). The firing function, F, is defined for each transition t as
F(t) =

{(pi1, v)}ms → {(po1, v), . . . , (pol , v)}ms if f (t) = copy
∅ → {(po1, g(t)), . . . , (pol , g(t))}ms if f (t) = gen
{(pi1, v1), (pi2, v2)}ms → {(po1, (k, simil(v1, v2)))}ms if f (t) = compat
{(pi1, v1), . . . , (pik, vk)}ms → {(po1, m(v1, . . . , vk))}ms if f (t) = switch
(8.25)
where simil is the similarity measure for fuzzy sets (cf. (B.49)).
Remarks:
1. Copy transitions copy the token in the pre-set to all places in the post-set.
2. Each generator transition, t, has no pre-set, but put its defined token value,
g(t), into all places of its post-set.
3. Comparison transitions apply function simil as measure for the degree of com-
patibility between v1 and v2, where v2 is the reference value. Value k ∈ N+ is
a constant for each transition, and is used to differentiate comparison transi-
tions, if their post-set is in the pre-set of the same switch transition.
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4. Switch transitions apply function m, hence token values of the pre-set are pairs
vi = (li, xi) ∈ N× [0, 1]. Function m requires that all li are pairwise not equal.
Example 8.2 Firing function, F, for the net in fig. 8.5 on page 164 is:
F ={t1 →{{(p1, v1)} → {(p4, v1), (p5, v1)}}
t2 →{∅ → {(p4, f1)}}
t3 →{∅ → {(p5, f2)}}
t4 →{{(p4, v4), (p2, v2)} → {(p6, (1, simil(v2, v4)))}}
t5 →{{(p5, v5), (p3, v3)} → {(p7, (2, simil(v3, v5)))}}
t6 →{(p6, v6), (p7, v7)} → {(p8, m(v6, v7))}}
}
As usual, a FVN system combines a net together with the firing function and an
initial marking.
Definition 8.24 (FVN System) The nine-tuple (N,Σ, C, X, Sym, f , g, F, M0) is a FVNFVN system system where
1. (N,Σ, C, X, Sym, f , g) is a FVN,
2. F is the firing function as defined above,
3. M0 is the initial marking.
8.4. Nets for Events, Selectors and Loops
To translate a complete VitruvL specification, we combine FTVNs for blocks and FVNs
for decisions in a more general net class, the basic Vitruvian Net (sec. 8.4.1 on the next
page). With them we can model events, selectors and loops.
Selectors and loops are the glue between blocks of a scene. Both depend on events.
If an event occurs, its value is fed into a decision procedure either for a selector, choos-
ing an alternative path, or for a loop, deciding about the loop’s termination. The de-
cision procedures are modeled by FVNs. We will discuss how to combine FTVNs
for blocks and FVNs for decision procedures with events for selectors and loops, re-
spectively. Our strategy is to use particular net structures for events (sec. 8.4.2 on
page 172), selectors (sec. 8.4.3 on page 174) and loops (sec. 8.4.4 on page 176), re-
spectively. Because these net structures are never used alone, we call these structures
subnets. They take part in larger nets.
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8.4.1. Basic Vitruvian Nets
Modeling events, selectors and loops requires combining both, FTVN, for modeling
bodies, and FVN, for decision procedures selecting between different bodies. There-
fore, our new net class shares characteristics of both, FTVN and FVN, and thereby of
abstract Vitruvian Nets. But we need some more properties.
The main characteristics of events are that they generate random values at a ran-
dom time, modeling the user’s choice. In a Petri net, we can model this by transitions
producing tokens with random values and random delays. In particular, the delays
might be different each time the transitions fires.
If we have several events, they might have different universes for their values.
Hence we cannot use one set X of FVN as the single universe. Therefore, we gen-
eralize X to a family of universes (Xj) and extend the set of token types by F(X)for
each X ∈ Xj.
Modeling of selectors and loops requires complex synchronizations between tran-
sitions. Therefore, we also add as structural elements inhibitor and reset arcs (see
def. B.38 on page 292 and B.37 on page 292). Their use is shown in the particular nets
for selectors and loops in sec. 8.4.3 on page 174 and sec. 8.4.4 on page 176, respectively.
Definition 8.25 (Basic Vitruvian Net) A Basic Vitruvian Net (BVN) is a ten-tuple (N,
Basic Vitruvian
Net
(Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R) where
1. N = (T, P, A) is a Petri net,
2. (Xj)j∈J is a family of universes for j ∈ J, J = {j1, . . . , jn} is an index set, T is an
element of (Xj),
3. Σ is a set of token types (color sets) including {},N, [0, 1], D,F(Xj1),F(Xj2),
. . . ,F(Xjn) and (n-ary) product types with σ1 × . . .× σn ∈ Σ⇒ σ1, . . . , σn ∈ Σ,
4. C : P → Σ assigns to each place a type,
5. delay : T × P→ D assigns fuzzy delays to arcs from transitions to places,
6. Sym is a set of function symbols,
7. f : T→ S assigns a function symbol to transitions,
8. g : T′ → F, where T′ = {t | t ∈ T ∧ t ∈ dom( f ) ∧ f (t) = gen}, assigns a constant
fuzzy set to transitions with function symbol gen.
9. I ⊆ P× T are inhibitor arcs,
10. R ⊆ P× T are reset arcs.
The set of all BVN is denoted by B. B
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Remarks:
1. The mentioned types {},N, [0, 1], D,F(Xj1), . . . ,F(Xjn) are basic types. We
can build recursively more complex types as Cartesian products of elements
of Σ. This is needed for timed color sets, such as {} × D, which is the (only)
color set in FTVN.
2. The set of fuzzy durations, D, is included in F(Xji), because T ∈ Xj, however,
for fuzzy timing of transitions, we need D explicitly.
3. Function f is in contrast to the definition in FVN only a partial function, be-
cause not all transitions are defined in the same way as in FVN.
4. A FTVN can be expressed as a BVN, where I, R, f and g are empty sets.
5. A FVN can be expressed as a BVN, where I and R are empty sets, all delays are
zero, i.e. ∀(t, p) ∈ A : delay(t, p) = d0, and f is a total function (T = dom( f )).
The markings of a BVN are more complex than in FTVN, because the color sets are
more complex. Therefore we refine both, timed and untimed markings. In contrast
to FTVN, we do not necessarily have tokens with a fuzzy duration as its value or
part of its value. A marking, where at least one token has a fuzzy duration as the last
component of its value (this is compatible to the definition in FTVN), is called a timed
marking, otherwise it is called an untimed marking.
Definition 8.26 Let M ∈ M(W) be a marking of BVN. M is a timed marking if and
timed marking only if
∃(p, v) ∈ms M : C(p) = σ×D (8.26)
otherwise M is called an untimed marking. We call σ1 a timed color set with σ1 =untimed
marking
timed color set
σ×D and σ1, σ,D ∈ Σ.
Remarks:
1. For a timed marking, we need a color set of at least one place which is a prod-
uct of at least two color sets, because the duration is a kind of attachment to
another possible token value. Token type σ ×D is the general form of such
product types of a timed marking, where σ matches any type in Σ, including
product types.
2. In a FTVN, σ is always {}, and the color set of each place is the pair {} ×D.
3. If ∀(p, v) ∈ms M : C(p) = D, then M is an untimed marking, although the
token values are durations. For timed markings, however, we require tokens
which can exist with their fuzzy timestamp stripped. This would be here not
the case, if we stripD from C(p) type, the remaining color set would be empty.
With the notion of timed color sets we can define an additional constraint for delay:
its domain contains all arcs to places, which have a timed color set as type. This pre-
serves the structure constraint of delay defined for FTVNs.
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Definition 8.27 Let B be a basic Vitruvian Net. The domain of delay contains all arcs
to places with a timed color set:
dom(delay) ⊇ {(t, p) | (t, p) ∈ A ∧ C(p) = σ× D} for some σ ∈ Σ (8.27)
For defining quasi-enabled situations, we need an untimed version of a timed
marking. Therefore, we define the untimed marking of a timed marking similar to
FTVN by dropping the last component of the token value, if the last component is a
fuzzy duration. Again, we require that the token value with the fuzzy duration has
at least two components. We generalize function prFTVN of def. 8.11 on page 154 to
deal with the more complex color sets, the remainder of the definition is taken from
def. 8.11.
Definition 8.28 Let M ∈ M(W) be a timed marking of BVN. The untimed marking,
Mu, of timed marking M is defined as the formal sum of all untimed elements of M:
Mu
Mu = ∑
m∈M
{pr(m)} (8.28)
where function pr is defined as pr
pr : ((P× Σ)×N) → ((P× Σ)×N) (8.29)
pr((p, σ), n) =
{
((p, σ′), n) if σ = σ′ ×D
((p, σ), n) otherwise
(8.30)
Remarks:
1. If C(p) is timed color set (i.e. C(p) = σ′ × D), function pr strips the fuzzy
timestamp, otherwise pr is the identity function.
2. The un-timing operator ·u is not idempotent, i.e. (Mu)u = Mu: consider mark-
ing M = {(p, (, d1, d2))}ms, where d1, d2 ∈ D. Mu = {(p, (, d1))}ms is again
a timed marking, and hence (Mu)u = {(p,)}ms.
As we have timed markings, we need the definition of quasi-enabled situations.
However, we have to refine the definition of FTVN, because we have inhibitor arcs
for further constraints of the enabling: if transition t is quasi-enabled, then all places
of inhibitor arcs of transition t need to be empty.
Definition 8.29 (quasi-enabled) Situation s = (t, wi, wo) is quasi-enabled in marking quasi-enabledM if
wui ⊆ms Mu (8.31)
∀p ∈ P : (p, t) ∈ I ⇒ M(p) = 0. (8.32)
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The firing behavior is extended by reset arcs. We will not mention them in the def-
inition of firing function F for each transition t, because connections between places
and transitions by reset arcs are clear from relation R (or equivalently from its graph-
ical representation). Thus, we present here the rule for calculating the new marking
when a transition fires, depending on both, function F and the reset arcs.
Definition 8.30 (Firing behavior) Let F be the firing function of a BVN, and s =
(t, wi, wo) a quasi-enabled situation in marking M1. If s occurs, the new marking M2
is
M2 = M3 + wo (8.33)
where
M3 = M4 − {M4(p) | p ∈ P ∧ (p, t) ∈ R}ms (8.34)
M4 = M1 −wi (8.35)
Remarks:
1. If M4 cannot calculated because wi ⊆ M1, then we cannot fire. This shall,
however, never happen, because in such a case the situation s = (t, wi, wo) is
not quasi-enabled.
2. M4 is the marking of net after wi is removed from M1. For M3, we remove all
(remaining) tokens in all places connected by a reset arc to t from M4.
The remaining definitions of the firing behavior of both, FTVN and FVN, are trans-
ferred to BVN, such that their behavior is preserved. Calculating fuzzy timestamps
and applying the firing functions for the four functions symbols in Sym are defined
for BVN in the same way as in the original nets. With these definitions we can define
basic Vitruvian Systems combining, as before, the net and its behavior.
Definition 8.31 (Basic Vitruvian System) A Basic Vitruvian System is a twelve-tuple
Basic Vitruvian
System (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, F, M0), where
1. (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R) is a BVN,
2. F is the firing function, and
3. M0 is the initial marking.
8.4.2. Event Subnets
For each event, we have to consider that during its enabling time the event may occur
multiple times. For loops it is important to have access to all occurring event values,
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for selectors we are only interested into the first value. Additionally, we need the
information whether no event occurred during the enabling time, resulting in the
TimeOut value. All these considerations can be found in the net shown in fig. 8.6 on
the following page.
We discuss different paths through the net. The occurrence of the event is modeled
by transitions t3 and e.oc, the former fires with a random delay, the latter fires a ran-
dom value of the event’s type. For simulation, appropriate probability distributions
may be attached to both transitions to describe properly the application-specific ran-
dom behavior. However, discussing which distributions are appropriate is beyond
the scope of this thesis and thus is not discussed further.
Transition e.oc has three elements in its post-set:
1. the event’s value is put in place Value;
2. one token is moved back into the enabling place p1 of e.oc allowing multiple
occurrences;
3. one token is put in a place in the pre-set of transition hasFired, indicating that
the event occurred and thus no TimeOut value will be generated.
To prevent e.oc from firing after the enabling of the event has finished, we have an
inhibitor arc from place End to transition e.oc with an hollow circle instead of the
arrow of ordinary arcs.
The enabling interval of an event is modeled by transition e.en and its following
place together with fuzzy delay Den. This is the only fuzzy timed transition in the
entire event subnet. Immediately after the enabling time of the event we have two
possible situations:
1. the event occurred, then a token is put in the post-set of transition hasFired,
enabling transition t1, adding a token into place End and additionally removing
all tokens from p2;
2. the event has not occurred, transition t2 can fire, removing tokens from p1 and
p3, and adding tokens to End and TimeOut.
Parallel to the start of the event enabling, one token is put in place Enabled to indicate
that the event is currently enabled. It is used by selectors (sec. 8.4.3 on the next page).
This net will be used later for all events, because they all share the structure and
the behavior. The net is a kind of a parameterized macro, similar to machine code
macros for certain high-level instructions found in code generators of compilers. As
an abstraction, we fold the net to a transition with pre-set Start and the post-set Value,
Enabled, End and TimeOut as indicated by the gray rectangle. This allows also easier
identification of event subnets in larger nets. The parameters of the net for events are
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Value
Start p4
End
TimeOut
p6
Enabled
p1
e.en
x@rand random()
p5 x@Den
p7
t3
p2
e.oc
p3
t2
t1
hasFired
Figure 8.6.: BVN for Events.
• the type of place Value, corresponding to the type parameter of the event decla-
ration in VitruvL,
• the enabling time, in the net denoted as @Den,
• probability distributions for both, the generated values and their occurrence
delays; they are used for simulation purposes.
If we have multiple reactions to an event, we additionally need for each output place
(i.e. Value, End, TimeOut, and Enabled) a one-to-many copy-transition, which copies
the token from the one pre-set place to its many post-set places. In such a case, a
selector or loop reacting on the event, is not connected directly with the output places
of the event, but rather with post-set places of the respective copy-transitions. With
this construction, we can easily support an unlimited (but finite) number of reactions
to the same event. However, for reasons of simplicity, we do not show these copy
transitions in the applications of event subnets in the following sections.
8.4.3. Selector Subnets
Nets for selectors apply both, an event subnet and a FVN for decisions. The bodies
of the alternative paths are Basic Vitruvian Nets, because they may contain again
selectors and loops. The selector net is shown in fig. 8.7 on the facing page and is
explained next.
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TimeOut
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bTO
Finish
t1
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tTO
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Figure 8.7.: The net for selectors.
The overall structure of a selector net is divided into a pipeline of three parts:
1. the selector’s event net, here shown only as a single white transition with in-
scription Event. The value of the event is fed into
2. the decision procedure, a FVN, shown as single white transition with inscription
D. Either its result, the number of the selected alternative, or the token in place
TimeOut triggers one of
3. the alternative bodies, shown as white transitions with inscriptions b1, bn and
bTO.
Between these different parts we need several places and transitions defining details
of synchronization and control aspects. We discuss them now, moving from left to
right.
In contrast to loops, selectors react only on the first value generated by their event.
Therefore, transition tv fires only if the event is enabled (token in place enabled) and a
value is available in place Value. After firing of tv, the value-token is fed into transition
D. Since the only token in enabled is removed, transition tv cannot fire again, until the
event is re-enabled, preventing multiple activation of selector alternatives during the
event’s enabling interval. If the enabling interval is finished, the event net puts a token
in TimeOut. We can distinguish two cases:
1. if the event has occurred, we might have some unused values in place Value and
place enabled is empty. Transition UnusedValues can fire, removing all tokens
left in Value via the reset arc between Value and UnusedValues. The reset arc is
notated with a double hollow triangle instead of the arrow of ordinary arcs.
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2. if the event has not occurred, we have no values in place Value, but the token in
enabled is still there. Now transition tTO fires activating the selector’s alternative
for the TimeOut-value.
In the FVN, denoted with transition D, the decision for selecting an alternative body
has to be made. Its result in place leave is an integer value m ∈ [0, n] if we have n alter-
native bodies. Value 1 activates the first body, 2 the second, and so on. Value 0 denotes
that the event value lacks compatibility to any test values, hence no body is activated.
The activation is controlled via the arc inscriptions indicating the corresponding val-
ues, i.e. the firing function F for transition tm with m ∈ [0, n] is
F(tm)({(leave, m)}ms) =
{
{(pm,)}ms m > 0
{(leave,)}ms m = 0
After the event is activated, either one of the n bodies is activated, depending on the
event value and the decision procedure D, or body bTO is activated by the TimeOut-
event. Finally, a token is put into Finish, indicating that the selector is finished.
For a proper application of the selector net, we have to satisfy the following condi-
tions for glueing together the various nets:
• the type of place Value, i.e. C(Value), has to be the same as of place root (C(root)):
event and decision procedure match.
• the number of different selector alternatives b1, . . . , bn has to match the number
of branches inside D, resulting in the proper interval range in place leave. This
means that the number of antecedents equals the number of consequents, taken
from the corresponding selector statement in VitruvL but excluding the TimeOut
branch.
8.4.4. Loop Subnets
Nets for loops apply both, an event subnet and a FVN for decisions. The loop body is
a Basic Vitruvian Net because it may contain events, selectors and loops. The structure
of the net is more complex than that of the selector net, because we have to deal with
multiple event values during event enabling interval, and true concurrency between
the loop body and the occurring event. The net is shown in fig. 8.8 on the next page
and explained now.
A loop net consists three different parts:
1. the loop’s event net, shown as a single white transition with inscription Event.
The value of the event is fed into
2. the decision procedure, a FVN shown as a single white transition with inscrip-
tion D. Its result, either 0 or 1 triggers execution of
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Event
D
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Figure 8.8.: The net for loops.
3. the loop body, shown as a single white transition with inscription body.
Between these parts several places and transitions exist controlling the synchroniza-
tion between them. We discuss now the structure in detail, moving from left to right.
In contrast to selectors, loops depend not only on the first event value: the loop
body remains active until the termination condition is true or the event enabling is
finished. Thus, we feed all event values (place Value) immediately into the decision
net D, i.e. place Value and D’s place root are merged. In place loopControl we collect
the results of D, i.e. loopControl and D’s place leave are also merged. In loopControl the
token values are either 0 or 1, where 0 means that the termination condition is not
met, 1 means the opposite.
The loop body can be activated immediately after the event is enabled. Therefore,
transition t1 occurs immediately after a token appears in place enabled, indicating
that the event is enabled. Transition t1 creates a token in place cycle, enabling the
loop body. Now the loop can start after firing of transition enableBody, provided no
event satisfying the termination condition has occurred in parallel, since this would
result in a token in place terminate. Any token in place terminate disables transition
enableBody because of the inhibitor between terminate and enableBody.
If the termination condition is satisfied, a token is in place terminate. After the cur-
rent activation of the loop body, i.e. after place cylce obtains a token, transition finish
fires, removing the token from cycle and creating a new one in finished. Now the loop
cannot be activated until the event is re-enabled: the loop is finished and intervals
following the loop body can be activated.
An additional final step has to be done after the event’s enabling interval is finished,
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i.e. a token is created in place End. Transition t2 fires creating a token in terminate.
This token terminates the loop even in the case that all other event values have not
satisfied the termination condition. Transition t2 creates also a token in the pre-set of
clean, which becomes enabled after finish has fired. Transition clean has reset arcs to
places loopControl and terminate, i.e. after firing of clean the net’s places are empty
except for unusedTokens and finished.
The following conditions have to be satisfied for properly glueing together the sub-
nets for the loop net:
• the type of place Value (C(Value)) has to be the same as of place root (C(root)) of
the FVN D, i.e. event and decision procedure match.
• we have only one condition in D resulting in values 0 or 1 in leave, which is the
same place as loopControl.
8.5. Nets for Scenes
Scenes are the largest constructions in VitruvL. Combining a set of blocks connected
by events, selectors and loops, scenes are also the largest nets in the dynamic seman-
tics for a VitruvL specification. We will now discuss the structure of scenes and their
connection by jumps (sec. 8.5.2 on page 181) and present an algorithm to construct the
entire net of a presentation (sec. 8.6 on page 183). Before that we introduce Vitruvian
Nets, an extension of BVN in the next section.
8.5.1. Vitruvian Nets
Scenes combine blocks, events, selectors and loops. These ingredients can be modeled
by basic Vitruvian Nets, as we have seen in the sections before. Most important now is
that scenes are simply objects and thus intervals. Intervals have a definitive start and
end point, resp., all other activities inside the scene occur between these two points.
Therefore, we can model scenes as a FTVN, as we have done for ordinary intervals,
but augmented by events, selectors and loops. That is why we need BVNs here.
Leaving the current scene, let us say s, for a new scene, s′, requires removing all
tokens from all places of s. This can easily be modeled by reset arcs, however, the
selection of all places of s is rather tedious, because we have to infer them from the
interval relations. Therefore, we introduce scenes as an explicit structural element of
Vitruvian Nets, realized as a set, Sc, of scenes and map, S, assigning to each place a
scene. Then it is easy to determine the set of places of scene s, for which reset arcs are
needed if we leave scene s.
The very first scene of presentation is defined in VitruvL as the first scene is in the
binding. The class specification does not specify which of the scenes starts the pre-
sentation. To reflect this using Vitruvian Nets, it is useful to include Sc in the set of
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color sets, Σ. A place, p, with color set Sc connected to the first transition of all scenes
can be used to trigger the start of any scene s, if the token value of p is the scene
s ∈ Sc to be started. This makes the net topology independent of the order of scenes
in the binding, because only the token value of p defines which scene is started first.
However, this place p is not a part of any scene defined in the VitruvL specification,
and therefore we cannot assign a unique scene to p, any scene may be as possible.
This violates, however, the structure of VitruvL, where anything can uniquely be as-
signed to a scene. Therefore, we introduce a distinguished element sc0 ∈ Sc, denoting
a scene which is not a regular presentation but rather an artifical scene, i.e. it has no
counterpart in the VitruvL specification. Accordingly, sc0 is the assigned scene of the
aforementioned place p, residing outside regular scenes defined in VitruvL.
Vitruvian Nets are an extension of Basic Vitruvian Nets, hence they inherit features
from Fuzzy Timed Vitruvian Nets and from Fuzzy Vitruvian Nets.
Definition 8.32 (Vitruvian Net) A Vitruvian Net (VN) extends Basic Vitruvian Nets
Vitruvian Netwith the notion of scenes and is a 13-tuple (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, Sc, S,
sc0) where
1. (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R) is a BVN,
2. Σ contains Sc,
3. Sc is a nonempty set of scene symbols, Sc ∈ Σ, and Sc is disjoint to all other
elements of Σ,
4. S : P → Sc assigns to each place a scene,
5. sc0 ∈ Sc is a distinguished element of Sc.
The set of all Vitruvian Nets is denoted by V . V
Remarks:
The type of places p ∈ P, taking values s ∈ Sc, is Sc.
The firing behavior of Vitruvian Nets is unchanged from BVN, because the intro-
duction of scenes does not alter the behavior. All definitions about situations, en-
abling and the firing behavior remain valid.
Definition 8.33 (Vitruvian System) A Vitruvian System is a 15-tuple (N, (Xj),Σ, C, Vitruvian
System
delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, sc, S, sc0, F, M0) where
1. (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, sc, S, sc0) is a Vitruvian Net,
2. F is the firing function and
3. M0 is the initial marking.
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With Vitruvian Nets and Systems we have all ingredients to model VitruvL specifi-
cations. However, we prefer nets where the number of places assigned to scene sc0 is
minimal, because these places do not belong to any scene specified in VitruvL and thus
any markings of these places model situations which cannot encoded in VitruvL ex-
plicitly. Also, it is possible that in a Vitruvian System places from different scenes are
marked simultaneously. This clearly contradicts our assumption from VitruvL that at
most one scene is active, hence only places of this particular scene shall be marked si-
multaneously. Therefore, we constrain Vitruvian Nets and Systems further, to obtain
structures and dynamic behaviors respecting the aforementioned requirements.
In a Vitruvian Net places p ∈ P with scenes S(p) = sc0 are important, because they
model the state of the presentation outside a regular scene, e.g. the presentation state
at the very beginning and the very end. Additionally, these places can be used for
modeling the connection from one scene to another, therefore we call them connector
places.
Definition 8.34 (Connector Place) Let V = (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, sc, S,
sc0) be a Vitruvian Net. Place p0 ∈ P is called connector place iffconnector
place C(p0) = Sc ∧ S(p0) = sc0. (8.36)
Modeling a VitruvL specification as a Vitruvian Net should result in a net which is as
close as possible to original specification. Hence, a minimal set of connector places is
of interest, because then the state space outside of regular scenes is then also minimal.
We call such minimal Vitruvian Nets regular Vitruvian Nets.
Definition 8.35 (Regular Vitruvian Net) Let V = (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R,
Sc, S, sc0) be a Vitruvian Net. Let P0 = {p | p ∈ P ∧ C(p) = Sc ∧ S(p) = sc0} be
the set of connector places. V is called regular iff
regular
1. |P0| = 1, i.e. we have only one connector place,
2. ∀p ∈ (P \ P0) : C(p) = Sc, i.e. only the connector place has type Sc.
3. Sc = {S(p) | p ∈ nb(x)} for all x ∈ nb(p0) and p0 ∈ P0, i.e. the set of all scenes is
exactly determined by the scenes in the neighborhood of the connector places.
The smallest regular Vitruvian Net, i.e. where all components are minimal, can be the
initial net for an iterative net construction. The following observation deals with that.
Observation 8.36 The smallest regular Vitruvian Net V0 consists only of the connec-
tor place: V0 = ((∅, {p0},∅), (T), {{},N, [0, 1], D, {sc0}}, {p0 → Sc},∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,
{sc0}, {p0 → sc0}, sc0}).
Proof. We need at least the connector place p0 to satisfy condition 1 of Def. 8.35. To
define p0 we also need sc0 ∈ Sc, Sc ∈ Σ, and the type C(p0) and scene S(p0) of p0.
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A regular Vitruvian Net is extended to a regular Vitruvian system to model the dy-
namic behavior closely to the corresponding VitruvL specification, where the regular
Vitruvian system is a constrained Vitruvian system. First, the regular Vitruvian Nets
provides a minimal set of places outside regular scenes. Second, for every marking
M in such a regular Vitruvian system, each place p with |M(p)| > 0 shall belong to
the same scene, i.e. only places of one scene are marked at any time. Additionally, we
require the initial marking, M0, placing only one token into the connector place with
a value different from sc0. This gives some regularity for marking sequence: we start
always before any regular scene and the first scene is encoded in the token value of
the connector place.
Definition 8.37 (Regular Vitruvian System) A Regular Vitruvian System is a 15-tuple
Regular
Vitruvian
System
(N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, Sc, S, sc0, F, M0) where
1. (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, Sc, S, sc0) is a regular Vitruvian Net,
2. F is the firing function and
3. M0 = {(p, sc)} with p ∈ P and sc ∈ Sc \ {sc0} is the initial marking.
4. ∀M ∈ [M0〉∃s ∈ Sc∀p ∈ P : |M(p)| > 0⇒ S(p) = s, i.e. all places in each
reachable marking from M0 are in the same scene.
Remarks:
Apparently, the smallest regular Vitruvian Net does not qualify to become a regular
Vitruvian system. This is so because Sc = {sc0} allows no marking (p, sc) with
sc ∈ Sc \ {sc0}, otherwise sc would be an element of the empty set.
8.5.2. Scenes and Leaving Them
The remaining elements of VitruvL we have to deal with are scenes and the leave for
statement to switch between scenes. The foundation for scenes are prepared in the
definition of regular Vitruvian Nets, but the details are still missing. We discuss next
the connection of two scenes, as shown in fig. 8.9 on the following page.
As discussed previously, scenes can be considered as a large interval with a defini-
tive start and end point, if we neglect jumps between scenes. All scenes of a presen-
tation have equal rights and are independent of each other. Accordingly, we can sim-
plify scenes and fold them to a transition with exactly one place in its pre- and post-
set. Each scene can be the very first or the very last scene of the entire presentation,
hence we need arcs between the connection place and the start- and end-transition of
the scene. A token in the connection place is used for deciding which scene is started.
In fig. 8.9 on the next page we apply these considerations. We have two scenes s1
and s2, denoted as transitions with dashed border, and each one is connected with
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the place ConnectionPlace via transitions startS1 and startS2, respectively. These two
arcs have arc expressions s1 and s2, i.e. their enabling situations are
(startS1, {(ConnectionPlace, s1)}ms, {(p1,)}ms)
(startS2, {(ConnectionPlace, s2)}ms, {(p3,)}ms)
Therefore, the token in place ConnectionPlace decides which of the scenes is started.
After the end of each scene, either transition endS1 or endS2 places a token in Connec-
tionPlace with value s0, denoting that we have reached a state outside of any scene.
If this token is the only marking in the entire net, the net is dead, because no transi-
tion is enabled and will ever be enabled. After the end of a scene, nothing else can
happen, because we have no means to express the order of scenes in VitruvL. The only
possibility to activate another scene is to use the leave for statement.
s1
<s1>
Connection
Place
s2
<s2>
startS1
startS2
endS1
endS2
<s0>
<s0>
p1
p3
p2
p4
Figure 8.9.: Two scenes with the connection place.
Activation of a leave for statement results in an immediate termination of the cur-
rent scene and all of its activities, and the target scene is started. With our prepa-
rations so far, it is straightforward to define the realization of leave for with regular
Vitruvian Nets. Stopping all current activities means removing all tokens from all
places, independent of whether or not the tokens have timestamps. Hence, each leave
for is realized by a transition with reset arcs to all places in the scene. Its post-set is
the place ConnectionPlace, where the transition puts a token with value si if si is the
target scene.
More formally, let t ∈ T be a leave for transition in scene sj with target scene si. We
have reset arcs from all places assigned to sj to t:
{(p, t) | p ∈ P ∧ S(p) = sj} ⊆ R
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For any marking wi of •t which enables t, we have the same result of firing function
F viz a token in ConnectionPlace with value si:
F(t)(wi) = {(ConnectionPlace, si)}
The sheer amount of reset arcs for leave for transitions makes it hard to draw them
explicitly in the graph. Since the post-set of these transitions is also always the same,
the resulting graph would be additionally cluttered. Therefore, we introduce as sym-
bol for leave for transitions a new graphical element, a triangle with the target scene
as inscription. With this notation, we have a clear interface between scenes, thus it is
now possible to split the entire net for a VitruvL specification into several subnets, one
for each scene.
It should be remarked that this approach is not as general as the introduction of hi-
erarchies in colored Petri Nets (Jensen, 1997), but nevertheless reduces the complexity
of a Vitruvian Net, because it is often sufficient to deal with each scene independently.
8.6. Composition of Scenes: Translating VitruvL
After presenting the various parts of Vitruvian Nets, we can now discuss how to
translate entire VitruvL specifications to Vitruvian Nets. The process is driven by the
hierarchical structure of scenes dividing scenes into blocks connected by events, se-
lectors and loops. We combine the subnets developed for the various bits and pieces
of VitruvL into a larger regular Vitruvian Net. The combination works on both, basic
and regular Vitruvian Nets.
The combination process follows the hierarchical structure of the VitruvL specifica-
tion, similar to linearization done for generating a VitruvI specification from its VitruvL
counterpart. In contrast to VitruvI, where we partition the VitruvL specification into a
set of independent blocks, we now have to combine these blocks to produce a Vitru-
vian Net for the entire VitruvL specification. During the linearization process, events,
loops and selectors are represented as intervals, and loop and selectors bodies as
blocks, respectively. We have to keep track which interval and which block represents
which event, loop or selector, because we need to identify the proper combinations of
subnets to generate the entire net.
With the proper combinations, i.e. with the net representation of the interval, de-
noting the event, loop or selector, and the subnet representing the interval’s internal
structure, we replace the interval by the subnet. The replacement is called expansion.
A recursively applied expansion of events, loops and selectors found in the block of
the selector or loop under consideration is called deep expansion.
In the following we define how to expand events, loops and selectors. Before that
we define some auxiliary functions and how to connect the very first block of scene
to a regular Vitruvian net.
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8.6.1. Auxiliary Functions
We need some auxiliary functions taking care of tasks required in various expansion
and connection processes.
The first auxiliary functions adds a BVN B to a (regular) Vitruvian Net V and a
specific scene s. We take the union of the components of both nets and add the places
of B to scene function SV of V. The resulting net is not connected, because it depends
on what B models: we have to do different things for events, selectors and loops. We
take care of that later on in the specific expansion functions.
Definition 8.38 Let V = (NV , (Xj)V ,ΣV , . . . , sc0) ∈ V be a Vitruvian Net, let B =
(NB, (Xk)B,ΣB, . . . , RB) ∈ B be a basic Vitruvian Net, and let s ∈ ScV be a scene of V.
The combination of both nets and scene s is defined by function add:
add
add(V, B, s) = (NV ∪NB, (Xj)V ∪(Xk)B,ΣV ∪ΣB, . . . ,
ScV , SV ∪{(p, s) | p ∈ PB}, sc0}) (8.37)
Remarks:
1. Each corresponding component existing in both nets are joined, the set of
scenes, ScV , and the distinguished scene, sc0, remain unchanged. Scene func-
tion SV is extended by the mapping of each place in B to scene s.
2. The union of the universe families requires the index sets J and K to be disjoint:
J ∩K = ∅.
3. Function add assumes that no new scene is added and thus the set Sc is not
modified by adding the BVN.
4. We take the union of firing functions FV and FB, because both nets have no
connection. Hence, no modifications of the firing functions are needed.
The replacement of an interval by its respective subnet requires that transitions,
places and arcs are removed and new arcs are introduced. Function modify takes a
Vitruvian Net and modifies the net structure.
Definition 8.39 Function modify updates the Vitruvian Net V = (N, (Xj),Σ, . . . , sc0) ∈modify V by removing some places, transitions and arcs, and by adding new arcs.
modify(V, dropP, dropT, dropA, addA) = V
′ (8.38)
where
V ′ = ((T′, P′, A′), . . . , Sc′0) (8.39)
T′ = T \ dropT (8.40)
P′ = P \ dropP (8.41)
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A′ = (A∪ addA) \ dropA (8.42)
Elements of V ′ depending on the modified T′, P′ and A′, such as f ′, g′ etc., are modi-
fied accordingly, the other elements are unmodified copies from V.
Remarks:
1. New places and transitions are not needed for function modify, because they
are introduced via subnets and are added by function add.
2. A proper use of modify requires that all new arcs only connect transitions and
places which are not deleted, i.e. addA ⊆ (T′ × P′)∪(P′ × T′).
If we have to update only one component of a n-tuplet (i.e. of some Vitruvian Net),
we adopt the functional override notation introduced earlier for the formal semantics
of VitruvI (cf. (7.8) on page 137).
Notation 8.40 We notate an update of a single component of Vitruvian Net V =
(N, . . . , sc0), e.g. Sc, leaving the remainder of V unmodified, with ⊕, if it is clear from
which component is updated:
V ′ = V ⊕ (Sc∪{s}) (8.43)
= (N, (Xj),Σ, C, delay, Sym, f , g, I, R, (Sc∪{s}), S, sc0) (8.44)
Remarks:
1. The notation is also applicable to all other net types.
2. It is possible that the application of ⊕ results in an inconsistent net. Consider a
regular Vitruvian Net, adding an element s to Sc without using s in the range
of function S at the same time violates the definition of a regular Vitruvian
Net. However, this is not considered harmful, because the application of ⊕ is
targeted to be used for more complex net modifications, the task of which is
to ensure that all required constraints are satisfied.
Sometimes, and in particular for events, we need access tokens in a place, p, with-
out knowing how many “clients” are needed. Thus, in the initial construction we can-
not provide enough copies of p in advance. Therefore we define the function addClient
adding another “client”, p′, to place p, returning the modified net. If we have only an
empty post-set of p, then addClient adds a new transition t1 as post-set of p as the
connection between p and p′, i.e. we add the respective arcs between p, t1 and p′ to
the set of arcs.
Definition 8.41 Let V = (N,Σ, C) be an abstract Vitruvian Net, p some place in V.
Function addClient adds a new place p′ to V, such that each token in p is also copied
addClient
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to p′.
addClient(V, p, p′) = V ′ (8.45)
where
if p• = ∅ : V ′ = (P, T ∪{t1}, A∪{(p, t1), (t1, p′)},Σ, C) (8.46)
where t1 is a new fresh transition, t1 /∈ T
if p• = {t1} : V ′ = (P, T, A∪{(t1, p′)},Σ, C) (8.47)
with conditions
p, p′ ∈ P (8.48)
C(p) = C(p′) (8.49)
•p′ = ∅ (8.50)
(p• = ∅)⇒ t1 /∈ T (8.51)
|p • | ≤ 1 (8.52)
The firing function F for transition t1 is defined as
F(t1){(p, v)}ms = {(p1, v) | p1 ∈ t1•}ms (8.53)
Remarks:
1. Since we only require that V is an abstract Vitruvian Net, all other Vitruvian
Net types are also allowed.
2. If p has no post-set, we introduce a new fresh transition t1. If p• is neither the
empty set nor the singleton set {t1}, it is illegal to apply addClient.
3. The place p′ needs to have the same type as the original place p.
4. The definition of F for t1 is the identity function and is independent of the
amount of places in the post-set of t1.
8.6.2. Connecting Scenes
A new scene is connected to a regular Vitruvian Net following the pattern given in
sec. 8.5.2 on page 181. In contrast to the example shown there (fig. 8.9), we consider
only one scene, s, as BVN B with places p1 and p2, being the root and leaf places of B,
respectively. We need to introduce transitions t1 and t2, which become •p1 and p2•,
resp., and connect t1 and t2 with the connection place, p0, of the regular Vitruvian
Net, V. In fig. 8.9 on page 182, transitions t1 and t2 are called startS1 and endS1, re-
spectively. Firing function F of V needs to be updated also, because we introduce new
transitions and new arcs. All these considerations are summarized in the definition
of function connectScene.
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Definition 8.42 (Connecting a Scene) Let V = (NV ,ΣV , . . . , sc0,V) be a regular Vitru-
vian Net, B = (NB,ΣB, . . . , RB) be a basic Vitruvian net representing a scene s. Let
p1, p2 ∈ PB be the (unique) root and leaf places of B, and p0 ∈ PV be the unique
connection place of V. The connection between scene s represented by B with V is de-
fined by function connectScene introducing new transitions t1 and t2, which connect connectScenep0 with p1 and p2:
connectScene(V, B, p0, s) = V ′ (8.54)
where
V ′ = ((PV ′′ , TV ′′ ∪{t1, t2}, AV ′′ ∪{(p0, t1), (t1, p1), (p2, t2), (t2, p0)}),
(Xj)V ′′ ,ΣV ′′ , . . . sc0,V ′′) (8.55)
{p1} = root(NB) (8.56)
{p2} = leaf (NB) (8.57)
V ′′ = add(V ⊕ (ScV ∪{s}), B, s) (8.58)
with conditions
p0 ∈ PV (8.59)
C(p0) = ScV (8.60)
C(p1) = C(p2) = {} (8.61)
s = ScV (8.62)
t1, t2 /∈ TV ′′ (8.63)
The enabling situations s1 and s2 for t1 and t2, resp., – and thereby the firing function
– are defined as:
s1 = (t1, {p0, s)}ms, {p1,}ms) (8.64)
s2 = (t2, {p2,)}ms, {p0, sc0,V}ms) (8.65)
Remarks:
1. Connecting a new scene s to an existent regular Vitruvian Net V is done in
two steps: first, we add the net B representing s to V after adding s to the set
of scenes of V. Second, we introduce new transitions t1 and t2 and connect
them with p0, p1 and p2.
2. We take simply the union of the firing functions for B and V, because both
nets have no connection. For the new transitions t1 and t2 we have only one
enabling situation for each transition, hence the two situations s1 and s2 also
determine their firing function.
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8.6.3. Expanding Events
When expanding an event we replace the transition denoting the enabling interval
of the event and its pre- and post-set by a event subnet, structured as presented in
sec. 8.4.2 on page 172. The replacement is carried out by function expandEvent the pa-
rameters of which are the regular Vitruvian Net with the unexpanded event, the event
subnet, the transition of the unexpanded event and the two places of the event sub-
net denoting start and end of the event’s enabling interval. We also need the current
scene to add the subnet properly to the regular Vitruvian Net.
Definition 8.43 Let V = (NV , (Xj)V , . . . , sc0,V) be a regular Vitruvian Net and B =
(NB,ΣB, . . . , RB) a basic Vitruvian net which is an event subnet. Let e be a transition
in V denoting an unexpanded event. Replacing the unexpanded event e by event
subnet B, where Start and End are the named places in B, is defined with function
expandEvent:
expandEvent
expandEvent(V, B, e, Start, End, sc) = modify(V ′, dropP, dropT, dropA, addA) (8.66)
where
V ′ = add(V, B, sc) (8.67)
{eS} = •e (8.68)
{eE} = e• (8.69)
dropP = {eS, eE} (8.70)
dropT = {e} (8.71)
dropA = {(t, eS) | (t, eS) ∈ AV ′ } ∪{(eE, t) | (eE, t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.72)
addA = {(t, Start) | (t, eS) ∈ AV ′ } ∪{(End, t) | (eE, t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.73)
with conditions
e ∈ TV (8.74)
{Start} = root(NB) (8.75)
End ∈ leaf (NB) (8.76)
C(eS) = C(Start) (8.77)
C(eE) = C(End) (8.78)
We modify the firing function for dealing with the new arcs by replacing all occur-
rences of eS and eE by Start and End, respectively.
Remarks:
1. The expansion works in two steps: first, we add B to V. Second, we modify
the net, such that e and its pre- and post-set is removed from V and all arcs to
•e and all arcs from e• are replaced by arcs to Start and from End, respectively.
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2. Firing function F from V and B can be joined, because V and B are disjoint.
Deleting e and its neighborhood, nb(e), from V′ requires modification of the
firing function as well: the arcs to and from nb(e) are replaced by arcs to Start
and from End, hence the firing function has to reflect these changes by replac-
ing eS and eE by Start and End, resp., in all markings.
3. Access to the leaf places of E, e.g. for selectors and loops, is realized by appli-
cation of function addClient, which decouples multiple reactions to the same
event as explained on page 174. But this construction is handled during the
expansion of loops and selectors.
8.6.4. Expanding Loops
When expanding a loop, we replace the transition denoting the loop and its neighbor-
hood by a loop subnet, structured as presented in sec. 8.4.4 on page 176. The replace-
ment is carried out by function expandLoop, the parameters of which are the regular
Vitruvian Net with the unexpanded loop, the loop subnet, the transition of the un-
expanded loop, the place finished of the loop subnet, the places of event and loop
subnet, connecting the loop to its event, and the current scene.
Definition 8.44 Let V = (NV , (Xj)V , . . . , sc0,V) be a regular Vitruvian Net and B =
(NB,ΣB, . . . , RB) a basic Vitruvian net which is a loop subnet. Let l be a transition in
V denoting an unexpanded loop. Replacing the unexpanded loop l by loop subnet B,
where finished is a named place in B, is defined with function expandLoop:
expandLoop
expandLoop(V, B, l, finished, p1,V , p2,V , p3,V , p1,B, p2,B, p3,B, sc) = V ′′ (8.79)
where
V ′′ = modify(V ′, dropP, dropT, dropA, addA) (8.80)
V ′ = addClient(addClient(addClient(V1, p1,V , p1,B),
p2,V , p2,B),
p3,V , p3,B) (8.81)
V1 = add(V, B, sc) (8.82)
{lS} = •l (8.83)
{l f } = l• (8.84)
dropP = {lS, l f} (8.85)
dropT = {l} (8.86)
dropA = {(t, lS) | (t, lS) ∈ AV ′ } ∪{(l f , t) | (l f , t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.87)
addA = {(finished, t) | (l f , t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.88)
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with conditions
l ∈ TV (8.89)
C(l f ) = C(finished) (8.90)
leaf (NB) = {finished} (8.91)
root(NB) = {p1,B, p2,B, p3,B} (8.92)
PV ⊃ {p1,V , p2,V , p3,V} (8.93)
We modify the firing function for dealing with the new arcs by replacing all occur-
rences of l f by finished.
Remarks:
1. Places p1,B, p2,B, p3,B and p1,V , p2,V , p3,V are named Value, End and enabled in
fig. 8.8 on page 177 and fig. 8.6 on page 174. They are the interface between
event and loop. The nested applications of addClient in (8.81) connect these
places pairwise, such that Value, End and enabled from loop-subnet B (i.e.
p1,B, p2,B, p3,B) become a client of Value, End and enabled in V (i.e. p1,V , p2,V ,
p3,V), respectively.
2. In contrast to the event expansion we do not replace arcs to lS explicitly, be-
cause this is handled in the details of the interaction between event and loop
subnets.
8.6.5. Expanding Selectors
When expanding selectors, we replace the transition denoting the selector and its
neighborhood by a selector subnet, structured as presented in sec. 8.4.3 on page 174.
The replacement is carried out by function expandSelector, the parameter of which are
the regular Vitruvian Net with the unexpanded selector, the selector subnet, the tran-
sition of the unexpanded selector, the place Finish of the selector subnet, the places of
event and selector subnet, connecting the selector to its event, and the current scene.
Definition 8.45 Let V = (NV , (Xj)V , . . . , sc0,V) be a regular Vitruvian Net and B =
(NB,ΣB, . . . , RB) a basic Vitruvian net which is a selector subnet. Let s be a tran-
sition in V denoting an unexpanded selector. Replacing the unexpanded selector s
by selector subnet B, where Finish is a named place in B, is defined with function
expandSelector:
expandSelector
expandSelector(V, B, l, Finish, p1,V , p2,V , p3,V , p4,V , p1,B, p2,B, p3,B, p4,B, sc) = V ′′ (8.94)
where
V ′′ = modify(V ′, dropP, dropT, dropA, addA) (8.95)
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V ′ = addClient(addClient(addClient(addClient(V1, p1,V , p1,B),
p2,V , p2,B),
p3,V , p3,B),
p4,V , p4,B) (8.96)
V1 = add(V, B, sc) (8.97)
{sS} = •s (8.98)
{s f } = s• (8.99)
dropP = {sS, s f } (8.100)
dropT = {s} (8.101)
dropA = {(t, sS) | (t, sS) ∈ AV ′ } ∪{(s f , t) | (s f , t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.102)
addA = {(Finish, t) | (s f , t) ∈ AV ′ } (8.103)
with conditions
s ∈ TV (8.104)
Finish ∈ leaf (NB) (8.105)
C(l f ) = C(Finish) (8.106)
root(NB) = {p1,B, p2,B, p3,B, p4,B} (8.107)
PV ⊃ {p1,V , p2,V , p3,V , p4,V} (8.108)
We modify the firing function for dealing with the new arcs by replacing all occur-
rences of l f by Finish.
Remarks:
1. Places p1,B, p2,B, p3,B, p4,B and p1,V , p2,V , p3,V , p4,V are named Value, End, en-
abled and TimeOut, resp., in fig. 8.7 on page 175 and fig. 8.6 on page 174.
They are the interface between event and selector. The nested applications
of addClient connect these places pairwise, similar to (8.81) for the interface
between events and loops.
2. In contrast to the event expansion we do not replace arcs to sS explicitly, be-
cause this is handled in the details of the interaction between event and selec-
tor subnets.
8.6.6. Net Construction
With these preliminaries we can now outline an algorithm to derive a Vitruvian Net
V from a VitruvL-specification L. This is shown in fig. 8.10 on page 193. The basic
idea of the algorithm is for each scene to walk through the hierarchy of blocks in
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the current scene and to combine blocks by adding subnets for events, selectors and
loops. Finally, all leave for transitions are connected with place connectionPlace.
The algorithm assumes implicitly to have access to a series of mappings which can
be inferred from the translation process of VitruvL. Essentially these mappings are
parts of the augmented abstract syntax tree and the accompanying symbol table. In
particular, we need to keep track the nesting of blocks as determined in VitruvI, the
connection of blocks with events, loops and selectors as determined in VitruvL. We
also need to maintain a list, U, of unexpanded events, loops and selectors, because
this list controls the next expansion steps.
Let us now consider the steps in more detail. We start with the minimal regular
Vitruvian Net consisting only of the connection place, p0, which is our entry point.
After that we initialize each scene: we model each scene as a Vitruvian Net, which we
connect with p0. This is carried out in function connectScene. The Vitruvian Net rep-
resenting the scene is unexpanded, i.e. all events, loops and selectors are only mod-
eled as simple intervals as we have also done in VitruvI. We collect these unexpanded
events, loops and selectors in list U. The next steps carry out the deep expansion of
the scene. We do a breadth-first traversal through the block hierarchy of the scene. For
each element of list U, we generate an appropriate unexpanded subnet and replace
the simple unexpanded interval by the corresponding subnet in steps b), c) and d).
The replacement is done by functions expandEvent, expandLoop and expandSelector. Af-
ter each expansion, the corresponding unexpanded element is deleted from U. Since
the expansion works only on one level at each step, each expansion might introduce
new unexpanded events, loops and selectors, which are added to U′. If after step d)
U′ is not empty, we move all elements of U′ to U in e) and start with the next cycle of
the expansion loop working on the elements in U, thereby recursing deeply into the
scene definition.
The process terminates since each block hierarchy of a scene is finite and each ex-
pansion only adds new child-blocks, the internal structure of which is inaccessible for
their parent-blocks. Hence, the expansion of a child block cannot modify the parent-
block, which guarantees that the expansion process terminates in the leaf-blocks. Af-
ter all blocks of a scene are expanded we do the same for the next scene. Finally, after
all scenes are connected with p0 and are expanded, we model the leave for statements.
Each transition, t, representing a leave for is connected with p0, i.e. t• = {p0}, and a
reset arc from each place in the current scene to transition t is established. After that
the net is complete.
In sec. 10.4.2.3 on page 246 we show an application of this algorithm in a larger
example.
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1. Start with the minimal regular Vitruvian Net, V, consisting only of place Connection-
Place, here called p0.
2. for each scene sc do:
a) translate the block of sc into BVN B, and connect B with V:
V ← connectScene(V, B, p0, sc)
and establish the list U of unexpanded events, loops and selectors of sc, list U ′ is
empty.
b) for each unexpanded event e in U do:
i. generate the event subnet E for e (see sec. 8.4.2 on page 172) with its distin-
guished places Start and End,
ii. extend V with E, after that e is expanded and deleted from U:
V ← expandEvent(V, E, e, Start, End, sc)
c) for each unexpanded loop l in U do:
i. generate the loop subnet L for l with the distinguished places finished, Value L,
EndL and enabledL (see fig. 8.8 on page 177, there without subscript). L in-
cludes BVN B for the (unexpanded) loop body. Identify in V the distinguished
places ValueV , EndV and enabledV from the event subnet for l.
ii. extend V with L, after that l is expanded and deleted from U:
V ← expandLoop(V, L, l, finished, ValueV , EndV , enabledV
ValueL, EndL, enabledL, sc),
iii. extend list U ′ of unexpanded events, loops and selectors by the respective
elements of B.
d) for each unexpanded selector s in U do:
i. generate the selector subset S for s including BVNs Bi for the (unexpanded)
bodies of the alternatives paths. Identify in S the distinguished places finished,
ValueS, EndS, enabledS and TimeOutS (see fig. 8.7 on page 175), and in V their
counterparts from the event subnet ValueV , EndV , enabledV and TimeOutV .
ii. extend V with S, after that s is expanded and deleted from U:
V ← expandSelector(V, S, s, Finish, ValueV , EndV , enabledV , TimeOutV
ValueS, EndS, enabledS, TimeOutSsc)
iii. extend list U ′ of unexpanded events, loops and selectors by the respective
elements of Bi.
e) if there are any unexpanded events, loops or selectors in V, i.e. U ′ is not empty,
then let U be U ′, clear U′ and goto b).
3. for each leave for transition add the arc to p0 and reset arcs to all places from their scene
(see sec. 8.5.2 on page 181).
Figure 8.10.: The Algorithm for Connecting Nets
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In the previous chapters we discussed the formal models of the Vitruv approach. We
now outline how it is possible to use specification techniques based on natural lan-
guage within this approach.
9.1. Basic Considerations
After discussing VitruvL and its formal semantics in the previous chapters, we are
now able to present VitruvN, the natural language (NL) based specification language.
The purpose of VitruvN is to allow non-technical developers to understand specifi-
cations of multimedia presentations with ease, in particular without technical train-
ing. In addition, the use of NL makes it much easier for them to write specifications as
well. Since the semantics of VitruvN are defined via VitruvL, we have the same central
features in VitruvN as in VitruvL, viz:
• temporal relationships including fuzzy quantitative annotations,
• scenes and media objects for modularization,
• interactivity with events.
In our opinion defining classes and algorithms should better be left to technical devel-
opers. Therefore, classes appear in VitruvN only implicitly (see the mapping to VitruvL
in sec. 9.3 on page 207), and – compared with VitruvL– interactivity is available in a
simplified form only (see sec. 9.2.4.2 on page 205). For describing multimedia presen-
tations, however, these simplifications should mostly be sufficient.
As discussed earlier, NL as basis for a specification language requires to deal prop-
erly with the inherent problems of NL, i.e. with ambiguity, imprecision, vagueness
and incompleteness. Imprecision and vagueness are handled within the semantics of
VitruvN, i.e. in VitruvL and its formal semantics, by using fuzzy set theory for denot-
ing vague or imprecision statements. Also incompleteness of VitruvN specifications
is tackled in the formal setting, since the translation of the VitruvN specification to
VitruvL indicates missing elements and with VitruvL’s formal semantics we can reveal
whether the specification is lacking required information.
The problem of ambiguity cannot be handled via the semantics, but is linked to
language structure. Essentially, it is connected with the central design decision for
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specification language based on natural language: either we allow the free use of NL
or we restrict ourselves to a limited subset of NL. The former alternative is, in general,
more user friendly, since it does not prevent users applying any kind of NL they like.
There are no restrictions on vocabulary or grammatical structures. Concerning tool
support (see req. 4 on page 11), this approach relies on parsing techniques from lan-
guage understanding, which have their difficulties. The aforementioned approaches
from Rolland and Proix (1992) or Gervasi and Nuseibeh (2002) have applied such
techniques with some success, but they either generate only a linguistic model of the
specification or are not concerned with the complete comprehension of the specifica-
tion. If we use a limited subset of NL only, we have a different set of pros and cons.
The subset of NL can be defined by a restricted vocabulary or a restricted grammar
(or both). Apparently, it constricts the specifier’s freedom concerning the language
used. For writers it might be an error-prone process to write correctly. Using sophis-
ticated editing tools can ameliorate the latter drawback by preventing many errors
in advance. On the positive side, a restricted grammar dramatically eases construc-
tion of analyzing tools, since we can move from general rewriting systems towards
more standard compiler techniques. Concerning ambiguity, the restricted grammar
and vocabulary makes it more easy to allow only such sentence structures which
avoid ambiguous situations. This is an additional reason why we prefer the restricted
option.
Another crucial point in designing a specification language based on NL is how
to deal with the semantics of the specification language. In particular, the formal se-
mantics should preferably not be visible in the specification language, since the main
motivation to use NL is to support non-technical developers, which are not inter-
ested in formal semantics at all. However, this approach is also applied in formal lan-
guage design. For instance, most functional programming languages, although based
on lambda calculus, do not support lambda calculus in its pure form but apply so-
called “syntactic sugar” (e.g. Mitchel, 1996; Schmidt, 1994; Winskel, 1993), choosing
semantical equivalent but better human-readable formulations. In contrast to formal
language design, where it is sufficient to define the semantics for each language con-
struct explicitly, in our case we have to ensure that the intuitive semantics match the
formal semantics as close as possible. Only in this case, non-technical developers can
understand documents written in the specification language with everyday reason-
ing and without (formal) training.
For VitruvN, we assume that specifications are more often read than written, and
thereby it is important to support an easy and comfortable reading. But we also want
to make tool development possible, and thus opt for a context-free grammar of a
careful selected subset of NL, which is amenable to relative efficient parsing. To sat-
isfy both expectations, we have to provide a language style which is not too tedious to
read by offering alternative formulations of the same semantic issues, i.e. we provide
different pieces of syntactic sugar for the same semantic element.
After these basic considerations, we discuss the selected language elements in more
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detail in the next section.
9.2. Language Elements
To give VitruvN a proper background regarding multimedia presentations, we choose
storyboards as the main metaphor for the language design. Storyboards originate
from the movie industry and are a well-known means for sketching multimedia pre-
sentations (Bailey et al., 2001a; Harada et al., 1996). Often a basic screen layout is
sketched for each scene combined with annotations of the action. The storyboard
metaphor structures specifications in VitruvN, since each scene needs to be described
and each scene description has a similar structure, listing its constituents and their
temporal behavior. Therefore, the storyboard metaphor establishes important stylis-
tic and structural features of the language used.
VitruvN is based largely on concepts and structures found in the German specifi-
cation language SFMP (Specification language For Multimedia Presentations), pro-
posed in the diploma thesis of Matthias Heiduck (1999). In an earlier paper (Alfert
and Heiduck, 2002), we presented a first proposal for translating SFMP into English
and for giving SFMP a more formal basis. VitruvN, as presented in this thesis, is a
newer development of this proposal. For SFMP, Heiduck (1999) shows a context-free
grammar definition, therefore a similar grammar should be definable for VitruvN as
well. Of course, it is not guaranteed that parsing the grammar can be very efficiently
done, it may be required that we use Earley’s algorithm.
Although based on the same roots, there are some differences between SFMP and
VitruvN. Most obviously, SFMP is a German specification language, whereas VitruvN
is in English. Additionally, we restrict ourselves in VitruvN to the temporal behavior,
as found in VitruvL, and thus omit spatial specifications for layout descriptions and
the media production hints found in SFMP. These differences are of minor concern
for this thesis, since we are only interested in specifications of temporal behavior and
their support for non-technical developers. The temporal features are maintained in
both languages, SFMP and VitruvN.
In the following, we present the elements of VitruvN with the help of some exam-
ples.
9.2.1. Preliminaries
The following description of VitruvN documents assumes a simple text-only format
of the specification documents. Usually, such documents have a rich format, e.g. for
emphasizing headings etc. Under usability considerations such formatted documents
are necessary, however, for our purposes they are not required. As a consequence, any
embellishments found in VitruvN specifications have only commenting characteristics
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but do not have any formal semantics, or with other words: the embellishments are
intended for the human reader only.
Similar to ordinary programming and specification languages, VitruvN requires to
identify entities by name. Such names (or identifiers) may be several words long.
Identifiers in VitruvN are delimited by quotes and may remind the reader of strings in
programming languages. This rather unusual form, at least from a programming lan-
guage viewpoint, has the benefit that identifiers may use otherwise reserved words
without conflict, since it is always perfectly clear whether we have an identifier or
another part of the specification. This is in contrast to languages such as PL/1, where
the decision whether a token is a reserved work or an identifier is context dependent
(Waite and Goos, 1984, p. 136), e.g. in the following code snippet: IF IF THEN THEN
ELSE ELSE.
For quantitative duration measures we can apply the usual time units of hours,
minutes, seconds and milliseconds. Fragments of hours and minutes are as usual
given as 1/60 of hours and minutes and are separated by colons, whereas fragments
of seconds are given as decimal fractions and separated by a decimal point. A dura-
tion of 23 minutes, 37 seconds and 415 milliseconds is denoted as 23:37.415 minutes.
For differentiating between precise and fuzzy durations we use as heuristic the use
of fragments: a duration of 5 seconds is considered as fuzzy duration whereas 5.0
seconds are a precise duration. Derivations from this heuristic can be resolved in the
binding of the specification after a translation from VitruvN to VitruvL.
To distinguish code fragment in VitruvN from ordinary text we use angle brackets:
〈This is an VitruvN example〉, identifiers are shown with their quotes. In the following
examples we use three dots 〈. . . 〉 as abbreviation for omitted parts of the specification.
Text in italics is considered as a comment and is often found as an explanation of the
abbreviation. Both, the dots and the comments are not part of the syntax of VitruvN.
9.2.2. Presentation and Scenes
Each VitruvN document specifies one multimedia presentation, consisting of a list of
scenes, the first of which starts the presentation. Scenes are the top-level structuring
mechanism in VitruvN, and each scene has its own scope for its constituting elements.
Scenes are named with an identifier, which can be used to reference scenes, e.g. for
following links.
In example 9.1 on the facing page we show a presentation definition including one
scene. The beginning of the presentation is introduced by 〈Beginning of scene defini-
tions:〉, followed by a list of scene definitions. The presentation is closed by the single
word 〈End.〉. Each scene definition starts with 〈Description of scene〉, followed by an
identifier (here: 〈“The first scene”〉). After that, a statement about the duration of the
scene may follow. The duration can be given qualitatively (e.g. by stating it is 〈short〉
as in the example) or quantitatively. The scene definitions is finished by 〈End of the
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scene description.〉.
Specification 9.1 Scene Definitions
Beginning of scene definitions:
Description of scene “The first scene”.
It is a short scene.
. . . details about the scene
End of the scene description.
. . . additional scene descriptions may follow
End.
The details of a scene consist of a list of media and their composition. This is dis-
cussed in the next sections.
9.2.3. Media Definition
In each scene a list of media is used. The media are declared and defined in the first
part of a scene definition, assigning to Each media an identifier and a type. The list
of types is open, we only require that for each type a respective class in VitruvL ex-
ists. The five types 〈video〉, 〈audio-clip〉, 〈image〉, 〈text〉 and 〈button〉 are defined in the
prelude of VitruvL and thus are the default set of media types.
In spec. 9.2 on the next page we show the media definitions for a scene. It starts with
〈In this scene, these media are used:〉, followed by the media definitions. The list of
definitions is closed by 〈End of media definition.〉. Each media can be characterized by
an adjective, given between the article and the media type (here: loud). Additionally, a
short content description can be given, as shown for the text media. Both, this adjective
content
descriptionand the content description are intended for the human specifier only and are ignored
in the mapping to VitruvL. For defining the identifier of media, different formulation
variations can be used as shown in the example. For videos and audio-clips we can
specify additionally their duration.
Media with a temporal extension, i.e. videos and audio-clips, may have a (tem-
poral) structure. A typical example is a video with different shots or topics. In the
Altenberg Cathedral context it might be a video showing several cathedrals, where
we want to identify for each cathedral when it is shown. In VitruvN, these parts of
media are called content elements and can be specified as part of the media definition. content
elementsIn spec. 9.3 on the following page we see the definition of two content elements
of video 〈French〉. The definition of content elements is introduced by 〈In this media
the following content elements exist:〉 and is finished by 〈End of the content description〉.
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Specification 9.2 Media definition
In this scene, these media are used:
• The video, identified by “the video”. It has a duration of about 10 seconds.
• A loud audio-clip, in the following named as “loudness”.
• A detailed text about French cathedrals, identified by “cathedrals”.
. . . additional media definitions may follow
End of the media definition.
Each element definition starts with 〈An element〉. The temporal arrangement of con-
tent elements with respect to each other and the containing media can be defined in
the element composition. Here we can use the same rules as for the media composition,
element
composition
explained in the sec. 9.2.4, with the restriction that only references to the media itself
and its content elements are allowed. The element composition finishes the content
description and is introduced by 〈Element composition:〉.
Specification 9.3 Content Elements
The video with filename “French.mov”, in the following named as “French”. In
this media the following content elements exist:
An element named “Chartres”.
An element identified by “Amiens”.
. . . more elements may follow
Element composition:
The element“Chartres” starts immediately after the beginning of the video. The
element “Amiens” is 30 seconds long and follows “Chartres”.
End of the content description.
9.2.4. Media Composition
The media composition defines the temporal arrangement of the various media used
in a scene. It starts with 〈The media composition:〉 and ends after 〈End of the media
composition〉.
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9.2.4.1. Temporal Arrangement
Defining the temporal arrangement of media is based on two central concepts, inter-
vals and time points. If we address the entire media, then we use the concept of an
interval since the media has temporal extension. If we refer to the start or end of a
media, then we are talking about time points. The distinction is important, because
the relations between intervals and time points are different from relations between
time points and relations between intervals and should be reflected by the language
design.
The media composition section is the central part of VitruvN and in contrast to other
parts (cf. the media definition) it is less structured than a list of entities. Therefore, the
requirement of good readability is of particular importance here and thus we provide
a variety of sentence structures. In the following enumeration we list them with a
high-level grammar and an example. The nonterminals used in this grammar are
explained in table 9.1 on the following page, alternatives are separated by | similar to
regular expressions. With TE we identify a temporal entity, which is either a media,
a content element, or a time point of a media or of a content element. Obviously,
duration constraints are not allowed for time points, since their temporal extension is
zero.
1. TE RV|RP TE: 〈The scene starts with video “French”.〉 The relation is either given
as a verb or as a preposition.
2. RP TE TE: 〈During video element “Amiens” we hear the audio-clip “present Amiens”〉.
Between both TE we have to add an appropriate activity, here 〈we hear〉, to form
a proper sentence.
3. TE ‘and’ TE RV: 〈Video “French” and audio-clip “Bells” start together〉. Both TE are
subject of the verb. The word ‘and’ in the grammar is a literal.
4. TE DURATION ‘and’ RV|RP TE: 〈The audio-clip “Bells Intro” is short and is fol-
lowed by audio-clip “Chartres Explained”.〉 The word ‘and’ in the grammar is a
literal.
5. TE DURATION: 〈Button “Abort” is enabled for 25 seconds.〉
Beside the duration specification we can also qualify each media or content element
with a qualitative duration, e.g. 〈The scene starts with the long video “French”〉. We
present a media composition part of a scene definition applying these various gram-
matical structures in spec. 9.4 on the next page.
The relations used in the grammar relate pairs of time points, pairs of intervals, or a
time point and an interval, respectively. The relations between time points are either
〈before〉, 〈after〉 or 〈equals〉. Between a time point and an interval we have 〈before〉,
〈after〉 and 〈during〉, if we reverse interval and time point then we have instead of
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Specification 9.4 Media composition without events
The media composition:
The scene starts with video “French”. The audio-clip “Bells Intro” is short and
starts at the beginning of video “French”. The audio-clip “Bells Intro” is followed
by audio-clip “Chartres Explained”. During video element “Amiens” we hear
the audio-clip “present Amiens”. Button “Chartres Button” is active parallel to
the video element “Chartres”.
. . . more media composition descriptions may follow
End of the media composition.
nonterminal meaning
TE timed entity, i.e. an interval or time point
RV relation verb, i.e. a temporal relation as verb
RP relation preposition, i.e. a temporal relation as preposition
DURATION a duration specification, either quantitative or qualitative
Table 9.1.: Nonterminals of the grammar for temporal specifications.
〈during〉 relation 〈contains〉. If we relate a time point to the beginning or end of an
interval, we do not have a relation between an interval and a time point but rather
between two time points, since start and finish of intervals are considered a time
point.
For relations between intervals we could use the 13 well known relations defined by
Allen (1983). We made experiments with users, including an English native speaker
without a computer science education, applying a first version of VitruvN on scene
〈The Intro〉, presented later in sec. 10.2.1 on page 220. The experiments showed that
Allen’s relations do not always satisfy the semantics of everyday English. Therefore,
we chose more appropriate terms and formulations, which are sometimes quite con-
trary to Allen’s approach. They, however, meet the expectations of the users more
correctly, which is what is required here. In table 9.2 on the next page we summarize
allowed formulations together with their translation into Allen’s calculus.
Interesting is that some of the formulations look like a modified relation or a com-
bination of relations (e.g. 〈starts immediately after〉), but they are in fact linguistic vari-
ants of completely different relations in Allen’s calculus (here: met by). Another in-
teresting property is shown for 〈starts with〉, which translates to started by in Allen’s
system of relations. This is because Allen requires that the first mentioned interval
of the 〈starts〉 relation is the shorter of both intervals. Thus, 〈starts with〉 and Allen’s
starts are inverse relations, since the 〈starts with〉 implies that the second interval is
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the shorter of both intervals. Other relations, such as 〈contains〉, are in their NL vari-
ant usually indifferent whether the borders are included. Therefore, we differentiate
between 〈contains〉 and 〈contains completely〉, similar to the subset and proper subset
relations in set theory.
Natural Language Relation Relation in Allen’s Calculus
A before B A before B
A after B A after B
A meets B A meets B
A and B start together A (starts or is started by or equal) B
A and B finish together A (finishes or is finished by or equal) B
A and B overlap A (overlaps or is overlapped by) B
A starts before B A (before or overlaps) B
A starts B A meets B
A starts immediately after B A is met by B
A starts with B A is started by B
A finishes before B A before B
A finishes earlier than B A (before or overlaps or starts) B
A finishes immediately before B A meets B
A finishes B A is met by B
A during B A (starts or during or finishes) B
A within B A (starts or during or finishes) B
A completely within B A during B
A contains completely B A contains B
A contains B A (is started by or contains or is finished by) B
A overlaps B A is overlapped by B
Table 9.2.: Natural language expressions regarding intervals and their counterparts in
Allen’s calculus.
All these relations can be qualitatively modified, e.g. the relation 〈after〉 can be mod-
ified to 〈shortly after〉, where the modifier 〈shortly〉 add some detail about the distance
between both related entities.
In addition the aforementioned temporal relations we have some other relations as
well, which are not built from words of Allen’s system of relations. We call these new
relations synonyms, since they can (or better: must) be replaced by some of Allen’s synonyms
relations to define their semantics, similar to synonyms in linguistics. Therefore, syn-
onyms can be seen as macros, which are replaced by their definition when we trans-
form the VitruvN specification to VitruvL (see sec. 9.3.4.1 on page 212). The synonyms
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used in the examples are listed in table 9.3, where we also present their definition in
terms of Allen’s relations.
We call the representation of relations in VitruvN in terms of Allen’s relations as the
relations’ canonical form.
canonical form
Synonym Relation in Allen’s Calculus
A follows B A met by B
A parallel to B A equals B
A at the same time as B A equals B
A goes beyond B B (overlaps or starts) A
A extends beyond B B (overlaps or starts) A
Table 9.3.: Some synonyms for temporal relations
Similar to the relations, we can also use modified qualitative duration constraints.
This means that we not only allow single adjectives such as 〈short〉 or 〈long〉 as qual-
itative durations, but also expression such as 〈very long〉 or 〈not too long〉. Some of
these modified durations can immediately be built from the set of modifiers defined
in VitruvL (e.g. 〈very long〉 or 〈extremely short〉), while others (e.g. 〈not too long〉) do not
have this feature and thus are similar to the synonyms of interval relations: they need
an explicit translation definition. Because of this structure we use the same terms of
modifiers and synonyms for the additional duration constraints as for the relations.
In table 9.4 we show the three modified durations presented in this paragraph and
their definitions as VitruvL expressions.
Modified Duration or Synonym Duration constraint in VitruvL
very long very (DURATION.long)
extremely short extremely (DURATION.short)
not too long below (DURATION.long)
Table 9.4.: Some modified durations and synonyms
However, we do not fix the set of modifiers and the set of synonyms for relations
and durations in VitruvN for various reasons:
• Modifiers and synonyms are crucial for creating specifications, which are not
boring to read because of a limited set of allowed wordings. By not fixing the
set, it is easy to support specific dialects of developer groups.
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• The intuitive semantics of modifiers and synonyms should be clear from the
context for the human reader of the specification. Due to their macro charac-
teristics it is easy to provide a library of definitions as compound relations for
them as part of the VitruvL prelude, which can used for a (not necessarily au-
tomatic) translation from VitruvN to VitruvL. Any further details are left to an
implementation.
9.2.4.2. Interaction
We have now to discuss how to describe interactions in VitruvN, which requires to de-
scribe events and reactions to events. In contrast to VitruvL, more complex behaviors,
in particular combinations of loops and selectors, shall not be our primary concern for
VitruvN. Such behavioral descriptions are better left for technical developers. There-
fore, we do not support loops and selectors in full detail, but only in a rather simple
form.
In VitruvN we have four different types of events: button can be pressed, and for
mouses we have click, double click and rollover events. Mouse events can be used
with every media or content element, button events only with buttons. The activa-
tion of an event is then implicitly equal to the activation of respective media. For
simplicity reasons, the reaction to an event is either an 〈if〉-statement or a 〈loop〉, but
not both. This means that we do not support multiple reactions to an event, which
however are allowed in VitruvL. Any 〈if〉-statement refers to exactly one action in its
consequent part, which either follows a link to another scene or starts a media. In
spec. 9.5 we present an 〈if〉-statement which links the button 〈ChartresButton〉 to the
scene 〈Chartres Info〉 which must be defined elsewhere in the same specification. Al-
ternative formulations for the activation of scene 〈Chartres Info〉 are 〈leave for scene
. . . 〉 (as in VitruvL) and 〈replace the current scene by scene . . . 〉.
Specification 9.5 Branching to another scene
. . . declaration of “ChartresButton”
The media composition:
. . .
If button “ChartresButton” is pressed then scene “Chartres Info” is activated.
. . .
End of the media composition.
Loops have a temporal extension and are thus considered an additional media type.
Therefore, loops need to declared in the media definition section as of type 〈Loop〉
before we can use them in the media composition section. This is similar to loops
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in VitruvL (see sec. 5.5 on page 70). In spec. 9.6 we present a loop 〈L〉 depending on
button 〈b〉. This specification corresponds to spec. 5.7 on page 73: loop 〈L〉 iterates
until button 〈b〉 is pressed and plays in each iteration the audio-clip 〈a〉. After the
loop finishes, video 〈x〉 is activated. The body of the loops is introduced by 〈Loop
. . . repeats until . . . :〉 and is closed by 〈End of the loop〉. In the body of loops arbitrary
media compositions are allowed, but as in VitruvL, and for the same reason, the used
media must not be applied outside the loop body.
Specification 9.6 Loops in VitruvN
A loop named “L”.
. . . declaration of b, a, x . . .
The media composition:
The scene starts with activating button “b”. Loop “L” repeats until button “b” is
pressed:
The loop starts with audio “a”.
End of the loop.
Loop “L” is followed by video “x”.
End of the media composition.
9.2.5. Omitted Elements of VitruvL
Not every part of VitruvL specifications is expressible in VitruvN, since some of them
are either better suited for technical developers or they do not occur in a NL specifi-
cation. We will list these issues here and discuss them briefly.
• An explicit binding section is not available in VitruvN, because we are interested
in a conceptual model and not its realization. Some information in VitruvN spec-
ifications can be used for establishing a binding, when the specifications are is
translated to VitruvL. In particular, all quantitative duration constraints and each
declared and used media object occur also in the respective VitruvL binding.
• While instances of classes defined in VitruvL are available in VitruvN, e.g. for
media types, class definitions cannot be made. The required knowledge about
class hierarchies, syntactic and semantic details of inheritance, etc., prevents the
explicit use of object-orientation without training. Although possible NL state-
ments, like “X is a Y”, give a hint for applying inheritance, the intended se-
mantics of such statements, however, are too ambiguous. Typical pitfalls, such
as incompatible class hierarchies (Do unbounded stacks inherit from bounded
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stacks or the other ways round or neither?) or mixing of classes and instances,
can arise easily. Therefore, we prefer limited expressiveness of VitruvN in favor
of a unambiguous specification.
• Additional compound relations need not to be defined in VitruvN, but can sim-
ply be used. Their definitions, however, have to be provided for VitruvL, since
we need the definitions for the technical realization. But common sense should
be enough to understand what their meaning is, hence no definition in VitruvN
is required.
• New fuzzy types can not be defined in VitruvN. They are considered as too tech-
nical and thus, similar to classes, are omitted from VitruvN.
9.3. Mapping VitruvN to VitruvL
In this section we explain how to translate systematically a VitruvN specification to
VitruvL in a top-down manner, following the structure of sec. 9.2. While we do not
present an algorithm in its entirety, we provide the core features of the translation
algorithm which should provide enough information to perform the transformation
by hand. We illustrate the process by translating the examples given earlier in sec. 9.2.
Additionally, in sec. 10 on page 219 we show a larger example of a VitruvN specifica-
tion with its transformations into VitruvL and Vitruvian Nets.
The central idea of the transformation is to preserve as much structure, names, etc.
as possible from the source specification into the transformed VitruvL specification.
We do this by applying a three-level scheme for scenes and media:
1. each scene becomes a class,
2. each media 〈o〉 of type 〈m〉 defined in a scene becomes an instance of a prede-
fined media class M if media 〈o〉 does not contain any content elements. Other-
wise, we generate a class M’ of its own for media 〈o〉and instantiate class M’.
3. each content element is modeled as an instance from class Interval.
These classes are augmented by event declarations if needed. Additionally we con-
struct a rudimentary binding section indicating the media and scenes used.
This should give an impression of the path of the transformation process, we will
now investigate the details.
9.3.1. Preliminaries
Some general rules can be discussed independently of the transformation context. In
particular the handling of identifiers and duration measures are to mention.
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Whitespace is not significant for identifiers in VitruvN. This makes it easy to trans-
form these identifiers to VitruvL, since we can simply remove any whitespace to get
appropriate identifiers for VitruvL. For better readability, we can choose whether we
replace whitespace by underscores or start each new word with a capital letter: the
identifier several words long would replaced to several_words_long or to severalWord-
sLong, respectively. However, this is a matter of taste. If an identifier name clashes
with a reserved word from VitruvL or predefined identifier, e.g. from the prelude,
a completely fresh identifier should be chosen. In the following discussion we use
identifiers from VitruvN with their quotes to distinguish them unambiguously from
identifers of VitruvL specifications.
In VitruvL we do not have the notion of time units, there is only the real line as
abstraction of time. Therefore, it is required that a transformation from VitruvN to
VitruvL fixes a mapping from the various time units into the real line, i.e. into a system
with only one unit. For simplicity reasons, we propose to use seconds as unit of choice
and apply this mapping throughout all examples. However, which specific mapping
is used does not matter (at least semantically), the mapping needs only to be fixed for
each transformation process. Any further details are left to an implementation.
9.3.2. Presentations and Scenes
Each scene defined in VitruvL is mapped to a class in VitruvL which inherits the marker
class Scene (see 5.6 on page 78). All media defined in the scene become elements
of the scene class. In the binding, each scene is instantiated once. Essentially, the
scene classes and most other classes, created during this transformation, are singleton
classes.
The first scene in VitruvL is the first scene in the presentation, therefore the instance
of the respective class is also the first scene in binding section.
In spec. 9.7 on the next page we see the transformed specification of scene 〈“The
first scene”〉 (taken from spec. 9.1 on page 199). This specification comes complete
with binding, but the more interesting parts are left to later specifications, after we
introduce the remaining transformation rules.
9.3.3. Media Definitions
The media defined in a scene are transformed to elements of the respective scene
class. The type of these class elements corresponds to the media type of VitruvN: me-
dia type 〈video〉 corresponds to the predefined class Video, and so on. If we have a
duration constraint for the media (e.g. 〈a long video〉), then this constraint is trans-
formed to a duration constraint on the length of object in the body of the scene class.
Additionally we add an entry for each media in the binding making sure that an in-
stance of respective class is created. These entries in the binding may be empty, e.g.
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Specification 9.7 The first scene in VitruvL
/ / a d d i t i o n a l d e f i n i t i o n classes , compound r e l a t i o n s and fuzzy types
class TheFirstScene extends Scene
l e t
/ / some media d e f i n i t i o n s
body
th is . l eng th i s DURATION. shor t ;
/ / f u r t h e r r e l a t i o n s and c o n s t r a i n t s
end ;
end ;
/ / a d d i t i o n a l d e f i n i t i o n classes , compound r e l a t i o n s and fuzzy types
bindings
in prelude
/ / b ind ing o f the prelude
end ;
object t f s : TheFirstScene
/ / b ind ing o f the f i r s t scene
end ;
/ / b ind ing o f a d d i t i o n a l scenes
end ;
object theVideo : Interval end;. This is the case whenever we do not have any informa-
tion about the internals of the media. Nevertheless, this is sufficient for instantiating
the respective objects.
In spec. 9.8 on the next page we see the respective parts of a VitruvL specifica-
tion, based on the spec. 9.2 on page 200. The three media definitions of 〈“the video”〉,
〈“loudness”〉 and 〈“cathedrals”〉 are modeled as elements theVideo, loudness and cathe-
drals, resp., of an appropriate class. In the binding, we realize the duration constraint
(〈ca. 10 seconds〉) of 〈“the video”〉 as triangular fuzzy set with 10 as core value.
If the media contains media elements then the construction is more complicated.
The predefined media classes do not have any internal structure and thus cannot be
used to model the media with its elements. Therefore, we create a new class for the
media inheriting from the respective class of the media type. All media elements be-
come elements of the new class with type Interval, since we do not know anything
specific about the media elements. All qualitative duration constraints and tempo-
ral relationships between the elements and the media are transformed into the body
of the newly created class. Quantitative duration constraints make their way to the
binding of the respective instance of the new class.
The respective media is usually the only instance of its class, since each media is
unique, because no other media with the same structure exists. This is the reason why
we do not require any kind of equivalence tests of media structure during the trans-
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Specification 9.8 Media definitions in VitruvL
/ / in some class extending Scene
l e t
theVideo : Video ;
loudness : Audio ;
ca thedra ls : Text ;
body
. . . / / the remainder o f the s p e c i f i c a t i o n
bindings
. . .
object theVideo : Video
l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 6 , 1 0 , 1 4 ) ;
end ;
object loudness : Audio
. . .
end ;
object ca thedra ls : Text
. . .
end ;
end ;
formation, even if their outcome could result in fewer classed generated. Of course,
the assumption that no equivalent structures exist is only a heuristic, nevertheless we
are convinced that the heuristic will only seldom fail.
In spec. 9.9 on the next page we see the transformation of spec. 9.3 on page 200,
where two elements, 〈“Chartres”〉 and 〈“Amiens”〉, are defined inside video 〈“French”〉.
In VitruvL we generate the new class Video1 extending class Video and defining the
two elements Chartres and Amiens as intervals. Their temporal arrangement is found
in the body of class Video1. The quantitative duration constraint of “Amiens” is applied
in the binding of element Amiens of class instance French.
9.3.4. Media Composition
While transforming the media composition we have to address various topics, most
of them deal with the body of the class modeling the current scene. The temporal
arrangement, which is rather freely defined in VitruvN, has to be normalized to legal
VitruvL expressions. If we use events, suitable event declarations have to be made. We
discuss these issues now.
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Specification 9.9 Media definitions with elements in VitruvL
class Video1 extends Video
exports Chartres , Amiens
l e t
Chartres : I n t e r v a l ;
Amiens : I n t e r v a l
body
th is . alpha s t a r t s Chartres .
Chart res meets Amiens .
end ;
end ;
/ / in some other class
l e t
French : Video1 ;
body
. . . / / the remainder o f the s p e c i f i c a t i o n
bindings
. . .
object . . . / / b ind ing o f some class
object French : Video1
object Chartres : I n t e r v a l . . . end ;
object Amiens : I n t e r v a l
l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 2 6 , 3 0 , 3 4 ) ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
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9.3.4.1. Temporal Arrangement
The temporal arrangement defined in VitruvN applies to scenes. Therefore, the me-
dia composition maps primarily to the body of the class modeling the current scene.
The interval relationships found in VitruvN have to be transformed to their canonical
form in the strict INTERVAL RELATION INTERVAL syntax used in VitruvL. Compound
relations are not declared explicitly in VitruvN but this is required for VitruvL. For the
translation of compound relations two strategies are possible:
1. The transformation is only possible if for all compound relations used in VitruvN
a respective definition of the relation in VitruvL exists. The typical place for such
definitions is the prelude.
2. The transformation generates for each unknown compound relation an empty
definition in VitruvL. The specifier is obliged to check the generated specification
and to fill the empty definitions.
We prefer the second alternative, because it is more user friendly in our opinion. But
both alternatives can be realized in an implementation.
In spec. 9.10 on the next page we present the transformation of spec. 9.4 (see p. 202),
both specifications use the former specification of video “French” or class Video1, re-
spectively. The type of French is class Video1, defined in spec. 9.9 on the preceding
page. The relation between media “present Amiens” and element “Amiens” in VitruvN
are realized by a relation between presentAmiens and French.Amiens, the latter rep-
resenting the media element. The activity of a button means that the corresponding
event is enabled. The event is pressed, according to the former specification of buttons
in spec. 5.6 on page 71. This knowledge about buttons and their structures makes evi-
dent why the standard set of media types in VitruvN is not completely open: in general
the transformation process needs knowledge about the intended meaning of the me-
dia definitions. Consequently, adding a media type to VitruvN requires also a change
in the transformation implementation.
9.3.4.2. Interaction
For interaction purposes VitruvN allows four different kinds of events. Buttons can be
used immediately, since their event declaration is already done in the prelude. For the
three mouse events, the situation is different, since they can be used for every media.
Therefore, we apply a similar strategy as for media elements: if a mouse event is used
for an instance of a media type, then we generate a new class for the media inheriting
from the respective media type and add to this new class a mouse event. If the events
is applied to a media element, then we generate also a new class, inheriting, however,
from class Interval, which is normally used for modeling media elements.
Access to events with an 〈if〉-statement is translated to a selector, which has to be
declared in the let-block of the class definition. The selector is somewhat degenerated
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Specification 9.10 Media composition without events in VitruvL
l e t
French : Video1 ;
B e l l s I n t r o : Audio ;
Char t resBut ton : But ton ;
presentAmiens : Audio ;
Chart resExpla ined : Audio
body
th is . alpha s t a r t s French ;
B e l l s I n t r o . leng th i s DURATION. shor t ;
B e l l s I n t r o i sS ta r tedBy French ;
B e l l s I n t r o meets ChartresExpla ined ;
presentAmiens dur ing French . Amiens ;
Char t resBut ton . pressed equals French . Chartres ;
. . .
end ;
since it features only one path of control, to which we translate the consequent of
the 〈if〉-statement. Branching to another scene is realized as always in VitruvL by us-
ing leave for. This is shown in spec. 9.11 on the following page, which is the VitruvL
transformation of spec. 9.5 on page 205.
Translating loops to VitruvL is now straightforward. The loop is already declared in
VitruvN, and has to be declared in VitruvL as an element of the scene class as well. The
body of the loop enjoys the same temporal arrangement constructions as the media
composition of a scene, so there is nothing new here. The only important difference
is that all media and media elements occurring in the body of the loop in VitruvN
are required to be local elements of the loop in VitruvL. For proper VitruvN specifica-
tions this is no problem, since no relation between temporal entities inside a loop and
those outside a loop are allowed. We do not provide an example since VitruvN speci-
fication 9.6 on page 206 is built after its VitruvL counterpart in spec. 5.7 on page 73.
9.4. Assessment of VitruvN
For assessing VitruvN we carried out experiments. Our aim was to check whether
VitruvN specifications are understandable without training or detailed explanation
such that different experiment subjects come to the same interpretation of the spec-
ification. Since we want to test the simple understandability of VitruvN, we decided
that the subjects have to draw a bar chart, where each bar indicates a certain interval
and its position throughout the scene. This is very similar to the bar chart provided
in fig. 3.1 on page 31 and is an apparent and simple notation for (simple) concurrent
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Specification 9.11 Branching to another scene in VitruvL
l e t
S : Se lec to r ;
Char t resBut ton : But ton ;
body
. . .
s selects ( Char t resBut ton . pressed ) with rules
on ( isPressed ) do
l e t Char t res In fo : Scene ;
body
alpha meets leave for ( Char t res In fo ) ;
end ;
end ;
. . .
end ;
activities.
The simple bar notation restricts us to pre-orchestrated specifications, just because
branching and loops are not well suited for this notation. Using branching and loops
in the experiment would require a more difficult notation for the interpretation of the
specification. Their use increases the risk that erroneous interpretations are based on
misunderstandings of both, VitruvN and that particular notation. In such a case the
analysis of negative experiment results is also difficult, because it is unclear where
the roots of the problem are.
The experiment was undertaken by three subjects, including an English native
speaker without a computer science education. We gave the subjects a scene descrip-
tion (the intro scene from sec. 10.2.1 on page 220, in a first version of VitruvN) together
with a brief introduction of less than five minutes. Their task was to draw a bar chart
of the temporal arrangement of the scene, showing position and length of the media
and their elements. The results were promising, since all bar charts were very sim-
ilar, differences result primarily from unspecified media durations. However, some
derivations from the correct solution had other reasons: using Allen’s relation directly
does not fit to the semantics of every day English. This result was also discussed ear-
lier in sec. 9.2.4.1 on page 201. A second experiment with the same scene, but the
current version of VitruvN, did not show these derivations.
Nevertheless, the discussion after the experiments indicated some disadvantages
of VitruvN. Concerning multimedia presentations, the users missed information of
the spatial arrangement, required for building the mental image of the specified pre-
sentation. Of course, this is a disadvantage by design, since we explicitly omitted any
spatial information from Vitruv, but focus on temporal specifications only.
A second problem mentioned in the discussion was that only binary relations be-
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tween media are considered. This results sometimes in quite boring and repeating
sentence structures. A typical example is a sequence of intervals, which are described
by structures like A meets B, B meets C, C meets D etc. Another example is the parallel
start of some intervals, e.g. in A starts B. A starts C. A starts D. Here, n-ary relations
were preferred by the users, e.g. A starts B, C and D.
Concluding, we can say that the experiments have shown that the overall approach
of VitruvN looks promising.
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10. The Multimedia Cathedral
In this chapter we present as a larger example a multimedia presentation specified in
Vitruv. The example presents French Gothic cathedrals and is intended as an extension
of the Altenberg Cathedral Presentation (sec. 1.1 on page 1). We present three scenes
in detail, but make references to other scenes as well, which are required to specify
a complete application: three scenes are not enough for all the beautiful cathedrals.
Beside the ability to specify multimedia presentations with Vitruv, we show in this
example how the different models of Vitruv are related and how the models cooperate
in the transformation from the initial VitruvN specification to the formal semantics as
Vitruvian Nets.
In sec. 10.1 we sketch the scenes very briefly, followed in the next sections with
more elaborated specifications in VitruvN (sec. 10.2 on the next page), transformed to
VitruvL in sec. 10.3 on page 224 and finally in sec. 10.4 on page 238 as Vitruvian Nets.
In sec. 10.5 on page 248 we conclude the example with a summarizing discussion.
10.1. Scene Collection
In this section we describe the three scenes very briefly to guide the reader more
easily through the example. In the setting of a development process, the description
here can also be seen as a first coarse grained requirements statement, which is refined
in the next sections.
Intro Scene
The introduction scene presents a video moving from a cathedral ground plan to the
west work, through the rose window into the interior. Then the focus moves to the
colored windows and the video finishes while showing a medieval scene in one of
the windows.
During the video, we hear organ music, superimposed with bells during the west
work shot and with medieval music parallel to the medieval scene. Additionally, the
title and subtitle of the presentation is shown during the first parts of the video.
Main Menu
The main menu scene is the central scene of our presentation. Various buttons allow
to branch to different subsequent scenes and to exit the presentation.
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Various Cathedrals
This scene is well known from various examples throughout the thesis. We see some
cathedrals, including those of Chartres and Amiens, in an animation. For each cathe-
dral a button is shown, a click on the respective button leads to another scene explain-
ing that cathedral in more detail.
10.2. Specifying with VitruvN
In this section we specify with VitruvN the scenes sketched in the last section. To ease
reading the specification we have enhanced the layout of the specifications: headings
are set in boldface and for enumeration lists of media and elements we use lists with
bullets; comments within the specification use an italic font.
For each scene, we have a section of its own. The specifications found there have to
be embedded into the following torso:
Beginning of scene definitions:
Description of scene “The Intro”.
Details are in sec. 10.2.1.
Description of scene “Main Menu”.
Details are in sec. 10.2.2 on the facing page.
Description of scene “Various Cathedrals”.
Details are in sec. 10.2.3 on page 222.
Some more scenes may be specified here. In particular the scenes presenting
details of the cathedrals of Amiens, Chartres, Paris, Reims and Rouen, which
are referred in sec. 10.2.3 on page 222.
End.
10.2.1. The Intro
The introduction is a typical pre-orchestrated scene without any user interaction.
Description of scene “The Intro”.
It is a short scene.
In this scene, these media are used:
• An image identified by “the Title”.
• An image named as “Subtitle”.
• A video named as “intro”. In this media the following elements exist:
– An element named “rose windows”.
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– An element identified by “west work”.
– An element identified by “ground plan”.
– An element named “colored windows”.
– An element named “medieval scene”.
Element composition:
Element “rose windows” is shown completely during “west work” and is
about 2 seconds long. Element “west work” is overlapped a very little by
“ground plan”. Element “ground plan” starts immediately after the begin-
ning of the video. Element “colored windows” is overlapped slightly by
“medieval scene” and is met by “west work”. Element “medieval scene”
and video “intro” finish together.
End of the content description.
• A short audio-clip identified by “bells”.
• An audio-clip named as “organ music”.
• A short audio-clip identified by “medieval music”.
End of the media definition.
The media composition:
The scene starts with video “intro”. Parallel to video “intro” we hear the audio-
clip “organ music”. Presenting the image “the Title” overlaps largely video el-
ement “ground plan”. Shortly after image “the Title” the image “Subtitle” is
shown. Video element “west work” and the rendering of image “Subtitle” finish
together. During video element “west work” we hear audio-clip “bells”. Audio-
clip “medieval music” sounds during the “medieval scene”. Immediately after
video “intro”, we activate scene “Main Menu”.
End of the media composition.
End of the scene description.
10.2.2. Main Menu
The main menu contains a loop, which is finished by pressing the exit button. Af-
ter the loop, nothing else happens and thus the presentation ends. Inside this loop,
we activate button 〈“The Cathedral Tour”〉, leading to the respective scene. If we had
additional menu entries, we would add a button for each entry. We make the entire
loop as long as the audio-clip, which guarantees that the loop body finishes when the
audio-clip ends. Hence, the audio-clip is repeated until the exit button is pressed.
Description of scene “Main Menu”.
In this scene, these media are used:
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• A button identified by “Exit-Button”.
• A button named as “The Cathedral Tour”.
• A not too long audio-clip identified by “atmosphere”.
• A loop named “waiting for the end”.
End of the media definition.
The media composition:
The scene starts with activation of button “Exit-Button”. Loop “waiting for the
end” repeats until button “Exit-Button” is pressed:
The loop starts with activating button “The Cathedral Tour”.
The loop is equal to the audio-clip “atmosphere”.
If button “The Cathedral Tour” is pressed then scene “Various Cathedrals” is
activated.
End of the loop.
End of the media composition.
End of the scene description.
10.2.3. Various Cathedrals
This scene is similar to various examples throughout this thesis. We have a video
and an audio-clip, the elements of both synchronously present various cathedrals.
During the presentation of each cathedral, a button appears. A click to this button
links to another scene (not shown here), which shall present the respective cathedral
in more detail.
The very regular structure of the scene is also present in the specification. Since the
sequence of the video and audio elements are equally structured, it is sufficient that
we only specify the video element sequence in the element composition of the video,
whereas the audio elements are arranged to be more or less equal to the video coun-
terparts in the media composition part of the scene. An even more regular structure of
the scene would include also the sequence of audio elements in the media definition
part.
Description of scene “Various Cathedrals”.
In this scene, these media are used:
• A button identified by “To Chartres”.
• A button named as “To Amiens”.
• A button named as “To Reims”.
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• A button identified by “To Paris”.
• A button named “To Rouen”.
• A 2 minute long video, named as “Some Cathedrals”. In this media the
following content elements exist:
– An element named as “Chartres”.
– An element identified by “Amiens”.
– An element named as “Reims”.
– An element identified by “Paris”.
– An element identified by “Rouen”.
Element composition:
The element “Chartres” starts immediately after the beginning of the
video. The element “Amiens” is 30.0 seconds long and follows element
“Chartres”. The element “Reims” is shown immediately before element
“Paris” and has a duration of nearly 25 seconds. The element “Reims”
finishes element “Amiens”. The element “Rouen” is about 25 seconds
long and follows element “Paris”. The end of element “Rouen” is equal to
the end of the video.
End of the content description.
• An audio-clip identified as “Characterize the Cathedrals”. In this media,
the following content element exists:
– An element identified by “Explain Chartres”.
– An element named as “Explain Amiens”.
– An element named as “Explain Reims”.
– An element named as “Explain Paris”.
– An element identified by “Explain Rouen”.
End of the media definition.
The media composition:
The scene starts with video “Some Cathedrals”. Immediately after the video
“Some Cathedrals”, we replace the current scene with scene “Main Menu”.
During video element “Chartres” we hear the audio element “Explain Chartres”.
Parallel to video element “Chartres”, button “To Chartres” is active. If button “To
Chartres” is pressed then we leave for scene “Chartres Details”.
The audio element “Explain Amiens” is played during video element “Amiens”.
The Activation of button “To Amiens” is at the same time as the rendering of
video element “Amiens”. If button “To Amiens” is pressed then scene “Amiens
Details” is activated.
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The video element “Reims” contains the audio element “Explain Reims”. Par-
allel to video element “Reims”, button “To Reims” is active. If button “To Reims”
is pressed then scene “Reims Details” is activated.
During video element “Paris” we hear the audio element “Explain Paris”. Par-
allel to video element “Paris”, button “To Paris” is active. If button “To Paris” is
pressed then scene “Paris Details” is activated.
During video element “Rouen” we hear the audio element “Explain Rouen”.
Video element “Rouen” is shown at the same time as the activation of button
“To Rouen”. If button “To Rouen” is pressed then the current scene is replaced
with scene “Rouen Details”.
End of the media composition.
End of the scene description.
10.3. Cathedrals in VitruvL
We now present the scenes of our example presentation written in VitruvL.
We model the class structure of each scene as an UML diagram, using the con-
vention that aggregation of predefined classes (i.e. of Interval, Video, Audio, Image,
Text, and Button) is modeled as attribute declarations, whereas aggregation of classes
defined in the scene is modeled by aggregation associations between the respective
classes. Marker classes, such as Scene, are tagged with the stereotype <<Marker
Class>>.
The following listings for the scenes are self-contained, i.e. we provide class, rela-
tion and type definitions together with their respective binding. This breaks the rather
longish specification into three shorter parts, one for each scene. This eases the expla-
nation of each scene. Of course, for a complete and syntactically correct specification,
all three listings have to be merged as indicated in listing 10.1.
The transformation from VitruvN to VitruvL follows the rules given in sec. 9.3 on
page 207. The entire VitruvN presentation is translated to a set of classes, definitions
for compound relations and the respective binding. Each scene in VitruvN is mapped
to a class inheriting from class Scene, where the first scene instantiation in the binding
defines which scene is the starting scene in the presentation. Here, it is scene object
introScene, representing scene 〈“The Intro”〉. We reference the remaining rules when
they are applied for the first time in this example.
Listing 10.1: The Code-Frame for the Cathedrals Presentation
1 / / We s t a r t with the d e f i n i t i o n o f the I n t r o d u c t i o n Scene ,
2 / / shown in l i s t i n g 10.2
3 define in te rva l re la t ion A overlapped a very l i t t l e by B =
4 / / . . . and other compound r e l a t i o n s
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5 / / and classes o f Scene IntroScene
6 end ; / / o f class Int roScene
7
8 / / We go on t o the d e f i n i t i o n o f the Main−Menu Scene ,
9 / / shown in l i s t i n g 10.3
10 class MainMenuScene
11 / / . . .
12 end ; / / o f MainMenuScene
13
14 / / Now to the d e f i n i t i o n o f scene Var ious Cathedrals ,
15 / / shown in l i s t i n g 10.4
16 class SomeCathedralsVideo
17 / / . . . and other c lasses o f Scene VariousCathedralsScene
18 end ; / / o f class VariousCathedralsScene
19
20
21 / / F i n a l l y the combined b ind ing sec t ion
22 bindings
23 object in t roScene : IntroScene
24 / / The b ind ing i s shown in l i s t i n g 10.2
25 end ;
26 object MainMenu : MainMenueScene
27 / / The b ind ing i s shown in l i s t i n g 10.3
28 end ;
29 object var iousCathedra ls : VariousCathedralsScene
30 / / The b ind ing i s shown in l i s t i n g 10.4
31 end ;
32 end ;
10.3.1. The Introduction Scene
The introduction scene 〈“The Intro”〉 consists of several media, but the only one of
them with internal structure is video 〈“intro”〉. Following the rules for media defini-
tions in sec. 9.3.3 on page 208, we have only to introduce a new class for the video
〈intro〉 inheriting from class Video, all other media are only instances of the prede-
fined media classes. This structure is shown in the UML diagram in fig. 10.1 on the
following page: classes TheIntro and introVideo represent the scene itself and the video
〈“intro”〉, respectively. In introVideo the elements are declared with type Interval (cf.
sec. 9.3.3).
In listing 10.2 on page 227 we present the VitruvL specification of scene Intro, corre-
sponding to the UML diagram in fig. 10.1 on the following page. The four compound
relations used in scene 〈“The Intro”〉 are explicitly defined in the specification, accord-
ing to sec. 9.3.4.1 on page 212. For the sake of completeness, we present them not only
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«Marker Class»
Scene
TheIntro
 Title: Image
 Subtitle: Image
 OrganMusic: Audio
 Bells: Audio
 MedievalMusic: Audio
 MM: Scene
Video
Interval
introVideo
 GroundPlan: Interval
 RoseWindow: Interval
 WestWork: Interval
 ColoredWindows: Interval
 MedievalScene: Interval
intro
Figure 10.1.: UML Class Diagram for the Scene “Intro”
as empty definitions but add proper definitions. However, these definitions are not
covered by the systematic translation of VitruvN to VitruvL, but are the task of the de-
velopers working on the transformation. To make the comprehension of the relation
definition easier, we add to the definition a pictorial description of the temporal ar-
rangement of the intervals used. The regular interval relationships, i.e. not compound
ones, are transformed from VitruvN following the mapping presented in table 9.2 on
page 203.
The final statement in scene 〈“The Intro”〉 activates scene 〈“Main Menu”〉. This is trans-
lated into a leave for statement in the class definition of IntroScene and requires in the
binding a reference to an instance of class MainMenu (cf. sec. 9.3.4.2 on page 212).
Not all media or media elements in scene 〈“The Intro”〉 have an internal structure or
duration assignments. Nevertheless, all media and media elements referenced in the
VitruvN specification are required to be instantiated in the VitruvL specification. There-
fore, following the rules in sec. 9.3.3 on page 208, we have several object-entries in the
binding, which are empty (e.g. object OrganMusic : Audio end;), but we guarantee that
the respective objects are instantiated.
For media or media elements with specified durations, we need assignments in
the binding (cf. sec. 9.3.3). In the VitruvN specification (sec. 10.2.1 on page 220), the
duration of 〈rose windows〉 was specified as about 2 seconds long. This requires an
assignment of a fuzzy set, with 2 in its core, to the length of RoseWindow, the VitruvL
counterpart of 〈“rose windows”〉. We decide here to use the triangular fuzzy set triangle
(1.5, 2.0, 2.5), which models a duration of about 2 seconds. However, the decision for
this particular fuzzy set is somewhat arbitrary. In general, the value used depends on
the developers involved in the transformation process, or on an appropriate heuristic
in an automatic translation process. However, if the initial value is not appropriate,
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then, according to our proposal of a process model for Vitruv (sec. 4.5 on page 56), we
can try a better value in the next iteration.
Listing 10.2: The Introduction Scene
1 / / The I n t r o d u c t i o n Scene
2
3 define in te rva l re la t ion A overlapped a very l i t t l e by B =
4 / / BBBBBBBBBBBB
5 / / AAAAAAAAAAAAA
6 / / CCCCCCCCCDDDEEEEEEEEEE
7 l e t C, D , E
8 in rules
9 A overlapped by B;
10 C s t a r t s B ;
11 C meets A ;
12 C meets D ; D meets E ;
13 D f i n i s h e s B;
14 E f i n i s h e s A;
15 D. leng th i s ext remly ( shor t ) ;
16 end ;
17
18 define in te rva l re la t ion A overlapped l a r g e l y by B =
19 / / AAAAAAAAAAAAA
20 / / BBBBBBBBBBBB
21 / / CCCDDDDDDDDDEEEE
22 l e t C, D , E
23 in rules
24 A overlapped by B;
25 C s t a r t s B ;
26 C meets A ;
27 C meets D ; D meets E ;
28 E f i n i s h e s A;
29 D f i n i s h e s B;
30 D. leng th i s l a rge ;
31 end ;
32
33 define in te rva l re la t ion A over laps s l i g h t l y B =
34 / / BBBBBBBBBBBB
35 / / AAAAAAAAAAAAA
36 / / CCCCCCCCCCDDDEEEEEEEEE
37 l e t C, D , E
38 in rules
39 A over laps B;
40 C s t a r t s A ;
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41 C meets B;
42 C meets D;
43 D meets E;
44 E f i n i s h e s B;
45 D f i n i s h e s A;
46 D. leng th i s s l i g h t l y ( shor t ) ;
47 end ;
48
49 class Int roScene
50 extends Scene
51 exports t h e T i t l e ;
52 l e t
53 Be l l s : Audio ;
54 i n t r o : In t roV ideo ;
55 OrganMusic : Audio ;
56 MedievalMusic : Audio ;
57 t h e T i t l e : Image ;
58 S u b t i t l e : Image ;
59 MM : Scene ;
60 body
61 th is i sS ta r tedBy i n t r o ;
62 i n t r o equals OrganMusic ;
63 t h e T i t l e overlapped l a r g e l y by i n t r o . GroundPlan ;
64 S u b t i t l e ( s h o r t l y a f t e r ) t h e T i t l e ;
65 S u b t i t l e ( f i n i s h e s or f i n i s h e d by ) i n t r o . GroundPlan ;
66 Be l l s ( s t a r t s or dur ing or f i n i s h e s ) i n t r o . WestWork ;
67 MedevialMusic ( s t a r t s or dur ing or f i n i s h e s ) i n t r o . MedievalScene ;
68 i n t r o meets leave for (MM) ;
69 end ;
70 end ;
71
72
73 class I n t roV ideo
74 extends Video
75 exports GroundPlan , RoseWindow , WestWork ,
76 ColoredWindows , MedievalScene ;
77 l e t
78 GroundPlan : I n t e r v a l ;
79 RoseWindow : I n t e r v a l ;
80 WestWork : I n t e r v a l ;
81 ColoredWindows : I n t e r v a l ;
82 MedievalScene : I n t e r v a l ;
83 body
84 th is i sS ta r tedBy GroundPlan ;
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85 GroundPlan overlapped a very l i t t l e by WestWork ;
86 RoseWindow dur ing WestWork ;
87 ColoredWindows over laps s l i g h t l y MedievalScene ;
88 MedievalScene f i n i s h e s th is ;
89 end ;
90 end ;
91
92 bindings
93 object in t roScene : IntroScene
94 object Be l l s : Audio end ;
95 object i n t r o : In t roV ideo
96 object GroundPlan : I n t e r v a l end ;
97 object RoseWindow : I n t e r v a l
98 / / rose window has a leng th o f about 2 seconds
99 l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 1 . 5 , 2 . 0 , 2 . 5 ) ;
100 end ;
101 object WestWork : I n t e r v a l end ;
102 object ColoredWindows : I n t e r v a l end ;
103 object MedievalScene : I n t e r v a l end ;
104 end ;
105 object OrganMusic : Audio end ;
106 object MedievalMusic : Audio end ;
107 object t h e T i t l e : Image end ;
108 object S u b t i t l e : Image end ;
109 l e t MM : = re f ( MainMenu ) ;
110 end ;
111 object MainMenu : MainMenuScene
112 / / see l i s t i n g 10.3 on page 231
113 end ;
114 end ;
10.3.2. The Main Menu
In scene 〈Main Menu〉 we have as declared entities a loop and two buttons, which
handle user input. The transformation of the buttons follows those of other media,
each button becomes an instance of the standard class Button. As reaction to button
〈“The Cathedral Tour”〉 we have an 〈if〉-statement in the media composition part of
scene 〈Main Menu〉. This 〈if〉-statement and the loop are transformed into a Selector
and a Loop instance, resp., including the access to the events of the two buttons, as
defined in sec. 9.3.4.2 on page 212. The Loop instance is named in accordance to its
VitruvN identifier as waitingForTheEnd, while we have to introduce a new identifier
for the selector, because the selector has no corresponding named entity in VitruvN.
We decided to use SelTCS as identifier for the selector. Since the 〈if〉-statement occurs
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inside the loop body, the corresponding selector SelTCS is defined as local variable
of the body of loop waitingForTheEnd.
The UML diagram in fig. 10.2 shows the class structure of the main menu scene,
which is applied in listing 10.3 on the facing page. As usual, class MainMenuScene is
derived from class Scene. Loop waitingForTheEnd and selector SelTCS inside the loop
are modeled as entities of their own with stereotypes Loop and Selector, respectively.
The graphical symbol is derived from UML’s object icon. The aggregation relations
show how these three entities are nested.
«Marker Class»
Scene
MainMenu
 ExitButton: Button
«Loop»
theCathedralTour: Button
atmosphere: Audio
waitingForTheEnd
«Selector»
CTS : Scene
selTCS
Figure 10.2.: UML Class Diagram for the Scene “Main Menu”
The constraint of audio-clip 〈“atmosphere”〉 to be 〈not too long〉 is modeled in the
class definition of MainMenu as a qualitative constraint. In accordance to the definition
in table 9.4 on page 204, we translate this constraint by applying modifier below on
DURATION.long.
In the binding, we find instances of all used entities. Since we have no further
quantitative information, buttons ExitButton and theCathedralTour and audio-clip at-
mosphere have empty bindings.
For the sake of completeness, we added in the binding a proper definition of the
durations short and long of type DURATION exemplifying the use of context specific
value assignments. We decided that a duration in the interval from zero to 45 seconds
is short, and a duration greater than 2 minutes (120 sec.) can be considered as a long
duration, a duration greater or equal than 3 minutes (180 sec.) is definitive a long du-
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ration. Between the corner points (0 and 45, 120 and 180, resp.), the s- and z-functions,
resp., define the possibility grades. But we have to remark that these values cannot be
inferred from original VitruvN specification, since there is no indication what a long
duration is. However, the values used show how knowledge about the application
context can be applied for the translation from VitruvN to VitruvL.
Listing 10.3: The Main-Menu Scene
1 / / Scene Main Menu
2
3 class MainMenuScene
4 extends Scene
5 l e t
6 Ex i tBu t ton : But ton ;
7 wait ingForTheEnd : Loop ;
8 body
9 th is i sS ta r tedBy Ex i tBu t ton ;
10 wait ingForTheEnd loops
11 u n t i l ( Ex i tBu t ton . pressed . value i s isPressed ) do
12 l e t
13 theCathedralTour : But ton ;
14 atmosphere : Audio ;
15 SelTCS : Se lec to r ;
16 body
17 th is i sS ta r tedBy theCathedralTour ;
18 th is equals atmosphere ;
19 atmosphere . leng th i s below (DURATION. long ) ;
20 SelTCS selects ( theCathedralTour . pressed ) with rules
21 on ( isPressed ) do
22 l e t CTS : Scene ;
23 body
24 alpha meets leave for (CTS ) ;
25 end ;
26 end ;
27 end ;
28 end ;
29 end ;
30 end ;
31
32 bindings
33 object MainMenu : MainMenuScene
34 object Ex i tBu t ton : But ton end ;
35 in wait ingForTheEnd : Loop
36 in type DURATION
37 l e t long : = s func t i on ( 1 2 0 , 1 8 0 ) ;
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38 l e t shor t : = z func t i on ( 0 , 4 5 ) ;
39 end ;
40 object theCathedralTour : But ton end ;
41 object atmosphere : Audio end ;
42
43 in SelTCS : Se lec to r
44 on
45 l e t CTS : = re f ( var iousCathedra ls ) ;
46 end ;
47 end ;
48 end ;
49 end ;
50 object var iousCathedra ls : VariousCathedralsScene
51 / / see l i s t i n g 10.4
52 end ;
53 end ;
10.3.3. The Various Cathedrals
Scene VariousCathedrals has the most complex structure in our example, which is
shown in the UML diagram in fig. 10.3 on the facing page, but the scene has a very
regular structure though. Both media, video someCathedrals and audio-clip character-
izeCathedrals, have an internal structure, which requires respective class definitions
modeling the content elements. We have five buttons in the scene and for each button
a selector branching to a distinct target scene.
In listing 10.4 on page 234, we present the VitruvL specification of scene Various-
Cathedrals, applying UML diagram 10.3 on the facing page. The temporal behavior
is streamlined by the translation from VitruvN to VitruvL. Whereas the VitruvN specifi-
cation applies a variety of expressions to make the sequence of sentences concerning
the video and audio elements, buttons and branchings less monotonous, in VitruvL
the similarity of these sections is stressed: the five sections in the body of class Vari-
ousCathedralsScene concerning the selectors are equal except for the identifiers used.
In class SomeCathedralsVideo we use relations where the order of arguments cor-
responds to the respective relations in the VitruvN specification (e.g. Reims meets
Paris and Reims isMetBy Amiens corresponds 〈“Reims” immediately before “Paris”〉 and
〈“Reims” finishes “Amiens”〉, resp.). We do this for easier comprehension of the VitruvL
code with respect to the VitruvN code. Alternatively, we could use the semantically
identical uniform sequence of meets relations (here: Reims meets Paris and Amiens
meets Reims), avoiding the inverse relation isMetBy.
As in the VitruvN specification, we have no relations between the elements of class
CharacterizeCathedralsAudio, they are only used in the body of class VariousCathe-
dralsScene, where they are related to the elements of class SomeCathedralsVideo. In
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«Marker Class»
Scene
VariousCathedrals
 toAmiens: Button
 toChartres: Button
 toReims: Button
 toParis: Button
 toRouen: Button
Video
Audio
Interval
SomeCathedralsVideo
 Amiens: Interval
 Chartres: Interval
 Paris: Interval
 Reims: Interval
 Rouen: Interval
someCathedrals
characterizeCathedralsAudio
 ExplainAmiens: Interval
 ExplainChartres: Interval
 ExplainParis: Interval
 ExplainReims: Interval
 ExplainRouen: Interval
characterizeCathedrals
SelChartres
«Selector»
CDetail : Scene
SelParis
«Selector»
PDetail : Scene
SelAmiens
«Selector»
ADetail : Scene
SelReims
«Selector»
ReDetail : Scene
SelRouen
«Selector»
RoDetail : Scene
Figure 10.3.: UML Class Diagram for the Scene “Various Cathedral”
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the binding, we have empty bindings for these elements, which guarantee that they
are instantiated. All buttons are instantiated as well with empty bindings. All ele-
ments of object someCathedrals are also instantiated with empty bindings, except for
the specified quantitative durations. We assign to elements Reims and Rouen trian-
gular fuzzy sets, such that the duration of Reims has at most 25 seconds (triangle(22,
24, 25)) and that of Rouen has about 25 seconds (triangle(23, 25, 27)). Element Amiens
is precisely 30 seconds longs, which is expressed by assigning a singleton fuzzy set,
the fuzzy notation for a precise value.
Listing 10.4: Scene Various Cathedral
1 / / Scene Var ious Cathedrals
2
3 class SomeCathedralsVideo
4 extends Video
5 exports Amiens , Chartres , Par is , Reims , Rouen ;
6 l e t
7 Amiens : I n t e r v a l ;
8 Chartres : I n t e r v a l ;
9 Par is : I n t e r v a l ;
10 Reims : I n t e r v a l ;
11 Rouen : I n t e r v a l ;
12 body
13 Chartres s t a r t s th is ;
14 Amiens isMetBy Chartres ;
15 Reims meets Par is ;
16 Reims isMetBy Amiens ;
17 Rouen isMetBy Par is ;
18 Rouen f i n i s h e s th is ;
19 end ;
20 end ;
21
22 class Character izeCathedra lsAudio
23 extends Audio
24 exports ExplainAmiens , Exp la inChar t res , Exp la inPar is , ExplainReims ,
25 ExplainRouen ;
26 l e t
27 ExplainAmiens : I n t e r v a l ;
28 Expla inChar t res : I n t e r v a l ;
29 Exp la inPar i s : I n t e r v a l ;
30 ExplainReims : I n t e r v a l ;
31 ExplainRouen : I n t e r v a l ;
32 body
33 / / no rules are def ined for class Character izeTheCathedrals
34 end ;
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35 end ;
36
37 class VariousCathedralsScene
38 extends Scene
39 l e t
40 toChar t res : But ton ;
41 toAmiens : But ton ;
42 toReims : But ton ;
43 t oPa r i s : But ton ;
44 toRouen : But ton ;
45 SelChar t res : Se lec to r ;
46 SelAmiens : Se lec to r ;
47 SelPar is : Se lec to r ;
48 SelReims : Se lec to r ;
49 SelRouen : Se lec to r ;
50 someCathedrals : SomeCathedralsVideo ;
51 charac te r i zeCathedra ls : Character izeCathedra lsAudio ;
52 MM : MainMenuScene ;
53 body
54 th is i sS ta r tedBy someCathedrals ;
55 someCathedrals meets leave for (MM) ;
56
57 / / the sec t ion for Chartres
58 charac te r i zeCathedra ls . Exp la inChar t res ( s t a r t s or dur ing or
59 f i n i s h e s ) someCathedrals . Chart res ;
60 someCathedrals . Chart res equals toChar t res ;
61 SelChar t res selects ( toChar t res . pressed ) with rules
62 on ( isPressed ) do
63 l e t CDeta i l : Scene ;
64 body
65 alpha meets leave for ( CDeta i l ) ;
66 end ;
67 end ;
68
69 / / the sec t ion for Amiens
70 charac te r i zeCathedra ls . ExplainAmiens ( s t a r t s or dur ing or
71 f i n i s h e s ) someCathedrals . Amiens ;
72 someCathedrals . Amiens equals toAmiens ;
73 SelAmiens selects ( toAmiens . pressed ) with rules
74 on ( isPressed ) do
75 l e t ADeta i l : Scene ;
76 body
77 alpha meets leave for ( ADeta i l ) ;
78 end ;
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79 end ;
80
81 / / the sec t ion for Par is
82 charac te r i zeCathedra ls . Exp la inPar i s ( s t a r t s or dur ing or
83 f i n i s h e s ) someCathedrals . Par is ;
84 someCathedrals . Par is equals t oPa r i s ;
85 SelPar is selects ( t oPa r i s . pressed ) with rules
86 on ( isPressed ) do
87 l e t PDeta i l : Scene ;
88 body
89 alpha meets leave for ( PDeta i l ) ;
90 end ;
91 end ;
92
93 / / the sec t ion for Reims
94 charac te r i zeCathedra ls . ExplainReims ( s t a r t s or dur ing or
95 f i n i s h e s ) someCathedrals . Reims ;
96 someCathedrals . Reims equals toReims ;
97 SelReims selects ( toReims . pressed ) with rules
98 on ( isPressed ) do
99 l e t ReDetai l : Scene ;
100 body
101 alpha meets leave for ( ReDetai l ) ;
102 end ;
103 end ;
104
105 / / the sec t ion for Rouen
106 charac te r i zeCathedra ls . ExplainRouen ( s t a r t s or dur ing or
107 f i n i s h e s ) someCathedrals . Rouen ;
108 someCathedrals . Rouen equals toRouen ;
109 SelRouen selects ( toRouen . pressed ) with rules
110 on ( isPressed ) do
111 l e t RoDetai l : Scene ;
112 body
113 alpha meets leave for ( RoDetai l ) ;
114 end ;
115 end ;
116
117
118 end ;
119 end ;
120
121 bindings
122 object var iousCathedra ls : VariousCathedralsScene
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123 object toChar t res : But ton end ;
124 object toAmiens : But ton end ;
125 object toReims : But ton end ;
126 object t oPa r i s : But ton end ;
127 object toRouen : But ton end ;
128
129 object someCathedrals : SomeCathedralsVideo
130 object Amiens : I n t e r v a l
131 l e t l eng th : = s i ng l e t on ( 3 0 ) ;
132 end ;
133 object Reims : I n t e r v a l
134 l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 2 2 , 2 4 , 2 5 ) ;
135 end ;
136 object Rouen : I n t e r v a l
137 l e t l eng th : = t r i a n g l e ( 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 7 ) ;
138 end ;
139 object Par is : I n t e r v a l end ;
140 object Chartres : I n t e r v a l end ;
141 end ;
142 object charac te r i zeCathedra ls : Character izeCathedra lsAudio
143 object ExplainAmiens : I n t e r v a l end ;
144 object Expla inChar t res : I n t e r v a l end ;
145 object Exp la inPar i s : I n t e r v a l end ;
146 object ExplainReims : I n t e r v a l end ;
147 object ExplainRouen : I n t e r v a l end ;
148 end ;
149 in SelChar t res : Se lec to r
150 on
151 l e t CDeta i l : = re f ( Char t resDeta i l s ) ;
152 end ;
153 end ;
154 in SelAmiens : Se lec to r
155 on
156 l e t ADeta i l : = re f ( AmiensDetai ls ) ;
157 end ;
158 end ;
159 in SelPar is : Se lec to r
160 on
161 l e t PDeta i l : = re f ( Pa r i sDe ta i l s ) ;
162 end ;
163 end ;
164 in SelReims : Se lec to r
165 on
166 l e t ReDetai l : = re f ( ReimsDetai ls ) ;
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167 end ;
168 end ;
169 in SelRouen : Se lec to r
170 on
171 l e t RoDetai l : = re f ( RouenDetai ls ) ;
172 end ;
173 end ;
174 / / now the l o c a l elements o f var iousCathedra ls
175 l e t MM : = re f ( MainMenu ) ;
176 end ; / / end o f Scene var iousCathedra ls
177
178 object MainMenu : MainMenuScene
179 / / see l i s t i n g 10.3 on page 231
180 end ;
181 / / Fo l lowing the scenes for the d e t a i l s o f the var ious ca thedra ls
182 end ;
10.4. The Cathedrals as Vitruvian Net
In this section we present our example presentation as a series of Vitruvian Nets. We
have chosen a series of nets since the even the net for merely one scene get quickly
large, such that it is too inconvenient to present one diagram only.
We start with the basic structure of the presentation in sec. 10.4.1, followed by a
detailed look into scene MainMenu in sec. 10.4.2 on page 240. We have chosen this
scene because it is small enough to be presented nicely and additionally it embodies
all elements of VitruvL including selectors, loops, events and branching. The other two
scenes have only subsets of these features: scene IntroScene consists of one block only
and a final branching to MainMenu, scene VariousCathedrals does not feature a loop.
10.4.1. The Presentation Structure
The high-level view on our example presentation is shown in fig. 10.4 on the facing
page and follows the construction defined in sec. 8.5.2 on page 181. In the center we
have the place ConnectionPlace, connecting the three scenes IntroScene, MainMenu
and VariousCathedrals. The level of detail in this figure corresponds to the VitruvN
specification torso in sec. 10.2 on page 220 and to the VitruvL specification torso in
spec. 10.1 on page 224, because we show only the existence of the three scenes. The
Vitruvian Net construction for all the details found in the other VitruvN and VitruvL
specifications is exemplified in sec. 10.4.2 on page 240 for scene MainMenu.
The three scenes are folded into three transitions for purposes of information hid-
ing. Each scene is bracketed by respective start- and end-transitions, which connect
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the scenes properly with place ConnectionPlace. The edges between scenes and Con-
nectionPlace have scene names inscriptions controlling which scene is started next.
The initial marking would place a token with value IntroScene intro place Connec-
tionPlace.
From scene MainMenu we have two arcs from the scene to ConnectionPlace. The
regular arc from endMainMenu transports a token with value s0. Since no scene with
the name exists, the net is dead after endMainMenu has fired. This corresponds to the
missing leave for in the body of class MainMenu: after the body is finished regularly
(i.e. without premature branching), the presentation finishes as well. The second arc
from scene MainMenu to ConnectionPlace models the branching from the menu to
scene VariousCathedrals. The branching is done inside the menu and not parallel to
the regular end of the menu, therefore we have a direct connection from a transi-
tion inside the scene to ConnectionPlace. The token moving along this arc has the
value VariousCathedrals, hence scene VariousCathedrals is started next. In scene Var-
iousCathedrals we have five branchings to scenes presenting various cathedrals (cf.
spec. 10.4 on page 234). Since we omitted these scenes we also omitted the respective
arcs from scene VariousCathedrals to place ConnectionPlace.
ConnectionPlace
IntroScene endIntro
startMainMenu
endMainMenu
VariousCathedrals
IntroScene
startVariousCathedrals endVariousCathedrals
startIntro
VariousCathedrals
MainMenu
MainMenu
MainMenu
MainMenu
s0
Figure 10.4.: The basic structure of the presentation
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10.4.2. Scene MainMenu
An analysis of spec. 10.3 on page 231 reveals that the scene has three blocks:
1. the body of the scene,
2. the body of loop waitingForTheEnd and
3. the body of selector selTCS.
These three blocks are connected by the loop and the selector, respectively. Before
we move towards the Vitruvian Net modeling scene MainMenu, we discuss the cor-
responding VitruvI specification of the scene, since it is used for deriving parts of the
Vitruvian Net.
10.4.2.1. VitruvI Specification
In listing 10.5 on the next page we present the VitruvI specification of scene MainMenu.
We start with the binding of fuzzy type DURATION from the prelude (line 4), for the
sake of brevity we restrict ourself to zero and below, which are used later. After that,
the linearized binding of scene MainMenu follows (line 10). The linearization follows
the procedere given in sec. 7.4 on page 142.
We start with the definitions for fuzzy type DURATION taken from the prelude,
according to sec. 7.4.4 on page 146 and to sec. 7.4.1 on page 143. Since we need no
further definitions from the prelude, we omit their representations in VitruvI.
The next part follows the rules given in sec. 7.4.3 on page 144: the linearized scene
MainMenuScene follows the structure of the binding of instance MainMenu (compare
spec. 10.3). We observe the nesting structure of the binding by the sequence of inter-
twined allocation and application phases: for flat objects, such as event ExitButton_-
pressed of button ExitButton, their allocation and the application phases follow im-
mediately, for nested objects, such as the root object MainMenu, the allocation phase
(lines 14–21) and application phase (lines 124–130) bracket those phases of their inner
objects.
In a VitruvI specification, selectors and loops define blocks inside scenes. Following
the rules given in sec. 7.4.5 on page 146, selector selTCS and loop waitingForTheEnd
are simple intervals without internal structure and are separated from their respective
bodies selTCS_body and waitingForTheEnd_body. Each body is the root interval of
a corresponding block. Together with the block for the entire scene, we have three
blocks: MainMenu_block, selTCS_body_block, and waitingForTheEnd_body_block.
In line 60 we show the re-binding of term long and short of fuzzy type DURATION.
According to the rules in sec. 7.4.1 on page 143, we introduce new identifiers DURA-
TION_long1 and DURATION_short1 and set their values. For their application during
the translation process, we have to maintain properly the dictionary mapping VitruvL
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identifiers to VitruvI identifiers: within the scope of loop waitingForTheEnd, DURA-
TION.long is mapped to DURATION_long1, outside this scope we map DURATION.long
to DURATION_long. The newly bound term long is used in line 87 and following,
where we encode the VitruvL statement length is below (DURATION.long).
Listing 10.5: Scene MainMenu in VitruvI
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ / De fau l t s for DURATION , taken from the prelude
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
modifier ( DURATION_below ) .
5 fuzzyvalue ( DURATION_zero ) .
update ( DURATION_below , below ) .
update ( DURATION_zero , s i ng l e t on ( 0 . 0 ) ) .
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
10 / / Scene MainMenu
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f Scene MainMenu
i n te rva l ( MainMenu ) .
15 block ( MainMenu_block ) .
inBlock ( MainMenu , MainMenu_block ) .
fuzzyvalue ( MainMenu_length ) .
element ( MainMenu_length , MainMenu ) .
length ( MainMenu , MainMenu_length ) .
20 i n te rva l ( MainMenu_alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( MainMenu_omega ) .
/ / End o f the a l l o c a t i o n phase o f MainMenu
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f But ton Ex i tBu t ton
25 i n te rva l ( Ex i tBu t ton ) .
fuzzyvalue ( Ex i tBu t ton_ leng th ) .
element ( Ex i tBu t ton_ leng th , Ex i tBu t ton ) .
length ( Ex i tBut ton , Ex i tBu t ton_ leng th ) .
i n te rva l ( Ex i tBut ton_a lpha ) .
30 i n te rva l ( ExitButton_omega ) .
holds ( MainMenu , Ex i tBut ton , { c , s i , f i } ) .
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase for Event pressed o f But ton Ex i tBu t ton
/ / as usual
35 / / App l i ca t i on phase for Event pressed o f But ton Ex i tBu t ton
holds ( Ex i tBut ton_a lpha , Exi tBut ton_pressed , { s } ) .
update ( Ex i tBut ton_pressed_ length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
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/ / App l i ca t i on phase o f But ton Ex i tBu t ton
40 holds ( Ex i tBut ton , Ex i tBut ton_a lpha , { s i } ) .
holds ( Ex i tBut ton , ExitButton_omega , { f i } ) .
constraint ( Ex i tBut ton_a lpha , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
constraint ( ExitButton_omega , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
update ( Ex i tBu t ton_ leng th , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
45
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f loop wait ingForTheEnd
/ / as usual . . .
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f the body o f loop wait ingForTheEnd
50 i n te rva l ( waitingForTheEnd_body ) .
block ( wait ingForTheEnd_body_block ) .
inBlock ( waitingForTheEnd_body , wait ingForTheEnd_body_block ) .
fuzzyvalue ( wait ingForTheEnd_body_length ) .
element ( wait ingForTheEnd_body_length , waitingForTheEnd_body ) .
55 length ( waitingForTheEnd_body , wait ingForTheEnd_body_length ) .
i n te rva l ( waitingForTheEnd_body_alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( waitingForTheEnd_body_omega ) .
/ / Type Durat ion i ns i de loop wait ingForTheEnd
60 fuzzyvalue ( DURATION_long1 ) .
fuzzyvalue ( DURATION_short1 ) .
update ( DURATION_long1 , s f unc t i on ( 1 2 0 , 1 8 0 ) ) .
update ( DURATION_short1 , z f unc t i on ( 0 , 4 5 ) ) .
65 / / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f TheCathedralTour
/ / as usual . . .
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase for Event pressed o f But ton TheCathedralTour
/ / as usual . . .
70
/ / App l i ca t i on phase for Event pressed o f But ton TheCathedralTour
/ / as usual . . .
75 / / App l i ca t i on phase o f TheCathedralTour
/ / as usual . . . .
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f atmosphere
/ / as usual . . .
80 / / App l i ca t i on phase o f atmosphere
holds ( atmosphere , atmosphere_alpha , { s i } ) .
holds ( atmosphere , atmosphere_omega , { f i } ) .
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constraint ( atmosphere_alpha , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
constraint ( atmosphere_omega , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
85 update ( atmosphere_length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
/ / use new dura t ion term
constraint ( atmosphere_length ,
apply ( DURATION_below , value ( DURATION_long1 ) ) ) .
90
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f se l ec to r selTCS w i t h i n loop wait ingForTheEnd
/ / as usual . . .
/ / A l l o c a t i o n phase o f the body o f se l ec to r selTCS
95 i n te rva l ( selTCS_body ) .
block ( selTCS_body_block ) .
inBlock ( selTCS_body , selTCS_body_block ) .
fuzzyvalue ( selTCS_body_length ) .
element ( selTCS_body_length , selTCS ) .
100 length ( selTCS , selTCS_body_length ) .
i n te rva l ( selTCS_body_alpha ) .
i n te rva l ( selTCS_body_omega ) .
holds ( waitingForTheEnd_body , selTCS , { c , s i , f i } ) .
/ / App l i ca t i on phase o f the body o f se l ec to r selTCS
105 / / as usual
/ / App l i ca t i on phase o f se l ec to r selTCS w i t h i n loop wait ingForTheEnd
/ as usual . .
110 / / App l i ca t i on phase o f the body o f loop wait ingForTheEnd
holds ( waitingForTheEnd_body , waitingForTheEnd_body_alpha , { s i } ) .
holds ( waitingForTheEnd_body , waitingForTheEnd_body_omega , { f i } ) .
constraint ( waitingForTheEnd_body_alpha , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
constraint ( waitingForTheEnd_body_omega , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
115 update ( wait ingForTheEnd_body_length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
/ / declared i n te rva l r e l a t i o n s in wait ingForTheEnd
holds ( waitingForTheEnd_body , theCathedralTour , { s i } ) .
holds ( waitingForTheEnd_body , atmosphere , { = } ) .
120 / / App l i ca t i on phase o f loop wait ingForTheEnd
/ / as usual . . .
/ / App l i ca t i on phase o f Scene MainMenu
holds ( MainMenu , MainMenu_alpha , { s i } ) .
125 holds ( MainMenu , MainMenu_omega , { f i } ) .
constraint ( MainMenu_alpha , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
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constraint ( MainMenu_omega , value (DURATION_zero ) ) .
update ( MainMenu_length , rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ) .
/ / declared i n te rva l r e l a t i o n s in MainMenu
130 holds ( MainMenu , Ex i tBut ton , { s i } ) .
/ / End o f the a p p l i c a t i o n phase o f MainMenu
10.4.2.2. The nets for the blocks
In the following we discuss the Vitruvian Nets modeling each block of scene Main-
Menu from the respective VitruvI specification (see listing 10.5 on page 241). In the
VitruvI specification, we identified three blocks, the body of scene MainMenu, the body
of loop waitingForTheEnd, and the body of selector selTCS. Before we discuss some
details of these nets, let us explain their main structures in the next paragraph.
The body of scene MainMenu is shown in fig. 10.5 on the next page and contains
primarily two parallel activities: event ExitButton_pressed is enabled and loop wait-
ForTheEnd runs. Therefore, we fork the body into these two parallel paths shown on
top of the net. The remainder of the net reflects the intervals and their relations as
defined in the VitruvI specification, we observe a staircase pattern on the left and right
side which is typical for sequences of starts and finishes relations. The body of loop
waitingForTheEnd (fig. 10.6 on the facing page) has a similar structure, but we omit
most alpha and omega intervals as explained later. In the loop body we have audio-
clip atmosphere parallel to the event pressed of button theCathedralTour, on which the
selector selTCS depends. Finally, the body of selector selTCS (fig. 10.7 on page 246)
shows the branching to scene VariousCathedrals as indicated by the triangular sym-
bol.
In these three figures, we use the same convention as in sec. 8.2.2 on page 159, the
black transitions are required for synchronization purposes and fire without any de-
lay. All other transitions fire with fuzzy delays, but we omit the respective arc inscrip-
tions for the sake of clearness. Additionally, transitions to be expanded have a yellow
(or light gray) color (in fig. 10.5 on the next page transitions ExitButten_pressed and
waitingForTheEnd), and transitions required for internal delays of interval relations
have a pink (or dark gray) color (in fig. 10.5 on the facing page transitions delay_MM,
delay_EB and delay_event).
In figures 10.6 on the next page and 10.7 on page 246, we omit the alpha- and omega-
intervals of almost all intervals. Since all alpha- and omega-intervals have no specified
relation in the VitruvL specification (with the exception of the body of the path in se-
lector selTCS) and they have only a duration of zero, they appearance in the Petri
nets would not add any further information and would only blow up the resulting
nets. This blow-up can be observed when comparing figures 10.5 and 10.6: the former
has 20 transitions, the latter only 13, but the respective block of loop waitingForThend
has a more complex temporal structure than the body of scene MainMenu. The com-
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MainMenu
ExitButton
EB_alpha EB_omega
delay_MMMM_alpha
delay_Event
EB_pressed
waitingForTheEnd
delay_EB
MM_omega
Figure 10.5.: The unexpanded body of scene MainMenu
atmosphere
theCathedralTour
selTCS
wFTE_body_alpha
wFTE_body_omega
wFTE_body
tCT_pressed
Figure 10.6.: The unexpanded body of loop waitingForTheEnd. We renamed the prefix
waitingForTheEnd to wFTE and the event pressed of button theCathedral-
Tour to tCT_pressed.
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plete net for the loop body has 28 transitions: in addition the transitions of fig. 10.5
we have the interval atmosphere together with its alpha and omega intervals, the de-
lay between alpha and omega, and four synchronization transitions. They realize the
equals relation of atmosphere with wFTE_body, and the relations between atmosphere
and its alpha and omega intervals.
In fig. 10.7 we use the triangle notation for the transition modeling the leave for
statement as introduced in sec. 8.5.2 on page 181. We use this notation here for easier
identification, but without its assigned semantics, since the proper translation of leave
for statements is left to the final step of the algorithm for connection nets.
VariousCathedrals
selTCS_body_alpha
selTCS_body
selTCS_body_omega
Figure 10.7.: The unexpanded path selTCS_body of selector selTCS
10.4.2.3. Connecting the nets
After preparing the nets for the blocks, we can apply the algorithm for connecting
nets (fig. 8.10 on page 193). The first step is to start with the minimal regular Vitru-
vian Net, V, with its only place ConnectionPlace. We will only consider scene Main-
Menu, thereby the second step iterating over all scenes is executed only once. In step
2.a) we construct the basic Vitruvian Net of the block for scene MainMenu (shown in
fig. 10.5 on the preceding page), and connect it with place ConnectionPlace. Now, we
establish the list U of unexpanded events, loops and selectors of MainMenu, i.e. U
contains event ExitButton_pressed and loop waitingForTheEnd.
In the next three steps (2.b) to 2.d)), we expand the elements of U. First, we generate
for event ExitButton_pressed its event subnet E and replace the transition for ExitBut-
ton_pressed with E applying function expandEvent (def. 8.43 on page 188). The event
is removed from U. Then, we generate the loop subnet L for loop waitingForTheEnd
including the block of the loop body (fig. 10.6 on the preceding page) and replace
the loop transition with L applying function expandLoop (def. 8.44 on page 189). This
is the situation shown in fig. 10.8 on the facing page with the exception of the loop
body, which we folded into transition body for the sake of brevity. The two expanded
transitions are indicated by the two rectangles. The left rectangle comprises the net
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Figure 10.8.: The scene MainMenu without the loop body of waitingForTheEnd, which
is shown in fig. 10.9 on page 249.
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for event ExitButton_pressed (cf. sec. 8.4.2 on page 172), the right one shows loop wait-
ingForTheEnd (cf. sec. 8.4.4 on page 176). For easier comparison, we reused the names
of places and transitions from the formerly presented subnets. This is why several
transitions with name, for instance, t1 exist. The connecting transitions between both
rectangles are given in function expandLoop. Now we continue with the expansion. We
delete waitingForTheEnd from U and add the unexpanded events, selectors and loops
of the body of waitingForTheEnd to list U′, i.e. we add event TheCathdralTour_pressed
and selector selTCS to U′. Since we have no selectors in U, we omit the third step.
List U′ is not empty, we have to expand its elements and repeat the last three
steps after moving all elements from U′ to U. First we replace event TheCathdral-
Tour_pressed applying function expandEvent. The second step (2.c)) is omitted, since
we have no unexpanded loop in U. In the third step, we expand selector selTCS in-
cluding the net for the body of its path (see 10.7 on page 246) by applying function
expandSelector (def. 8.45 on page 190). This situation is shown in fig. 10.9, where we fo-
cus on the body of loop waitingForTheEnd, since no modifications on the surrounding
net has occurred. Again, we expand the event and the selector, and indicate this by
the two rectangles. The left rectangle features the event of button theCathedralTour,
the right rectangle shows selector selTCS (cf. sec. 8.4.3 on page 174). The selector
is reduced to its one path, therefore the selector subnet differs from the net shown
fig. 8.7 on page 175. In particular, the time-out value of the event is not used, how-
ever, we transfer control to particular place into the selector subnet. This is due to
the application of function expandSelector, which takes no account of such possible
optimizations.
Inside the body of the selector nothing has to be expanded, hence U′ is empty,
and we can leave the loop for expanding net elements. As we only consider scene
MainMenu, step 2 is now finished, otherwise we would move to the next scene.
In the final step 3 of the algorithm, we add to the transition for the leave for state-
ment inside the loop body an arc to place ConnectionPlace and reset arcs to all places
of scene MainMenu. The algorithm terminates, the complete net (except for the other
scenes) is constructed.
10.5. Summary
The example has shown how to specify a multimedia presentation with the Vitruv ap-
proach. We exemplified that we do not have to sacrifice the formal specification for
the sake of common understandability, since we can derive the formal specification
systematically from the VitruvN specification. With establishing the formal specifica-
tion, formal analyses of the multimedia presentation can be done. This is the reason
for our particular interest of the systematic transformation from the natural language
specification into the formal models: first from VitruvN to VitruvL, then from VitruvL
into its dynamic semantics, the Vitruvian Nets. The transformation process used in
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Figure 10.9.: The Loop-Body of waitingForTheEnd. The triangular transition denotes
the branching to scene VariousCathedrals.
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this example followed the first steps of the process model sketch for Vitruv presented
earlier in sec. 4.5 on page 56.
The example has also shown how the various models of Vitruv are related and how
they cooperate. To illustrate the cooperation between the models of Vitruv let us dis-
cuss how the models deal with the intrinsic risks, viz ambiguity, imprecision, vague-
ness and incompleteness, which occur in Vitruv due to its NL basis. Taking care of
these risks is not only needed when formalizing the VitruvN specification, but influ-
ences also the other models. Therefore, it emphasizes the model interaction.
Ambiguity is handled already in the definition of VitruvN by disallowing reflex-
ive and pronoun language constructions, resulting in a superfluous but unambigu-
ous use of definitive subject designators, e.g. in the media composition part of scene
〈“Various Cathedrals”〉 on page 223, where in each paragraph it is clear which button is
meant but nevertheless the button’s identifier is always required again. From a stylis-
tic point of view concerning the use of the English language, this is a bit clumsy, but
avoids misinterpretation, which is what we require here.
Vagueness and imprecision occur in the VitruvN specification in various situations,
e.g. vague relationships such as 〈overlaps largely〉 (p. 221) or imprecise quantifications
such as 〈about 25 seconds〉 (p. 223). They are handled in the formalization of VitruvN
as compound relationships and fuzzy quantifications in VitruvL, where they can only
occur in well defined places such that the link to the original specification in VitruvN
is maintained. The valuation of fuzzy variables, required in the binding (e.g. in list-
ing 10.4 on page 237 defining 〈about 25〉 as triangle (23, 25, 27)), is somewhat arbitrary,
because there exists no counterpart in VitruvN specification. But the valuation honors
the vagueness and imprecision found in the VitruvN specification, since we did not
introduce any arbitrary nor overly precision just for the sake of the formalization.
Incompleteness indicates a lack of information. A typical situation in our example
is the lack of quantitative information, found in both the VitruvN and the VitruvL speci-
fication. If we have additional information concerning the quantitative data, e.g. after
an additional requirements elicitation, we can augment our model by adding these
data to the specification, as discussed earlier in sec. 4.2 on page 52. For instance, we
may add the missing durations of video elements Chartres and Paris of scene Vari-
ousCathedrals, modifying only the binding of VitruvL specification. If the new data
does not contradict the remainder of the model, the data is regarded as valid. In this
case, the qualitative model, i.e. anything except the binding, remains unchanged and
stable. For Vitruvian Nets, however, the additional data would result in altered delay
inscriptions, whereas the structure of the net remains stable as well. If the additional
data excludes a former possible solution (e.g. we might reduce relation starts or during
to starts), the net structure will become simpler, since we have to remove the part of
the net representing the now excluded solution.
With this discussion we close our presentation of the Vitruv approach.
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Summary and Future Work
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11. Summary
In this thesis, we investigated a specification language for temporal aspects of multi-
media presentations.
Starting from the experience in our own Altenberg Cathedral project and further
analysis, we argued that in multimedia development new developer roles exist which
we collectively call non-technical developers. The non-technical developers are dis-
tinguished from traditional technical developers by different educational backgrounds
and skills, which are manifested prominently by a general dislike of formal notations.
This situation makes it difficult to use traditional design and specification languages
as a common basis for communication between all developers throughout the de-
velopment process. This situation reminds us to the relationship between customers
and developers during requirements engineering, where formal models are usually
not applied for similar reasons. There, the formal models are derived from informal
models by the virtuosity of the requirements engineers only. In our situation such
an approach is not applicable, since we have to provide an adequate communication
means between both groups throughout the entire development process.
In this thesis, we focus on the synchronization of media objects, i.e. we focus on the
problem of how to specify the temporal arrangement of media objects. Technically,
this is a challenging problem. Nevertheless, it is required for developing complex vi-
sualizations including user interaction but with the additional problem that both de-
veloper groups should be able to use the specification approach. Therefore, we stated
four requirements for our approach, viz, a commonly understood (1) specification
language (2) for synchronization of media objects (3), which shall be amenable for
tool support (4). The literature reviews only the approaches discussed above, which
satisfy some but not all of the requirements.
We identified natural language (NL) as a suitable common basis for communication
between technical and non-technical developers. NL easily satisfies requirement 1,
but has problems with imprecision, ambiguity, vagueness and incompleteness, which
are considerable risks for using a NL-based specification language and for providing
tool support. With the Vitruv approach, we have shown how to cope with these short-
comings.
We defined an understandable specification language (VitruvN) for temporal as-
pects of multimedia presentations, based on a subset of NL. This subset allows for
tool support, since we define VitruvN with a (general) context free grammar, which
eases parsing of specification documents. For semantical issues, we presented a for-
mal counterpart, VitruvL, to VitruvN, to which a systematic transformation of VitruvN is
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given. VitruvL is a statically typed specification language of its own, applying object-
oriented concepts and fuzzy set theory for structuring specifications and for dealing
properly with vagueness and imprecision inherent in the NL-based VitruvN, respec-
tively. For the event-free temporal structure, we use an extended variant of Allen’s
interval calculus. For event-based behavior, this is not applicable, and we developed
a specialized Petri net model, Vitruvian Nets, to define the semantics of the event-
based behavior of VitruvL. Within the Vitruv approach, we consider VitruvL as mediator
to the formal semantics of VitruvN, i.e. the formal semantics of VitruvN are not given
explicitly but implicitly as semantics of VitruvL.
We have shown that it is possible to construct specification languages which are
understandable to all participants of a development process, even in a complicated
situation such as specifying dynamic system behavior. Even NL can be used, if we
support its flexibility i.e. vagueness and imprecision, with respective formal mod-
els, as we have done with fuzzy set theory. The effect of incomplete specifications
based on NL can be diminished in the Vitruv approach by reasoning and analyzing
the formal counterparts, i.e. by studying the corresponding specifications in VitruvL
and Vitruvian Nets. This is similar to traditional formal specification approaches, but
the main difference in Vitruv is that we derive the formal specification systematically
from the NL specification. Therefore, we are convinced that the formal specification
meets the intended meaning of the informal specification.
Leaving the special domain of requirements engineering for multimedia, our re-
sults seem to promise that difficulties in requirements engineering, concerning un-
derstandability between different stakeholder groups, can be minimized in similar
settings as used in the Vitruv approach.
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Due to the broad range of topics in this thesis, some aspects are not discussed exhaus-
tively. In this chapter we present some aspects providing us with directions for future
research. We identify future work in three areas, concerning the usability of Vitruv and
tool support, language extensions, and finally generalizations.
12.1. Usability and Tools
In this thesis, we developed the foundations of the Vitruv approach. It is based on
the observation that we require commonly understood specification approaches for
temporal aspects of multimedia presentations in the presence of technical and non-
technical developers.
Our experiences with non-technical developers in the Altenberg Cathedral Project
have shown that it is very important to provide not only the rudimentary approach
but to focus also on usability aspects. The experiments reported in sec. 9.4 on page 213
are a very first step to validate the vocabulary of VitruvN. Since these experiments
focus only on VitruvN, they cannot address the entire Vitruv approach. Consequently,
additional empirical research is required.
But, before doing that, we have to do further preliminary work. It is not sufficient
to have an approach with a sound formal basis, we also need tools to ease the effec-
tive work and provide comfortable handling of Vitruv. The tools required include a
sophisticated editor for VitruvN, a consistency checker for VitruvL and VitruvI, a Vitru-
vian Net generator and simulator, and compilers translating the different formalisms.
For some of these tools, a first attempt has been undertaken.
In his diploma thesis, Christoph Begall (2002) is developing currently a consistency
checker for VitruvL specifications, applying the theoretical results for constraint solv-
ing of qualitative and quantitative interval relationships combined with fuzzy set
theory. The first task is to convert a VitruvL specification into VitruvI such that only flat
structures of intervals, relationships and length constraints exist. The second job is
to check the satisfiability of such structures and to deduce lowest upper and highest
lower bounds for interval durations.
A first version of a simulator for Vitruvian Nets has been implemented (Störzel
and Alfert, 2002), extending the simulation engine developed in the diploma thesis of
Marc Störzel (2001). The simulator is based on Reference Nets (Kummer et al., 2001),
which are high-level timed Petri nets with inscriptions in Java. The structure of Vit-
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ruvian Nets is preserved within Reference Nets: we have only to provide fuzzy sets
as color sets, the functions for fuzzy decision control (see sec. 8.3 on page 163), and
have to deal properly with fuzzy delays. The fuzzy delays are used as sources for
random variates such that the possibility distributions are interpreted as empirical
frequency distributions (Neelamkavil, 1987, p. 126). We can choose, whether the val-
ues for these random variates are determined each time or only once for a simulation
run. The latter variant is closer to the real world because the media durations are fixed
throughout a presentation, the former variant emphasizes the vagueness of knowl-
edge about the media durations. The random variates for event occurrence times and
event values are independent of the considerations concerning the media durations:
each time an event is activated the random variates are determined in accordance to
their respective random distributions.
These tools are the first incarnation of an environment for applying Vitruv, needed
for the aforementioned empirical research.
12.2. Language Extensions
The languages of Vitruv are designed to deal sufficiently with temporal aspects of
multimedia presentations. There are, however, some areas where enhancements and
extensions are possible and desirable.
We focus here on two interesting areas of enhancement for VitruvL with impact
on VitruvL and Vitruvian Nets. First, a higher expressiveness of fuzzy types gives us
better facilities for specifying with VitruvL. Second, the connection between scenes
currently follows the link principle of hypermedia systems, but more sophisticated
connection types are sometimes desirable.
As we show in the following discussion, these additional facilities have demanding
requirements and modify VitruvL considerably. Thus, a careful analysis of the facili-
ties’ requirements and features is needed.
12.2.1. Fuzzy Types
Fuzzy types are an important part of VitruvL, but their expressiveness is somewhat
limited. In this section we discuss two possible enhancements.
More General Universes for Fuzzy Types
Fuzzy types as defined in sec. 5.4 on page 67 can only have numeric or enumerated
universes. From a type-theoretic point of view, these are very simple universes. Other
type constructors, such as records, products, unions, etc., would be helpful to apply
more ordinary data abstractions.
However, such data abstractions also require the means for handling them, in par-
ticular functional expressions and logical predicates. The introduction of such pred-
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icates and expressions results in a powerful language of its own, the expressiveness
of which may become similar to Z, VDM or algebraic specification approaches. Their
existence would seriously change the characteristic of VitruvL, requiring completely
different semantics.
Internal Modifiers and Functional Modifier Definition Language
The modifiers presented in table A.2 on page 274 are external modifiers. Additionally,
in the literature we find internal modifiers (Thiele, 1998, p. 204) not changing the
shape of the fuzzy set, but translating the fuzzy set along its universe:
∀u ∈ U : f (X)(u) = ( f ◦ µX)(u) = µX( f (u))
But such modifiers do not fit in our framework, as the following example shows.
Let us consider the modifier very applied to a fuzzy set large, such that very just
moves the fuzzy sets by an offset x0 towards infinity. The resulting membership func-
tion would have the form
µvery large(x) = µlarge(x− x0)
This definition is problematic, because it would need either a second parameter defin-
ing offset x0, or offset x0 would be fixed in the definition. The latter one makes it im-
possible to reuse the modifier in different areas and application domains where the
once fixed offset is not adequate.
Alternatively, we could use a higher-order functional sub-language for defining
modifiers. Then we could apply e.g. currying to achieve unary functions from binary
functions where the first argument is given and fixed. The primary modifier defini-
tion would be a higher order function taking only a (non-fuzzy-set) argument (e.g.
the offset) and returning a function mapping a fuzzy set to another fuzzy set. This
approach would allow us to use such internal modifiers because we can construct
suitable modifier definitions from the primary modifier for each application domain.
Additionally, such a language can provide means for user-defined modifiers, extend-
ing the currently restricted set of modifiers. Also, this language would possibly fit
very well to more complex universes for fuzzy types, discussed above.
We expect that the proposed changes to fuzzy types and modifiers also would re-
quire major changes for VitruvI, at least such that the proposed sublanguage can be
compiled to VitruvI. This requires support for functions, expressions and logical pred-
icates in VitruvI as well.
12.2.2. Connections between Scenes
In VitruvL we have several abstractions of control flow. Classes, in particular with
private elements, can be interpreted as macros similar to hierarchical Petri nets with
transition substitution (Jensen, 1997). Loops and selectors model various control flow
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alternatives. Scenes and links between them (realized by leave for) model the graph
of the presentation’s structure in the large.
However, more sophisticated connections between scenes are sometimes desirable.
In particular connections with procedure-like semantics come to our mind. A promi-
nent example is a help screen, the activation of which causes pausing the current
scene, which is restored after leaving the help screen. Often such situations can be
modeled inside classes, i.e. we do not switch to another scene but exchange only the
media currently rendered.
An incorporation of procedure-like connections between scenes would require a
fundamental modification of the semantics of VitruvL, because we have to deal with
states, storing them on a run-time stack, and reloading them back from the stack. Re-
placing the stack with an unstructured state storage would simplify procedures to
coroutines, but essentially the complexity remains. Procedures suggest parameters
and recursion, adding the entire complexity of procedural or functional languages
to VitruvL. In contrast to the considerations concerning the aforementioned sublan-
guages for fuzzy type, the procedural or functional language aspects appear at run-
time and not only at compile time. This requires to model these features also in the
dynamic semantics of VitruvL, which may be difficult for the current Petri net based
dynamic semantics.
12.3. Generalizations
We can generalize our approach in two directions: first, to support other aspects of
multimedia presentations, and second, to support other areas than multimedia.
12.3.1. Multimedia Complete
Intervals remain the main abstraction in Vitruv, if we broaden the capabilities of Vitruv
towards multimedia presentations in general, since media objects are the centerpieces
of multimedia presentation. Additional information about media objects such as de-
noting the corresponding media files, defining inscriptions on buttons, etc., can be
realized as additional attributes of media objects in both, VitruvN and VitruvL. For the
dynamic semantics, we can abstract from these information, since they deal only with
temporal aspects. If we regard media files as implementation of media objects, we can
use the additional attributes to check easily whether the implementation fits to the
specification: the duration of the addressed media files have to match the specified
duration of the respective media object. The exact durations found can be used for
further constraint solving: we can then reduce the specified possibility distributions
to singleton sets, adding more precision to the entire specification.
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12.3.2. Beyond Multimedia
A different kind of generalization is to change the application domain of Vitruv. Tim-
ing considerations and dynamic behavior are important properties of any application,
which have to be elicited and specified during the requirements engineering phase of
software development.
As long as it is adequate to model these requirements in terms of intervals, their
temporal relationships and durations, and finally events for input, the Vitruv approach
can be used. Our experience with Vitruv suggests that customers and software engi-
neers can work together, similar to Participative Design, applying VitruvN. The for-
malization to VitruvL and Vitruvian Nets gives software engineers the possibility to
work with more formal models, which are, however, strongly related to the natural
language model. In this way, the risk of misunderstandings and mistranslation dur-
ing the transformation from one model into another could be reduced.
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13. Final Remarks
With Vitruv we have presented an approach for dealing with vague and imprecise
requirements, which occur as intrinsic properties of natural language formulations.
We have applied fuzzy set theory to handle formally imprecision and vagueness.
In software engineering, fuzzy set theory and other approaches of soft computing
are used for analyzing software and related systems, e.g. for automatically generating
design models in reverse engineering or for predicting metrics and complexity mea-
sures from data sets of similar projects, as reported in the SCASE workshop (Jahnke
and Ryan, 2001).
In this thesis, we applied fuzzy set theory in a different way. We do not use fuzzy
set theory for creating models of the software, but applied fuzzy set theory within the
models: in contrast to traditional analyzing approaches, we use fuzzy set theory in
the synthesis part of software engineering coping with vague and imprecise require-
ments. We hope that our ideas help to improve modeling the customers’ requirements
in a more appropriate fashion.
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Part V.
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A. Definition of VitruvL
In this chapter we define the concrete syntax of VitruvL and present the standard pre-
lude.
A.1. Concrete Syntax
We define the concrete syntax of VitruvL in BNF starting with some preliminaries (no-
tation, lexicographic definitions and basic building blocks). It is followed by the over-
all structure, fuzzy types, compound relations, events, classes, and finally the bind-
ing.
A.1.1. Preliminaries
A.1.1.1. Notation
We notate the grammar in a simple BNF form. Nonterminals are written in italics such
as *	( , terminals in sans-serif enclosed by single quotes such as ‘terminal’.
Alternatives are separated by |, the right-hand-side and the left-hand-side of the pro-
duction are separated by ::=.
Lexicographic definitions defined by regular expressions. We apply the usual nota-
tion and use the operators defined in tab. A.1 on the next page where we assume that
a and b are regular expressions. Again, terminals are written in single quotes.
A.1.1.2. Lexicographic Definitions
The production Ident defines an identifier, which is a usual alpha-numeric identifier:
starting with a letter, followed by letters, digit or underscores in any order.
		 ::= [ ‘a’ - ‘z’, ‘A’ - ‘Z’ ]
'	 ::= [ ‘0’ - ‘9’ ]
	 ::= 		 ( 		 | '	 | ‘_’ ) *
We have two different kinds of numbers: real and integer number. As usual, for a
real number we have to denote the point, otherwise it would be an integer number. A
special symbol, inf, denotes the (positive) infinity for both, real and integer domains.
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Operator Meaning
ab concatenation of a and b
a∗ repeat a zero or more times
a+ repeat a one or more times
a? matches a zero or one times
(a) groups a regular expression
[ ] introduce a character set
‘A’− ‘B’ range from ‘A’ to ‘B’ (only inside [ ])
a|b matches either a or b
. matches any character
$ denotes end of line
Table A.1.: Operators of regular expressions
' ::= '	+ (‘.’ '	+ ([‘eE’][‘-+’]? '	+)? )?
*(" ::= ‘-’? (' | ‘inf’)
'	' ::= '	+
	'*(" ::= ‘-’? ('	' | ‘inf’)
Comments in VitruvL are similar to C++ and Java line comments. They start with ‘//’
and everything until the end of the line is ignored.
((	 ::= ‘//’ .*$
A.1.1.3. General Building Blocks
Some productions are used in many situations. We collect them in this section, be-
cause they have no proper home.
In declaration lists we often need a non-empty list of identifiers separated by com-
mas:
		 ::= 	 | 		 ‘,’ 		
Compound relations are named by an identifier sequence separated only by whites-
pace. The identifier sequence may consist also of primitive relations.
	
 ::= 	 | (	 	| 	
 	

Expressions in the rules of classes and compound relations use not only identifiers
but also expressions of identifiers by applying the dot-notation. The reserved word
‘this’ applies to the current object.
	 ::= 	 | ‘this’ | 	 ‘.’ 	
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A.1.2. The Structure in General
A specification consists of three parts:
1. the prelude, defining a set of standard declarations,
2. the declaration of classes, relations and types,
3. the binding section, defining the values of the used variables and operators.

!+!	 ::=  !	 '
 ::= | ‘prelude’ !	 ‘end’ ‘;’
!	 ::= ! | ! | 	 !
| !	 !	
In the following we present these parts in greater detail.
A.1.3. Fuzzy Types
Fuzzy types consist of four parts, its name, a set of terms, an optional set of modifiers,
and their universe. Generally, a fuzzy type defines a new value set together with typ-
ical values, the terms. These standard values can be modified by applying modifiers
to terms.
! ::= ‘define’ ‘type’ 	   +( ++ ‘end’ ‘;’
+( ::= ‘define’ ‘term’ 		 ‘;’
++ ::= | ‘define’ ‘modifier’ 		 ‘;’
The universe of a fuzzy type is either a crisp convex subset, i.e. an interval of R or
Z, or its possible values are explicitly enumerated identifiers.
  ::= ‘universe’ 	  ‘;’
| ‘universe’ 		  ‘;’
| ‘universe’ (	
	 ‘;’
	  ::= ‘[’ *(" ‘..’ *(" ‘]’
		  ::= ‘[’ 	'*(" ‘..’ 	'*(" ‘]’
(	
	 ::= ‘{’ 		 ‘}’
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A.1.4. Compound Interval Relationships
Compound interval relationships modify Allen’s thirteen predefined relationships.
We define a compound relation as a kind of macro which is expanded if used in
bodies of classes or in definitions of other compound relations. The rules are a subset
of those used in class bodies, they are defined there (sec. A.1.6.1 on the facing page).
	 ! ::= ‘define’ ‘interval’ ‘relation’ 	 (	 	 ‘=’
		  	 ‘;’
(	 ::= 	

		  ::= ‘let’ 		 ‘in’
	 ::= ‘rules’ 	 ‘end’
	 ::= 	 	 | 		 | 	 	
A.1.5. Events
Events are declared to define the type of their value element.
 	! ::= ‘Event’ ‘[’ 	 ‘]’
A.1.6. Classes
Each class has a name and consists of four different parts discussed next. The inheri-
tance declaration is optional, but a class has to export some of its elements. The local
declaration define the elements of the class with their types, they are used in the class
body.
! ::= ‘class’ 	 	 	 !!  ‘end’ ‘;’
	 ::= | ‘extends’ 	
	 ::= | ‘exports’ 		 ‘;’
!! ::= ‘let’ (	!
(	! ::= | 	 ‘:’ (	 ‘;’ | (	! (	!
(	 ::= 	 |  	! | ‘Selector’ | ‘Loop’
 ::= ‘body’  ‘end’ ‘;’
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A.1.6.1. Rules
The rules in class bodies and also the subset used in the definition of compound
relations define the behavior.
 ::= | 		 | 	 	 | 
| 
!	 |  
Constraints are fuzzy set expressions built on terms and modifiers of fuzzy types
and the general binary operators or a reference to another element. As usual, and-
operators have a higher priority than or. The productions Term and Unary-Op refer to
terms and modifiers of the respective fuzzy types.
		 ::= 	 ‘is’ 		 ‘;’
		 ::= 		( | 		 $,$ 		(
		( ::=  | 		( #,$ 
 ::= 		( | ,$ ‘(’ 		 ‘)’
		( ::= ( | ‘(’ 		 ‘)’
$,$ ::= ‘or’ | ‘union’
#,$ ::= ‘and’ | ‘intersect’
,$ ::= 	
( ::= 	
Interval Relationships are surrounded by intervals which are either identifier ex-
pressions denoting some intervals or the leave for expressions denoting links to other
scenes. Such relationship-constraints between two intervals can be a disjunction of
different relationships as stated in sec. 3.1.2.2 on page 30 and following. Therefore,
we can combine several compound relationships by disjunction.
	 	 ::= 	  	 	  ‘;’
	  ::= 	 |  
  ::= ‘leave’ ‘for’ ‘(’ 	 ‘)’
	 ::= (	 | (	 	
| 	 ‘or’ 	 | ‘(’ 	 ‘)’
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(	 	 ::= ‘starts’ | ‘isStartedBy’ | ‘finishes’ | ‘isFinishedBy’
| ‘meets’ | ‘isMetBy’ | ‘equals’ | ‘after’ | ‘before’
| ‘overlaps’ | ‘isOverlappedBy’ | ‘during’ | ‘contains’
Selectors react on Events and decide which branch has to be activated. Each con-
dition, the antecedent, is a fuzzy expression following the structure of a constraint
defined above stating whether the event value is compatible to the constraint expres-
sion. Each branch, the consequent, has its own local elements and body following the
structure of classes.

!	 ::= 	 ‘selects’ ‘(’ 	 ‘)’ ‘with’ ‘rules’ 
!	 ‘end’ ‘;’

!	 ::= ‘on’ ‘(’ 
!	#	!	 ‘)’ ‘do’ 
!	!
| 
!	 
!	

!	#	!	 ::= 		

!	! ::= !! 
Loops define – similar to selectors – a body and local elements of their own and
repeat the body until their event has value fulfilling the termination condition. The
structure is very similar to selectors except that we have only one body.
 ::= 	 ‘loops’ ‘until’ ‘(’ 	 ‘is’ 		 ‘)’ ‘do’ !! 
‘end’ ‘;’
A.1.7. The Binding
The purpose of the binding section is to assign explicit values to fuzzy sets and func-
tions to modifiers. The structure of the prelude and the class definitions is repeated
and a value or function is assigned to each definition either by inheriting a previous
assignment or by a new one.
A.1.7.1. The Binding’s Structure
The structure of the binding section follows the structure of prelude and class defi-
nitions, resp. If the prelude part is omitted, then the standard definitions will apply.
The first object bound in production SpecBindings is the main entry point of the system
specified.
' ::= ‘bindings’ ' 
!' ‘end’ ‘;’
' ::= | ‘in’ ‘prelude’  ‘end’ ‘;’
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 ::=  |  |  

!' ::= $"%!	 | 
!' 
!'
A.1.7.2. Binding of Fuzzy Types
Following the structure of a fuzzy type, we have to consider the terms and the mod-
ifiers of the type. The universe of the set is taken from the type’s declaration. Values
for modifiers are taken from the special object Modifier, hence production VAssign can
handle all kinds of bindings in a fuzzy type.
 ::= ‘in’ ‘type’ 	 &#' ‘end’ ‘;’
A.1.7.3. Binding of Objects and Classes
The binding of an object is recursive, because we need also to bind all objects of which
our object of interest consists. As each binding of an object opens a new context, we
can also re-bind formerly defined fuzzy types. The last part of an object’s binding is
to bind the inherited private elements, that is done in production InSuper, moving up
the inheritance hierarchy. The binding of classes in the prelude is similar to those of
objects but starts with class.
 ::= ‘class <Ident> <OAssign> ‘end’ ‘;’
$"%!	 ::= ‘object’ 	 ‘:’ 	 $#' ‘end’ ‘;’

!	 ::= ‘in’ 	 ‘:’ ‘Selector’ 	 ‘end’ ‘;’
 ::= ‘in’ 	 ‘:’ ‘Loop’ $#' ‘end’ ‘;’
	 ::= 	 	 | ‘on’ $#' ‘end’ ‘;’
$#' ::= " $"%!	 &#' 

&#' ::= | &#'
" ::= |  "
$"%!	 ::= | $"%!	 $"%!	 | $"%!	 |  | 
!	

 ::= | ‘in’ ‘super’ &#' 
 ‘end’ ‘;’
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A.1.7.4. Assigning of Values
All values in both, fuzzy types and classes, are bound in the same manner. Possi-
ble values are either fuzzy sets, other elements in the scope including special object
Modifier for modifier definitions and references to a scene by ref.
&#' ::= ‘let’ 	 ‘:=’ & ‘;’ | &#' &#'
& ::= --
		!	 | 	 | ‘ref’ ‘(’ 	 ‘)’
Fuzzy sets can either be enumerated or constructed by convex or piece-wise lin-
ear constructors. For the enumerated fuzzy sets we need for each identifier its mem-
bership value. The convex constructors only need their respective sensitive points,
whereas the generic constructor needs pairs of both, numbers and their membership
values.
--
		!	 ::= --
	(	 |  	!	
| )!	!	
--
	(	 ::= ‘{’ (& ‘}’
(& ::= ‘(’ 	 ‘,’ *(" ‘)’ | (& ‘,’ (&
)!	!	 ::= ‘linear’ ‘(’ 	 ‘)’
	 ::= ‘(’ *(" ’,’ *(" ‘)’| 	 ‘,’ 	
 	!	 ::= !$ | !. |! | !
!$ ::= ‘singleton’ ‘(’ *(" ‘)’
!. ::= !.	 ‘(’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘)’
! ::= !	 ‘(’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘)’
! ::= !	 ‘(’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘,’ *(" ‘)’
!.	 ::= ‘rectangle’ | ‘sfunction’ | ‘zfunction’
!	 ::= ‘triangle’ | ‘pifunction’
!	 ::= ‘trapezoid’ | ‘szfunction’
*(" ::= 	'*(" | *("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A.2. Standard Modifiers
VitruvL provides a set of predefined non-domain-specific general modifiers shown in
table A.2 on the following page. As general modifiers, they are external modifiers
(Thiele, 1998, p. 204, from German: äußere), that means that the applications of mod-
ifier f to fuzzy set X with membership function µ and universe U results in
∀u ∈ U : f (X)(u) = (µX ◦ f )(u) = f (µX(u).
These standard modifiers are adopted from the NRC Fuzzy Package (Orchard, 1999)
and are based on various widely used definitions (Biewer, 1997). All standard modi-
fiers can be applied to every fuzzy set, except above and below which need a numeri-
cal universe. Modifiers above and below realize the fuzzy sets ]X,+∞[ and ] −∞, X[,
resp., defined in (B.43) and (B.45). We should explain the modifier norm, which nor-
malizes its argument X (defined as above) and works in two steps. Firstly it deter-
mines the peak x0 of X:
x0 = sup
u∈U
µ(u).
Secondly, it divides each value of µ by x0:
∀u ∈ U : norm(X)(u) = µ(u)
x0
The effect is that each normal fuzzy set remains unchanged, because x0 = 1, and
otherwise each subnormal fuzzy set is raised, because 0 < x0 < 1: all elements with
membership value x0 become elements of the now non-empty core; the support re-
mains unchanged. Normalization of the empty set is explicitly defined as the fuzzy
set with membership function µ(x) = 1.
A.3. The Standard Prelude of VitruvL
In listing A.1 on the next page we present the standard prelude of VitruvL. It contains
a set basic definitions used for VitruvL, including fuzzy types, classes, compound re-
lations and their default binding.
We start with four fuzzy types, namely the general types TRUTHand DURATION,
and the enumerated types for events (ButtonState and MouseState). The root class
ButtonState
MouseStateInterval of VitruvL is defined next. The classes Button and SensitiveArea provide events
Button
SensitiveArea
for buttons and mouse actions, respectively. These events are immediately enabled,
any further constraints have to defined in derived classes. The last class in the prelude
is the marker class Scene, which does not provide any new elements, but marks a
derived class as a scene. Finally before the binding, we have the definition of the two
compound relations shortly after and shortly before.
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modifier name definition
1− µ(u)
µ(u)/x0
(µ(u))2
3
√
µ(u)√
µ(u)
(µ(u))1.25
(µ(u))3{
2(µ(u))2 if 0 ≤ µ(u) ≤ 0.5
1− 2(1− µ(u))2 if 0.5 < µ(u) ≤ 1
intensify norm (plus µ(u) intersect not very µ(u))
]X,+∞[
]−∞, X[
Table A.2.: The standard modifiers applied to fuzzy set X given by its membership
function µ with u ranging through the universe of X.
In the binding, we provide default values for the fuzzy types and class Interval.
Neither the remaining classes nor the compound relations require additional values.
For all fuzzy types, we do not redefine the modifiers, but stick to their default defini-
tions. The terms of type TRUTHprovide fuzzy true and false values and additionally
the values undefined and unknown, the membership function of which are defined as
to be constant zero and one, respectively. For the terms of fuzzy types ButtonState
and MouseState we define enumerated sets, which are only singletons. A button is
pressed if the button state is down. For mouse events clicks and double-clicks can
only appear, if the mouse is over the respective sensitive area.
The default values durations inside intervals are given in the binding of class In-
terval. The intervals alpha and omega have only a zero duration which is notated as
a singleton fuzzy set at duration 0.0. On the other hand, the duration of an interval
can be anything between zero and infinity, therefore all these durations are equally
possible, notated as the rectangular fuzzy set from 0.0 to +∞.
Listing A.1: The Standard Prelude of VitruvL
prelude
define type TRUTH
universe [ 0 . 0 . . 1 . 0 ] ;
define term f a l se , t rue , unknown , undef ined ;
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define modifier not , very , more_or_less ;
end ;
define type DURATION
universe [ 0 . 0 . . i n f ] ;
define term zero , shor t , long ;
define modifier not , very , extremely , more_or_less , s l i g h t l y ;
end ;
/ / For Button−Events
define type But tonState
universe { up , down } ;
define term isPressed ;
define modifier not ;
end ;
/ / For Mouse−Events
define type MouseState
universe { over , c l i c k , do ub lec l i c k } ;
define term i sRo l l ove r , i sC l i cked , isDoubeClicked ;
define modifier not ;
end ;
/ / The roo t class o f the i nhe r i t ance h ie ra rchy
class I n t e r v a l
exports alpha , omega , length ;
l e t
alpha : I n t e r v a l ;
omega : I n t e r v a l ;
length : DURATION;
body
alpha ( before or meets ) omega ;
alpha is DURATION. zero ;
omega is DURATION. zero ;
end ;
end ;
/ / A but ton can be pressed .
class Button
exports pressed ;
l e t
pressed : Event [ But tonSta te ] ;
body
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th is . alpha s t a r t s pressed ; / / on ly the enabl ing i n te rva l !
end ;
end ;
/ / A SensitveArea i s sens i t ve to mouse movements and c l i c k s
class Sens i t iveArea
exports ro l lOver , c l i cked , doubleCl icked ;
l e t
r o l lOve r : Event [ MouseState ] ;
c l i c ked : Event [ MouseState ] ;
doub lec l i cked : Event [ MouseState ] ;
body
th is . alpha s t a r t s r o l l o v e r ;
th is . alpha s t a r t s c l i c ked ;
th is . alpha s t a r t s doub lec l i cked ;
end ;
end ;
/ / Marker class Scene
class Scene
l e t
body
end ;
end ;
/ / Some compound r e l a t i o n s
define in te rva l re la t ion A s h o r t l y a f t e r B =
/ / BBBBBBBBCCCAAAAAAA
l e t C in rules
B meets C;
C meets A ;
C i s shor t ;
end ;
define in te rva l re la t ion A s h o r t l y before B =
/ / AAAAAAACCCBBBBBBBB
l e t C in rules
A meets C;
C meets B ;
C i s shor t ;
end ;
end ;
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bindings
in prelude
in type TRUTH
l e t f a l s e : = z func t i on ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 3 ) ;
l e t t r ue : = s func t i on ( 0 . 7 , 1 . 0 ) ;
l e t undef ined : = l i n e a r ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 . 0 , 0 ) ) ; / / undef ( x ) = 0
l e t unknown : = rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; / / unknwon ( x ) = 1
end ;
in type DURATION
l e t zero : = s i ng l e t on ( 0 . 0 ) ;
l e t shor t : = z func t i on ( 6 0 . 0 , 1 2 0 . 0 ) ;
l e t long : = s func t i on ( 1 8 0 . 0 , 2 4 0 . 0 ) ;
end ;
in type But tonState
l e t isPressed : = { ( down , 1 . 0 ) , ( pressed , 0 . 0 ) } ;
end ;
in type MouseState
l e t i s R o l l o v e r : = { ( over , 1 . 0 ) , ( c l i cked , 0 . 0 ) ,
( doub lec l icked , 0 . 0 ) } ;
l e t i sC l i c ked : = { ( over , 1 . 0 ) , ( c l i cked , 1 . 0 ) ,
( doub lec l icked , 0 . 0 ) } ;
l e t i sDoubleCl icked : = { ( over , 1 . 0 ) , ( c l i cked , 0 . 0 ) ,
( doub lec l icked , 1 . 0 ) } ;
end ;
class I n t e r v a l
/ / alpha and omega have zero length
object alpha : I n t e r v a l
l e t length : = s i ng l e t on ( 0 . 0 ) ;
end ;
object omega : I n t e r v a l
l e t length : = s i ng l e t on ( 0 . 0 ) ;
end ;
/ / each i n te rva l may have an a r b i t r a r y length
l e t length : = rec tang le ( 0 . 0 , i n f ) ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
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B. Some Definitions and Results from
Fuzzy Set Theory and Petri Nets
In this chapter we present some definitions and results from fuzzy set theory and
Petri nets, as they are used throughout the thesis. Omitted proofs can be found in the
literature.
B.1. Fuzzy Set Theory
Fuzzy set theory originates in the seminal paper of Zadeh (1965). This presentation is
based on a set of books (Bandemer and Gottwald, 1993; Biewer, 1997; Yager and Filev,
1994; Fedrizzi and Kacprzyk, 1999). In the following, the closed and open interval
between a and b is notated as [a, b] and as ]a, b[, respectively.
B.1.1. Fuzzy sets
A conventional set A may be equated with its characteristic function
ϕA : U → {0, 1}
associating each element u of a universe of discourse U a number ϕA(u) ∈ {0, 1},
such that ϕA(u) = 0 means that u ∈ U does not belong to A, and that ϕA(u) = 1
means that u belongs to A.
Definition B.1 (Fuzzy Set) A fuzzy set generalizes the binary-valued characteristic
fuzzy setfunction of a conventional set by allowing partial memberships, expressed by a fuzzy
fuzzy set
membership
function
set membership function:
µA : U → [0, 1] (B.1)
such that µA(u) ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of membership of an element u ∈ U to the fuzzy
set A ranging from µA(u) = 0, meaning that u does not belong to A, to µA(u) = 1,
meaning that u belongs fully to A, with possible intermediate (0 < µA(u) < 1) values.
It is equivalent to say that a fuzzy set A in a universe of discourse U is defined as a
set of pairs
A = {(u, µA(u)); u ∈ U} (B.2)
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with the membership function µA : U → [0, 1] of A and µA(u) ∈ [0, 1] defining the
grade of membership of u ∈ U in A.
Remark B.1 Usually the membership functions use the real interval of [0, 1] as co-domain,
but this is not necessary. Goguen (1969) showed that a lattice is sufficient as co-domain, so
generally fuzzy set A is characterized by its membership function
µA : U → L.
where L is a partially ordered set. Trivially, the unit interval [0, 1] is such a partially ordered
set.
Notation B.2 If the universe U of fuzzy set A is finite, i.e., U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}, the
pair (u, µA(u)) is denoted by µA(u)/u and called a fuzzy singleton. The fuzzy set A isfuzzy singleton then written as
A = {(u, µA(u))} = {µA(u)/u}
= µA(u1)/u1 + µA(u2)/u2 + · · ·+ µA(un)/un =
n
∑
i=1
µA(ui)/ui (B.3)
where + and ∑ are meant in the set-theoretic sense. Pairs with µA(u) = 0 are usually
omitted.
Fuzzy set A defined in U is said to be normal, iff
normal
sup
u∈U
µA(u) = 1, (B.4)
otherwise A is subnormal,
subnormal
Notation B.3 (Fuzzy Power Set) The set of all fuzzy sets in X, the fuzzy power set of
X, is notated as F(X).
Corollary B.4 The empty set ∅ and the full set X are elements of F(X).
Definition B.1 makes no further assumptions on membership functions of fuzzy
sets. In practice, some general useful normalized convex functions have been estab-
lished, which are widely used. Let us first define convexity for fuzzy sets.
Definition B.5 Let A be a fuzzy set with membership function µA and a totally or-
dered universe U . A is called convex, if µA has only one maximum:convex
a, b, c ∈ U : a ≤ c ≤ b ⇒ µA(c) ≥ min{µA(a), µA(b)} (B.5)
In fuzzy control often piece-wise linear functions are used, because they are easy
to compute. Such functions are trapezoid, triangle and rectangle functions. Zadeh
presented parametric functions which approximate the right and the left flanks of a
bell-shape and their combinations. Their graphs are shown in figure B.1 on page 282.
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Definition B.6 (Linear Functions) The rectangle, triangle and trapezoidal parametric
functions are assembled from various linear functions with domain R, which is also
the universe of the respective fuzzy sets.
rect(x, α, β) =

0 x < α
1 α ≤ x ≤ β
0 x > β
(B.6)
triangle(x, m, α, β) =

0 (x ≤ m− α) ∨ (x ≥ m + β)
x− (m− α)
α
(m− α) < x ≤ m
1− x−m
β
m < x < (m + β)
(B.7)
trapezoid(x, m1, m2, α, β) =

0 (x ≤ m1 − α) ∨ (x ≥ m2 + β)
x− (m1 − α)
α
(m1 − α) < x ≤ m1
1 m1 ≤ x ≤ m2
1− x−m2
β
m2 < x < (m2 + β)
(B.8)
Definition B.7 (Bell-Shape Functions) Zadeh defined the parametric s-, z-, sz- and
π-functions (Biewer, 1997, p. 57/58)) with x ∈ R, which is also the universe of the
respective fuzzy sets.
s(x, α, γ) =

0 x ≤ α
2(
x − α
γ− α )
2 α < x ≤ α + γ
2
1− 2(x− γ
γ− α )
2 α + γ
2
< x ≤ γ
1 otherwise
(B.9)
z(x, α, γ) = 1− s(x, α, γ) (B.10)
sz(x, α, β, γ, δ) =
{
s(x, α, β) x ≤ β
z(x, γ, δ) x > β (B.11)
π(x, β, γ) = sz(x, γ− β, γ, γ, γ + β) (B.12)
Definition B.8 (Support, Core, Height) The support of fuzzy set A is defined as
support
supp A = {u ∈ U | µA(u) > 0}, (B.13)
the core is defined as core
core A = {u ∈ U | µA(u) = 1}, (B.14)
the height is defined as
heightheight A = supu∈U µA(u). (B.15)
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0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
s(x,3,7)
z(x,3,7)
pi (x, 2, 5)
Figure B.1.: The s-, z- and π-functions
Support and core of a fuzzy set are special crisp (i.e. non-fuzzy) subsets defined by
the grade of membership. Their generalization is called an alpha-cut.
Definition B.9 (Alpha-Cut) The alpha-cut of fuzzy set A is denoted as Aα and is de-alpha-cut fined as
Aα = {u ∈ U | µA(u) ≥ α} α ∈]0, 1] (B.16)
The non-fuzzy subset relation between fuzzy sets A and B holds, if for each element
a in the support of A the membership grade of a in B is higher and equal or higher,
resp.
Definition B.10 (Subset) Let A, B be fuzzy sets. The non-fuzzy subset relation A ⊂ B
subset relation holds iff
A ⊂ B :⇔ ∀a ∈ supp A : µA(a) < µB(a). (B.17)
The subset-or-equal relation is defined in a similar way:
A ⊆ B :⇔ ∀a ∈ supp A : µA(a) ≤ µB(a). (B.18)
The usual set-theoretic operations of union, intersection and complement are also
available for fuzzy sets. They result in new fuzzy sets and are defined by their mem-
bership functions.
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Definition B.11 (Set theoretic operations) Let A, B be fuzzy sets. The union C = A ∪
unionB is defined with the membership function
µC(x) =̂ max(µA(x), µB(x)), (B.19)
the intersection C = A ∩ B is defined as
intersection
µC(x) =̂ min(µA(x), µB(x)) (B.20)
and the complement C = A¯ is defined as
complement
µC(x) =̂ 1− µA(x). (B.21)
The definitions above using max, min for union and intersection are widely used,
but other definitions are possible and used. In particular the t-norms and s-norms for
intersection and union, resp., are often used.
Definition B.12 (t-norm) A t-norm is a function defined as
t-norm
t : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] (B.22)
such that for each a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]:
1. 1 is the unit element: t(a, 1) = a.
2. t is monotone: a ≤ b =⇒ t(a, c) ≤ t(b, c).
3. t is commutative or symmetric: t(a, b) = t(b, a).
4. t is associative: t(t(a, b), c) = t(a, t(b, c)).
Definition B.13 (s-norm) A s-norm is a function defined as s-norm
s : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] (B.23)
such that for each a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]:
1. 0 is the unit element: s(a, 0) = a.
2. s is monotone: a ≤ b =⇒ s(a, c) ≤ s(b, c).
3. s is commutative or symmetric: s(a, b) = s(b, a).
4. s is associative: s(s(a, b), c) = s(a, s(b, c)).
Relevant examples for t- and s-norms are:
t-norm t(a, b) s-norm s(a, b)
minimum min(a, b) maximum max(a, b)
algebraic product a · b probabilistic product a + b− ab
Łukasiewicz max(0, a + b− 1) Łukasiewicz min(a + b, 1)
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B.1.2. Fuzzy Logic
A direct link exists between fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic, i.e. a logic of fuzzy truth-
values. The expression x ∈ A is a predicate concerning the membership of x in A. If
A is a fuzzy set, then the truth value τ is given by the evaluation of the membership
function, i.e.
τ(x ∈ A) = µA(x).
More general, suppose “u is P” is a predicate where P is an imprecise term charac-
terized by a fuzzy set in U , i.e. P ∈ F(U ). Let τ(“u is P”) = τ(u, P) = µP(u) for each
u ∈ U . In the following we notate with a slight abuse of notation τ(P) := τ(·, P). The
following definitions are usually employed:
Definition B.14 Let P, Q be predicates as defined above, t and s are fixed t- and s-
norms, respectively. The negation of P (“not P”), denoted by ¬P, is defined as
τ(¬P) = 1− τ(P). (B.24)
The intersection of P and Q (“P and Q”), denoted by P ∧Q, is defined as
τ(P ∧Q) = t(τ(P), τ(Q)), (B.25)
where t is a t-norm (B.22). The union of P and Q (“P or Q”), denoted by P ∨ Q, is
defined as
τ(P ∨Q) = s(τ(P), τ(Q)), (B.26)
where s is a s-norm (B.23).
B.1.3. Fuzzy Relations
A fuzzy relations R between non-fuzzy sets X and Y is in turn a fuzzy set of the
Cartesian product of X and Y.
Definition B.15 A fuzzy relation R between non-fuzzy sets X1, . . . , Xn is defined byfuzzy relation
R = {((x1, . . . , xn), µR(x1, . . . , xn)); xi ∈ Xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n} (B.27)
where µR : X1 × · · · × Xn → [0, 1] is the membership function of R.
As a fuzzy relation is a fuzzy set, all definitions, properties etc. on fuzzy sets pre-
sented above hold as well.
The composition of two fuzzy relations R in X × Y and S in Y × Z is given by
the max-min-composition. Certainly the max- and min-operations can be replaced by
corresponding t- and s-norms, resp., resulting in a t-s-composition.
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Definition B.16 (Max-Min-Composition) The max-min-composition of two fuzzy re-
max-min-
compositionlations R in X × Y and S in Y × Z, denoted as R ◦ S is defined as fuzzy relation in
X × Z such that
µR◦S(x, z) = max
y∈Y
(min(µR(x, y), µS(y, z))) for each x ∈ X, z ∈ Z (B.28)
Definition B.17 The Cartesian product of two fuzzy sets A in X and B in Y, denoted
Cartesian
product
as A× B, is defined as the fuzzy set in X ×Y such that
µA×B = min(µA(x), µB(y)) for each x ∈ X, y ∈ Y (B.29)
Definition B.18 Let Y = X1 × · · · × Xi−1 × Xi+1 × · · · × Xn and y = (x1, . . . , xi−1,
xi+1, . . . , xn) for some fuzzy sets Xi. We define the projection Ri of fuzzy relation R on projectionX1, . . . , Xn as
µRi(x) = sup{µR(x1, . . . , xi−1, x, xi+1, . . . , xn) | xj ∈ Xj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j = i} (B.30)
Definition B.19 Fuzzy relation R on X1, X2, . . . , Xn is said to decomposable iff it can decomposablerepresented as
µR(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = min{µR1 , . . . , µRi , . . . , µRn} where xi ∈ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (B.31)
B.1.4. The Extension Principle
If there exists some relationship between non-fuzzy entities, it is interesting to see,
if there exists an equivalent relationship between fuzzy entities. Zadeh’s extension
principle deals with this question.
Definition B.20 (Extension Principle) Let A1, . . . , An be fuzzy sets in X1, . . . , Xn, resp.,
and
f : X1 × · · · × Xn → Y
be some non-fuzzy function such that y = f (x1, . . . , xn). The extension principle in- extension
principle
duces the fuzzy set B in Y by A1, . . . , An via extending the non-fuzzy function f to
the fuzzy function f ∗ such that B = f ∗(A1, . . . , An):
f ∗ : F(X1)× · · · × F(Xn) → F(Y) (B.32)
µB(y) = sup
(x1,...,xn)∈X1×···×Xn
y= f (x1,...,xn)
min{µA1(x1), . . . , µAn(xn)} (B.33)
together with sup(∅) = 0.
The extension principle shares the property of other fuzzy set operations, such as
union or intersection, that if the Ai are crisp sets (i.e. Ai = 1.0/xi), then B is also crisp
with B = 1.0/y, and y = f ∗(Ai) = f (x1, . . . , xn).
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B.1.5. Fuzzy Numbers and Intervals
Fuzzy numbers and intervals are generalizations of ordinary (real) numbers. The cor-
responding universe is therefore the real line R. Important for all fuzzy numbers and
intervals is that their membership function µ is convex.
Definition B.21 Fuzzy set A ∈ F(R) is a fuzzy number if A is convex and normalized
fuzzy number with exactly one a ∈ R such that µA(a) = 1. Is A only convex and normalized, then
A is a fuzzy interval.
fuzzy interval
The basic arithmetical operations with fuzzy numbers are an application of the
extension principle (def. B.20 on the page before). The resulting fuzzy sets are also
fuzzy numbers. The same operations can also be applied to fuzzy intervals which
results also in fuzzy intervals.
Definition B.22 (Basic arithmetical operations) Let A and B be fuzzy numbers. The
sum S := A⊕ B is defined with membership function
∀a ∈ R : µS(a) = sup
x∈R
min{µA(x), µB(a − x)}, (B.34)
the difference D := A B is analogous
∀a ∈ R : µD(a) = sup
x∈R
min{µA(x), µB(x− a)}, (B.35)
and also the product P := A B
∀a ∈ R : µP(a) = sup
x,y∈R
xy=a
min{µA(x), µB(y)}. (B.36)
If 0 ∈ supp(B), then the quotient Q := A! B is defined with membership function
∀a ∈ R : µQ(a) = sup
x,y∈R
x/y=a
min{µA(x), µB(y)}. (B.37)
Minimum and maximum of A and B are defined as
∀z ∈ R : µmin(z) = sup
x,y∈R
min(x,y)=z
min{µA(x), µB(y)} (B.38)
∀z ∈ R : µmax(z) = sup
x,y∈R
max(x,y)=z
min{µA(x), µB(y)} (B.39)
Corollary B.23 Let A be a fuzzy number. The negative N := ¯A of A is given by
∀a ∈ R : µN(a) = µA(−a). (B.40)
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The scalar product of a fuzzy number is similar to scalar products of vectors.
Definition B.24 Let A be a fuzzy number and λ ∈ R \ {0}. The scalar product λA of
λ with A is defined with the membership function µλA
∀a ∈ R : µλA(a) = µA(
a
λ
) (B.41)
For efficient calculation often piece-wise linear membership functions are used. De-
tails of this approach are given by Dubois and Prade (1987), and Biewer (1997).
For given fuzzy number or interval X four fuzzy semi-intervals exists describing
the sets of all numbers lower or greater than X (Dubois and Prade, 1989). We have
four intervals, because we allow also the equality case.
Definition B.25 Let X be a fuzzy number or interval with membership function µX.
The fuzzy set [X,+∞[ of numbers which are greater or equal than X is defined by the
membership function µ[X,+∞[:
∀x ∈ R : µ[X,+∞[(x) = sup
y≤x
µX(y), (B.42)
the fuzzy set ]X,+∞[ of number which are strictly greater than X is defined by the
membership function µ]X,+∞[:
∀x ∈ R : µ]X,+∞[(x) = infy≥x(1− µX(y)), (B.43)
The fuzzy set ]−∞, X] of numbers which are lower or equal than X is defined by the
membership function µ]+∞,X]:
∀x ∈ R : µ]+∞,X](x) = sup
y≥x
µX(y) = 1− µ]X,+∞[(x), (B.44)
the fuzzy set ] −∞, X[ of number which are strictly lower than X is defined by the
membership function µ]−∞,X[:
∀x ∈ R : µ]−∞,X[(x) = infy≤x(1− µX(y)) = 1− µ[X,+∞[(x). (B.45)
B.1.6. Possibility Theory
This section is based on (Dubois and Prade, 1999; Biewer, 1997). Possibility theory
uses fuzzy set theory not as a measure for impreciseness but as a measure for uncer-
tainty, i.e. it is a theory of incomplete information similar to probability theory.
Let U be a universe and P be a (fuzzy) predicate on U , i.e. P is a fuzzy set on U ,
P : U → [0, 1]. The proposition “y is P” for y ∈ U evaluates to µP(y). Let x ∈ U be
fixed with unknown exact value but with possible values given by P. The possibility
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that “u = x” for u ranging through U is given by the possibility distribution πx, whichpossibility
distribution
is induced by the predicate P, our only source of knowledge about x. The possibility
distribution πx is defined via µP:
πx(u) = µP(u) ∀u ∈ U (B.46)
with the following interpretation:
1. πx(u) = 0: u can not be assigned to x, short: x = u is impossible.
2. πx(u) = 1: u can perfectly be assigned to x, short: x = u is (completely) possible.
3. πx(u1) > πx(u2): prefer x = u1 to x = u2 because x = u1 is with a higher degree
possible than x = u2.
In contrast to probability distributions, the possibility distributions do not sum up
to 1, usually they are normalized resulting in a sum greater than 1. An event with a
low probability can have a high degree of possibility and a high degree of possibility
induces not automatically a high probability. The degree of possibility is always equal
or greater as the probability of the same event.
The measures of possibility and necessity as defined as follwos
Definition B.26 (Possibility and Necessity) Let A ∈ F(U ) and πx be a (reference)
possibility distribution on U , associated with variable x. The possibility of “x is A”,
possibility notated as Π(A|x), is defined as
Π(A|x) = sup
u∈U
min{µA(u), πx(u)}. (B.47)
It measures the degree of compatibility (or consistency) between an element of A and
the possibility distribution πx. The necessity N of A is defined asnecessity
N (A|x) = 1−Π(¬A|x) = 1− sup
u∈U
min{1− µA(u), πx(u)}. (B.48)
For the similarity of fuzzy set D (for data) and of reference possibility distribution
similarity P (for pattern) over some universe U we use the definition of Orchard (1999):
simil(D, P) =
{
Π(P|D) if N (P|D) > 0.5
(N (P|D) + 0.5) ·Π(P|D) otherwise (B.49)
B.2. Petri Nets
In this section we present some important definitions and properties of Petri nets.
Firstly, we present multi-sets followed by Petri nets.
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B.2.1. Multi-Sets
For colored nets we need individual tokens at the same place p instead of anonymous
tokens as in place-transition nets. These individual tokens are modeled with multi-
sets.
Definition B.27 (Multi-sets) A multi-set, M, over base type A is a mapping A → N.
multi-setThe set of all multi-sets over base type A is denoted with M(A). Let M, M1, M2 be
multi-sets over base type A, a ∈ A. Some set-theoretic operations and notations can
be transfered to multi-sets; subscript ms indicates that we operate on multi-sets:
1. M, M1, M2 ∈M(A)
2. a ∈ms M :⇔ M(a) > 0
3. M1 ∪ms M2 = {(a, M1(a) + M2(a)) | a ∈ A}
4. |M|ms = ∑a∈M M(a)
5. M1 ⊆ms M2 :⇔ ∀a ∈ A : M1(a) ≤ M2(a)
6. M1 \ms M2 = {(a, M1(a)− M2(a) | a ∈ A} iff M2 ⊆ M1
7. β · M = {(a, βn) | (a, n) ∈ M} for β ∈ N
We may omit subscript ms, if it is clear from the context that we have multi-sets.
The effect of firing of transitions is to remove tokens from multi-set M1 and to add
new token to multi-set M2. We denote this as formal sums.
Definition B.28 (Formal Sum) Let M1 and M2 be multi-sets over some base type A,
a ∈ A. The formal sums M1 + M2 and M1 − M2 are defined componentwise: formal sums
M1 + M2 = {(a, M1(a) + M2(a)) | a ∈ A}
M1 − M2 = {(a, M1(a)− M2(a)) | a ∈ A} iff M2 ⊆ M1
Let M = {M1, M2, . . . , Mn} be a set of multi-sets over base type A, we extend the
binary formal sum to an n-ary sum:
∑
m∈M
m = M1 + M2 + · · ·+ Mn
Definition B.29 Let A1 = {a1, . . . , ak} ⊆ A. As shorthand notation for multi-set con-
structors we have
{(a1, n1), . . . , (ak, nk)} = M1
defined as
M1(a) =
{
ni if a ∈ A1 ∧ (a, ni) ∈ M1
0 otherwise
.
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If all ni = 1, we may omit ni for the sake of brevity: {a1, . . . , ak}ms. Singleton multi-sets
can be written as (a, n)ms.
Sometimes, we use the notation by Jensen (1997) for elements of a multi-set:
n‘a ⇔ (a, n) ∈ M.
This notation is easier to read if a is a complex data structure.
B.2.2. Petri Nets
B.2.2.1. Basic Petri Nets
According to newer presentations (Rozenberg and Engelfriet, 1998; Desel and Reisig,
1998; Baumgarten, 1996) we distinguish between Petri nets and Petri systems, the
former describes the static structure only and the latter defines the dynamic semantics
of a net by means of markings and firing behavior.
Definition B.30 (Petri Net) A Petri net is a tuple (P, T, A) where P and T are finite
Petri net sets, P∩ T = ∅, and A ⊆ (P × T)∪(T × P). Elements of P and T are named places
places and transitions, resp., A is the set of arcs or the flow relation.
transitions
arcs
flow relation
Graphically we denote places, transitions and arcs by circles, rectangles and lines with
an arrowhead, respectively.
In the following, we define some important operations on the net structure.
Definition B.31 Let (P, T, A) be a Petri net. Let X = P∪ T and x ∈ X. The pre-setpre-set
of x, •x, is defined as •x = {y ∈ X | y A x}. The post-set of x, x•, is defined as
post-set x• = {y ∈ X | x A y}. The neighborhood of x is defined as nb(x) = •x ∪ x•.
neighborhood
We now extend the definitions of pre- and post-sets to their transitive closure, being
the basis of properties acyclic and connected nets.
Definition B.32 (Net Structure 1) Let N = (P, T, A) be a Petri net, x ∈ X = P∪ T,
•1x = •x and
•nx = {y | y ∈ X ∧ y ∈ •x′ ∧ x′ ∈ •n−1x} n > 1,
x•n is defined accordingly. The transitive closure of •x is defined as
transitive
closure •+x =
⋃
n≥1
•nx,
the transitive closure of x• as
x•+ =
⋃
n≥1
x •n .
The net is acyclic, if
acyclic ∀x ∈ X : x /∈ (•+x ∪ x•+).
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Definition B.33 (Net Structure 2) Let N = (P, T, A) and N ′ = (P′, T′, A′) be Petri nets
with P = P′, T = T′ and A′ = A∪ A−1, i.e., N′ is the undirected version of N. Net N
is connected iff
connected∀x, x′ ∈ X = P∪ T : x = x′ ⇒ (x, x′) ∈ A′+
In the net structure, we can identify root and leaf places in the usual graph theoret-
ical sense.
Definition B.34 Let N = (P, T, A) be a Petri net. The root places, R, of N are defined
root placesas
root(N) = {p ∈ P | •p = ∅},
the leaf places, L, of N are defined as
leaf places
leaf (N) = {p ∈ P | p• = ∅}.
The marking, M, of a Petri net (P, T, A) describes the state of a Petri system by
markingassigning values, also called tokens, to places. Details of the marking depends on the
tokensPetri system type: for elementary nets the marking a map with range is {0, 1}: M :
P → {0, 1}, for place-transition nets (P/T-nets) it is a map with range N: M : P → N.
For higher level nets such as Colored Petri Nets (Jensen, 1997) the marking of a place
is a multi-set of a datatype’s instances. The initial marking is notated with M0. initial markingThe firing behavior of a Petri net defines the dynamic semantics by stating how we
firing behaviorproceed from one to another marking. It defines when a transition is enabled which
enabledis a precondition of the occurence of the transition. If a transition t occurs, it fires,
occurenceremoving tokens from •t and adding new tokens to t•. Adding and removing tokens
to and from a place need to be properly defined for each net type.
Notation B.35 We denote a firing step from marking Mi to Mi+1, where transition
t fires by, Mi[t〉Mi+1. For a sequence, s, of transitions s = t1 . . . tn, we denote with
Mi[s〉Mj that marking Mi+1 is reached by Mi[t1〉Mi+1 and recursively the following
holds: Mi+1[t2 . . . tn〉Mj. The set of all markings reachable from a particular marking
M is denoted by [M〉.
B.2.2.2. Extensions
There are a few well known extensions of the aforementioned basic Petri nets, which
are often used. These extension modify the firing behavior of P/T-nets and can be
extended to higher-level nets such as Colored Petri nets.
While not explicitely defined above, in P/T-system a firing transition t removes
only one token of each place in •t and add exactly one token to each place in t•. To
generalize the amount of tokens removed and added during firing of transition we
introduce arc weights:
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Definition B.36 (Arc weights) A Petri net with arc weights assigns to each arc a nat-
arc weights ural number, denoting how many tokens are removed or added from place of the arc
if the transition of the arc fires.
In higher level nets, token usually have a more complex structure than natural
numbers as in P/T-nets. Thus, arc weights are extended to arc expressions denoting
arc expressions not only the amount of tokens but also an expression defining the values of tokens
consumed or produced. Here, a inscription language is needed to formulate the ex-
pression, classical example are ML for Colored Petri Nets Jensen (1997) or predicate
logic for Pr/T-Nets Smith (1998).
Arc weights define a constant amount of token removed or created. Sometimes it is
desirable to have a dynamic arc weight, and in particular an arc weight that is equal
to the current number of tokens in the place of interest. This is modeled by reset arcs,
which are arcs from places to transitions modifying the firing behavior such that all
tokens from the place are removed, the place’s marking is reset to an empty marking.
To distinguish formally reset arcs from regular arcs, we introduce a new element of
the Petri net structure, the set of reset arcs.
Definition B.37 (Net with Reset Arcs) A net with reset arcs is a quadruple (P, T, A, R)reset arcs
such that (P, T, A) is a Petri net and R ⊆ P× T.
We denote reset arcs graphically by a double arrow head at the transition end.
Sometimes, we have situations where a transition t shall only fire if a specific place
p has an empty marking. This can be expressed by an inhibitor arc from p to t. In
contrast to ordinary arcs between transitions and places, no token movement occurs
on an inhibitor. To distinguish formally inhibitor arcs from regular arcs, we introduce
a new element of the Petri net structure, the set of inhibitor arcs.
Definition B.38 (Net with Inhibitor Arcs) A Petri net with inhibitor arcs is a quadru-
inhibitor arcs ple (P, T, A, I) such that (P, T, A) is a Petri net and I ⊆ P× T.
We denote inhibitor arcs graphically by a circle instead of an arrow at the transition
end.
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